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Editor’s introduction 

Ulrika Kyaga’s doctoral thesis, Swedish Fashion 1930−1960: Rethinking the 
Swedish Textile and Clothing Industry, is the fifth thesis published by the 
Centre for Fashion Studies in its Stockholm Fashion Studies series. The 
Centre for Fashion Studies was founded in 2006 with a generous donation 
from the Familjen Erling-Persson Foundation, launching fashion studies as 
an academic field in Scandinavia.  
 
The Centre, from the very start a research institute at the Humanities Faculty 
of Stockholm University, has a Ph.D. programme and an international MA 
programme. The MA programme was launched in 2006, and the first Ph.D. 
students were admitted in 2008. The sheer demand for undergraduate 
courses in fashion studies prompted the Centre to offer an introductory 
course in 2006 and 2007, which in 2008 was expanded into a one-year 
introductory programme with a BA dissertation module. Each year some 160 
students are admitted to the undergraduate level as well as the BA and MA 
programmes, following a highly competitive process.  
 
The Centre for Fashion Studies has established fashion studies as an 
interdisciplinary field in Scandinavia, recruiting faculty members, teaching 
staff, and visiting researchers from a wide range of disciplinary 
backgrounds, including economic history, film studies, literature, art history 
and business and economics. The Centre has equally sought to develop a 
distinct intellectual profile by combining theoretical perspectives with object 
based studies, pursuing a close interest in critical textual analysis, fabrics and 
visual representations of garments. In this regard, the Centre is almost 
unique in being university based with a broad range of academic expertise.  
Since its inception the Centre for Fashion Studies has been home to many 
different fields of research and teaching in both the humanities and the social 
sciences, attracting scholars and students from across the world. Its 
community outreach is also exemplary, while besides its agreements with 
universities and fashion schools abroad, the Centre has participated in 
several collaborative projects with museums both in Sweden and abroad.  
  
Professor Klas Nyberg  
The Centre for Fashion Studies, Stockholm 
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1. Introduction 

This study brings one of the major Swedish industries of the twentieth 
century, textil- och konfektionsindustrin (the textile and clothing industry), 
into the field of fashion studies. The research carried out into this industry 
from the 1980s onward, a decade after its dramatic decline, has focused on 
the industry’s economic and industrial development.1 None of these 
historians, however, has examined Swedish fashion from both an industrial 
and a cultural perspective, or as part of a larger fashion network that 
included buyers, journalists and educators; nor has anyone studied how these 
industry groups reacted to changes in fashion. Consequently, in previous 
research the fashion perspective has been largely absent. Also the general 
historiography has, through generic reasoning based on weak empirical 
grounds, highlighted this industry group as underdeveloped from a fashion 
viewpoint and lacking in celebrated star designers.2  
 
This study instead views the textile and clothing industry as part of a fashion 
industry that initiates three central aspects of fashion production: 
manufacturing, symbolic production, and the production of a national 
fashion. My use of the term ‘production’ applies to a broader definition than 
the ordinary meaning of manufacturing, and includes the industrial 
production of fashion, the production of symbolic meaning about fashion, 
and the production of national identity in fashion. In this study, whenever I 
use the word ‘production’, I refer to all three types of production. 

                                                        
1 Tommy Bengtsson, “Industri under avspärrning: Studier i svensk textilproduktion 1935–
1950” (PhD diss., Lund University, 1980); Kent Olsson, “En västsvensk industrihistoria: 
Tiden fram till 1950” (PhD diss., Gothenburg: Department of Economic History, School of 
Business, Economics and Law, University of Gothenburg, 2012); Christer Winberg, 
Fabriksfolket: Textilindustrin i Mark och arbetarrörelsens genombrott, 2nd ed. (Stockholm: 
Podium, 1999); Gertrud Grenander-Nyberg, “Sömnadsindustrien: En översikt av dess 
uppkomst och utveckling i Sverige,” in Daedalus (Stockholm, 1946). 
2 See e.g. in Lotta Lewenhaupt, Modeboken: 1900–2000 (Stockholm: Prisma, 2001), 192; Cay 
Bond, New Fashion in Sweden, trans. Stephen Croall (Stockholm: Swedish Institute, 2003), 
5–7. 
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Objectives and Research Questions  
The aim of this thesis is to explore the development of Swedish fashion 
between 1930 and 1960 by analysing the textile and clothing industry from 
the wider perspective of fashion production. It was during this period that 
Sweden was transformed into a leading industrial nation, which laid the 
foundation for increased prosperity in the post-war period. The events of 
World War II, and Sweden’s political position as a neutral country, played a 
central role in shaping its industrial structure. Yet this period of transition, 
when industrial production of garments took over from craftsmanship, is 
often portrayed as weak in terms of Swedish fashion.  
 
A central theme of Swedish history in the twentieth century is the story of a 
poor country in the northern periphery becoming one of the richest in the 
world.3 From the 1930s until the post-war period, Swedish society under 
Social Democratic rule experienced a major transformation permeated by 
industrial success, together with political innovations. Despite the fact that 
this period is well documented in Swedish history, neither political nor 
economic historians have included fashion in the story. Consequently, 
academic literature on mid-twentieth-century Swedish history contains few 
references to fashion. Previous research has focused predominantly on the 
economic developments of the textile and clothing industries, and Swedish 
historians have failed to consider their cultural and national aspects and how 
these industries operated in relation to a fashion-oriented network,4 as well 
as how these changes in society and manufacturing contributed to a change 
of professionals shaping fashion production.  
 
The focus is on the industry group textile and clothing, which represented a 
large part of clothing manufacturing in the mid-twentieth century. The 
assumption is that the textile and clothing industry can be related to fashion 
in a wider perspective. The point of departure is that fashion is viewed not 
only from the material aspect but also from the aspect of symbolic and 
national production. Here, sociology of culture and research into nationalism 
                                                        
3 See Staffan Bergwik et al., “Inledning,” in Svensk snillrikhet?: Nationella föreställningar 
om entreprenörer och teknisk begåvning 1800–2000, ed. Staffan Bergwik et al. (Lund: Nordic 
Academic Press, 2014), 9; Kurt Almqvist and Kay Glans, Den svenska framgångssagan, ed. 
Kurt Almqvist and Kay Glans (Stockholm: Fischer & Co., 2001), 11. Moreover, according to 
Kurt Lundgren: ‘In Sweden, industrialization developed very fast when it at last started, and 
Sweden could during the period 1870–1950 enjoy the highest economic growth of any 
country, with the possible exception of Japan’ in Kurt Lundgren, “Why in Sweden? An 
Analysis of the Development of the Large Swedish International Firms from a Learning 
Perspective,” Scandinavian Economic History Review 43:2 (1995): 205, accessed January 15, 
2013, doi.org/10.1080/03585522.1995.10415901. 
4 Bengtsson, “Industri under avspärrning”; Olsson, “En västsvensk industrihistoria”; Winberg, 
Fabriksfolket; Grenander-Nyberg, ”Sömnadsindustrien”. 
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are important key contributions from a symbolic and national perspective, 
revealing what groups participated in the production of fashion. My analysis 
of the Swedish textile and clothing industry assumes that clothing constitutes 
a central part of the production of fashion, along with symbolic and national 
perspectives. 
 
The three research chapters of this thesis concentrate on the following 
overarching issues that affect fashion as material and symbolic production 
with a national fashion. What were the central features of the industrial 
production, the image and the idea of Swedish fashion, and how did this 
change between 1930 and 1960? This main question is followed by sub-
questions intended to help narrow the focus of the study. Previous studies 
highlight the 1930s as a turning point, when the most expansive 
development occurred within the Swedish textile and clothing industry,5 and 
the sub-sector ‘women’s ready-made clothing’ more than doubled its output 
value.6 A growth that continued until the 1950s.7 No explicit comparison has 
been made between the various sub-industries and how these developed 
during this period. The period ends in 1960, when the new decade saw 
another shift in production, due to increased wages and cheaper imports. The 
interpretation is based on the increased range of imported off-the-peg 
garments offered by chain stores at the expense of tailored fashion.8 No 
thorough analysis has been attempted of when this downturn began and 
which garments and categories of material were affected. Therefore, the first 
question asked is: What were the central features of Swedish clothing 
manufacturing production between 1930 and 1960? 
 
In previous studies of clothing manufacturing, the primary focus has been on 
economic and industrial development, overlooking the cultural production 
and the creation of symbolic meaning, as well as how the industry has 
reacted to changes in fashion, who its foremost representatives were, and 
what status positions these producers occupied. This raises the second 
question: What were the central features of symbolic production in Sweden 
in terms of the field of fashion, in the same period? 
 
Fashion studies have shown that fashion is a ‘signifier’ of national identity.9 
Previous studies of the Swedish textile and clothing industry have failed to 
                                                        
5 Grenander-Nyberg, ”Sömnadsindustrien”, 111. Kurt Billum, Textil- och 
konfektionsindustrien i Sverige (Stockholm: Industriens upplysningstjänst, 1957), 145. 
6 Ibid. 
7 Billum, Textil- och konfektionsindustrien, 145. 
8 Carina Gråbacke, Kläder, shopping och flärd: Modebranschen i Stockholm 1945–2010 
(Stockholm: Stockholmia Förlag, 2015), 73–74. 
9 Rebecca Arnold, The American Look: Fashion, Sportswear and the Image of Women  
in 1930s and 1940s New York (London: I.B. Tauris, 2009). 
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emphasise this factor and have not examined which types of garment or 
producer were associated with Swedishness and contributed to increased 
patriotism. The latter is particularly important during a period when fashion 
(haute couture) design was imported from Paris. The time span covers a 
period when Sweden was known for its political achievements and welfare 
reforms. Beginning with the functionalist movement, synonymous with the 
Stockholmsutställningen 1930 (the Stockholm Exhibition 1930), the research 
corpus covers the events of World War II and ends with the post-war period, 
when Sweden experienced its golden years economically. Against the 
background of textile and clothing industry growth under these 
circumstances, this thesis asks a third and final question: What were the 
central features of national production of fashion in Sweden during this 
period? 

 

Fashion: Embracing both Material and Symbolic 
Production and the Production of National Fashion 
 
New in this study is that the industrial production of garments is linked to 
the legitimisation of certain producers and the spread of ideas and values 
around fashion and Swedishness. Material production refers primarily to the 
industrial manufacture of clothing in the form of the manufacturing value 
and its importance to a country’s economy, but also to business models and 
the most common types of garments and typical fabrics chosen for this 
production; something which also reflects the structure of the industry. 
Symbolic production refers to fashion as a meaning-making process and 
analyses various institutions and gatekeepers from which a designer obtains 
recognition and, thereby, a higher symbolic value.10 The national perspective 
refers to the national values ascribed to various agents, companies or 
garments, which in turn contribute to increased patriotism. This approach of 
analysing fashion production from both a material and symbolic perspective, 
as well as the production of a national fashion, can be linked to several 
theoretical frameworks that together describe a multifaceted process that 
covers a broad spectrum of areas and network of producers, ‘fashion 
intermediaries’ according to Regina Lee Blaszczyk’s definition. It is these 
who form the backbone of the fashion industry and whose business activities 
are involved in this production.11 
                                                        
10 Yuniya Kawamura, Fashion-ology: An Introduction to Fashion Studies (Oxford: Berg, 
2005), 51–52. 
11 The term ‘fashion intermediaries’ is used by Regina Lee Blaszczyk when she emphasises 
the professionals behind the scenes and involved in fashion production in her work: Regina 
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Material Production: The Actual Manufacture of Clothing 
Material production deals with the actual manufacture of clothing. As 
previously mentioned, studies on clothing manufacturing have primarily 
engaged with the industrial and economic developments of the Swedish 
textile and clothing industry.12 These studies by economic historians provide 
in-depth analyses of the industry sector during the first half of the twentieth 
century, based on official statistics. However, none contain any consideration 
of fashion or of what types of garments were intended for a fashion industry. 
Other studies cover the decline of the Swedish clothing industry in the 
twentieth century. In her book Kläder, shopping och flärd: Modebranschen i 
Stockholm 1945–2010, economic historian Carina Gråbacke provides an 
overview of the dynamic development of the Swedish retail sector in the 
post-war period and its decline between 1960 and 1980, in particular as a 
result of increased import penetration from low-wage countries.13 
Ethnologist Viveka Berggren Torell looked at the Swedish clothing industry 
in the twentieth century with a focus on manufacturing in the children's 
clothing segment.14 The results showed that the establishment of the first 
Swedish konfektionärer (clothing manufacturers) dated to the late nineteenth 
century.15 These firms, mainly urban-based, had their own workshops for the 
production of men’s and boys’ garments. 
 
Other international studies have focused on the industrial manufacture of 
clothing in the Western world; how this has developed in line with 
industrialisation has been rationalised based on technological innovation. 
Labour historian Nancy Green, who has looked closely at the garment 
districts of Seventh Avenue in New York and Le Sentier in Paris, describes 
the standardisation and rationalisation of the industry resulting from the 
introduction of the sewing machine – something which also affected the 
division of labour.16 Her book, Ready-to-Wear and Ready-to-Work: A 
Century of Industry and Immigrants in Paris and New York, makes an 
important contribution to understanding the composition of the industry and 
how immigrants came to form a large part of the workforce in clothing 

                                                                                                                                  
Lee Blaszczyk, “Rethinking Fashion,” in Producing Fashion: Commerce, Culture, and 
Consumers, ed. Regina Lee Blaszczyk (Philadelphia, Penn: University of Pennsylvania Press, 
2007), 6. 
12 Bengtsson, “Industri under avspärrning”; Olsson, “En västsvensk industrihistoria”; 
Winberg, Fabriksfolket. 
13 Gråbacke, Kläder, shopping och flärd, 172. 
14 Viveka Berggren Torell, För stass och stoj: barnkläder på 1900-talet utifrån mormors 
minnen och museers material: forskningsrapport från projektet "Ett sekel i skylten–
barnkläder som industriellt kulturarv" (Göteborg: Etnologiska institutionen, Univ., 2003), 45. 
15 Ibid. 
16 Nancy L. Green, Ready-to-Wear and Ready-to-Work: A Century of Industry and 
Immigrants in Paris and New York (Durham: Duke Univ. Press, 1997), 31–43. 
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production as one of the ‘last urban industries’.17 Didier Grumbach, former 
chairman of the Fédération Française de la Couture, du Prêt-à-Porter des 
Couturiers et des Créateurs de Mode, and of the Chambre Syndicale de la 
Haute Couture has investigated the French confection (ready-to-wear) 
industry and its organisation and developments in tandem with 
industrialisation.18 In his work History of International Fashion Grumbach 
notes how the ‘women’s apparel manufacturing industry’ developed in the 
shadow of the craft-oriented production of haute couture prior to the 1950s 
when the industry underwent dynamic growth. The previously anonymous 
manufacturing companies achieved considerable success, in particular 
through the introduction of their own brands, and thus became more visible 
to the consumer.19 Another example that emphasises the economics of 
fashion, and that this study will draw on, is the text by Richard M. Jones on 
The Apparel Industry. Jones examines the British apparel sector from a 
broad economic perspective, and relates its development and transformation 
from the post-war period to today to the global fashion industry.20 Jones’ 
study reveals that, in spite of mechanisation, the sewing stage is still the 
most time-consuming production process and accounts for ‘30% of the total 
costs of a garment’, which has led to a continuous search for subcontracting 
in low-wage countries.21  
 
Jones also acknowledges the challenges that the phenomenon of fashion, 
which is characterised by continuous change and renewal, poses to the 
clothing industry.22 As early as 1904 the sociologist Georg Simmel noted the 
changes in fashion as a process of imitation yet differentiation, and thus ‘in 
changing incessantly, it differentiates one time from another and one social 
stratum from another’.23 Green also highlights the paradox of the clothing 
industry on the basis of Simmel’s theories about the dual nature of fashion 
when she writes that ‘the challenge to the ready-made industry has been to 
mass-produce imitation while promoting differentiation and “distinction”’.24 
The problem for the manufacturing industry in following fashion shifts is, 
according to Green, the challenge of finding a balance between flexibility 
towards changing demand and the increased standardisation necessary for 

                                                        
17 Green, Ready-to-Wear and Ready-to-Work, 1, 188–218. 
18 Didier Grumbach, History of International Fashion (Northampton, Massachusetts: 
Interlink, 2014). 
19 Ibid, 180, 207–208. 
20 Richard M. Jones, The Apparel Industry, 2nd ed. (Oxford: Blackwell’s, 2006). 
21 Ibid, 1, 69. 
22 Ibid, 4. 
23 Georg Simmel, “Fashion,” The American Journal of Sociology, Vol LXII, No 6 (1904; 
repr., 1957): 541.  
24 Green, Ready-to-Wear and Ready-to-Work, 20. 
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greater efficiency.25 What Green, Jones and Grumbach have in common, in 
addition to the study of mass-produced clothing, is their recognition of the 
close links between clothing manufacturing and the textile sector; Jones, for 
example, argues that it is ‘the textile and apparel sectors’ that are ‘the first 
industries to be established as nations industrialise’.26 
 

Symbolic Production: The Production of Meaning 
The symbolic aspect of fashion production deals with the production of 
meaning, and is distinct from the material production of fashion. Within the 
field of fashion studies, several people have used Bourdieu’s theory to 
describe fashion as a process of legitimisation and the construction of 
meanings of symbolic goods.27 There has been a tendency to separate 
material and symbolic production, as illustrated by Yuniya Kawamura’s 
argument that ‘Clothing is a material production while fashion is a symbolic 
production’ which, according to Kawamura, should be studied separately.28 
A similar argument can be found from Jones, who claims that as fashion is 
something ‘associated with art, creativity or uniqueness’ it means that ‘the 
majority of garments sold do not fall into the “art form” category. Nor, by 
definition, can all garments be, at any one time, “fashionable”’.29 This 
polarisation of the terms clothing and fashion has attracted criticism from, 
among others, ethnologists Lizette Gradén and Magdalena Petersson 
McIntyre, who question whether it is at all possible to study fashion (in 
accordance with Kawamura) if the material is completely disregarded.30 
Conversely, that there is a close connection between clothing and fashion is 
confirmed by Kawamura, who claims that: ‘Fashion as a belief is manifested 

                                                        
25 Green, Ready-to-Wear and Ready-to-Work, 20. 
26 Jones, Apparel, 69. 
27 Joanne Entwistle and Agnès Rocamora, “The Field of Fashion Materialized: A Study of 
London Fashion Week,” Sociology 40: 4 (2006): 735–751; Kawamura, Fashion-ology; Joanne 
Entwistle, The Aesthetic Economy of Fashion: Markets and Value in Clothing and Modelling 
(Oxford: Berg, 2009). Agnès Rocamora, Fashioning the City: Paris, Fashion and the Media 
(London: I.B.Tauris, 2009); Felice McDowell, “Photographed at ... Locating Fashion Imagery 
in the Cultural Landscape of Post-War Britain 1945–1962” (PhD diss., University of the Arts 
London, 2013) and Ane Lynge-Jorlén, “Between Edge and Elite: Niche Fashion Magazines, 
Producers and Readers” (PhD diss., London College of Fashion University of the Arts 
London, 2009) just to mention a few.  
28 Yuniya Kawamura, The Japanese Revolution in Paris Fashion (Oxford: Berg, 2004), 1; 
Kawamura, Fashion-ology, 44. 
29 Jones, Apparel, 5. 
30 Lizette Gradén and Magdalena Petersson McIntyre, “Inledning,” in Modets metamorfoser: 
Den klädda kroppens identiteter och förvandlingar, ed. Lizette Gradén and Magdalena 
Petersson McIntyre (Stockholm: Carlsson, 2009) 9–10. 
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through clothing’.31 Further, Jones contends that ‘most garments are 
probably influenced to a greater or lesser degree by trends which have 
filtered down from the high fashion zones’.32 Kawamura represents the field 
of sociology of culture, in which fashion has to a great extent been 
associated with high fashion, and where the production of fashion is viewed 
based on an institutional system consisting of a network of agents. This idea 
is far from new, and the idea of a symbolic production of meaning can be 
traced back to Pierre Bourdieu’s theory of cultural production that 
acknowledges the institutions and network of professionals in a specific 
field. According to Bourdieu, it is the process of selection that distinguishes 
fine art from other art works. A number of studies have used Bourdieu’s 
field analysis for a cultural understanding of fashion.33 To solely study the 
symbolic production of fashion risks excluding the greater part of the 
Swedish clothing industry as, according to Jones’ argument, only a fraction 
of clothing production represents the high fashion category.34  
 
Kawamura’s book Fashion-ology: An Introduction to Fashion Studies is 
built to a large extent on Bourdieu’s theory of cultural production and his 
concept of field, as it deals with the French fashion industry’s attributes and 
various agents, and the quest for recognition and accreditation in the field of 
fashion.35 Kawamura describes the field of fashion as an institutionalised 
system, the fashion system, consisting of a number of ‘institutions, 
organizations, groups, producers, events and practices, all of which 
contribute to the making of fahsion, which is different from dress or 
clothing’.36 The essence of Kawamura’s argument is that, in order to be 
labelled as fashion, a designer’s work needs to be legitimated through this 
system. Thus she claims that: 
   

For the garment to be appreciated, accepted and legitimated as fashion, it has 
to go through a different process and mechanism. Similarly, there is a group 
of people, whom I call fashion professionals, who make a contribution to not 
only the production but also to gatekeeping and distribution of fashion.37 
 

                                                        
31 Kawamura, Fashion-ology, 1. 
32 Jones, Apparel, 5. 
33 See e.g. Patrik Aspers, Orderly fashion: A sociology of Markets. (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton 
University Press, 2010); Entwistle and Rocamora, “Field of Fashion”; Kawamura, Fashion-
ology; Entwistle, Aesthetic Economy; Rocamora, Fashioning the City; McDowell, 
“Photographed at ...” and Lynge-Jorlén, “Between Edge and Elite” just to mention a few.  
34 Jones, Apparel, 5. 
35 Kawamura, Fashion-ology. 
36 Ibid, 43. 
37 Ibid, 51. 
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This quotation illustrates two points. First, that fashion does not exist 
without a system, consisting of various business professionals. Second, the 
term fashion applies to a limited range of garments and thus all clothes 
cannot be considered fashionable. More significantly, another aspect of 
Kawamura’s definition of fashion is related to trends, when she argues, ‘a 
form of dress or a way of using it is not fashion or “in fashion” until it has 
been adopted and used by a large proportion of people’.38 This means that a 
garment can be defined as fashion if the fashion media acknowledges a 
designer’s collection or if it is adopted by the broad masses. Yet it is not 
only the fashion media that, according to Kawamura, takes part in this 
legitimation process but also the trade association, such as in the case of the 
French fashion system. 
 
Other studies drawing on Bourdieu have translated his field theory to a 
specific fashion field and its characteristics. Rocamora argues that the 
French field of fashion as we describe it today can be dated to the mid-
nineteenth century as a result of industrialisation.39 According to Rocamora, 
many factors contributed to this ‘birth’, one of the most important being the 
institutionalisation of fashion as an important national industry through the 
establishment of the Chambre syndicale de la confection et de la couture 
pour dames et fillettes in 1868.40 Ten years earlier, in 1858, designer Charles 
Frederick Worth had established his fashion house on Rue de la Paix in 
Paris, another historically important event in the establishment of the fashion 
industry.41 Worth has come to symbolise the creative artist (designer) within 
fashion and, as Rocamora points out, he introduced a number of changes that 
even today represent the core of the fashion industry and the image of Paris 
as its capital city: 

 
With Worth dressmakers no longer simply made dresses: they made fashion, 
now organized around new rituals and rules constitutive of the modern 
fashion system, including the seasonal presentation of his dresses to 
customers on live models, and the selling of exclusive creations, marked, like 
an artwork by a painter, by his signature sewn onto labels affixed to clothes.42   

 
As Rocamora explains, initially the trade organisation represented both 
confection and couture but in 1911 a separate Chambre Syndicale de la 
Couture was established, giving haute couture autonomy.43 However, 

                                                        
38 Kawamura, Fashion-ology, 51. 
39 Rocamora, Fashioning the City, 28.  
40 Ibid, 29. 
41 Ibid. 
42 Ibid. 
43 Ibid. 
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Rocamora also emphasises the importance of confection and the growth of 
the department store in the establishment of the French fashion field.  
 
As mentioned, both Rocamora and Kawamura stress the importance of the 
trade organisation as an institution for legitimising designers.44 Kawamura 
takes this to its logical conclusion in her book The Japanese Revolution in 
Paris Fashion by arguing that ‘fashion systems exist only in certain cities 
where fashion is structurally organized’.45 Few studies have investigated the 
extent to which other fashion fields exist and, if so, whether or not these are 
similar to the French field. One is Entwistle and Rocamora’s 2006 article 
examining the field of fashion through an empirical study of London Fashion 
Week. By studying a field in a wider definition, they were able to highlight 
not only designers but other participants in the field, such as ‘models, 
journalists and buyers from stores around the world, fashion stylists and 
celebrities, as well as less important figures, such as fashion students, who 
exist on the margins of the field’. 46  
 
Other scholars have emphasised the fashion press as important producers of 
fashion and thus central institutions for its production. Ane Lyngé-Jorlén 
investigated ‘Niche fashion magazines’ as a ‘sub-field’ in the field of fashion 
press through an empirical study of DANSK magazine in her dissertation.47 
As she argues:  

 
Fashion magazines play a central role in circulating fashion. They are 
instrumental not only in helping readers make sense of, understand and 
consume fashion; they are themselves fashionable media that set trends in 
how fashion is mediated.48  

 
Lynge-Jorlén thus maintains that fashion magazines are involved not only in 
the production of fashion but also in its diffusion. The fashion media also 
serves the function of tastemaker by defining what is ‘in fashion’. In so 
doing, the fashion press constructs the rules for the field of fashion. Felice 
McDowell studied the field of fashion by focusing on the ‘fashion media’ 
and its role in order to bestow ‘symbolic value to the field of art through its 
mediation’.49 Common to all of these studies is that they emphasise the 
important role of the fashion press as producers of fashion. By focusing on 
this symbolic production, these studies emphasise the abstract creation of 

                                                        
44 Rocamora, Fashioning the City, 29; Kawamura, Fashion-ology, 52. 
45 Kawamura, Japanese Revolution, 9. 
46 Entwistle and Rocamora, “Field of Fashion”, 736. 
47 Lynge-Jorlén, “Between Edge and Elite”, 60. 
48 Ibid, 8. 
49 McDowell, “Photographed at ... ”, 3. 
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fashion, and identify the people to whom this production can be ascribed. 
Rocamora notes how ‘the fashion press is central to the field of fashion, to 
the definition and consecration of its many agents and institutions’.50  
 
Only a few studies have investigated Swedish fashion as symbolic 
production by drawing on Bourdieu’s theory of cultural production. In his 
PhD dissertation, Alte Hauge provides an analysis of the early twenty-first 
century fashion scene based on Bourdieu’s field theory, revealing how the 
industry network is permeated with close comradeship, which he argues is a 
specifically Swedish characteristic.51 He writes: 
  

Direct co-operation between fashion firms is rare in Sweden, and rivalry is 
often a driving force in competition. Nevertheless, fashion firms share a 
socio-economic institutional set-up. This mix between competition and 
closeness is termed networked rivalry. Most fashion firms have, however, a 
devoted co-operation between other actors in the fashion business, and there 
are high levels of mutual interdependencies. These tight personal bonds 
might be best illustrated by the relations between fashion producers and 
selected retailers.52 
 

In sociologist Patrik Aspers’ book, Orderly Fashion: A Sociology of 
Markets, a contrasting standpoint is found, since his study of the fashion 
market focuses on ‘affordable fashion’.53 His model could be described as a 
mix of symbolic production and supply chain value, and thus includes both 
the ‘material flow’ and ‘flow of meaning’.54 Aspers’ work focuses on global 
branded garment retailers and thus this model does not represent the fashion 
industry as a whole. Therefore, focusing on the symbolic production within 
the field of fashion and its occupants sets this investigation apart from 
previous studies of the Swedish textile and clothing industry. 
 

Fashion and Nationalism 
There is a strong relationship between the material and symbolic production 
of fashion, as well as with the production of national fashion. Symbolic 
production and the establishment of a fashion field with national 
characteristics are affected by social ideas on fundamental issues and by the 
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prevailing values in the field relating to the perception of creativity and 
artistry. The manufacturing of clothing has not only a fiscal significance for 
a country’s economy but is also interrelated to its domestic assets, local 
climate and national culture. Jones claims that a garment is a typical example 
of a ‘culture-bound’ product, which means that it is influenced by local 
preferences such as taste and as a result becomes a ‘cultural signifier’.55 
Jones’ definition of culture is based on V. Terpstras’ definition, and Jones 
argues that culture is ‘a learned, shared, compelling, interrelated set of 
symbols whose meaning provides a set of orientations for members of a 
society’.56 Rocamora explains that ‘the French field of fashion as we know it 
today was truly born’ in the nineteenth century ‘when fashion established 
itself as a key Parisian trade’.57  
 
Since the mid-1990s, the concept of national identity has been a frequent 
topic of research in fashion studies. Within the existing literature there are 
several examples that consider national aspects of fashion, all of which are 
written from the perspective of cultural history.58 A common approach in 
these existing studies that seeks to explain the relationship between a 
national culture and fashion, is related to a specific ‘look’ or ‘style’ unique 
to a particular nation. 59 In The American Look: Fashion, Sportswear and the 
Image of Women in 1930s and 1940s New York, Rebecca Arnold 
investigated the evolution of American fashion in the interwar period. 
Arnold defines the division of sportswear as a signifier of the American 
national identity by claiming that sportswear is: ‘related to various ideas of 
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national identity, including myths of rural America, and concepts of city and 
modernity, specifically in relation to New York.’60 White has also identified 
three concepts that frame the Italian fashion stylistic identity in her study on 
the post-war Italian fashion industry. These are couture style, boutique style, 
and ready-to-wear style.61 This approach also tends to link national fashion to 
a particular designer. For example, scholar Alison L. Goodrum associates 
British national identity to Vivienne Westwood, who uses references from 
British royal history in her designs.62 Another approach relates national 
fashion to climate or a geographical location. According to Jennifer Craik, 
Australian fashion originates from its ‘bush past’, which explains the 
references to outdoor garments and functional design.63 Design historian 
John L. Walker shares this idea about climate influences when arguing that 
regional differences in design are caused by factors such as climate and 
natural assets.64  
 
Fashion has also been studied as a marketing tool in order to promote a 
national culture. Dress historian Alexandra Palmer argues that due to an 
increased uniformity in design, the creation of a national design identity has 
become an important strategy in the fashion industry.65 Furthermore, she 
claims that ‘cultural and national identity today often operates as a vital key 
to deciphering the exclusive and distinguishes the “original” from the 
plethora of off-shore knock-offs’.66 However, fashion has not only been 
studied as marketing but also as a political tool. This approach links fashion 
to political ideology. The most extreme examples could be found within 
totalitarian political systems such as in Germany during World War II.67 
According to Irene Guenther, the Nazi Party considered French fashion 
devastating for its citizens and consequently prohibited the use of French 
fashion terminology.68 Together these approaches provide an understanding 
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of how the notion of a national culture is embedded in design and marketing. 
Design historian Jeremy Aynsley’s approach to national ideologies includes 
the sharing of ‘attitudes, beliefs and knowledge’, when he argues:  

 
National style [---] usually does not arise from a single designer’s intention to 
work according to a country’s traditions. Instead, attitudes, beliefs and 
knowledge are established through education and media, promoted in 
exhibitions and museums, and receive encouragement from government, 
industry and influential individuals.69 

 
As stressed in Aynsley’s quotation, the media has a central role for the 
creation of national expression in design.  
 
In her dissertation, Berggren Torell investigated the national aspects of 
Swedish clothing production which focused on children’s clothing between 
1920 and 1950, and how Social Democratic ideals were embedded in 
clothing production.70 Her results show how state formulated guidelines 
directed Swedish citizens to act as rational consumers, and to take care of 
their clothes and personal hygiene.  
 
At a time when fashion design was exported from Paris, its impact on the 
development of a national industry was problematic. This is reflected in 
fashion studies, where a recurring theme raises the issue of the diffusion of 
international influences in design. Veronique Pouillard’s journal article ‘In 
the Shadow of Paris? French Haute Couture and Belgian Fashion between 
the Wars’ emphasises the diffusion and the development of the domestic 
trade association Chambre Syndicale de Haute Couture Belge in the interwar 
period.71 Other examples include White’s investigation of the post-war 
Italian fashion.72 Linda Welters and Patricia A. Cunningham, in Twentieth-
century American Fashion, show how protectionism and thus nationalism 
was a consequence of Paris occupation, and decisive for the reconstruction 
of domestic fashion industries.73 Moreover, to date there has been no 
extended research into the importation of Paris fashion to Stockholm. 
Consequently, little attention has been paid to the network of fashion 
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professionals, such as buyers and entrepreneurs. An exception is ethnologist 
Viola Germain, who includes a brief description of the haute couture trade in 
her texts on Märtaskolan as a school and dressmaking firm. Germain 
provides a descriptive behind-the-scenes perspective on dressmaking in 
Stockholm.74  
 
As previously mentioned, the aim of this thesis is to examine how the 
production of fashion developed in Sweden between 1930 and 1960, a 
period that simultaneously forms a central part of the modernisation process 
undergone by Swedish society. With this objective in mind, it is considered 
essential to adopt an explorative, rather than an hypothesis testing, approach 
that investigates the historical development of Swedish fashion production 
from a wider perspective relating to areas of research of material production 
(manufacture of clothing), symbolic production, and fashion and 
nationalism. This means not only seeking to describe fashion production, but 
also exploring how other areas together provide a comprehensive picture of 
the range of activities and participants involved in this process. In this study, 
unlike any previously, the Swedish textile and clothing industry is not 
analysed solely based on its economic value and growth, but also on those 
structures and products within the industry that represent a fashion industry. 
The emphasis is on investigating how various segments and subgroups 
within the industry developed, and clarifying which actual garment types 
were common and which fabrics were used in the manufacturing industry. 
The study also looks at the production of the symbolic value surrounding 
fashion and the producers who were involved in this process, as well as their 
status within the industry. In addition, the study highlights what was 
considered as a specifically Swedish fashion during a period in which 
fashion design was usually imported from Paris. The period under 
investigation, 1930 to 1960, was, according to Kurt Billum, a period when 
Sweden was ‘one of the countries in which the development of the clothing 
industry occurred most rapidly with the most significant social impact on 
daily life.’75 This thesis combines areas of research that have not previously 
been examined in a single study, thereby contributing new perspectives on 
Swedish fashion history.  
 
There are currently no studies that examine Swedish fashion from the above-
mentioned perspectives. A review of earlier studies has shown that over time 
the focus has shifted in emphasis from material production to production of 
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symbolic value and image. This study will be a combination of the three 
perspectives of fashion as material and symbolic production, along with 
national characteristics. That studies have treated these perspectives 
separately has proved limiting in earlier fashion research. The intention of 
this study is to contribute knowledge about the production of fashion in a 
broader context. 
 

Thesis Structure  
In addition to the section on previous research and its objectives and 
research questions, the first chapter of this thesis also contains texts on its 
theoretical framework and key terms, a section on methodology, including 
source material, and terminology. Chapters 2 to 4 are research chapters, each 
of which analyses one of the three central aspects of fashion production 
under investigation: manufacturing, symbolic production, and the production 
of a national fashion. The first research chapter (chapter 2) begins with an 
examination of the scope and size of the textile and clothing industry. 
Entitled: ‘Clothing Production: The Swedish Textile and Clothing Industry’, 
it investigates industrial clothing manufacture in Sweden during the period 
1930 to 1960 based on characteristics such as manufacturing worth, size and 
structure. Chapter 3, ‘Symbolic Production: The Field of Fashion in 
Sweden’, analyses the symbolic production of fashion by looking at the 
structure of the Swedish field of fashion and the hierarchical relations among 
its participants. Chapter 4, ‘Fashion and Nationalism: Swedish Fashion 
Identity’, deals with fashion as an expression of national culture. The final 
chapter (chapter 5), summarises the findings made by the study and makes 
some general conclusions based on these. The chapter discusses the 
implications of the findings; for including the textile and clothing industry 
into the field of fashion studies and studying the development of Swedish 
fashion from the three perspectives of material production, symbolic 
production, and production of national fashion. 
 

Theoretical Framework and Concepts 
This section introduces the theoretical framework on which the present study 
is based, in order to understand fashion production from three main research 
areas: namely clothing production, symbolic production, and production of a 
national fashion. 
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Clothing Production: Industry Key Ratios 
For the purposes of this study, the material perspective of fashion production 
refers to the manufacturing of garments. In Fashion: The Key Concepts 
(2009) Craik associates this production process with a supply chain. She 
defines this process as: 

 
All the processes and actors involved in transforming a raw material into a 
consumer product, that is, through the process of production, distribution, and 
consumption. In the apparel industry, the supply chain specifically refers to 
the conversion of natural fibres and chemical-based products into fabrics and 
other materials; the production of apparel; and distribution to wholesalers, 
retail suppliers, and middle-men for marketing to consumers. Key issues for 
the supply chain are coordination, cost, quality, reliability, and timing.76 

 
This passage highlights the close link between textile and clothing 
manufacturing that should be taken into consideration when studying the 
production of fashion. Studies on the apparel industry focus on questions of 
efficiency and cost reduction within the supply chain.77 Through this 
approach the creation of value is related to the product value, where each 
step in the chain adds value to the product.78 In this thesis, the concept of the 
‘supply chain’ will function as an overall framework in order to understand 
the production process, from raw materials to finished product. However, the 
aim of the thesis is not to investigate and reconstruct a supply chain model 
for the period between 1930 and 1960; rather, it aims to examine and 
understand the historical development of the textile and clothing industry in 
quantitative terms, the ‘industry key ratios’, as well as size and structure. It 
will therefore engage (as previously mentioned) with Jones’ theories for 
examining the apparel manufacturing sector as part of the ‘textile-apparel 
supply chain’. 79 In the words of Jones: ‘the shape of the industry can be 
analysed in terms of trends of various measures of specialisation, 
concentration and the size distribution of firms’.80 A great deal of his work is 
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aimed at understanding global developments based on a series of descriptive 
statistics that have no relevance to this study. However, some of the central 
industry key indicators that Jones uses in his study of the British apparel 
manufacturing function have a wider application and hence can serve as a 
framework for this study. One example is ‘the relative importance of the 
apparel manufacturing industry’ within a nation’s economy.81 This key 
indicator shows the ratio of textiles and clothing manufacturing to 
manufacturing in other sectors, based on their total number of employees 
and companies. Other key indicators derived from Jones’ theory, and which 
are applicable to the empirical research in this analysis of the Swedish textile 
and clothing organisation, are as follows: the importance of the group within 
the Swedish economy; indices of output, structural overview; the relative 
size of textile elements of the textile industry; sectorial divisions within 
manufacturing of clothing; division of labour; size distribution; and 
production, import and export of clothing. 

 

Symbolic Production: The Field of Fashion  
Taking as its point of departure the proposition that fashion is synonymous 
with works of art, Bourdieu’s theory of cultural production suggests that 
goods or artefacts can only exist as symbolic objects once they have been 
acknowledged as such. Bourdieu describes this ‘symbolic production’ as ‘the 
production of the value of the work or, which amounts to the same thing, of 
the belief in the value of the work’.82 He argues that what is central in the 
selection process and, consequently, which art work will be considered as 
fine art, is the artist’s relations with different agents rather than the actual 
object. So, in other words, value is not about the artist’s talent but about the 
network of professionals and institutions.  
 
According to Bourdieu, production is a co-operation between producers in a 
given field and ‘it therefore has to consider as contributing to production not 
only the direct producers of the work in its materiality (artist, writer, etc.) but 
also the producers of the meaning and value of the work’.83 So, from 
Bourdieu’s perspective, a ‘work of art’ is not a result of one individual’s 
work but rather is a consequence of the process of legitimation. In this 
process, agents and institutions are central to the establishment of the 
judgements and definitions that define the artist’s status. Therefore, 
questions about the social rooms (fields) in which these agents and 
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institutions participate, and their hierarchical relations in the field, are 
significant for Bourdieu’s study of cultural production. Bourdieu’s concept 
of field aims to define the ‘structured spaces of positions’ where struggles 
around values takes place and ‘whose properties depend on their position 
within these spaces, and which can be analysed independently of the 
characteristics of their occupants’.84 Central for the understanding of cultural 
artefacts is, according to Bourdieu, a ‘manifestation of the field as a 
whole’.85  
 
This thesis engages with Bourdieu’s theories on the field of cultural 
production. In so doing, it examines the aspects of production which go 
beyond the manufacture of goods, focusing on the creation of meaning in 
fashion within the field of fashion in Sweden. Bourdieu’s field concept 
assumes that there are different social fields in which struggles are played 
out between various agents and institutions united by common interest in the 
appropriation of a certain type of capital.86 According to Bourdieu, every 
field has its unique features that control the positions among its agents, yet 
there are ‘general laws of fields’.87 These laws apply to the structure of the 
field irrespective of its historical point in time or the type of field. One 
significant law that permeates every field is, according to Bourdieu, the 
‘struggle’ between the newcomer and the dominant agent.88 A newcomer 
struggles ‘to break through the entry barrier’ that ‘the dominant agent’ is 
defending in order to ‘keep out competition’.89  
 
In ‘Le couturier et sa griffe: contribution à une théorie de la magie’ (The 
couturier and his brand: contribution to a theory of magic), Bourdieu 
(together with Yvette Delsaut) illustrates the struggle taking place in the 
field of haute couture during the 1970s between the dominant Christian Dior 
and Pierre Balmain, and newcomers such as Paco Rabanne or Emmanuel 
Ungaro.90 Based on these laws, a field can be viewed as a ‘separate and 
relatively independent world with its own entrance requirements’ and with 
its own judgement criteria for reaching the highest position, i.e. for 
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domination but also for failure.91 Bourdieu also defines a field as a social 
arena in which an ongoing struggle is taking place for a certain type of 
power and recognition. Based on what Bourdieu defines as the field of 
cultural production, this struggle can be illustrated in the form of a diagram 
representing the polar opposite positions of the dominant ‘cultural elite’ and 
the new arrivals in the form of the ‘avant-garde’, as well as between the 
‘intellectual’ and commercial pole.92  
 
The hierarchy within a field is decided by the assets which the various agents 
own, defined by Bourdieu as capital.93 Bourdieu contends that every field has 
its own form of capital, and success depends on being able to master and 
make effective use of this in relation to the prevailing means of expression, 
as well as to education and style.94 Bourdieu argues that ‘the structure of the 
field is a state of the power relations among the agents and institutions’ 
involved in this struggle’.95 There are certain rules that control the agents 
participating. As Bourdieu argues ‘in order for a field to function, there have 
to be stakes and people prepared to play the game, endowed with the habitus 
that implies knowledge and recognition of the immanent laws of the field, 
the stakes, and so on’.96 
 
Another characteristic that defines a field is the struggle for what Bourdieu 
describes as autonomy. According to Donald Broady, Bourdieu believes that 
a field that has achieved autonomy has specific characteristics, and that a 
characteristic of highly-developed autonomous intellectual fields such as the 
field of ‘French Art and literature’ in the late nineteenth century where a 
specific literary, artistic or scientific reputation tends to be in inverse 
proportion to the economic benefits’.97 Broady summarises an extensive list 
of the characteristics for evaluation of a field’s degree of full autonomy. 
Some of these criteria include field-significant capital; reversed economy; 
unique entrance requirements; and a common belief. Broady argues that 
these only exist in theory, yet he also argues that Bourdieu's field theory is 
useful in cases where autonomy is rather weak.98 
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In The Field of Cultural Production Bourdieu defines this mechanism of 
cultural production as ‘The Economic World Reversed’, or as a field 
governed by rules opposed to ‘large-scale (commercial) production 
(production for producers)’.99 As a field, culture is defined as ‘restricted 
production’ that engages with other production values rather than striving for 
maximum profits.100 This restricted production is a subfield of cultural 
production defined by Bourdieu as ‘small-scale production’ that engages 
with other production values, rather than striving for maximum profits. 101  
The predominant capital of this subfield is therefore symbolic and opposed 
to the purely economic capital; however, as Bourdieu notes: ‘‟Symbolic 
capital” is to be understood as economic or political capital that is 
disavowed, misrecognised and thereby recognised, hence legitimate, a 
“credit” which, under certain conditions, and always in the long run, 
guarantees ‟economic” profits’.102 What is significant for restricted 
production and the market of symbolic goods, in contrast to large-scale 
production where the economic capital is predominant is, according to 
Bourdieu, that ‘the field of restricted production tends to develop its own 
criteria for the evaluation of its products, thus achieving the truly cultural 
recognition accorded by the peer group, whose members are both privileged 
clients and competitors’.103 Consequently, this means that the theory of 
culture production acknowledges the institutions and network of 
professionals in a specific field. This means that having an intermediary, 
such as an agent, is crucial in order to be legitimated. In other words, it is not 
so much about the artist’s talents, as the surrounding network of institutions. 
As Bourdieu notes: 

 
The field of production and circulation of symbolic goods is defined as the 
system of objective relations among different instances, functionally defined 
by their role in the division of labour of production, reproduction and 
diffusion of symbolic goods.104  

 
This statement raises questions about ‘who is the true producer’ of a 
painting, a book or a song since, according to Bourdieu, an artist cannot 
authorise him or herself.105  
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As previously mentioned, Bourdieu’s view of cultural production has been 
used in fashion studies by a number of scholars.106 Following Bourdieu's 
ideas, McDowell emphasises the significance of the institutions when 
arguing how ‘the fashion press and its agents play an integral part in how the 
field of fashion is maintained’.107 Entwistle and Rocamora have translated 
Bourdieu’s term capital to ‘fashion capital’ as a definition of the expertise 
that controls the fashion field.108 According to Entwistle and Rocamora, 
fashion capital ‘like all field-related capitals, is made up of economic, and 
cultural capital [...] and social and symbolic capital’.109 Entwistle interprets 
Bourdieu’s concept of capital in the field of ‘high fashion’ as ‘the combined 
accumulation of forms of cultural, social, symbolic capital: to be in fashion, 
one has to know particular designers, labels, fabrics, styles’.110 Lynge-Jorlén 
uses the following definition of fashion capital: 
  

Fashion capital, thus, involves knowledge of the field of fashion, of other key 
players, its discourse, acceptance of its system of constant change and an 
incorporated embodiment of fashion. The concept of fashion capital casts 
light on the specific resource that drives the editors to select and include 
certain things in the magazine. Indeed, players in all fields are endowed with 
different degrees of capital.111  

  
The concept of field will extensively be used for one main reason that best 
suits my investigation in the light of the research question asked, that is, 
examining the characteristics of the Swedish field of fashion, regardless of 
whether this field was autonomous or not, and existed in its full extent. This 
is not the only criteria of Bourdieu’s theory when talking of fields, since 
even the early stages in the development of a field are permeated by the 
struggle between individuals and the institutions they represent, and the 
legitimation that is made by these participants concerning the value and 
stakes of fashion, either as art or as large-scale production for the mass 
market. I apply the concept to an area (Swedish fashion) and a period that 
has never been studied, and therefore Bourdieu’s concept of field is helpful 
in understanding the structure of the Swedish field of fashion as well as the 
inhabitants and their hierarchical positions during the years between 1930 
and 1960. Chapter 3, therefore, looks at all the industry professionals, such 
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as haute couture buyers and designers, and clothing manufacturers, as well 
as educational institutions and fashion shows, all of which together 
constitute the field of fashion. Although not mapping out a field fully, with 
the different poles as identified by Bourdieu, it still works as a theoretical 
frame for interpreting my findings.112 The concept of field will extensively be 
used for one main reason that best suits my investigation in the light of the 
research question asked: that is, examining the characteristics of the Swedish 
field of fashion.  
 
What may prove somewhat problematical when applying Bourdieu’s field 
concept to Swedish conditions is, according to Broady, that the term culture 
refers to a large extent to high culture, which is synonymous with ‘dominant, 
authorised, legitimate culture’ as opposed to mass-produced clothing.113 A 
similar argument is put forward by Rocamora when she criticises Bourdieu’s 
concept of field being constructed around high fashion and thus neglecting 
the ‘significance of mass culture (here mass fashion)’ in contemporary 
times.114 However, the main sources selected in chapter 3 are Swedish 
fashion magazines for middle and upper class women reporting on society 
events. These are representing what Broady defines as the ‘dominant 
culture’, which makes Bourdieu’s theory applicable to the analysis.115 
 

Fashion and Nationalism: National Identity and the ‘Imagined 
Communities’ 
The third research question relates to how the notion of Swedishness was 
embedded within fashion production. This enquiry leads to theories on 
nationalism and national identity that can describe what values create 
patriotism. Some of the early studies of nationalism were published during 
the first part of the twentieth century, but an increased interest can be 
observed after World War II.116 Sociologist Hans Kohn’s book The Idea of 

                                                        
112 Bourdieu, Rules of Art, 124. 
113 Broady, “Introduktion,” in Konstens regler, 9. 
114 Agnès Rocamora, ”Fields of Fashion: Critical Insights into Bourdieu’s Sociology of 
Culture,” Journal of Consumer Culture Vol.2:3 (2002): 342, accessed August 9, 2017, doi: 
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Nationalism: A Study in its Origins and Background from 1944 is one of the 
classical works from this period. Kohn argues that ‘Nationalism is first and 
foremost a state of mind’.117 This argument is consistent with Benedict 
Anderson’s argument that community gives a collective identity to its 
members and creates a strong feeling of togetherness, in his book Imagined 
Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism (1983), 
which was published almost 40 years later.118  
 
Since its first publication in 1983, Anderson’s theory of ‘imagined 
communities’ has been widely used by historians, social anthropologists and 
other scholars writing on nationalism; however, it has been taken up far less 
by fashion scholars.119 The essential aspect of Anderson’s definition is that is 
‘it is an imagined political community – and imagined as both inherently 
limited and sovereign’.120 Some aspects of this definition, such as Anderson’s 
claims of national sovereignty, are not applicable to a fashion industry. More 
helpful in explaining the community within the fashion magazine world, 
however, is his framing of the community as ‘imagined’ and ‘limited’. He 
formulates the term ‘imagined because the members of even the smallest 
nation will never know most of their fellow-members, meet them, or even 
hear of them, yet in the minds of each lives the image of their 
communion’.121 The second is concerned with its limitations, which 
Anderson claims are ‘because even the largest of them, encompassing 
perhaps a billion living human beings, has finite, if elastic, boundaries, 
beyond which lie other nations’.122  
 
Fashion production as an industry is a reality; it consists of sales figures and 
manufactured goods, but is also a network of business professionals that 
shares beliefs and ideas within a community. This self-identification is the 
point of departure in the construction of a ‘we’ and an ‘us’. To understand 
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what unifies a community raises questions about otherness, and about 
different national identities in fashion. This argument is well expressed by 
Michael Billing, who points out that nationalism is mainly ‘an ideology of 
the first person plural’ that helps to define ‘who we are’.123 But at the same 
time it involves the ‘third person’ since ‘there can be no “us” without a 
“them”’.124 Another aim is to understand whether this community was open 
to international influences in the construction of ‘us’ against ‘them’. One 
essential argument concerning Anderson’s use of the term ‘community’ is 
the way he defines the unification among its members: ‘it is imagined as a 
community, because, regardless of the actual inequality and exploitation that 
may prevail in each, the nation is always conceived as a deep, horizontal 
comradeship’.125 Anderson’s concept suggests a flat rather than hierarchical 
structure in order to understand features of a community. As such, chapter 4 
draws on his concept of ‘horizontal comradeship’ in order to understand 
Swedish fashion without focusing on the tensions between haute couture and 
ready-to-wear.  
 
The adoption of Anderson’s model of ‘horizontal comradeship’ to the 
fashion community suggests potential alliances and collaborations that, in 
spite of internal hierarchies, create a strong and egalitarian form of 
commitment. As chapter 4 shows, this comradeship is found in the period 
1930 to 1960, during which the Swedish clothing industry experienced 
dynamic growth. One example is how horizontal comradeship is created 
under the umbrella of ‘fashion press’, and indeed Anderson emphasised the 
importance of media for the diffusion of a community’s ideology.126  
 
Anderson’s theory of nationalism is not comprehensive in the sense that it 
provides a complete toolbox that precisely identifies the criterion of the 
development of a national identity. Rather, it is more about his general ideas 
on nationalism and about what constitutes togetherness in nations that I have 
drawn on in this study, regardless of whether a Swedish fashion community 
existed or not during this period. The use of the metaphor ‘imagined 
communities’ functions as a theoretical framework in order to demonstrate 
that the notion of Swedishness was embedded within fashion production, in 
the broad sense in which I use the word.127 In this, I follow not only 
Anderson but also indirectly the historian Eric J. Hobsbawm and 
anthropologist Ernest Gellner, who share an assumption about nation as a 
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social construction, upon which Anderson’s theory is based.128 According to 
Gellner it is important to consider a broader context of nation, and to focus 
on culture as ‘a system of ideas and signs and associations and ways of 
behaving and communicating’ rather than on territories and national 
borders.129 Furthermore, Gellner has stressed the importance of considering 
the interrelation between nation, state and culture in the context of the 
modern society.130 This is what this thesis aims do in its analysis of Swedish 
fashion production, during the period in which the welfare state evolved and 
transformed from an agrarian to an industrial society.  
 
As Billing argues in his theory of nationalism, referred to above, it is 
important to consider the ‘daily reproduction’ of nationalism in the media. 
According to Billing, such reproduction is considered banal, due to the fact 
that the symbols and habits that are associated with nationhood are part of 
everyday life.131 Its signs are significantly subtler than flag parades, and 
using terms such as ‘our’ or ‘home’ can create an awareness of nationhood 
that, according to Billing, includes the readers in a sense of patriotism and 
national solidarity.132 Chapter 4 looks at the language used in the fashion 
press in its role in constructing an national fashion identity and an imagined 
community within the fashion industry.  
 

Methodology and Empirical Material 
This thesis covers a 30-year period, reflected in the selection of sources, the 
nature of which evolved during the period. The purpose of this section is 
also to discuss the merits and weaknesses of the various sources, followed by 
an overview of the research methods of the three analytical chapters. New in 
this study is that the sources on the size and structure of the textile and 
clothing industry, mainly official statistics, together with industry reports 
and government investigations, are linked to the legitimisation of certain 
producers and the spread of ideas and values in fashion journalism around 
fashion and Swedishness. Different methods were consulted, including 
systematic analysis of statistical yearbooks and close reading of the fashion 
press.  
                                                        
128 Eric J. Hobsbawm, Nations and Nationalism since 1780: Programme, Myth, Reality, rev. 
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Selection of the Empirical Material 
Studying the three research areas – clothing production, symbolic 
production, and the production of the idea of a national identity in fashion  
– has required the study of diverse empirical material. The main primary 
sources for this thesis are: official statistics; the fashion press; government 
investigations and industry reports; government information pamphlets; 
original designs (including original press sketches and press images); and 
other materials such as directories and exhibition catalogues. Together they 
provide an insight into the extent of clothing production, both as an object 
and as a concept; they also reveal the image of fashion as a field and 
Swedishness that circulated in the fashion press, as well as in government 
information.  
 

Official Statistics 
The official statistics on the textile and clothing industry are the basis for the 
facts in this thesis. The authority Statistics Sweden (SCB) is responsible for 
the production of official statistics in Sweden. The series Official Statistics 
of Sweden was introduced in 1911.133 These yearbooks covered various 
subject areas, of which the relevant one for the purposes of this thesis is the 
series on the Swedish manufacturing industry, such as Industri och 
Bergshantering (Industry and Mining). The statistics in these yearbooks 
were based on data submitted by individual manufacturing firms. The 
classification in the 1930s yearbook consisted of nine main industrial 
groups.134  
 
The selection principle was to study all of the yearbooks on Swedish 
manufacturing but to focus only on one of these industrial groups, textil- och 
beklädnadsindustrin (the textile and clothing industry). It is possible to 
obtain information from these yearbooks concerning the number of workers 

                                                        
133 “Historical statistics,” Statistics Sweden, accessed October 17, 2016, 
http://www.scb.se/en_/Finding-statistics/Historical-statistics/Statistics-by-series/Official-
Statistics-of-Sweden-SOS-published-1912.  
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in Industri: berättelse för år 1950 (Stockholm: Kommerskollegium, 1953), 55. 
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in various branches of industry and the division of the manufacturing 
industry into various groups. For these groups, of which textil- och 
beklädnadsindustrin is one, a summary is provided, divided into information 
on subjects including the number of workplaces, the number of employees, 
and value added (salutillverkningsvärde) by manufacturers.  
 
Another summary found in these yearbooks is the topic Industriprodukternas 
kvantitet och värde (The quantity and value of industrial products), divided 
into various product segments such as Herrkonfektion (Men’s ready-made 
clothing); Damkonfektion (Ladies’ clothing); Barnkonfektion (Children’s 
clothing) and others.135 Since the series covers the entire study period, it is 
possible to follow the development of the industrial group during the 30 
years being studied. However, there is a break in the reporting in the 1959 
yearbook, where several product segments undergo a name change and are 
coded according to new numbers, so that the 1959 summary is not 
comparable with previous years. It is possible to see potential changes 
despite this, even if they cannot be presented in a table. However, the official 
statistics are representative in the sense that it is possible to detect shifts and 
changes in development during the entire period and for the entire country. 
These yearbooks are an unused source in studies on Swedish fashion, and 
their use in this thesis contributes new knowledge about this industrial group 
and about actual clothing production. Studying the official statistics provides 
an overview of the development of industrial clothing production during this 
period and of the actual types of garments that were produced, as well as the 
fabrics used. This is information that has not previously been used in 
research on Swedish fashion in the period before and during World War II.  
 
One limitation of using these sources is that they do not show the scope of 
clothing production that is more craft-oriented in nature, since the statistics 
did not include businesses with fewer than five employees. Until 1945, the 
data registered in the official statistics was based on produktvärdets storlek 
(total value of production). From 1946, other parameters such as number of 
employees were taken into consideration. Another possible limitation is that 
even if the data provide a picture of the number of companies, the statistics 
do not include a directory identifying the companies by name. A 
shortcoming of using what can be argued to be the ‘secondary data’ 
compiled in these statistical yearbooks is that the composition of various 
categories cannot be determined. One example of where the analysis could 
be perceived as somewhat lacking is the presentation of data from the 
various sub-sectors within ‘Women’s and girls' clothing’, where the 
selection of fabrics in the ‘blouses’ garment category is reported as ‘wool’, 
‘cotton’, and ‘other’. It is not possible to deduce what the ‘other’ fabrics 
                                                        
135 In Industri: berättelse för år 1930 (Stockholm: Kommerskollegium, 1932), 111. 
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might be. This is one limitation of using statistical ‘secondary data’ since, 
according to K. Jill Kiecolt and Laura E. Nathan ‘it is a set of research 
endeavours that use existing material. It differs from primary research in that 
primary analysis involves both data collection and analysis’.136 

 

The Fashion Press 
In order to answer the questions concerning symbolic production, where 
fashion is regarded as a specific field, as well as in the creation of a national 
fashion, this thesis draws on the fashion press of the research period, 
primarily magazines. The term ‘fashion press’ is used in the thesis as a 
collective term for monthly and weekly magazines, department store 
magazines, daily newspapers, the trade press, tabloids and newsreels, all of 
which provided continual coverage of fashion news. Magazines stand out 
from the others in this group due to their regular publishing schedules, as 
well as the scope and depth of their reporting. Another distinction between 
fashion magazines and other genres of the fashion press, which Rocamora 
has pointed out, is that there is a ‘distinction between fashion magazines and 
women’s magazines’, which is primarily a matter of the scope of the fashion 
coverage, with the fashion magazine being ‘dominantly devoted to the field 
of fashion and beauty’.137 That fashion magazines take a particular interest in 
the fashion industry is also something that Brian Moeran acknowledges 
when stating that fashion magazines are inseparable ‘from the fashion 
industry, monthly editions closely follow the latter’s seasonal calendar’.138 In 
addition, a characteristic of a fashion magazine is, according to Rocamora, 
the term ‘glossies’, often used to refer to them.’139  
 
Out of the total 56 titles in the collection of the National Library of Sweden 
under the category Mode and Periodika (Fashion magazines)140 during the 
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period, Bonniers månadstidning is the only Swedish fashion magazine that 
meets the criteria for consecutive publishing and a focus on fashion as an 
industry, and is thus nearest to Rocamora’s definition of a fashion magazine 
through its format of content and images. Another distinctive factor for a 
fashion magazine that is reflected in Bonniers månadstidning (but that 
Rocamora does not mention, probably because her work is based on French 
publications) is the extensive coverage of international fashion.141  
 
For this thesis, the selection principle was to study all issues of Bonniers 
månadstidning between 1930 and 1960, with December 1959 as its last 
issue. I have collected articles about seasonal fashion shows and other 
fashion events, as well as articles and advertisements that have denotative 
and connotative allusions to Swedishness or ‘foreignness’ (such as French 
fashion). This selection corresponds to a range of approximately 100 
samples that have been studied for each year, during the period 1930 to 
1960. Bonniers månadstidning was launched in Stockholm in January 1930 
by the publishing house Åhlén & Åkerlund and was aimed at affluent, 
fashion-oriented readers from high society. Its published articles described 
the latest fashions, covering both high and mass market fashion, as well as 
balls and other social events. However, the magazine also catered for 
provincial readers, as can be seen from advertisements offering goods via 
mail order.142 Célie Brunius, its Editor-in-Chief between 1930 and 1939, 
established its reputation as a high quality magazine, as well as being 
actively involved in public debates on issues related to Swedishness, taste 
and style.143 In 1954 Bonniers månadstidning was renamed as Eva: Bonniers 
månadstidning.  
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This magazine contains copious editorial and commercial content that has 
been used in this thesis to identify the professionals in the Swedish fashion 
field and the position of representatives of the textile and clothing industry. 
The advertisements placed in Bonniers månadstidning also reflect various 
clothing manufacturers’ perception of Swedish fashion. The fashion 
reporters’ coverage of Swedish fashion thus serves as important historical 
material for how the image of fashion and Swedishness evolved over time. 
Furthermore, through its international perspective, Bonniers månadstidning 
also reflected the influences of international fashion in general and Parisian 
fashion in particular. It is of course important to question the reliability and 
strength of such sources when only one fashion magazine is drawn on. 
Therefore in this thesis the use of Bonniers månadstidning has been 
supplemented by articles from other fashion press (including non-fashion 
genres covering fashion). These articles have been selected to provide 
further understanding of identified themes or particular events, such as 
fashion shows or exhibitions. My principles of collection were based on a 
number of identified themes or events (fashion shows and exhibitions) 
reported in Bonniers månadstidning. This selection of additional material 
consists of approximately ten articles per theme or event found in non-
fashion genres covering fashion, and is included in the analysis.  
 
The selected titles and genres (the names of these genres are mine) are as 
follows, and are presented in more detail below: Damernas värld (women’s 
magazine); Stil (customer magazine of the department store AB Nordiska 
Kompaniet); Textilia and Textil och konfektion: Organ för textil- och 
konfektionsindustrierna i Sverige (trade journals); Dagens Nyheter and 
Svenska Dagbladet (daily newspapers); Aftonbladet and Expressen 
(tabloids); Stockholms-Tidningen (local newspaper); SF Veckorevy 
(newsreel), and Filmjournalen and Bildjournalen (fan magazines).  
 
During the 1930s, the fashion press landscape was not a crowded one, and it 
was not until the post-war years that the emergence of a variety of women’s 
magazines, both monthly and weekly periodicals, emerged. One of these was 
Damernas värld – a weekly women’s magazine that provided its readers 
with the latest fashion news, as well as dress patterns. Damernas värld was 
originally called Flitiga händer when it was established in 1934. It was 
renamed Damernas värld: Flitiga händer in 1940, and again in 1944 to 
Damernas värld. Another magazine genre was the department store 
magazine Stil, published by AB Nordiska Kompaniet in Stockholm from 
1932 until 1952. 
 
The growth of the Swedish textile and clothing industries was evidenced in 
the emergence of trade journals such as Textil och konfektion: Organ för 
textil- och konfektionsindustrierna i Sverige, established in 1944 by the three 
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trade associations Textil- och Konfektionsindustriförbunden, Textilrådet, and 
Konfektionsindustriföreningen. Its first Editor-in-Chief was Ragnar 
Ekman.144 A sub-edition, Textilia, was established in 1948 targeting a new 
audience, the consumers; its content broadened to cover the latest fashion 
trends, trade fairs and other marketing issues.145 Textil och konfektion: Organ 
för textil- och konfektionsindustrierna i Sverige published the first issue of 
this biannual journal with Olle Hammarlund as its first Editor-in-Chief, 
whilst Gull Nordensson held the position of fashion editor. Its two issues per 
year, in March and September, mirrored the launch of the Spring and 
Autumn collections in the fashion industry146 These trade journals (Textil och 
konfektion: Organ för textil- och konfektionsindustrierna i Sverige and 
Textilia) were the voice of the national industry, but also formed part of the 
diffusion of international fashion due to their regular fashion reports from 
Paris.147 
 
By the mid-twentieth century both daily and tabloid Swedish newspapers 
were devoting space to fashion. Two national daily newspapers were Dagens 
Nyheter (DN) and Svenska Dagbladet (SVD).148 What these papers had in 
common was that fashion information was published within the sections on 
family and cultural news. The tabloids were another category of newspapers, 
such as Aftonbladet, founded in 1830 and Expressen, established in 1944. 
Fashion in the early 1930s was a frequently covered topic in Aftonbladet, in 
the form of the latest fashion news, as well as fashionable events such as the 
annual ball season, portraying the daughters of the aristocracy in their 
gowns.149 Expressen, established in 1944, was a tabloid which reported on 
fashion in its column ‘Breezes from abroad’.150 Another title was 
Stockholms-Tidningen, a local Stockholm newspaper in which the legendary 
fashion reporter Else Kleen (writing under the pseudonym Gwen) had her 
own column in the Sunday supplement.  
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Another form of media were the newsreels that, in the first half of the 
twentieth century, informed Swedish cinema audiences about the latest 
fashion news from both the Swedish and international catwalks. These 
newsreels by SF’s Veckorevy. Film and fan magazines focusing on cinema 
and celebrities, such as Filmjournalen established in 1919 and Bildjournalen 
established in 1954–1969, have also been included. Taken together, these 
titles provide a comprehensive overview of the fashion press landscape in 
Sweden during the period.  
 
Using a broad definition of fashion press by including traditional non-
fashion genres, these sources contribute to a valid understanding of fashion 
that is not only limited to high fashion but also includes mass market 
fashion.     
 

Government Investigations and Industry Reports 
In addition to official statistics and the fashion press, the study includes the 
government report Konkurrens under samverkan: Förslag till 
handlingsprogram för textil- och konfektionsindustrin (Competition under 
cooperation: proposal for the textile and clothing industries plan of action) 
from 1959.151 This was a report concerning the current state of the textile and 
clothing industry and the challenges it faced due to increased competition 
from international low-price imports. It also contains questions on design 
and Swedishness. Thus it is an important source to investigate government 
involvement in the development of the Swedish fashion industry. 
Additionally, the study also includes the following industry reports: Textil- 
och konfektionsindustrien i Sverige (1957); Textil: en industri i omvandling 
(1958), and Arbetsmarknad och löner (1958).152 This source material 
provides complementary information concerning the development of the 
textile and clothing industry, as well as an insight into the issues facing the 
industry during the late 1940s and 1950s. The reports date primarily from the 
post-war period, and there are no equivalent reports from the early 1930s. 
These reports serve as relevant documents for understanding clothing 
manufacturing as an industry and how it was affected by the prevailing 
economic and political situation in Sweden.   
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industri i omvandling (1958); Partsutredningen för Textilindustrin, Arbetsmarknad och Löner, 
(Stockholm, 1958). 
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Government Information Pamphlets 
In order to investigate government initiatives in fashion production and how 
the official view of fashion was conveyed to the public, the public 
information material Pengar och poäng, issued by the government advisory 
bureau Aktiv hushållning, a division of Statens Informationsstyrelse (the 
Government Information Board), has been studied. The mission of this two-
issue government pamphlet was, among other things, to encourage rational 
clothing consumption. This material does not cover the entire research 
period, but provides a useful overview of the situation during World War II, 
which was of importance to the development of international fashion, not 
least through the occupation of Paris. The source material also includes the 
brochure Den nya prisregleringslagen: tillämpning och principer (The new 
price control law: application and principles), which deals with price 
controls during World War II.  
 

Original Designs (Original Press Sketches and Press Images)  
In order to answer the questions about the construction of Swedishness and 
how this fashion differed from international fashion, five original Christian 
Dior designs that were reproduced in the Swedish fashion press have been 
selected as supplementary source material. These designs can exemplify how 
the importation of French fashion was translated into local demands and 
preferences. They consist of original press sketches and press images, and 
are analysed in chapter 4. The house of Christian Dior was, between 1947 
and 1957, one of the world's leading exporters of styles. The reason these 
five original designs were chosen is that I had a unique opportunity to visit 
the private archives of the fashion house Christian Dior Héritage in Paris on 
several occasions, and was given access to study the original designs. The 
fact that the dates of these five original designs represent not even one-third 
of the period under study, and only one fashion house, is limiting, and could 
lead to a risk of an over-interpretation of the results and of the importance of 
the influence of international fashion on Swedish fashion, 1930–1960. On 
the other hand, the analysis raises new questions concerning the import of 
fashion design from Paris, and the importance of international fashion to the 
development of Swedish fashion. Moreover, information from the archives 
about the Swedish buyers who visited Paris in the same period was also 
gathered. The participant lists, Cartes D’Acheteur Delivrees ou Renouvelees 
by the trade association Chambre Syndicale de la Couture Parisienne, are 
included in this study. This empirical material collected in the archives of 
Dior is unique in the sense that as yet no scholars have used these sources in 
studies of Swedish fashion. 
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Other Materials 
In order to supplement the official statistics with the actual names of 
companies that were active in the textile and garment industry, the thesis 
draws on the statistical yearbooks Sveriges industri: översikt by Sveriges 
Industiförbund published in 1935 and 1948, Konfektionsindustriföreningens 
membership directory from 1951, 1954 and 1956, which is preserved in the 
collections of the National Library of Sweden.153 I have also studied other 
sources such as Bolagsverket (Swedish Companies Registration Office); 
Stockholms adresskalender (Stockholm Address Directory), 1930, 1935, 
1945 and 1955; Lönestatistik Årsbok för Sverige 1951 (Salary statistics); and 
the image bank over Nordiska kompaniet’s department store (NK’s Grå 
album), as well as additional brochures and exhibition catalogues, such as 
Beskrifning öfver Aktiebolaget Nordiska Kompaniets Affärshus; Théâtre de 
la Mode: Fransk stil och smak; and 100 år och sedan… Svenska 
Slöjdföreningen Jubileumsexpo 15 september –14 oktober 1945.154  
 
The materials described above demonstrate how the thesis draws on a broad 
selection of sources consisting of various categories of materials. A possible 
limitation of this study is that it focuses on press reporting on women’s 
fashion and uses a theoretical framework that primarily investigates female 
fashion, i.e. Bourdieu’s study on the field of haute couture; the development 
of men’s fashion is therefore neglected. Since fashion as a phenomenon is 
often associated with femininity, it would also have been possible to analyse 
the selected source material in relation to the representation of gender in 
Swedish fashion. In that case, other sources that have not been consulted 
could have informed an analysis of what was a traditionally female-
dominated industry; and it would have required a different theoretical 
framework. However, that would have produced a different thesis to this 
one, in which the primary purpose has been to investigate an expanded 
definition of fashion ‘production’ in three spheres: the production of material 
goods, symbolic meaning, and ideas about national identity in fashion.   
 

                                                        
153 Sveriges industri: översikt, Stockholm, 1935; Sveriges industri: översikt, Stockholm, 1948. 
I also looked into its 1962 edition, where an English translation was introduced.  
154 Lönestatistik Årsbok för Sverige 1951 (Stockholm: Kungliga Socialstyrelsen, 1953). 
Beskrifning över Aktiebolaget Nordiska Kompaniets Affärshus, Nordiska Kompaniet 
(Stockholm, 1915); Théâtre de la Mode: Fransk stil och smak, (Stockholm: Victor Petterssons 
Bokindustri, 1945). Exhibition programme; 100 år och sedan… Svenska Slöjdföreningen 
Jubileumsexpo 15 september–14 oktober 1945 (Stockholm: Svenska slöjdföreningen, 1945), 
55. Exhibition catalogue and NK’s Grå Album. 
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Research Methods 
The research methods of this thesis include three separate analytical 
chapters. In the following sections, these individual chapters are presented 
and discussed in further detail. The different sections also describe how, in 
presenting the source material, the theoretical framework for regarding 
fashion as embracing both material and symbolic production, and the 
production of a national fashion has been applied. Since each analytical 
chapter addresses a specific question, the sources (such as the fashion press) 
have been read in different ways, depending on the questions posed in the 
context of that chapter. I have remained open to new definitions of problems 
in order to avoid overlooking new perspectives that have not been addressed 
in previous research, and to avoid directing the materials in a particular 
manner based on differences in their era or language. In other words, I have 
tried to explain and understand events and activities based on their context.155  
 
Each chapter answers one of the three research questions outlined on page 
27–28 and each chapter covers the entire period of examination. The thesis is 
thematic rather than purely chronological, because a thematic treatment is 
better suited to the theoretical framework of the thesis. Nevertheless, where 
possible some of the results are presented chronologically within each 
chapter.  
 

Systematic Analysis of Official Statistics  
As the thesis constitutes a re-evaluation of the textile and clothing industry, 
the first analytical chapter (chapter 2) begins with an analysis of the industry 
and its structure in order to gain an insight into how it developed during this 
period. This chapter aims to understand the economic dimension of the 
industry group, textil- och beklädnadsindustrin. Using the archives of the 
National Library of Sweden, data from the official statistics from Statistiska 
centralbyrån (‘Statistics Sweden’) were collected.  
 
I have systematically reviewed all the yearbooks of Swedish Industry 
manufacturing Industri och Bergshantering between 1930 and 1960, with a 
                                                        
155 This dialogue between the past and the present is part of the narration of history, but as 
historian Jörn Rüsen argues, historical interpretations are important in order to create an 
understanding of the present as well as the future. In Jörn Rüsen, Berättande och förnuft: 
historieteoretiska texter, transl. Martin Wiklund (Daidalos, Göteborg, 2004). Therefore, a 
scholar will always, as historian Stefan Nordqvist argues, represent the present and in that 
sense could never be ‘neutral’. In Stefan Nordqvist, “Den historielösa kulturen”, in Makten 
över minnet: Historiekultur i förändring, ed. Peter Aronsson (Lund: Studentlitteratur, 2000), 
140. This means that preconceptions and contemporary explanations of fashion in this thesis, 
as well as in my previous work experience as a participant in Sweden’s contemporary fashion 
scene, reflect the questions and how I have focused on particular issues of study.  
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focus on the group textil- och beklädnadsindustrin, in order to identify the 
changes over time. The theoretical framework underlying this secondary 
analysis of historical data is based on Jones’ theories on the developments of 
the clothing industry.156 In order to understand the essential aspects of size, 
structure and changes over time, I have reviewed the selected data on the 
basis of a number of key ratios such as: the importance of the group within 
the Swedish economy; indices of output, structural overview; the relative 
size of textile elements of the textile industry; sectorial divisions within 
manufacturing of clothing; division of labour; size distribution and 
production, import and export of clothing. As these areas indicate, the textil- 
och beklädnadsindustrin is studied both as one industry group, as well as 
two separate industries. All the volumes form the basis of the analysis, and 
the key changes are set out and illustrated in the form of tables, showing the 
intervals where change is evident. 
 
Apart from these key industry ratios, by studying the members’ register of 
Konfektionsindustriföreningen (1956), the largest clothing manufacturers 
have also been identified in terms of number of employees in 1955. Other 
issues that are considered in this chapter are related to industrial innovation 
such as changes in employment structure. In order to understand the 
developments in this industry and the context, and to interpret the statistics, 
the chapter draws on all the sector reports and the Swedish Government 
Official Report entitled Konkurrens under samverkan: Förslag till 
handlingsprogram för textil- och konfektionsindustrin: Betänkande (1959).157  
 
In summary, the analysis covers the structure and size of the industry, but 
this chapter also provides detailed knowledge about the types of garments 
and fabrics used in clothing production between the years 1930 and 1960. 
 

Close Reading of the Fashion Press 
Chapter 3 examines the symbolic production of fashion by drawing on 
Bourdieu’s theory of cultural production and his concept of field. The aim is 
to analyse the conditions in Sweden between 1930 and 1960 as a field, and 
through the empirical data to explore the relational positions, the 
professionals, and the institutions that were of importance for the 
development of fashion over the years. This chapter draws on the fashion 

                                                        
156 Jones, Apparel. 
157 These reports are: Studier i svenska textila industriers struktur (1946),  
Svensk textilvarudistribution (1948), Distributionen av textilvaror år 1948 i jämförelse med 
år 1938 (1948), Textilindustrins aktuella läge (1952), Kostnads- och intäktsproblem  
i textildistributionen (1955), Textil: en industri i omvandling (1958) and  
Textil- och konfektionsindustrien i Sverige (1957).  
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magazine Bonniers månadstidning in order to understand the course of 
events during this period. It focuses on the image of fashion and, in 
particular, on the constructed image of Paris as the capital of fashion during 
this period. In studying Bonniers månadstidning, all the magazines were 
read in chronological order to identify and note key themes and events (such 
as fashion shows and exhibitions) in circulation in the fashion press.158 The 
selected themes and events discussed in this chapter are the most significant 
examples identified in the fashion press during the period. I have looked 
closely at articles written when Paris was under Nazi occupation, in order to 
see whether this affected Swedish fashion reporting. As previously 
mentioned, World War II has been presented in the research on fashion as a 
turning point for an ever-greater sense of patriotism and liberation from 
French hegemony.  
 
The chapter goes on to investigate specific characteristics of a field of 
fashion in Sweden. Key to this chapter is Bourdieu’s idea of ‘celebratory 
discourse’.159 A celebratory discourse is produced by institutions such as the 
fashion media that, according to Rocamora ‘participate in this process of 
symbolic production, a production which is also that of “the universe of 
belief” which is attached to cultural artefacts’.160 What is defined in both 
Bourdieu’s and thus Rocamora’s works, is the legitimation and rules and 
hence the hierarchy within fashion, created by the fashion press. I conducted 
a close reading of the text and imagery as well as the participants in the field 
of Swedish fashion at the time, and their relational positions and thus status. 
Since the starting point of this thesis concerns the member companies of 
textile and clothing industry, I made a choice to focus specifically on the 
perception of Swedish clothing producers and the way in which they were 
highlighted in the fashion press; the prestige they enjoyed in the field, which 
of them held dominant positions and which of them were newcomers, and 
the way in which their roles changed over time. It is important to point out 
that the selected clothing producers discussed in this study were the most 
significant producers identified in the fashion press during the period in 
question. 
 
Fashion shows are an important event for publicising and the reproduction of 
fashion, and so a study was made of Bonniers månadstidning’s regularly 
press reports covering fashion shows in order to examine the participants 
who enjoyed the most prestige. I have gone through all magazines in order to 

                                                        
158 Single issues that was not available at the National Library of Sweden has been studied at 
the Nordiska museet’s library. 
159 [The original reads celebreringsdiskurs.] In Bourdieu, ‟Modeskaparen och hans märke”, 
90; Rocamora, Fashioning the City, 55. 
160 Ibid. 
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map out the most frequent mentioned participants. My reading draws on 
other genres of the fashion press, as outlined in the previous section on the 
selection of empirical material, to examine specific events such as fashion 
shows and exhibitions, and to provide a complementary or contrasting 
picture to the results of the analysis of Bonniers månadstidning. In this 
chapter I have also investigated the professionalisation of the fashion 
designer and focused on issues in the fashion press concerning fashion 
training and major educational institutions that were part of the field of 
fashion. These issues were not found on a regular basis, and were rather rare 
in the fashion press prior to the 1950s.  
 
Chapter 4 focuses on the issue of fashion and nationalism. I have looked at 
the production of an idea of national fashion in the Swedish fashion press 
from 1930 to 1960. The analysis is based on Anderson’s theory of ‘imagined 
communities’ and especially his concept of ‘horizontal comradeship’. The 
chapter draws systematically on all the issues of the fashion magazine 
Bonniers månadstidning between 1930 and 1960 in order to identify the 
development of an idea of Swedish fashion identity. The analysis was 
conducted as follows. I noted where in the extensive source material various 
descriptive constructions of Swedish fashion existed. Thereafter, I studied 
the material more carefully, this time to identify what elements in the press 
reports could be acclaimed as being specifically Swedish. On the basis of 
this initial overview, key events and turning points in history and the 
development of Swedish fashion were identified, and, more specifically, 
which categories of clothing came to be associated with Swedishness, and 
how this changed over the period. As well as looking at clothing, I 
conducted a close reading of the text and imagery in the source material to 
examine whether a specifically Swedish style took shape in both fashion 
reporting and advertising material. Wherever a significant event or shift was 
seen, other fashion press were used to deepen the understanding and to 
examine how these circumstances were conceived in the different genres of 
journalism. The government information report entitled Pengar och poäng 
was another useful source material for studying the way in which 
government information pamphlets spread the image of a particular fashion 
for Swedes during the war.  
 
Subsequent to the gathering of materials, the analysis in chapter 4 was 
conducted in two steps. First, I identified in the material the notion of 
Swedishness that I have called the development of a national fashion 
identity, and have attempted to point out a particular look or category of 
garments that was unique to a particular idea of Swedishness. The result is 
presented in the form of a narrative construction of three periods: ‘1930–
1939: Swedish Fabrics and Parisian Design’; ‘1940–1945: The “Birth” of 
Swedish Ready-to-Wear’, and ‘1946–1960: The Emergence of Swedish 
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Everyday Wear’. Second, these results were analysed in order to identify the 
structure of a Swedish fashion community by drawing on Anderson’s theory 
of nationalism. I have also discussed these findings by drawing on 
Anderson’s concept of ‘horizontal comradeship’, and what factors were 
(constructed) to unify Swedish fashion and could be found in the fashion 
press. I then looked at other sources such as five original designs by 
Christian Dior, which were published in Bonniers månadstidning, in order to 
understand and exemplify the adjustments made, and what was perceived as 
Swedish taste when these designs entered the Swedish market. In so doing, 
the so-called ‘translation’ process of the import of Parisian haute couture 
design is made visible in order to understand what values about Swedish 
fashion were embedded in this process and thus unified the Swedish fashion 
community.  

Terminology 
Throughout this study, the term ‘high fashion’ is used to refer to ‘haute 
couture’, which is the made-to-measure production of garments that was 
typical of Paris. The Swedish term for a dressmaker studio making this 
made-to-measure clothing, mainly associated with the import of Parisian 
haute couture, is Beställningsateljé.  
 
Ready-to-wear is another side of clothing production. In common usage, the 
two terms ‘haute couture’ and ‘ready-to-wear’ are used as antonyms. 
Problematically, the latter was not in use in the Swedish fashion media, since 
historically the term konfektion was associated with ready-made clothing and 
synonymous with the English terms apparel manufacturing or ready-to-wear. 
The Swedish word konfektion derives from the French term confection.161 
Problematically, as Didier Grumbach notes, the term confection ‘can mean 
anything from “apparel manufacturing” to its common definition, “ready-to-
wear”’.162 More importantly, the Swedish word konfektion should not be 
mixed up with the ready-to-wear fashion, “Prêt-à-Porter Création”, created 
by Parisian couturiers in the mid twentieth century.163 Therefore, this thesis 
borrows the English term ‘Ready-Made Clothing’ that the 
Konfektionsföreningen’s (‘the Association of the Swedish Ready-Made 
Clothing Industry’) members' register settled for.164 
 

                                                        
161 Grumbach, History, 31. 
162 Ibid. 
163 Ibid, 233. 
164 This English translation was introduced in Konfektionsindustriföreningen’s members’ 
register in 1962. 
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Another significant term that is found in the Swedish fashion press and used 
for describing an artisanal production is Modellkonfektion. This thesis uses 
the definition ‘Ready-made clothing, produced in a true artisanal way in very 
small collections at small workshops’ as described in the dictionary of 
Sveriges Skrädderiförbund (the Swedish Tailors Association).165 
 
Chapter 2 adopts the industry terminology translated and used by 
Kommerskollegium (‘The Swedish Board of Trade’) describing the industry 
sector of textile and garment industries with the word textil- och 
beklädnadsindustrin. This was translated into English as ‘Manufacture of 
textiles, wearing apparel and made-up textile goods’.166 Another term that is 
aimed at the two industries is textil and konfektion abbreviated, as TEKO.167  
 
All translations from the empirical material, such as official statistics, 
members’ register, fashion press, government reports, trade reports, 
government pamphlets, and original designs (original press sketches and 
images) in the footnotes are mine. 
  

                                                        
165 [The original reads konfektionssydda kläder, som tillverkades i små verkstäder  
i mycket små serier på ett rätt hantverksmässigt sätt.] In Ragnar Björkman,  
Skräddarlexikon (Stockholm: Sveriges Skrädderiidkareförbund, 1988), 131. 
166 Industri: berättelse för år 1950 (Statistiska centralbyrån, Stockholm, 1953), 54–55. 
167 Carina Gråbacke and Jan Jörnmark, Den textila modeindustrin i göteborgsregionen. En 
kartläggning (Rapport utarbetad på uppdrag av Business Region Göteborg. Göteborg 2008), 
8.  
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2. Clothing Production: The Swedish Textile 
and Clothing Industry 

Introduction 
This chapter focuses on material production of fashion by investigating 
clothing manufacturing in Sweden between 1930 and 1960. The aim is to 
understand the industry group named in the official statistics as textil- och 
beklädnadsindustrin and its central features in terms of growth, size and 
structure, and also to examine categories of garments and fabrics used in 
clothing production. In many ways, this chapter functions as an extended 
introduction to the topic. As such, a re-evaluation�of the textile and clothing 
industries requires a thorough review of the actual facts and figures, and 
changes over time. As chapter 1 identified, in the first part of the section on 
the theoretical framework (‘Clothing Production: Industry Key Ratios’), the 
manufacture of clothing is a diversified process that consists of a number of 
parts that constitute a supply chain. It is two parts of this chain in particular 
that Chapter 2 seeks to explore, and the chapter is structured as follows: 
firstly, it explicitly looks at the textil- och beklädnadsindustrin as one 
statistical group, yet two different industries. Secondly, textile production 
(and more specifically a focus on clothing-related textile production) are 
emphasised, and thirdly, garment production is studied as a separate part of 
this industry group. Specifically, using the series of yearbooks from the 
Official Statistics of Sweden covering Industri och Bergshantering, this 
chapter examines the industry key ratios. The analysis is based on Richard 
M. Jones’ theories on the developments of the clothing industry, and the data 
is reviewed on the basis of a number of key ratios such as: the importance of 
the group within the Swedish economy; indices of output, structural 
overview; the relative size of textile elements within the textile industry; 
sectorial divisions within manufacturing of clothing; division of labour; size 
distribution and production, import and export of clothing.1 Apart from these 
statistical yearbooks, the data used in the analyses are based on government 
and trade reports covering the years 1930 to 19602, the statistical yearbooks 

                                                        
1 Richard M. Jones, The Apparel Industry, 2nd ed. (Oxford: Blackwells, 2006). 
2 These reports are: SOU Textilutredningen. Konkurrens under samverkan: Förslag till 
handlingsprogram för Textil- och konfektionsindustrin: Betänkande (Stockholm, 1959, SOU 
1959:42); Partsutredningen för textilindustrien, Textil: en industri i omvandling (Stockholm, 
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Sveriges industri: översikt by Sveriges Industiförbund published in 1935 and 
1948, the members’ register of Konfektionsindustriföreningen, as well as the 
government pamphlet Pengar och poäng.3  
 

One Statistical Group: Two Different Industries 
As can be understood from previous work, textil- och beklädnadsindustrin 
was considered a significant sector in Swedish official statistics.4 Kurt 
Billum observed some of the significant characteristics and relative 
importance of this industry in the trade report Textil- och 
konfektionsindustrien i Sverige (1957):  
 

The textile industries – including the actual textile industry, the knitting mill 
industry and the ready-made garment industry – is an important branch of our 
country’s extensive domestic industry. They account for around 14% of the 
country’s manufacturing workers. In this regard they exceed well-known 
export industries such as pulp and paper, or the wood industry. With 90,000 
factory workers and 13,000 homeworkers, in fact the textile industries 
constitute, after the iron and engineering industries, the biggest industrial 
group in Sweden, measured by its number of employees.5 

 
The official statistics provide comprehensive and continuous data that 
indicate that this industry group was already an important branch of the 
domestic manufacturing industry by the early 1930s. Table 2.1 shows the 

                                                                                                                                  
1958); Partsutredningen för Textilindustrin, Arbetsmarknad och Löner, (Stockholm, 1958); 
Kurt Billum, Textil- och konfektionsindustrien i Sverige (Stockholm: Industriens 
upplysningstjänst, 1957). 
3 Sveriges industri: översikt, Stockholm, 1935; Sveriges industri: översikt, Stockholm, 1948. 
Additional data and figures are found in various press such as Bonniers månadstidning, Textil 
och konfektion: Organ för den svenska textil och konfektionsindustrin, Dagens Nyheter but 
also government pamphlet Den nya prisregleringslagen: Tillämpning och principer, Statens 
Priskontrollsnämnd, no 1 (1941); Lönestatistik Årsbok för Sverige 1951 (Stockholm: 
Kungliga Socialstyrelsen, 1953) as well as Bolagsverket (Swedish Companies Registration 
Office) and Stockholms adresskalender (Stockholm Address Directory), 1930, 1935, 1945 and 
1955. 
4 See e.g. Billum, Textil och konfektionsindustrien. 
5 [The original reads De textila industrierna – den egentliga textilindustrien, trikåindustrien 
och konfektionsindustrien – utgör en viktig gren av vårt lands omfattande hemmamarknads-
industri. De ger sysselsättning åt omkring 14% av landets samtliga industriarbetare, dvs. de 
överträffar i detta avseende sådana välkända exportindustrier som massa- och 
pappersindustrien eller trävaruindustrien. Med sina 90,000 fabriksarbetare och 13,000 
hemarbetare utgör de textila industrierna i själva verket efter järn- och verkstadsbranschen 
den största industrigruppen i Sverige, mätt efter antal arbetare.] In ibid, 9. 
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relative importance of this group, based on the number of workers and 
establishments in 1930, 1935, 1940, 1945, 1950 and 1955. It can be seen that 
between 1935 and 1955 the textil- och beklädnadsindustrin (Manufacture of 
Textile, Wearing Apparel, and Made-up Textile Goods) group was the 
second largest in terms of employees. This ranking continued up to the late 
1950s. In 1958, this group accounted for 11.5 percent of all manufacturing 
employment workers.6 However, the manufacturing sector in Sweden was 
dominated by heavy industry. The ‘Manufacture of Metal Products 
Industry’, the single largest group over the whole period accounted for 43.8 
percent of Swedish employment in 1958.7 The manufacturing sector also had 
a sizeable wood and cork industry. The diversified character of Sweden’s 
manufacturing base is evidenced by the fact that in 1930 the food 
manufacturing group created 9.6 percent of total employment, the textil- och 
beklädnadsindustrin 13.5 percent, and leather, furs and rubber products 
accounted for 4.5 percent.  
 
These data in the official statistics were until 1945, based on produktvärdets 
storlek (total value of production). One year later, from 1946 onwards, other 
data such as number of employees were evaluated. Companies with less than 
five employees and artisanal clothing producers, such as small dressmakers' 
studios, were not included, indicating that the relative importance of textile 
and clothing production was even greater within the Swedish economy.8 In 
addition, table 2.1 also shows the percentage of the importance of various 
industry groups in relation to the number of establishments. In 1930, 
‘Manufacture of Textile, Wearing Apparel and Made-up Textile Goods’ 
represented 5.1 percent of the total manufacturing industry. Its share 
increased to 9.3 percent in 1950, and then became the fourth largest group. 
The relationship between a high share of employment and a relatively low 
share of establishments indicates, as Jones argues, the ‘labour-intensive 
nature’ of the clothing industry.9 Another interpretation is that the industry 
consisted of a few large companies with many employees. However, since 
these figures are based on the two industries as one group it is not possible to 
make this claim. 

 

                                                        
6 Industri: berättelse för år 1958, (Stockholm: Kommerskollegium, 1960), 13. 
7 Ibid. 
8 [The original reads produktvärdets storlek.] In Industri: berättelse för år 1957 (Stockholm: 
Kommerskollegium, 1959), 10. 
9 Jones, Apparel, 39. 
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Table 2.1 The percentage share of the group textil- och beklädnadsindustrin within 
Swedish manufacturing (1930–1955) 
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Another industry ratio that evaluates the relative importance of an industry 
group is the förädlingsvärde (Value Added). This industry value could be 
described as the difference between the value of output less cost of materials, 
energy, fuel and salaried employment.10 Table 2.2, based on Billum’s report, 
shows that the textil- och beklädnadsindustrin in terms of förädlingsvärde 
(Value Added) was ranked number two behind the ‘Manufacture of Metal 
Products’ group, with a value added of 1,173 million Swedish crowns 
(MSEK) in 1953. However, Billum’s ranking only provides information for 
one year and thus lacks details about any changes over time. Therefore, 
when randomly adding data from the official statistics concerning value 
added, an industry ratio that was not introduced in the statistical yearbook 
until 1952, the data reflect a high value for all these selected four points in 
time. For 1952, the value added was 1,027 MSEK, in 1957 1,320 MSEK, in 
1958 1,308 MSEK, and in 1959 1,366 MSEK.11 Even in times of crisis the 
textil- och beklädnadsindustrin remained stable due to a domestic need for 
textile and clothing goods.12 With these relatively high values, this group 
represented a significant asset for the Swedish national economy. Only the 
Manufacturing of Metal Products provided such a high value added, as can 
be seen in Billum’s ranking from 1953. Therefore it is not possible to 
illustrate an historical development curve for the whole period. Although no 
data for the 1930s or 1940s are available, it can be reasonably concluded that 
the textile and clothing sector in the early 1950s was a branch with strong 
growth.   
 
As already stressed, the textile and clothing industries had many features 
which unified them as a group. One was the large number of female 
employees (which will be returned to later in this chapter). However, the 
share of female employees was higher in the manufacturing of wearing 
apparel (81 percent) than in the textile industry (44 percent).13 Another 
feature particularly unique for clothing manufacturing were its centralised 
locations. Labour historian Nancy Green defined it as one of ‘the last Urban 
Industries, where a majority of its workers were women and immigrants’.14  
 

                                                        
10 [The original reads förädlingsvärde = saluvärde minus kostnader för råvaror, bränsle, 
elengergi och bortlämnade lönearbeten.] In Billum, Textil- och konfektionsindustrien, 10. 
11 Industri: berättelse för år 1952 (Stockholm: Kommerskollegium, 1955), 68; Industri: 
berättelse för år 1957 (Stockholm: Kommerskollegium, 1959), 65; Industri: berättelse för år 
1958 (Stockholm: Kommerskollegium, 1960), 65; Industri: berättelse för år 1959 
(Stockholm: Kommerskollegium, 1962), 63. 
12 The textile industries experienced a crisis in the 1950s, which will be discussed further in 
this chapter. 
13 Billum, Textil- och konfektionsindustrien, 9. 
14 Nancy L. Green, Ready-to-Wear and Ready-to-Work: A Century of Industry and 
Immigrants in Paris and New York (Durham: Duke Univ. Press, 1997), 1. 
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Table 2.2 The gross value added (GVA) of textil- och beklädnadsindustrin in Sweden 
in relation to other manufacturing industries (1953) 

 
 
Although the textile and clothing industries were registered as one group, i.e. 
‘the textile industry’, there are distinctions between them. In the official 
statistics the textile industry is described as Textilindustrin – ‘the actual 
textile industry’ while Beklädnadsindustrin is defined as ‘the clothing 
industry and various associated smaller groups’.15 Although these industries 
were registered as one group, they need to be investigated as two separate 
industries, which were closely related. As Carina Gråbacke argues, these 
industries are ‘two very different industries in terms of structure and 
technology’, due to different production methods.16 Table 2.3 illustrates the 
structural overview of various sub-sectors of this industry group in terms of 
number of employees, in official statistics. As shown by these data, the 
cotton industry was the single largest textile industry in 1930 with a share of 
26.2 percent, followed by the sub-sector manufacture of wearing apparel, 
which accounted for 25 percent of employees (workers). In 1940, the 
manufacture of wearing apparel exceeded, and almost doubled in size in 
relation to, the cotton industry, with 31,443 employees against cotton's 
18,273. This division continued until in 1959 the clothing industry accounted 
for 46 percent (35,968) of all employees (78,045), followed by the cotton 
industry with 11,714 workers, representing 15 percent of this group.17 
                                                        
15 [The original reads den egentliga textilindustrin and beklädnadsindustrien och diverse till 
textilindustrien hörande mindre grupper.] In Industri: berättelse för år 1930, (Stockholm: 
Kommerskollegium, 1932), 110–111. 
16 [The original reds två mycket skilda industrigrenar om man ser till struktur och teknologi.] 
In Carina Gråbacke, Kläder, shopping och flärd: Modebranschen i Stockholm 1945–2010 
(Stockholm: Stockholmia förlag, 2015), 69. 
17 These figures does not include administration and managment. In Industri: berättelse för år 
1959, (Stockholm: Kommerskollegium, 1962), 63. 

 
               Gross Value Added (MSEK) 

Manufacture of Metal Products             5 197. 8   
Manufacture of Textiles, Wearing apparel and Made-up Textile Goods    1 173.0   
Manufacture of Paper and Paper Products   1 006.9  
Food Manufacturing Industries       921.0  
Ore mining, Metal Industries       894.2  
Manufacture of Wood and Cork       763.6  
Manufacture of Chemicals and Chemical Products     708.3  
Non-metallic mining and quarrying and manufacturing     562.6  
Printing and Allied industries         584.3  
Manufacture of Leather, Furs and Rubber Products     394.5  
Electricity, Gas and Water Services       284.3  
 
       
Source: Kurt Billum, Textil- och konfektionsindustrien i Sverige (Stockholm: Industriens upplysningstjänst, 1957), 10. 
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Table 2.3 Structural overview of the textil- och beklädnadsindustrin. Ranking by 
number of employees (1930–1955) 

 
Moreover, as Jones observes, the factors that distinguish these two groups 
relate to investments and to its labour intensive production. The first factor is 
illustrated in Billum’s report, which shows how the kapitalinvestering 
(‘capital investments’) in the textil- och beklädnadsindustrin as a whole were 
4.6 MSEK in 195418 The kapitalinvestering per anställd (‘capital investment 
per head’) was, however, higher in textile sectors such as the manufacture of 
synthetic fibres and silk weaving (104,000 SEK) and the woollen textile 
industry (82,000 SEK), compared to just 26,000 SEK investment per head 
for the wearing apparel sector.19  
 
According to Billum, textile production is more high-tech in its nature than 
clothing production.20 Jones notes that: ‘the initial growth of an apparel 
manufacturing sector in the UK was promoted by the earlier expansion of 
the primary textile sector.’21 Therefore, this analysis of Swedish official 
statistics starts by focusing on figures that are related to the textile industry, 
before turning to the development of clothing production.  
                                                        
18 Billum, Textil- och konfektionsindustrien, 9. Definition according to the dictionary of 
economist by N F Edström et al., Ekonomiordbok: Svensk-engelsk fackordbok för 
ekonomifunktionen (Stockholm: P A Nordstedt & Söners förlag, 1981), 63. 
19 Ibid, 9–10. 
20 Ibid, 9. 
21 Jones, Apparel, 13.  

 
                      Number of Employees                      

                   1930     1935     1940     1945     1950     1955   

Wool Industry         9 620  13 345  14 066  12 119  14 107  10 673   
Cotton Industry     14 739  18 426   18 273 17 526  17 143  13 346   
Linen, Hemp and Jute Industries     2 456    2 921     2 799   2 505    2 669    2 519 
Manufacture of Synthetic Fibres and Silk Weaving     ----        ----    1 138   2 441    3 145    1 588 
Dyeing and Bleaching      6 359    1 755     2 094   2 963    3 062    2 424 
Knitting Mills        11 078    9 672   11 651  10 281 10 113    8 747           
Manufacture of Wearing Apparel  29 333   21 553  31 443  31 853 40 452  40 223 
Manufacture of Hats and Caps     2 536     2 198    2 548    2 477   2 143    2 168   
Other manufacture of Textile Goods                             3 861     3 287    3 353    4 831   5 008    7 160 
 
     79 982  73 157  87 365  86 996  97 842  88 848 
    
 
Source: Industri: berättelse för år 1930, (Stockholm: Kommerskollegium, 1932), 60; Industri: berättelse för år 1935,  
(Stockholm: Kommerskollegium, 1937), 51; Industri: berättelse för år 1940, (Stockholm: Kommerskollegium, 1942),  
57; Industri: berättelse för år 1945, (Stockholm: Kommerskollegium, 1948), 61; Industri: berättelse för år 1950,  
(Stockholm: Kommerskollegium, 1953), 59; Industri: berättelse för år 1955, (Stockholm: Kommerskollegium, 1957),  
67–68. 
Note: This ranking is based on number of workers within the textile and clothing industries and thus administration and 
management staff are not included in these figures.  
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The Swedish Textile Industry, 1930–1960 
According to previous studies by Tommy Bengtsson and by Folke 
Kristensson, the textile industry experienced positive developments in the 
interwar period.22 However, in relation to the rest of the Swedish 
manufacturing industries, the textile industry experienced a minor increase, 
with an annual growth of 1.8 percent per year between 1935 and 1950.23 In 
1930 the industry was mainly home-market oriented and employed 42,757 
workers.24 The domestic production of textile goods covered a significant 
proportion of Swedish consumption. As Kristensson shows, by the end of 
1930s, ‘nearly 100 percent of carded woollen fabrics and 60 percent of 
worsted yarn and cotton fabrics, 75 percent of knitwear, and almost 100 
percent of wearing apparel’ was produced in Sweden.25  
 
Kristensson also emphasises a significant characteristic of the Swedish 
textile industry: the level of ‘vertical integration’, which means that a 
company controlled several production steps.26 In Scale and Scope: The 
Dynamics of Industrial Capitalism, business historians Alfred Dupont 
Chandler and Takashi Hikino describe the two strategies of growth: ‘vertical 
integration’ vs. ‘horizontal integration’.27 They write:  

 
…by acquiring or merging with enterprises using much the same processes to 
make much the same product for much the same markets; that is, it grew by 
horizontal combination. Another was by taking on units involved in the 
earlier or later stages of making a product, from the mining or processing of 
raw materials to the final assembling or packaging; that is, it grew by vertical 
integration.28 

 
As Kristensson’s dissertation shows, the vertically integrated production 
chain was mainly found within the wool and cotton sectors.29 According to 
Bengtsson, this group of vertically integrated companies accounted for 85 
percent within these sectors during the mid-nineteenth century. This gives 

                                                        
22 Tommy Bengtsson, “Industri under avspärrning: Studier i svensk textilproduktion 1935–
1950” (PhD diss., Univ. Lund, 1980), 41; Folke Kristensson, “Studier i Svenska textila 
industriers struktur” (PhD diss., Handelshögskolan Stockholm, 1946), 116–117. 
23 Bengtsson, “Industri under avspärrning”, 74. 
24 Industri: berättelse för år 1930 (Stockholm: Kommerskollegium, 1932), 9. 
25 Kristensson, “Svenska textila industriers struktur”, 116. 
26 Ibid, 125–126. 
27 Alfred D. Chandler and Takashi Hikino, Scale and Scope: The Dynamics of Industrial 
Capitalism (Cambridge, Mass., Belknap Press, 1990), 37. 
28 Ibid, 37. 
29 Kristensson, “Svenska textila industriers struktur”, 126. 
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the image of an industry that was focused on control over the entire 
production process.30  
 

The Major Textile Branches: Cotton and Wool  
As illustrated in table 2.3, the two major branches of the textile industry, in 
terms of number of employees, were the cotton and wool. According to 
Bengtsson, these two accounted for two-thirds of the avsaluvärde (‘Sales 
value’) between the years 1935 and 1950.31 Official statistics ranked the 
knitting mills third, followed by the linen, hemp and jute industry.32 Another 
sub-sector was silk weaving, with less than 500 workers in 1935.33 This 
figures increased over the years with an all time high in 1950 with 
approximately 1,500 workers, and with a slight decline in 1955 with 1,000 
workers.34 It is important to stress that these different sub-sectors followed 
different paths of development in the mid-twentieth century, but as a whole 
the Swedish textile industry grew significantly during the interwar period. 
Like many other European countries, Sweden experienced a ‘textile boom’ 
in the post-war period, mainly due to increased consumer demand as a 
consequence of wartime shortages.35 This was illustrated by an all time high 
in the industry, with almost 53,000 workers employed between 1950 and 
1951.36 From the turn of the century until the late 1950s the Swedish cotton 
industry was the single largest sub-sector. The Sveriges Industriförbund 
(Swedish Industrial Association) statistical book shows how the total product 
value for the Swedish cotton industry was 109.7 MSEK in 1933, and rose to 
275 MSEK in 1944.37 The second largest group was the wool textile 
industry. Historically, Sweden has a long tradition of wool manufacturing 
(spinning, weaving and dyeing) that can be traced back to the middle ages.38 
Until the 1850s, when the first factory, Wallberg in Halmstad, established 
the first factory-based woollen fabric production, the weaving process was 

                                                        
30 Bengtsson, “Industri under avspärrning”, 78. 
31 Ibid, 75. 
32 Partsutredningen för Textilindustrin. Arbetsmarknad och Löner, (Stockholm, 1958), 10. 
33 Ibid. 
34 Ibid. 
35 Bengtsson, “Industri under avspärrning”, 42; Fashion historian Nicola White explains how 
the Italian industry experienced a boom during the post-war period. In Nicola White, 
Reconstructing Italian Fashion: America and the Development of the Italian Fashion Industry 
(Oxford: Berg, 2000), 13. 
36 Partsutredningen för Textilindustrin. Arbetsmarknad och Löner, (Stockholm, 1958), 9. 
37 Sveriges industri: översikt (Stockholm, 1935), 353; Sveriges industri: översikt (Stockholm, 
1948), 441. 
38 Sveriges industri: översikt (Stockholm, 1935), 342. 
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performed by hand.39 Since the early eighteenth century, the woollen 
industry in Sweden had achieved some stability as a supplier to the Swedish 
army, but still it experienced a decline in demand due to the economic 
depression in the early 1930s.40 Similarly, it experienced growth in the post-
war period, numbering 14,107 employees in 1950. This can be compared 
with the early 1930s when the industry employed about 12,026 workers, 
divided between 104 establishments.41 According to the 1935 Sveriges 
Industriförbund (‘Swedish Industrial Association’) statistical books (based 
on 1933 data), the numbers of establishments were 107 in 1933, with 12,200 
workers (3.1 percent of Swedish industrial workers), with a total production 
value of 99 MSEK.42 In 1944, the corresponding figures were as follows: 
number of establishments 106, workers 11,600 (1.9 percent of Swedish 
industrial workers), and a salutillverkningsvärde (‘Market manufacturing 
value’) of 209 MSEK.43 In the 1930s, the degree of domestic self-sufficiency 
for wool garments was high, rising to 98 percent between 1936 and 1938.44  
 
The textile industry can also be understood from a geographical perspective. 
As economic historian Eli F. Heckscher explains, different factors influenced 
the location of the manufacturing industry, such as raw materials, labour, 
craftsmanship and transport infrastructure.45According to the report Textil- 
och konfektionsindustrien (1957), the geography of Swedish textile 
production in 1953 was concentrated in five major regions, mainly in the 
western part of Sweden: such as Älvsborgs län, Göteborgs län, and Bohus 
län; southern regions, such as Malmöhus län; and in the east such as 
Östergötlands län.46 The top five important textile cities in terms of textile 
industrial workers were Borås, Göteborg-Mölndal, Malmö, Stockholm, and 
Norrköping.47 
 
The largest sub-sector of the textile industry was cotton. Historically, the city 
of Borås had enjoyed a good reputation for its textile manufacturing for 
centuries. It was in the nearby village of Rydboholm that Sven Eriksson 
                                                        
39 Lennart Schön, En modern svensk ekonomisk historia: tillväxt och omvandling under två 
sekel (Stockholm: SNS förl., 2000), 101–102. 
40 Sveriges industri: översikt (Stockholm, 1948), 430–431, 436. 
41 In the war years there was a decline in the number of workers, from 14,066 in 1940, to 
12,119 in 1945, yet there was an increase in the number of establishments from 99 in 1940, to 
103 in 1945. Partsutredningen för Textilindustrin. Arbetsmarknad och Löner, (Stockholm, 
1958), Tabell I:A. 
42 Sveriges industri: översikt (Stockholm, 1935), 345. 
43 Sveriges industri: översikt (Stockholm, 1948), 435; Definition according to the dictionary 
of economist by Edström et al., Ekonomiordbok, 139. 
44 Ibid. 
45 Sveriges industri: översikt (Stockholm, 1935), 94–95. 
46 Billum, Textil- och konfektionsindustrien, 14–15. 
47 Ibid. 
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founded the first textile cotton mill in 1834.48 In the 1870s, the city of Borås 
was transformed into a centre for mechanical cotton weaving mills.49 Other 
regions, including Gothenburg and its surrounding regions such as Göta 
Älvdal, Alingsås and Sjuhäradsbygden, were also leading centres of cotton 
manufacturing.50  
 
The woollen industry was divided into regional specialisations. For example, 
Norrköping led the industrial production of woollen clothing while Borås 
became a centre for home production.51 According to Schön, the 
concentration of production in Norrköping in the nineteenth century was a 
result of the city’s strong institutional and commercial milieu.52 Advertising 
and business relations with the European clothing industry were part of the 
business.53 Other important regions for Swedish wool production were the 
south and west parts of Sweden, in cities such as Malmö, Halmstad and 
Kristianstad.54  
 
Another textile branch was the knitting mills industry, which developed later 
than other sub-sectors, not reaching its peak until the early 1940s.55 The first 
factories opened in the first half of the nineteenth century and produced 
mainly socks.56 In the 1930s, a range of raw materials was used in knitted 
textile production such as wool, cotton, silk and artificial silk.57 Similar to 
the cotton industry, the knitted textile industry was located in the 
neighbourhood of Sjuhäradsbygden, with Borås as its centre.58 From 1930 
until 1955 the knitted textile industry increased from 8,002 to 8,747 workers, 
with a peak in 1940 of 11,651.59  
 

                                                        
48 Schön, En modern svensk ekonomisk historia, 99–100; Christer Winberg, Fabriksfolket: 
textilindustrin i Mark och arbetarrörelsens genombrott (Stockholm: Podium, 1999), 31. 
49 Schön, En modern svensk ekonomisk historia, 180. 
50 Partsutredningen för Textilindustrin. Arbetsmarknad och Löner, (Stockholm, 1958), 19. 
51 Schön, En modern svensk ekonomisk historia, 105; Klas Nyberg, Kommersiell kompetens 
och industrialisering: Norrköpings ylleindustriella tillväxt på Stockholms bekostnad 1780–
1846 (Uppsala: Acta Universitatis Upsaliensis, 1999). 
52 Schön, En modern svensk ekonomisk historia, 107–108. 
53 Ibid. 
54 Partsutredningen för Textilindustrin. Arbetsmarknad och Löner, (Stockholm, 1958), 17. 
55 Ibid, 21. 
56 Sveriges industri: översikt (Stockholm, 1935), 364. 
57 Ibid, 365. 
58 Partsutredningen för Textilindustrin. Arbetsmarknad och Löner, (Stockholm, 1958), 21. 
59 Ibid, Tabell I:A. 
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Commodity Structure: Clothing Fabrics 
It is mainly the production of clothing fabrics that links the textile industry 
with the clothing industry, yet no previous studies have researched the 
amount of fabric goods used in fashion production. Therefore, since this 
chapter focuses on material production within fashion, this section analyses 
the importance of textile goods used in clothing production. In Studier i 
Svenska textila industriers struktur (1946), Kristensson provides an 
overview of production differentiation within the various textile sectors. 
Most significant was the differentiation within the cotton industry, where in 
the late 1930s ‘six-tenths of cotton production aimed at clothing 
manufacturing’.60 In the wool industry, clothing fabrics accounted for 95 
percent of production.61  
 
It was not until 1941 that clothing fabrics were listed in the official statistics 
as a separate category of textile production. The classification ‘dress fabric’ 
was listed under the two sub-categories artificial silk and cell wool. Ten 
years later, in 1951, fabrics intended for clothing production were also 
included in statistics for the wool and cotton industries. As shown in the 
official statistics for 1941, cell wool was the largest group of dress fabrics, in 
terms of produced volume, but not in terms of production value. Its 
production volume was of 1,807 tons and a production value of 20,353,294 
followed by artificial silk with 754 tons and a production value of 
20,576,610 SEK.62 In 1951 a range of new categories was listed in addition 
to ‘dress fabrics’ within the wool and cotton sector. In the wool sector these 
were: ‘winter overcoat fabric’; ‘men’s suit fabric’; ‘ladies winter coat 
fabric’; and ‘coat and suit fabric’ (ladies)63, and in the cotton sector: ‘dress 
and blouse fabric’; and ‘shirt fabric’.64 
 
As can be interpreted from the data in the official statistics over this short 
period of time, woollen fabrics used in men’s suits was the single largest 
group in terms of produced weight (4,573 tons) and product value (153,021 
TSEK).65 This was the most significant category of fabrics from 1951 until 
1958, followed by cotton fabrics used in ladies dresses and blouses. These 
data indicate that men’s suits and women’s cotton dresses and cotton blouses 
were the largest garment categories in clothing manufacturing, which will be 
discussed later in this chapter.  

                                                        
60 Kristensson, “Svenska textila industriers struktur”, 118. 
61 Ibid. 
62 Industri: berättelse för år 1941, (Stockholm: Kommerskollegium, 1944), 101. 
63 [The original reads vinteröverrockstyg; kostymtyger; vinterkappstyg; kapp- o. dräkttyger.] 
In Industri: berättelse för år 1951, (Stockholm: Kommerskollegium, 1954), 102. 
64 The original reads klännings- o. blustyg; skjorttyg.] In ibid. 
65 Ibid. 
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It is not possible to identify from the official statistics the companies 
involved in textile production, but the yearbook of Sveriges Industiförbund 
provides a list of the largest manufacturing companies in each sector. In the 
1935 edition, the following companies were listed as the main wool dress 
fabric manufacturers: Kilsunds AB., AB. Borås Klädningstygsfabrik, AB. 
Merinos, Hälsingborgs Jacquardväfveri AB., and Gäfle Ångväfveri.66 In the 
1935 statistics the following companies were listed as the main cotton 
industry manufacturers: Borås Wäfveri AB., Gamlestadens Fabrikers AB., 
Mölnlycke Väfveri AB., Norrköpings Bomullsväfveri AB., Holmens Bruks & 
Fabriks AB., Stockholms Bomullsspinneri & Väfveri AB, Manufactur AB., 
and Rydboholms AB.67 The largest cell wool and artificial silk companies in 
1948 were: AB Svenskt Konstsilke, AB Nordisk Silkecellulosa, and Svenska 
Rayon AB.68 It is worth noting that the above data do not show any other 
textile goods that are required in clothing manufacturing, such as lining or 
sewing thread. 
 

Wartime and the ‘Textile Crisis’  
On New Year’s Eve in December 1941, in tandem with government 
propaganda that advocated saving, Sweden introduced textile rationing, due 
to a shortage of materials.69 All clothing and textile goods with the exception 
of shoes, silk and artificial silk, and wool (cell wool) sewing thread, and 
mourning clothing were covered by these restrictions.70 Clothing rationing 
coupons became a part of everyday life, consisting of two types: A and B 
coupons. A-coupons could only be used for woollen goods, while B-coupons 
were intended for all other rationed goods.71  
 
Bengtsson describes how the Swedish economy during the war years ‘was 
practically a closed economy due to German minefields in the Skagerrak’.72 
Even if Sweden had not been completely isolated during the war, the textile 
industry would have been affected by a reduction in the importation of raw 
materials.73 In 1945, imports were at only ‘one-third of the normal level’.74 

                                                        
66 Sveriges industri: översikt (Stockholm, 1935), 349. 
67 Other companies that were listed in these statistics were the following: L. J. Wingqvist, 
Fristla Mek. Väfveri & Spinnerier, Sjuntorp, Jonsereds Fabrikers AB, Ahlafors Nya Spinneri 
AB, Gävle Manufactur AB., Kampenhofs AB. and Dala Väveri AB.  
In Sveriges industri: översikt (Stockholm, 1935), 355. 
68 Sveriges industri: översikt (Stockholm, 1948), 461. 
69 “Klädkort,” Dagens Nyheter, December 31, 1941, 4. 
70 “Klädkort för 1½ år,” Dagens Nyheter, December 31, 1941, 7. 
71 Ibid. 
72 Bengtsson, “Industri under avspärrning”, 180. 
73 Ibid. 
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This resulted in textile shortages and consequently domestic manufacturers 
were forced by the Swedish government to focus on the research and 
development of new high quality and durable ‘replacement materials’.75 
Bengtsson notes that these new textiles were also a way to meet increased 
military needs during the war.76 In 1942, the production of cell wool reached 
7,000 tons; however, this was just a small share of the total fabric 
consumption of 42,000 tons.77 Nevertheless, as Bengtsson concludes:  

 
Thus, there was a change taking place in the production structure of the 
textile industry during the period around the Second World War. The changes 
in cotton and woollen industries were not caused by the specific conditions 
created by the blockade. For both industries, employing about two-thirds of 
the textile workers, the pre-war commodity structure was restored after the 
war. On the other hand, the knitting industry, employing about one-fifth of 
the textile workers, seems to have been very little affected by the war, both 
with respect to production and to commodity structure. The changes in 
production structure in other textile branches were connected to changes in 
the commodity structure. The rapid diffusion of “new” raw materials in these 
branches was a prime factor for changes in the production and commodity 
structure – a development directly caused by the blockade.78  

 
Apart from rationing, other regulations set up in wartime were ‘price 
controls’ and the ‘regulation of production’.79 The effects these regulations 
had on the Swedish textile industry are described in Bengtsson’s dissertation, 
where he stresses that major consequences were first experienced after the 
war. As an example, he points out the large stocks that built up during the 
war as a consequence of a reduced consumption of, for example, cotton.80 In 
1945, the war ended and the blockades disappeared, but these regulations 
were not abolished entirely until the early 1950s.81 For example, it was not 
until 1951 that the price control of textile goods disappeared, but this was 
rather a result of the Korean crisis, which will be discussed later in this 
section.82 
 
The damage from World War II had a large impact on the European textile 
industry, and Nicola White stresses how the Italian textile industry was 

                                                                                                                                  
74 Bengtsson, “Industri under avspärrning”, 180. 
75 [The original reads ersättningsmaterial.] In ibid, 15. 
76 Ibid. 
77 Pengar och poäng, Aktiv hushållning, no 1 (1942), 6. 
78 Bengtsson, “Industri under avspärrning”, 186–187. 
79 Ibid, 181. 
80 Ibid, 182. 
81 Ibid, 181. 
82 Ibid, 34. 
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rebuilt under the Marshall Plan, a programme of economic aid that was 
initiated by American foreign minister George Marshall.83 In spite of its 
neutral standpoint, in 1948 Sweden, like many other European countries, 
accepted the Marshall Plan Aid in the form of favourable loans of 47 million 
USD.84 These loans were distributed to the Swedish manufacturing industry 
as a whole, and consequently the amount accounted for within the textile 
industry is not recorded; however, these loans were quite modest in 
comparison with other Nordic countries (Norway 84 million USD, Denmark 
110 million USD).85 
 

The ‘Textile Crisis’86 
The reconstruction of European textile industries as a result of Marshall Aid 
created a belief in a better future of increased growth and employment.87 
Instead, the failure of the cotton harvest and the outbreak of the Korean War 
in the summer of 1950 led to a decline in the US economy.88 It should be 
noted that the Swedish manufacturing sector was not immediately affected 
by the economic turmoil. In fact, the sector experienced an increased 
demand mainly due to stabilised payment systems and trade liberation.89 As 
Schön notes, during the Korean War, the years between 1950 and 1953 were 
times of prosperity in Sweden.90 More interestingly, despite a peak in 
manufacturing production, the textile industries experienced years of crisis. 
This was the start of a long-term decline in production. As shown in table 
2.4, this has come to be associated with the ‘Textile crisis’, which in 
particular was related to a decline in production from 1951 when, as Billum 
observes, the index of production decreased from 106 to only 90 during one 
quarter.91  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                        
83 White, Italian fashion, 12–14. 
84 Vad är vad i Marshallplanen?: praktisk orientering för näringslivet (Stockholm: Sveriges 
industriförbund, Stockholm, 1949), 34. 
85 Ibid, 34–35. 
86 [The original reads Textilkrisen.] In Billum, Textil- och konfektionsindustrien, 24. 
87 Ibid, 24. 
88 Ibid, 25. 
89 Schön, En modern svensk ekonomisk historia, 419. 
90 Ibid. 
91 Billum, Textil- och konfektionsindustrien, 25. 
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Table 2.4 Indices of output, textile industries (1950–1955). Index 1935=100 

 
Gråbacke points out that it was mainly the Swedish wool industry that was 
hit by this crisis. One of the most important factors was the import 
penetration from low-wage countries, but also a decline in demand for 
woollen outerwear. 92 Billum provides other explanations for this crisis, such 
as Sweden having low tariffs to protect the domestic textile industry.93 One 
1952 report in the trade magazine Textil och konfektion criticises the lack of 
government interest in Swedish textile production, where the domestic 
industry was dealing with low government protection and thus unwholesome 
competition from international low-wage manufacturers.94 
 
This situation in the mid-1950s resulted in several trade investigations 
covering trade in the textile industry. These dealt with current struggles as 
well as proposed strategies for the future.95 One major theme was the 
increased international competition as investigated in Textil: en industri i 
omvandling (1958), that emphasised the competitive weakness of the 
Swedish textile industry, due to high wages and low tariff protection.96  
 
Another significant factor that affected the domestic competition was an 
increased demand by retailers and clothing manufacturers for unique 
                                                        
92 Gråbacke, Kläder, shopping och flärd, 71–72. 
93 Billum, Textil- och konfektionsindustrien i Sverige, 25. 
94 “Bättre – men inte bra,” in Textil och konfektion, No 8, October 1952, 15. 
95 Among them were: Svensk textilvarudistribution (1948); Distributionen av textilvaror år 
1948 i jämförelse med år 1938 (1948); Textilindustrins aktuella läge (1952); Kostnads- och 
intäktsproblem i textildistributionen (1955); Partsutredningen för textilindustrien, Textil: en 
industri i omvandling (1958); Partsutredningen för Textilindustrin, Arbetsmarknad och Löner, 
(1958) and Textilindustriens internationella problem (1957).  
96 Partsutredningen för textilindustrien, Textil: en industri i omvandling (Stockholm, 1958), 
29, 33. 

    
Year All manufacturing         Textile industry   
 
1950           197                    152   
1951           206                    153   
1952           202                    127   
1953           204                    148   
1954           213                    147   
1955           226                    140   
 
 
 
Source: SOU Textilutredningen. Konkurrens under samverkan: förslag till handlingsprogram för 
textil- och konfektionsindustrin: betänkande (Stockholm, 1959, SOU 1959), 73.  
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patterns, solomönster.97 This was a consequence of increased international 
competition. As can be read in the report, two strategies were suggested: the 
‘American’ and the ‘Swiss’. The first strategy was to focus on the 
specialisation of mass production and consequently low wages, keeping 
production costs low. The second was to aim for specialisation in artisan 
production that motivated a high wage level.98 Rather paradoxically, a 
combination or a middle way of these two production strategies was 
suggested for the Swedish industry. However, another recurring theme in 
these reports was the discussion of the need for greater co-operation between 
these industries (textile and clothing) in order to meet international 
competition. For example, this matter was acknowledged in the published 
government report entitled Konkurrens under samverkan: Förslag till 
handlingsprogram för textil- och konfektionsindustrin in 1959. Therefore the 
second part of this chapter will focus on the production of clothing. 
 

Swedish Clothing Production, 1930–1960 
During the 1930s, Sweden became, as Kristensson observes, 100 percent 
self-sufficient regarding ready-made production of clothing.99 In respect of 
knitted garments, 90 percent of local demand was met by local production.100 
This was indeed a great achievement for the Swedish clothing manufacturing 
sector. A high level of self-sufficiency also illustrated a strong domestic 
production during the 1930s. In his trade report Textil och 
konfektionsindustrien i Sverige (1957), Billum commented on these 
developments. He outlines a particular view that ‘Sweden is one of the 
countries in the world with the fastest growing ready-made clothing 
industry’.101 However, as a manufacturing sector, clothing production was 
late to industrialise, as he argued. He maintained that several factors 
explained this rather late industrial process. One of the most significant, he 
argues, was the Swedish market’s resistance to ready-made clothing.102 He 
draws on historical examples related to general developments in Swedish 
society to prove his claims, such as a poor peasant society with low demand 

                                                        
97 Partsutredningen för textilindustrien, Textil: en industri i omvandling (Stockholm, 1958), 
58. 
98 Ibid, 35. See also in: Carina Gråbacke and Jan Jörnmark. Den textila modeindustrin i  
göteborgsregionen. En kartläggning. Rapport utarbetad på uppdrag av Business Region 
Göteborg (Göteborg: 2008), 10.  
99 Kristensson, “Svenska textila industriers struktur”, 117. 
100 Ibid. 
101 [The original reads Sverige är ett av de länder där konfektionsindustriens utveckling skett 
allra snabbast.] In Billum, Textil- och konfektionsindustrien, 128. 
102 Ibid, 130. 
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for fashionable garments, as well as trade regulations such as the guild 
system, which was not abolished until 1846. Other ‘development inhibitory’ 
factors included the lack of advanced technology, which contributed to the 
late development of an industrialised system of clothing production.103  
 
According to Viveka Berggren Torell (citing Gertrud Grenander-Nyberg), 
the establishment of the first ready-made konfektionärer (‘clothing 
manufacturers’) can be dated to the late nineteenth century.104 These firms, 
mainly urban-based, had their own workshops for the production of men’s 
and boys’ garments. As a decentralised form of production, tailors and 
homeworkers were given raw material, in the form of fabrics, to make into 
clothes and entrepreneurs then distributed the final garments to retailers and 
wholesalers.105 These konfektionärer or entrepreneurs were often, according 
to Berggren Torell, immigrants with an established international trade 
network.106 Henning Schlasberg is credited as the first individual 
entrepreneur to establish a manufacturing plant. In 1896, he established the 
firm Schlasberg & Co in Landskrona in southern Sweden, specialised in 
mass production of men’s and boys' ready-made garments.107 Other early 
firms specialising in men’s ready-made garments were, as Gertrud 
Grenander-Nyberg notes, L. & P. Widengren in Vingåker and C.M. 
Hermanson in Stockholm.108  
 
As a branch of the industry group textil- och beklädnadsindustrien, clothing 
production registered in the official statistics as Sömnadsfabriker (‘Sewing 
factories’) was the largest, with an output value of 149,341,00 SEK in 
1930.109 This significant branch consisted of five sub-branches: 1) 
Konfektionsfabriker (‘Ready-made clothing factories’); 2) Korsettfabriker 
(‘Corset Factories’); 3) Kravatt- och slipsfabriker (‘Neck tie and Tie 
factories’); 4) Markis-, pressenings och dylika fabriker (‘Awning, crimping 
and similar factories’); and 5) Sömnadsfabriker (‘Sewing factories’).110 After 
a systematic analysis of the official statistics, this study found that the 
Sömnadsfabriker branch was renamed Konfektionsfabriker (‘Ready-made 

                                                        
103 [The original reads utvecklingshämmande.] In Billum, Textil- och konfektionsindustrien, 
131. 
104 Viveka Berggren Torell, För stass och stoj: barnkläder på 1900-talet utifrån mormors 
minnen och museers material: forskningsrapport från projektet “Ett sekel i skylten–
barnkläder som industriellt kulturarv” (Göteborg: Etnologiska institutionen, Univ., 2003), 45. 
105 Berggren Torell, “För stass och stoj”, 45. 
106 Ibid. 
107 Ibid. 
108 Gertrud Grenander-Nyberg, “Sömnadsindustrien: En översikt av dess uppkomst och 
utveckling i Sverige,” in Daedalus (Stockholm, 1946), 112. 
109 Industri: berättelse för år 1930, (Stockholm: Kommerskollegium, 1932), 48. 
110 Ibid. 
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clothing factories’) in 1952.111 Therefore, it can be argued that the specialised 
factory-based production of ready-made garments was flourishing at the 
expense of the ‘large scale craftsmanship’ in sewing factories.112 In 
Sömnadsindustrien: en översikt av dess uppkomst och utveckling i Sverige 
(1946) Gertrud Grenander-Nyberg describes how the 1930s marks a shift to 
a rapid growth in the ‘industrial production’ of clothing.113 It was the sub-
sector 'women’s ready-made clothing' that more than doubled its output 
value.114 More specifically, Grenander-Nyberg observes that this growth in 
output value, in monetary terms, increased from 5.8 MSEK to 16.5 MSEK.115  
 

Wartime Price Regulations 
In June 1941, a price regulation scheme was introduced and governed by 
Statens priskontrollsnämnd (Government Price Control Board) in order to 
prevent inflation.116 The fixed or standardised prices on manufactured 
clothing goods were developed by negotiations of a board of members 
representing domestic ‘manufacturers, wholesalers and retailers in Textile 
industry’(figs. 2.1–2.2).117 This price control scheme also affected the textile 
sector because it led to low imports and a lack of textile goods. The 
government’s aim, as set out in the pamphlet Pengar och poäng, was to 
secure the production of basic needs.118 More importantly, all production of 
luxury goods was banned. However, the definition of “luxury” was not 
specified in this brochure. As this control resulted in standardised prices for 
ready-made clothes, it can be seen that the control of textile goods was 
introduced in 1941, but the regulation only concerned the quality, not 
patterns and colours, which manufacturers were free to choose themselves.119 
Primarily, all Swedish cotton textiles and cell wool textiles were regulated, 
but from 1 November 1942 all wool textiles, including cell wool and cotton 
mixes, were included on the list of controlled goods.120  
 

                                                        
111 Industri: berättelse för år 1952 (Statistiska centralbyrån, Stockholm, 1955), 68. 
112 Grenander-Nyberg, Sömnadsindustrien, 111. 
113 Ibid. 
114 Ibid. 
115 Ibid. 
116 Den nya prisregleringslagen: Tillämpning och principer, Statens priskontrollnämnd, no 1 
(1941), 3. 
117 [The original reads fabrikanter, grossister och detaljhandlare inom textilbranschen.] In 
Pengar och poäng, Aktiv hushållning, no 2 (1942), 3. 
118 Ibid. 
119 Ibid. 
120 Ibid. 
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Figure 2.1 Hangtag for price controlled goods in Sweden during World War II. All 
price controlled goods were marked with a hangtag identifying them as controlled 
and a local ombudsman (representative) was installed in every municipality to 
ensure that retailers were following the recommended prices. Source: Aktiv 
hushållning, Pengar och poäng, no 2, 1942, 3. 
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Figure 2.2 A local ombudsman (representative) controlling the prices. Source: Aktiv 
hushållning, Pengar och poäng, no 2, 1942, 2. 
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The Sectorial Division of the Clothing Production  
Between 1930 and 1953, there was an annual increase in the output value of 
all the three major sub-sectors of clothing production, i.e. Men’s Clothing, 
Women’s Clothing, and Children’s Clothing. As outlined in the previous 
section, the industrial production of men’s clothing developed earlier than 
women’s. This development is mirrored in the official statistics as table 2.5 
shows. Until 1953 the men’s clothing sector was the largest group, but from 
1953 to 1958 the women’s clothing sector was the leading group, with a 
small decline in output value in 1954. The output value of the women’s 
clothing sector was 431.7 MSEK in 1953.121 Billum comments on this 
growth by claiming that: ‘no other branch of Swedish industry could 
demonstrate a similar expansion in such a short period of time’.122 This 
development in the early 1950s coincides with the prevailing economic 
boom, as shown in the previous discussion of the textile crisis.  

 
Table 2.5 Size of each sector within manufacturing of clothing, output value in 
MSEK, current prices, every fifth year 1930–1955 

 
These findings in this analysis of the growth in the production of women’s 
ready-made clothing can also be understood as indirect proof of an increased 
demand, due to greater economic wealth and a resulting increase in 
industrial workers’ wages of 30 percent between 1950 and 1955.123 Gråbacke 
confirms this trend in production and its effects on demand for the 
manufacturing industry’s products.124 Other significant factors, besides a rise 
in income, that might explain these increased production figures are more 
time for leisure activities due to an increased number of vacation days, and 
                                                        
121 Industri: berättelse för år 1953 (Statistiska centralbyrån, Stockholm, 1955), 100–101. 
122 [The original reads ingen annan svensk industrigren torde under så kort tid kunna uppvisa 
en liknande expansion.] In Billum, Textil- och konfektionsindustrien, 145 
123 Gråbacke, Kläder, shopping och flärd, 101. 
124 Ibid, 102. 

Men’s        Women’s           Children’s            
Clothing             Clothing             Clothing                    

 
1930   60.6           20.9                   6.0  
1935   93.0           41.3                   7.6  
1940 132.3           60.2                 12.5                 
1945 188.4         141.9                 11.0                 
1950 326.8         323.9                 17.1   
1955 413.3         444.1                         26.4 
 
Source: Industri: berättelse för år 1930–1955 (Stockholm: Kommerskollegium).  
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the reduction of working hours. In 1938 two weeks' paid vacation was 
legislated.125 As Gråbacke observes, the reduction of working hours to eight 
per day became a norm for several occupations during the 1940s and 
1950s.126 This contributed to more time and money to spend on clothing 
consumption, together with an increased supply of goods.127 Moreover, 
Gråbacke illustrates that the tendency from the 1950s to the 1990s has been 
for clothing prices to fall in relation to other consumer goods.128 This can be 
explained by increased competition and the importing of low price garments. 
Jones confirms, drawing from extensive literature, that ‘growth in 
expenditure on clothing corresponded to periods of very rapid growth in 
income and consumption’.129 To this it should be added that the 1950s was 
known as the ‘decade of the housewife’ with a peak in the number of unpaid 
women working at home.130  
 
This section has shown that the Swedish production of women’s wear 
experienced the largest changes, which is similar to the British production, 
according to Jones.131 Let's now turn to the analysis of the specific garment 
categories which lay behind these figures.  
 

Women’s Clothing: From Wool Coats to Cotton Dresses 
In the official statistics the three sectors of Men’s Clothing, Women’s 
Clothing and Children’s Clothing are divided into sub-sectors, based on the 
categories of produced garments. These sectors were slightly changed during 
the war and renamed ‘Men’s and Boys’ Clothing’ and ‘Women’s and Girls’ 
Clothing’, and came to include clothing for boys and girls from six years old 
upwards.132 Consequently, the children’s clothing sector was aimed at boys 
and girls between the age of 0 to 5 years old.  
 
In 1930 ‘Women’s Clothing’ was divided into two main commodity groups: 
‘Blouses, Dresses’ and ‘Suits, Coats, Ulsters, and Skirts’. 133 The latter group, 
which consisted of heavy outerwear, was the largest group, both in terms of 

                                                        
125 Gråbacke, Kläder, shopping och flärd, 102; ”Vår historia,” Socialdemokraterna, accessed 
July 4, 2016, http://www.socialdemokraterna.se/Vart-parti/Var-historia/.  
126 Gråbacke, Kläder, shopping och flärd, 102. 
127 Ibid, 103. 
128 Ibid, 173, 340. 
129 Jones, Apparel, 236. 
130 [The original reads hemmafruns decennium.] In Gråbacke, Kläder, shopping och flärd, 
103. 
131 Jones, Apparel, 45. 
132 Industri: berättelse för år 1941 (Statistiska centralbyrån, Stockholm, 1944), 103–104. 
133 Industri: berättelse för år 1930 (Statistiska centralbyrån, Stockholm, 1932), 111. 
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quantity (411,708 pieces) and output value (20,993,697 SEK).134 These 
figures can be compared to the former group consisting of light clothing, 
with the following figures: 333,902 pieces and 5,834,067 SEK. When 
following the development of these groups it can be concluded that the 
group of tailored clothing was the largest throughout the period in terms of 
output value.135 These data show how women’s clothing experienced a 
dramatic growth from the mid-1930s to the post-war period. The output 
value for this group increased more than threefold between 1935 and 1945 
from 41,390,001 SEK to 141,909,073 SEK, and more than doubled from 
141,909,073 SEK to 323,947,000 SEK between 1945 and 1950. Other 
categories introduced in the statistics were trousers and working clothes, yet 
these were relatively small in comparison with the two major groups.136  
 
In 1941, these categories were further specified in the statistics according to 
type of garment in a particular fabric. The single largest group both in terms 
of quantity and value was ‘Wool Coats’, with a production value of 
33,481,969 SEK and 510,942 pieces.137 The second and third largest groups 
in terms of production value were ‘Other dresses’ at 6,060,158 SEK and 
wool suits at 5,404,571 SEK. As regards the number of garments, the next 
largest group was ‘Overalls’ (working clothes) at 453,909 pieces followed 
by ‘Cotton dresses’ which accounted for 325,609 pieces.138 What these 
figures reflect is the long tradition of the production of ladies coats in 
Sweden, which was the first ready-made category to develop as a specialised 

                                                        
134 Industri: berättelse för år 1930 (Statistiska centralbyrån, Stockholm, 1932), 111. 
135 The output value for the two groups were as follows: Suits, Coats, Ulsters and Skirts: 
26,486,328 SEK (1935); 38,466,504 SEK (1940); 80,252,237 SEK (1945); 210,319,000 SEK 
(1950) and 270,279,000 SEK (1955). ‘Blouses, Dresses’: 13,184,031 SEK (1935); 16,590,933 
SEK (1940); 48,743,288 SEK (1945); 92,286,000 SEK (1950) and 130,525000 SEK (1955). 
Over the years these groups were specified and in 1950 the group ‘Blouses and Dresses’ 
included garment categories such as: Dresses (wool, cotton and others) and Blouses (wool, 
cotton and others). The garment categories of ‘Suits, Coats, Ulsters and Skirts’ were Suits 
(wool and others); Sport and ski suits (wool and others); Sport jackets, blazers (wool and 
others); Other jackets, blazers (wool and others); Skirts (wool, cotton and others); Outerwear: 
coats, ulsters (wool and others); Impregnated coats (wool and others); Rain coats (plastic) In 
Industri: berättelse för år 1930 (Statistiska centralbyrån, Stockholm, 1932), 111; Industri: 
berättelse för år 1935 (Statistiska centralbyrån, Stockholm, 1937), 122; Industri: berättelse 
för år 1940 (Statistiska centralbyrån, Stockholm, 1942), 132; Industri: berättelse för år 1945 
(Statistiska centralbyrån, Stockholm, 1948), 150; Industri: berättelse för år 1950 (Statistiska 
centralbyrån, Stockholm, 1953), 148 and Industri: berättelse för år 1955 (Statistiska 
centralbyrån, Stockholm, 1957), 103. 
136 The output value for these groups were: In 1940: Others (working clothes) 2,499,786 SEK. 
In 1945: Others (working clothes) 7,391,108 SEK and Trousers 5,522,440 SEK. In 1950: 
Others (working clothes) 12,875,000 SEK and Trousers 8,467,000 SEK. In 1955: Others 
(working clothes) 18,911,000 SEK and Trousers 24,413,000 SEK. 
137 Industri: berättelse för år 1941 (Statistiska centralbyrån, Stockholm, 1943), 104. 
138 Ibid. 
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industry, and earlier than lighter ready-made garments.139 Billum notes that 
by the 1860s one could already find stores that were making coats, which 
were distributed to retail stores.140 Grenander-Nyberg observes that in the 
early years coat manufacturing was a sub-production tied to a retail-dealer or 
wholesaler.141 The first manufacturing firm that specialised in coats was AB 
J.A. Wettergren & Co, founded in Gothenburg in 1836.142 In 1887 the 
company employed 500 people, mainly women.143 Other early companies 
were AB Béve & C:nis Kappfabrik (1876, Sundsvall) and Fougstedts Klädes- 
& Konfektions AB (1857, Malmö).144 In addition, textile manufacturers could 
also be found amongst these early producers. The making of lighter ready 
made garments was a separate business and as Grenander-Nyberg claims, 
was run by the wife of the textile factory owner, as in the case of Sahlin’s 
factory (Eslöv).145 In the early twentieth century there was a transformation 
to a factory-based production of coats.146 According to Billum, among the 
largest were AB Elis Fischer (1905, Stockholm), AB Svenska Kappfabriken 
(1907, Malmö), and Konf. AB Lesslie (1910, Göteborg) to mention just a 
few.147  
 
A major shift in production can be found in this analysis from 1954, when 
light garments exceeded heavy tailored outerwear in terms of quantity. As 
seen in table 2.6 the single largest garment category was cotton dresses, yet 
in terms of output value the wool coat had the highest. Thus is can be 
interpreted that heavy outerwear was made in more expensive fabrics. These 
findings have so far not been discussed in existing literature. From Billum’s 
point of view, the industrial production of lighter clothing was developed 
later than that of heavy clothing, with mass production reaching a peak in the 
mid-twentieth century.148 This can be understood as a consequence of the 
shift from more craft oriented to larger-scale production during the 1950s. 
 

 
 

 

                                                        
139 Grenander-Nyberg, Sömnadsindustrien, 94; Billum, Textil- och konfektionsindustrien, 145.  
140 Billum, Textil- och konfektionsindustrien, 145. 
141 Grenander-Nyberg, Sömnadsindustrien, 94. 
142 Billum, Textil- och konfektionsindustrien, 145. 
143 Ibid, 146. 
144 It must be noted that it was not until 1899 when AB Béve & C:nis Kappfabrik started its 
complete production of coats. Billum, Textil- och konfektionsindustrien, 145. 
145 Grenander-Nyberg, Sömnadsindustrien, 90. 
146 Billum, Textil- och konfektionsindustrien, 146. 
147 Ibid. 
148 Ibid, 145. 
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Table 2.6 Size of each sector within the Women’s and Girls’ Clothing (1954) 

 
The earliest firms amongst this group of light ready-made manufacturers 
were Otto Halldéns Fabriks & Handels AB (1898, Stockholm) and Konf. AB 
Salén (1914, Stockholm). It is noteworthy that, as Billum argues, several 
coat producers such as Béve switched their production into light ready-made 
clothing.149 However, taking Gråbacke’s argument further, this change in 
production was largely a consequence of a lack of demand for tailored 
garments, combined with the textile crisis within the woollen industry.150 In 
addition, as Gråbacke observes, the protection of Swedish clothing was 
assisted by increased import tariffs in the mid-1950s.151 As Jones shows, the 
Swedish situation followed the European model, where import penetration 
changed conditions for the clothing industry.152 However, it is important to 

                                                        
149 Billum, Textil- och konfektionsindustrien, 145; Grenander-Nyberg, Sömnadsindustrien, 
102. 
150 Gråbacke, Kläder, shopping och flärd, 72. 
151 Ibid, 73.  
152 Jones, Apparel, 46. 

    Quantity         TSEK 

Women’s and Girls’ Clothing               406 450 

Suits (1509/1510)       561 856         67 977 
Sport and Ski suits (1511/1512)             57 522           3 031 
Sports jackets (1513/1514)      313 198         10 753 
Other jackets (1515/1516)      253 281           7 642 
Sport and ski trousers (1517/1518)                    1 037 549         21 927 
Dresses  
       Wool (1519)      240 492          12 721 

            Cotton (1520)   1 156 733          31 942 
        Rayon Wool (1521)        660 451          24 010 

            Rayon Silk (1522)       368 039          23 437 
Skirts (1524/1525/1526/7)      898 844         18 210 
Blouses  
       Wool (1529)         44 242               748 
        Cotton (1530)   1 003 028                   10 704 

            Other (1531/2)      701 700          12 997 
Outerwear  

          Wool (1534)   1 021 539        120 036 
         Other  (1535)        29 722            2 730 
         Impregnated coats (1536)                                 40 550            3 407 

             Other (1537)       238 473                   15 701 
         Rain coats (1538)      193 312            1 643 
         Trench coats (1539)             119                 16 
Overalls (1540-1544)   1 253 294         16 818 

Source: Industri: berättelse för år 1954, (Stockholm: Kommerskollegium, 1956), 107. 
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stress that it was mainly the textile industry (wool sector) that experienced 
increased import penetration. In 1958 clothing manufacturing experienced 
only a three percent lower production than in 1950.153 What table 2.6 also 
illustrates is the conditions within textile production, where wool decreased 
in favour of cotton in the late 1950s.154 Gråbacke suggests that it was mainly 
the textile industry that experienced the highest level of import penetration 
during this period. For the clothing industry the change came in the 1960s 
due to higher wages and cheaper imports.155 It is important to stress that, like 
the textile industry, the clothing industry was not affected by a high import 
penetration until 1960s, as shown in table 2.7.156 What is also noteworthy is 
that, according to Billum, light clothing was more strongly influenced by 
international fashion trends157, which indicates that dresses were in fashion 
during the mid-1950s. As argued in the previous section, price trends in 
clothing along with rising living standards contributed to increased demand 
for fashion apparel. Yet another important factor was a new consumer group, 
the teenagers, which evolved in the 1950s. Teenage fashion was a reaction 
against traditional haute couture fashion, which was considered ‘frumpy’.158 
Gråbacke describes how NK department store was one of the first to provide 
youth fashion in the 1950s.159 
 

Import, Export and International Competition 
As discussed in previous sections and shown in table 2.7, from the 1930s 
until the late 1950s international competition was not severe. But, according 
to the government report Konkurrens under samverkan: Förslag till 
handlingsprogram för textil- och konfektionsindustrin: Betänkande this 
situation slightly changed from 1959 due to a variety of factors. One 
significant change was the increased competition from low-wage countries 
that affected the light ready-made clothing sector.160 This contributed to a 
new situation for the textil- och beklädnadsindustrin, which since the post-
war period had experienced rapid growth. Sweden was relatively undamaged 
during the war and therefore recovered quite quickly after 1945, in 
comparison to other European countries.161 The post-war situation could be 
described as a ‘sellers market’ and domestic production was stimulated in 

                                                        
153 SOU Textilutredningen. Konkurrens under samverkan, 18. 
154 Ibid. 
155 Gråbacke, Kläder, shopping och flärd, 73–74. 
156 Ibid, 74. 
157 Billum, Textil- och konfektionsindustrien, 147. 
158 Gråbacke, Kläder, shopping och flärd, 56–57. 
159 Ibid, 56. 
160 SOU Textilutredningen. Konkurrens under Samverkan, 14. 
161 Ibid. 
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many countries.162 Consequently, primarily the textile industry, but also the 
clothing industry, experienced positive developments. However, in the 1950s 
the situation changed and the consumer market could be described as 
saturated due to surplus production. In addition, the textile crisis and the 
Korean War were, according to the government report, very tough years for 
the textile industries. Increased costs of production, such as labour costs, 
challenged industries, and thus put pressure on politicians for solutions.  
 

 
Table 2.7 Swedish production, import and export of clothing, 1936/38, 1950–58 
(1,000 tons) 

 
The increased import penetration from low-wage countries was one 
underlying factor for the formation of a free trade agreement, EFTA 
(European Free Trade Association), in 1960. Seven European countries, 
including Sweden, founded this agreement.163 As the government report 
from 1959 mentioned, an increased free trade would benefit Swedish 
exports, which for many years had struggled with high trade tariffs and 
contributed to a ‘larger home-market’; however, there was a threat from 
strong competition.164 
 

                                                        
162 [The original reads säljarens marknad.] In SOU Textilutredningen. Konkurrens under 
Samverkan, 14. 
163 Other countries included were Denmark, Norway, Portugal, Switzerland, United Kingdom 
and Austria. In ibid, 28.  
164 [The original reads större hemmamarknad.] In Ibid. 

 
Year Production  Import Export Production Swedish   
    + Import share of  
    - Export production (%) 
 
1936/38 15.5 0.6 0.0 16.1 96  
1950 22.5 0.5 0.1 22.9 98 
1951 22.9 0.6 0.2 23.3 98 
1952 20.2 0.4 0.2 20.4 99 
1953 22.7 0.9 0.1 23.5 97 
1954 21.6 1.2 0.2 22.6 96 
1955 20.9 1.4 0.2 22.1 95 
1956 21.5 1.8 0.2 23.1 93 
1957 21.6 2.2 0.4 23.4 92 
1958 19.3 2.4 0.4 21.3 91 
 
 
Source: SOU Textilutredningen. Konkurrens under samverkan: förslag till handlingsprogram  
för textil- och konfektionsindustrin: betänkande (Stockholm, 1959, SOU 1959:42), 14. 
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This discussion about increased international competition in the 1950s also 
related to export issues. As shown in table 2.8, in the 1950s Sweden mainly 
exported to its Nordic neighbours. Exports to Norway rose from 1 MSEK in 
1955 to 6.5 MSEK in 1958, while exports to Denmark dropped from 4.1 
MSEK to 2.5 MSEK.165 It is important to note that exports to France were 
0.0 percent in 1958.166  
 
Table 2.8 Swedish export of clothing 1955– 58, share of various regions 

 
 
As can be concluded from this table (2.8), the Swedish clothing industry was 
mainly home-market oriented and competition from foreign companies was 
low. This remained the case until the 1960s.  
 

The Threat of International Competition  
Post-war developments in textile and clothing production gave rise to a 
series of reports that were published from 1946 onwards, dealing with topics 
related to textile consumption, labour costs, distribution of textile goods, and 
threats of free trade and international competition.167 In 1959, the first 
government report, Konkurrens under samverkan: Förslag till 
                                                        
165 In SOU Textilutredningen. Konkurrens under samverkan, 42. 
166 Ibid. 
167 Amongst them were: SOU Textilutredningen. Konkurrens under samverkan: förslag till 
handlingsprogram för Textil- och konfektionsindustrin: betänkande (Stockholm, 1959, SOU 
1959:42); Partsutredningen för textilindustrien, Textil: en industri i omvandling (Stockholm, 
1958); Partsutredningen för Textilindustrin, Arbetsmarknad och Löner, (Stockholm, 1958); 
Billum, Textil- och konfektionsindustrien. 

 
 1955  1956 1957 1958  
 
Norway 1.0 1.6 6.3 6.5  
Denmark 4.1 2.6 2.9 2.5  
West Germany 1.4 1.4 2.3 3.4  
Netherlands 0.5 1.4 1.3 0.8  
UK 0.1 0.8 1.5 0.9  
France 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0  
Switzerland 1.6 1.5 2.3 2.7  
Canada 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.2  
USA 0.2 0.3 0.7 0.7  
Other 1.2 0.6 0.7 1.0  
 
All Countries 10.2 10.4 18.3 18.7 
 
 
Source: SOU Textilutredningen. Konkurrens under samverkan: förslag till handlingsprogram  
för textil- och konfektionsindustrin:betänkande (Stockholm, 1959, SOU 1959:42), 107. 
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handlingsprogram för Textil- och konfektionsindustrin: Betänkande, on the 
industry group textil- och beklädnadsindustrien was issued.168 In it the 
performance of these domestic industries and future challenges were 
discussed. As can be understood from this report, the textile industry was 
increasingly facing international competition. However, the clothing industry 
was, until the 1960s, mainly home-market oriented, and competition from 
foreign companies had been low. According to the government report there 
were, in fact, a number of factors that limited the effectiveness of outside 
competition in the Swedish clothing industry. These included an increased 
domestic demand, as well as retailers' buying behaviour when buying from 
Swedish manufacturers.169 Swedish body sizes was another factor and the 
1959 report ‘found that the Swede’s body constitution differs in an important 
respect from other Europeans, which means that foreign garment 
manufacturers have had problems finding the right Swedish fit’.170 Finally, 
the competition from imports was limited since the Swedish clothing 
industry remained undamaged after World War II and could continue its 
rationalisation efforts at an increased tempo.171 
 
The major threat to the clothing industry concerned rather more domestic-
related issues, such as over production leading to increased competition 
among domestic producers.172 As the 1959 report observed, since the 
domestic market had reached saturation point, Swedish ready-made 
companies should prepare for extended export of their products.173 Therefore, 
the main challenge for Swedish producers was to constantly update their 
products with the latest trends, and to create garments of high quality as well 
as high artistic merit, in order to compete on the international market.174 
Consequently, the Swedish clothing industry was criticised by investigators 
for not being ‘export minded’.175 
 
In becoming international, clothing companies would be exposed to a 
different environment in which marketing and design strategies were two 
requirements to take into account. As the following quote from the report 
demonstrates, these assumptions were associated with the concept of 
fashion: 

                                                        
168 SOU Textilutredningen. Konkurrens under samverkan. 
169 Ibid, 27. 
170 [The original reads har konstaterats att svenskarnas kroppskonstitution i väsentliga 
avseenden avviker från övriga européers, vilket gjort att de utländska konfektions-
fabrikanterna haft svårigheter att finna den rätta svenska passformen.] In Ibid. 
171 Ibid. 
172 Ibid, 23. 
173 Ibid. 
174 Ibid, 45. 
175 Ibid. 
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The public taste shifts quickly when it comes to garments, and the constant 
strive for novelty, which must meet the current trends, as well as provide a 
unique expression, is crucial for the export of fashion garments.176 
 

However, negative associations such as predicting future fashion trends was 
emphasised as being an important competitive factor.  
 
Finally, as the title of the government report implied, an increase in co-
operation between clothing companies and textile manufacturers, as well as 
between companies in the same industry, was also a recommendation. The 
investigators therefore encouraged the clothing industry to pursue its 
activities in co-ordinating the promotion of Swedish fashion by establishing 
new export offices for the co-ordination of marketing activities, as suggested 
in the plan of action.177  

The Size Distribution of Swedish Clothing Companies 
This section focuses on the size distribution of Swedish clothing companies. 
Jones notes how the apparel industry in general has a ‘small firms’ nature, 
which is also the case for the UK market.178 A similar structure is found in 
the Swedish official statistics, where in 1930 the number of companies in the 
0–50 size band (number of workers) accounted for 63 percent.179 The size of 
Swedish clothing companies was stable over the years. As can be seen in 
table 2.9, only one percent of Swedish companies had between 501 and 
1,000 workers in 1930 and 1950 (in 1940 it accounted for two percent). 
Since almost 99 percent of companies were registered with fewer than 500 
workers, the clothing manufacturing sector between 1930 and 1950 was 
characterised by small and medium sized enterprises. Therefore, it could be 
argued that the Swedish clothing industry followed the patterns of the 
international clothing industry as described by Jones. In comparison, textile 
industries, such as wool and cotton, were characterised by economies of 
scale.180 This was, according to Jones, mainly due to the fact that the textile 
industry has a ‘repetitive production of highly standardised products’.181 

                                                        
176 [The original reads Men publiksmaken skiftar snabbt när det gäller kläder, och en ständig 
förnyelse, som både skall visa särprägel och följsamhet till rådande allmänna 
modeströmningar, är särskilt nödvändig vid export av modeplagg.] In SOU 1959:42 
Textilutredningen. Konkurrens under samverkan, 45. 
177 SOU Textilutredningen. Konkurrens under samverkan, 47–48. 
178 Jones, Apparel, 50. 
179 Industri: berättelse för år 1930, (Stockholm: Kommerskollegium, 1932), 84–85; Industri: 
berättelse för år 1940, (Stockholm: Kommerskollegium,1942), 100–101. 
180 Billum, Textil och konfektionsindustrien, 11. 
181 Jones, Apparel, 53. 
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Jones also argues that the clothing industry in general ‘is not characterised 
by the presence of significant economies of scale’.182  
 
Table 2.9 Size distribution analysis of Swedish clothing companies 1930, 1940, 1950 
and 1955 (%) 

 
Given this image of the size of Sweden’s distribution of clothing, the major 
players behind these figures have been identified. Unfortunately, the official 
statistics lack information about particular companies. Therefore data have 
been selected from the members’ register of the trade organisation 
Konfektionsindustriföreningen, which provides information about the 
number of employees; however, it is not evident if contracted homeworkers 
are included in this. It is important to stress that the archives of the National 
Library of Sweden consists of only three samples of the members’ register 
over the selected research period (the years 1951, 1954 and 1956). For this 
study, the 1956 edition (based on figurees from 1955) has been 
systematically examined, since in this edition the members were categorised 
in various sub-sectors.  
 
A summary of these data gives the following rankings in 1955. The top three 
companies in terms of number of employees were Algot Johansson AB with 

                                                        
182 Jones, Apparel, 53. 

  
              Clothing Industry   
 
Employment band 1930 1940 1950 1955 
 
 
0-10   19   25   21   17 

11-50   44   47   52  57 

51-100   15   12   15  14 

101-200   15     8     6   8 

201-500     6     6     5   4 

501-1,000     1     2     1   - 

1,000 +      -    -     -   - 

 
 
Source: Industri: berättelse för år 1930, (Stockholm: Kommerskollegium,1932), 84–85;  
Industri: berättelse för år 1940, (Stockholm: Kommerskollegium,1942), 100–101; 
Industri: berättelse för år 1950, (Stockholm: Kommerskollegium,1953), 106–107;  
Industri: berättelse för år 1955, (Stockholm: Kommerskollegium,1957), 188–189. 
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1,648 employees, followed by Aktiebolaget Melka (1,544), and AB 
Schwartzman & Nordström (998).183 This ranking also shows that in 1955 at 
least two clothing companies had exceeded the employment band of 1,000 
plus employees and were considered large-scale producers. For example, in 
1932 Algot Johansson AB was the first Swedish company to introduce an 
assembly line in its production.184 However, neither of these companies 
specialised in women’s clothing. As can be seen from the members’ register 
these categories were as follows: Algot Johansson AB (Borås) was listed as a 
‘sports, leisurewear and workwear’ producer Aktiebolaget Melka (Göteborg) 
was producing ‘shirts, trousers, pyjamas, sports, leisurewear’; and AB 
Schwartzmann & Nordström (Uddevalla) was listed as ‘men’s and boys' 
clothing’ producers.185 
 
The division of the sub-sector women’s clothing shows that there is only one 
company, AB J. A. Wettergren & Co (671 workers), in the employment band 
of 501–1,000 employees. Therefore the other nine (in a top ten ranking) are 
defined as small and medium enterprises, and fit into the employment band 
of 201–500 employees (table 2.10). As shown by this ranking, the largest 
companies in the mid 1950s represented the tailored outerwear sector. 
Geographical divisions showed that women’s clothing production was 
concentrated in the larger cities, such as Stockholm, Göteborg, Malmö and 
Borås. These findings concur with Green’s argument that the women’s 
clothing industry is ‘one of the last urban industries’.186 These examples raise 
questions of geography, gender and immigrant labour within the Swedish 
clothing industry. Billum observes that ‘almost 90 percent of industry 
workers were living in cities, and some 50 percent of them were living in 
Borås, Göteborg, Stockholm, and Malmö’.187 For Green, the clothing or 
‘apparel’ industry is not only an urban phenomenon, but also a women’s 
industry. In Billum’s report on the Swedish textile and clothing industry he 
explains how the major reason for this urban concentration was not transport 
or energy, but access to female labour.188  
 

 
 

 

                                                        
183 Members’ register, Konfektionsindustriföreningen (1956), 7, 10, 12. 
184 Mats Segerblom, Algots: En teko-koncerns uppgång och fall (Stockholm: Liber Förlag, 
1983), 26. 
185 Members’ register, Konfektionsindustriföreningen (1956). 
186 Green, Ready-to-Wear and Ready-to-Work, 1. 
187 [The original reads inemot 90 % av branschens arbetare är bosatta i städer och mer än 50 
% enbart i städerna Borås, Göteborg, Stockholm och Malmö.] In Billum, Textil-  
och konfektionsindustrien, 138. 
188 Ibid. 
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Table 2.10 The largest Swedish clothing manufacturers, women’s clothing (1955) 

 
 
In Kläder, shopping och flärd: Modebranschen i Stockholm 1945–2010, 
Gråbacke’s findings confirm this situation, and also that the majority of 
clothing manufacturers were located in Stockholm.189 The industry expanded 
rapidly in Stockholm from the 1930s until 1945.190 In 1940 5,611 workers at 
103 workplaces were employed in the clothing industry in Stockholm.191 In 
the post-war period the national clothing industry continued its expansion, 
while Stockholm lost almost half of its employment due to higher costs.192 
One of Jones' central arguments is that the clothing industry has one feature 
that is unique: ‘its labour intensity’.193 This means that the cost of wages is 
an important factor that affects the industry profitability. Sweden was known 
for its high wages, and between the years 1939 and 1952 real wages for male 
employees in the manufacturing industry increased by 141 percent and for 
female employees by 183 percent.194 
 

Women, Immigrants, Homeworkers and the Entrepreneur 
As Green argues, ‘sewing is women’s work’. The discourse of women in 
clothing production is surrounded by myths about a natural skill for making 
clothes, or as Green puts it: 

                                                        
189 Gråbacke, Kläder, shopping och flärd, 77. 
190 Ibid, 79. 
191 Industri: berättelse för år 1940 (Statistiska centralbyrån, Stockholm, 1942), 62. 
192 Gråbacke, Kläder, shopping och flärd, 79. 
193 Jones, Apparel, v. 
194 Lönestatistisk Årsbok för Sverige 1951 (Stockholm: Kungliga Socialstyrelsen, 1953), 10, 
accessed February 15, 2016, 
http://www.scb.se/Grupp/Hitta_statistik/Historisk_statistik/_Dokument/SOS/Loner/Lonestatis
tisk-arsbok-for-Sverige-1951.pdf. 

 
Rank    Manufacturer                                  Employees Sub-sector 

1      AB J. A. Wettergren & Co (Göteborg)  671 Women’s clothing 
2  Aktiebolaget Damkappor (Kristianstad)  413 Ladies coats, suits 
3 AB Gunnar Colljin (Stockholm)  396 Men’s suits, coats and ladies suits 
4 Fougstedts Klädes- & Konfektions AB (Malmö) 295 Women’s and teens Clothing  
5 Upsala Kappfabrik (Uppsala)  282 Coats, suits 
6  Konfektions AB Salén (Stockholm)  279 Women’s clothing 
7  AB Cewo-Kappor (Malmö)  268 Women’s, girl’s and children’s coats and dresses 
8  AB Vitvaruindustri Abeve (Borås)  262 Dresses 
9 Konfektions AB Lesslie (Göteborg)  239 Women’s clothing 
10  Konfektions AB Viking (Trollhättan)  238 Ladies coats 
 
 
Source: Members’ Register, Konfektionsindustriföreningen (1956). 
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From needle to treadle, from housework to homework, from the domestic 
sphere to the industrial one, women have been lauded as the thimble’s best 
friend for two reasons: skill and need. Their “nimble fingers”, their “sense of 
style” has been part of a panoply of popular explanations linked to a 
biologically determined notion of women’s “natural” sewing talent. This idea 
has passed from needle to machine and from the female consumer to 
producer. Women are good at making clothes because they are good at 
wearing them.195 

 
In the interwar period, 50 percent of all female industrial workers were 
employed within the industry group, textil- och beklädnadsindustrin.196 
During World War II there was a shift within the cotton and wool industry 
where more men than women were employed. One underlying factor was 
that more women became clerks, and according to Bengtsson the 
percentages of female clerks within the industry increased from 20 percent to 
30 percent between 1935 and 1950.197 An important claim in Bengtsson’s 
dissertation is that there was no evidence that female workers replaced male 
workers when they were called up into the army.198 Instead, as Bengtsson 
shows, the main reason for the restructure of labour was the automatisation 
of production, as well as the introduction of shift work.199 As can be found in 
the official statistics, the Swedish textile and clothing industry had a long 
tradition of being a women’s industry. In 1930 the industry group employed 
40,876 women and 18,211 men, which means that female workers 
represented 69 percent of all employees.200 Ten years later, in 1940, the 
situation was almost similar with 59,482 female workers and 23,147 male 
workers.201 This situation continued until the end of the 1950s, when female 
workers represented 67 percent of the workforce.202 
 
However, the sub-sector ‘manufacture of wearing apparel’ had the highest 
representation of female workers. In 1930 the number of female workers was 
12,636, representing 85 percent of the workforce in this sector.203 This 
division between men and women continued to the 1950s, and in 1953 the 
number of female workers was 31,809, which meant around five times more 

                                                        
195 Green, Ready-to-Wear and Ready-to-Work, 162. 
196 Arbetsmarknad och löner (Stockholm: Partsutredningen för textilindustrien, 1958), 45, 48. 
197 Bengtsson, Industri under avspärrning, 139, 142. 
198 Ibid, 141. 
199 Bengtsson, Industri under avspärrning, 178. 
200 Industri: berättelse för år 1930, (Stockholm: Kommerskollegium, 1932), 88. 
201 Industri: berättelse för år 1940, (Stockholm: Kommerskollegium, 1942), 104. 
202 The number of female workers were 52,175 and 25,870 were men. Industri: berättelse för 
år 1959, (Stockholm: Kommerskollegium, 1962), 48. 
203 Industri: berättelse för år 1930, (Stockholm: Kommerskollegium, 1932), 88. 
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women than men were employed in this sector.204 In the report Textil- och 
konfektionsindustrien i Sverige, Billum comments on the female workforce 
in the clothing industry, which was numbered at 81 percent in 1957.205  
 
Another dimension related to the division of labour is that of immigrant 
workers. Both Jones and Green add this ethnic perspective to their 
discussion of the workforce in the clothing industry. According to Green, 
Paris and New York are significant examples of how clothing production is 
an immigrant sector. To quote Green: ‘The industry has been in(famous) for 
its multiethnic labor force and has been a microcosm of a good part of each 
city’s immigration history’ for the last century.206 Jones shows how the 
changes in regional distribution of the clothing industry are very much 
linked to cities or regions ‘where ethnic minorities are concentrated’.207  
 
A similar situation could be observed in Sweden where, due to the economic 
boom, the rapid growth of the manufacturing industry in the post-war period 
contributed to a lack of industrial workers. This opened the way to an influx 
of foreign labour immigrants entering Sweden. Consequently, in the 1950s 
more than half of all employees were immigrants, and a majority of these 
came from Finland. In comparison to other branches of manufacturing, the 
textile and clothing industry had the highest level of immigrant industrial 
workers. For example, 70 percent of the workers at the textile and clothing 
manufacturing company Algots (Borås) were immigrants, mainly from 
Finland, but also from Yugoslavia and Greece.208 However, Jones claims that 
the sewing process is the most time-consuming production process and 
accounts for ‘30 percent of the total costs of a garment’.209 The invention of 
the sewing machine and the consequent mechanisation of clothing 
manufacturing contributed to a reorganisation of production.210 Green 
observes how: ‘Technological innovation furthered the process of relative 
standardization, division of labor, and the lowering of prices.’211 
Furthermore, she stresses: 

 
…the separation of tasks and the putting out of the sewing function became 
the premises for the contracting system that became a pivotal characteristic of 
the urban garment industry to this day, Finally, due in large part to this 
reorganisation of work, the growth of supply of garments proceeded apace 

                                                        
204 Industri: berättelse för år 1953, (Stockholm: Kommerskollegium,1955), 146. 
205 Billum, Textil och konfektionsindustrien, 9. 
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207 Jones, Apparel, 48. 
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with an expansion of the supply of laborers: a new labor force of women and 
immigrants heralded the demise of the tailor and his tape measure.212 
 

The shift from clothing production according to a ‘putting out’ system to a 
centralised factory-based production contributed to a decline in contractual 
homework.213 As discussed by Torsten Gårdlund and Grenander-Nyberg, it 
was mainly the sewing process that was outsourced to contracted 
homeworkers.214 What can be found from the official statistics is that in the 
mid-twentieth century the estimated number of homeworkers in the 
manufacturing industry was still high. Economic historian Lennart Schön 
describes how, despite the breakthrough in industrial production between the 
years 1920 and 1950, homework still played a significant part.215 In the 
official statistics of 1954, 19,848 homeworkers were registered in the 
manufacturing industries.216 Of this group, 11,680 were working for the 
industry group textil- och beklädnadsindustrin. This means that this group 
accounted for almost 60 percent of contracted homeworkers in the 
manufacturing industry as a whole.217 As a sub-branch of textil- och 
beklädnadsindustrin, the clothing industry had 5,847 homeworkers 
registered in 1954 and 3,450 in 1959.218 These data show a slight decline 
from 1930 when the figure was 6,938 homeworkers.219 As the data in the 
official statistics are built on the companies' own reports it is difficult to get 
exact numbers of homeworkers, or as Green argues, ‘by their nature, 
homeworkers are difficult to count’.220  
 
However, as Grenander-Nyberg illustrates, the division of labour changed 
according to the mechanisation and specialisation of clothing production in 
the early twentieth century. In her description of the centralisation of clothes 
making she outlines a network of professionals, from the entrepreneurs, the 
cutters and seamstresses, to the stockroom staff involved in the production 
process.221 More interestingly, Grenander-Nyberg defines the entrepreneur as 
a multi-skilled businessman who, apart from being an employer he (often a 
man) was involved in administrative tasks, as well as in the sewing process 
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by examining the final garments. But more interesting was the role of the 
entrepreneur as a buyer, who ‘brought home new ideas’ from his sales 
trips.222 This gives an image of a modern industrial businessman, as well as a 
creative entrepreneur, with knowledge of the latest fashion trends. These 
entrepreneurs were, according to Grenander-Nyberg, credited as the first 
konfektionärer, many of them characterised as born abroad, financially 
strong, and with their businesses located in urban settings.223  
 

Artisanal Clothing Production: Made to Order 
Syateljé (sewing studios) and Beställningsateljéer (dressmaker studios) were 
part of clothing production until the 1960s, yet not defined as industry 
production and thus not included in the official statistics. In 1930 160 
companies were registered as Syateljé in the Stockholm Address Directory 
(Stockholms adresskalender).224 Some of these, with a French department, 
also provided reproductions of exclusive haute couture designs.225 Didier 
Grumbach describes these distinctions between haute couture and apparel 
manufacturing, commenting that: ‘the first trade dressed women by making 
custom-made clothes according to clients’ measurements. The second 
dressed Mrs. Anybody’.226 These firms catered for made to order production 
and the majority could be categorised within the 0–50 employment band. For 
example, AB. Fr. V. Tunborg, founded in 1914 by the Misses Emma 
Nyströmer, Pauline Edstrand and Mathilda Lindgren, had in the 1950s about 
30 employees.227 Another dressmaker studio, Märthaskolan, was slightly 
larger and had approximately 70 employees in the early 1960s.228 In addition, 
the fashion studio Märthaskolan was producing its own ready-made clothing 
line, Märtakläder, which was widely advertised in fashion journals during 
the war and available in stores throughout the country.229 
 

                                                        
222 [The original reads kom hem med nya idéer.] In Grenander-Nyberg, Den svenska 
sömnadsindustrien, 8. 
223 Ibid, 5. 
224 Stockholms adresskalender (1930), 1685–1686. The number of sewing studios increased to 
338 in 1935 and declined to 292 studios in 1945 and 177 studios  in 1955, in Stockholms 
adresskalender (1935), 1686–1688; Stockholms adresskalender (1945), 1230–1232; 
Stockholms adresskalender (1955), 1455–1456. 
225 Gråbacke, Kläder, shopping och flärd, 61. 
226 Didier Grumbach, History of International Fashion (Northampton, Massachusetts: 
Interlink, 2014), 32. 
227 Årsredovisning (Annual report) AB. Fr. V. Tunborg, Fiscal year: June 1, 1954–June 30, 
1955.  
228 Bolagsverket. Årsredovisning (Annual report) AB. Märthaskolan, 1963, Bolagsverket. 
229 Advertisement ‘A.B. Märthakonfektion’ in Bonniers månadstidning, May 1942, 10. 
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The economic perspective of these businesses has not been documented, 
however, Gråbacke provides a summary of the estimated number of studios 
in Stockholm. She notes that there was a 65 percent decline in the number of 
firms between 1945 and 1960.230 Many of these were closed down between 
1950 and 1970 because of increased wage costs and international 
competition from low-price garment manufacturers.231 In this section other 
areas of clothing production, such as home sewing, have not been discussed 
since the focus has been on the industrial clothing manufacturing, or clothing 
production as a trade. Yet it is important to stress that home production in 
terms of production for one's own use was a significant part of clothing 
production, especially during war and times of austerity. Like many other 
European countries, the ‘Make Do and Mend’ philosophy appeared in 
Sweden.232 Home sewing was also encouraged through access to paper 
patterns, such as the Vogue patterns that, according to Gråbacke, were 
provided by Swedish fashion magazines.233  
 

Textile and Clothing Industries Associations  
Having outlined the major developments of the textile and clothing 
industries between 1930 and 1960, this report now returns to the previous 
discussion about the co-operation between these two industries by studying 
how they were organised. It can be seen from the literature that these 
industry associations were first organised around textile manufacturers and 
men’s clothing producers. For example, in 1907 the trade association 
Sveriges Textilindustriförbund was founded. Its inaugural meeting was held 
on 12 April at Grand Hotel Royal in Stockholm.234 This organisation was an 
employers' organisation affiliated with Sveriges Arbetsgivareförening (SAF). 
Its members were mainly manufacturers of dyed or prepared yarns, such as 
woven fabrics and knitwear. 235 During its first year the association had 104 
members, with the numbers rising steadily over the years to reach 242 
member companies by 1950.236 According to author Sven Cele, its founder 
                                                        
230 Gråbacke, Kläder, shopping och flärd, 63. 
231 Ragnar Björkman, Skräddarlexikon (Stockholm: Sveriges Skrädderiidkareförbund, 1988), 
129. 
232 In the UK the government campaign was named ‘Make Do and Mend’ and aimed at 
women at all social levels. In Elizabeth Wilson and Lou Taylor, Through the Looking Glass: 
A History of Dress from 1860 to the present day (London: BBC Books, 1989), 127. In France 
this phenomenon of remaking clothes was mentioned as: ‘The dress of a million pieces’. In 
Dominique Veillon, Fashion under the Occupation, trans Miriam Kochan (Oxford: Berg, 
2002), 57.  
233 Gråbacke, Kläder, shopping och flärd, 66. 
234 Sven Cele, Tekoindustrierna 1907–2007 (Stockholm: Tekoindustrierna, 2007), 6, 12. 
235 Billum, Textil- och konfektionsindustrien, 71. 
236 Cele, Tekoindustrierna, 85. 
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was Axel Vennersten who later became Minister of Finance in the Hjalmar 
Hammarskjölds government (1914–1917).237  
 
Another association established in 1907 was Svenska Grossisternas 
Herrkonfektionsförbund (‘the association of Swedish wholesalers of men’s 
clothing’).238 Thirteen years later, in 1920, this association was reorganised 
as the Sveriges Konfektionsindustriförbund (‘the ready-made clothing 
manufacturers’).239 At its first union meeting on 12 February 1920, 16 
companies were present, amongst them Konfektions AB, J. A. Wettergren & 
Co, Schwartzman & Nordström, AB Béve & C:o Kappfabrik, and 
Konfektions AB Salén.240 Initially this association only had 38 members in 
1920, a figure that rose to 202 by 1950.241 In addition, retailers with their 
own studios were organised separately in the association, Svenska 
Detaljisternas Sömnadsindustriförbund.242 
 
All the above mentioned associations were employers' organisations, but as 
the industry grew. the demand for an organisation that focused on issues 
concerning ‘raw material supply, customs, patents, designs and the mapping 
of the industry’ increased.243 Consequently, Textilrådet was established in 
1939 to be the link between the industry and the government in trade 
policies. Its secretariat was located in Stockholm at Södra 
Blasieholmshamnen 4A, and as Cele notes, Axel Bergengren at Borås 
Wäfveri AB/ Bomullsfabrikantsföreningen was the first elected chairman.244 
Textilrådet could be described as the merging of the five organisations: 
Svenska Bomullsfabrikantföreningen, Svenska Ylleindustriföreningen, 
Sveriges Trikåfabrikanters förening, Svenska Lin-, Jute och 
Hampindustriföreningen and Svenska Bandfabrikanters Förening.245 Two 
years later, in 1941, a similar organisation for the clothing industry was 
founded. This organisation, Konfektionsindustriföreningen (abbreviated 
KIF), became the link between the industry, the government, and the 

                                                        
237 Cele, Tekoindustrierna, 12. 
238 Ibid, 7. 
239 Ibid. 
240 The other 12 companies that were present at this meeting were: Konfektions AB Oscar 
Molander; AB L. & P. Widengren; AB Eriksson & Larson; Wict. Petzén; AB Fritsla Syfabrik; 
Otto Halldéns Fabriks- och Handels AB; Gustaf A. Berglöf; Linköpings Linnefabriks AB; AB 
Stenströms Skjortfabrik; AB Elis Fischer; AB Gunnar Collijn and Wilhelm Wolf. In Cele, 
Tekoindustrierna, 75. 
241 Ibid, 85. 
242 Billum, Textil- och konfektionsindustrien, 71–72. 
243 [The original reads råvaruförsörjning, tullar, patent, mönsterskydd och kartläggning av 
branschen.] In Cele, Tekoindustrierna, 23. 
244 Ibid, 6, 79. 
245 Ibid, 23. 
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authorities.246 Erik Paues was elected as its chairman, and its members came 
from a wide range of branches, such as ‘men’s and boys’ clothes, women’s 
coats, linen clothing, overalls, dresses, and hats and caps’.247 Its members 
were mainly the largest manufacturers since they had to be approved, and the 
selection was made based on production volume. In 1942, the 
Konfektionsindustriföreningen had 101 members. 248 
 
As Cele argues, it was not until 1992, when the industry and employers’ 
organisation TEKO-industrierna was founded, that the Swedish textile and 
clothing industries were formally represented by the same organisation.249 
Previously they had had a close relationship, not least due to their co-
locations.250 Initially, the Sveriges Textilindustriförbund opened its 
businesses in Svenska Arbetsgivareföreningen (SAF), whose office was 
located at Drottningatan 31, in central Stockholm.251 In 1920, the newly 
founded Sveriges Konfektionsindustriförbund’s office was moved into the 
same building, and shared the same secretariat as the Sveriges 
Textilindustriförbund.252 Fifteen years later, in 1935, the Sveriges 
Arbetsgivareförening moved its head office to Södra Blasieholmshamnen 4 
A. This office became a joint secretariat for Textilrådet and later on also for 
the Sveriges Konfektionsindustriförening.253 Further proof of the link 
between the textile and clothing industries was their joint trade journal 
Textil- och Konfektion founded in 1944.254 As a trade journal it covered 
issues related to new techniques, trade events, market statistics, and 
politics.255 
 
Within Konfektionsindustriföreningen separate committees existed with 
issues connected to ‘import, price control, standardization and 
rationalization, applied research, fashion information, sizes, and children’s 
clothing’.256 According to Cele, the KIF developed its international relations 
through its co-operation with the French organisation, Association 
Européenne des Industries de l’Habiliment (abbreviated, AEIH) founded in 

                                                        
246 Cele, Tekoindustrierna, 25. 
247 [The original reads herr- och gosskläder; damkappor, ”linnekonfektion”, arbetskläder, 
klänningar samt hattar och mössor.] In ibid. 
248 Ibid. 
249 Ibid, 6. 
250 Ibid. 
251 Ibid. 
252 Ibid. 
253 Ibid. 
254 Ibid, 30. 
255 Ibid. 
256 [The original reads import, priskontroll, standardisering and rationalisering, mål-
forskning, modeinformation, storlekar samt barnkläder.] In ibid, 34. 
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1949. In 1953, the Nordic clothing industries co-operated through their joint 
organisation, the Nordiska konfektionsrådet.257  
 

‘The Swedish Model’ and the Saltsjöbaden Agreement 
After a period of strikes and economic turbulence on the labour market, the 
Svenska Arbetsgivareföreningen (SAF ‒ Swedish Employers) and 
Landsorganisationen (LO ‒ the Swedish Trade Union Confederation), 
reached a groundbreaking settlement in 1938. This was called the 
Saltsjöbaden Agreement, named after the town outside Stockholm where the 
agreement was drawn up. In particular, this agreement marked the shift from 
an unstable labour market to a situation where trade unions and employers 
could solve conflicts without state intervention.258 This agreement is often 
associated with the concept of ‘the Swedish Model’. It is a model that has 
given Sweden its international reputation as an exemplar for welfare politics, 
and for being one of the most egalitarian countries in the world, in a spirit of 
consensus. The textile industry played an important part in this agreement, 
not least due to the size of the industry, but also since the chairman of 
Textilindustriförbundet, Axel Bergengren, was part of the Agreement's 
negotiations in December 1938.259  
 
In summary, both the workers and employers of the Swedish textile and 
clothing industries were organised separately in various trade associations 
and labour unions, which protected their members’ rights and interests. 
Indeed, these distinctions were also reflected in the core activities that their 
organisations initiated. For the Swedish clothing industry, the problems of 
design piracy were not a high priority, since its struggles were largely related 
to manufacturing. For example, as Grumbach notes, a major hazard for an 
apparel manufacturer was ‘the risk of stock since they made models in 
advance, using average measurements based on experience. Despite the 
inherent risk in owning stock, apparel makers’ garments could be offered at 
much lower prices’.260  
 

                                                        
257 Cele, Tekoindustrierna, 39. 
258 Schön, En modern svensk ekonomisk historia, 347–348. 
259 Cele, Tekoindustrierna, 22. 
260 Ibid, 32–33. 
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Chapter Conclusions  
This chapter has been based on an analysis of the Swedish official statistics 
and previous research on the Swedish textile and clothing industries, and 
seeks to understand the central features of clothing manufacturing in Sweden 
between 1930 and 1960. The analysis has shown that the industry group 
textil- och beklädnadsindustrin was of high importance for the Swedish 
economy throughout the period, and remained at a relatively constant level, 
particularly concerning the number of employees. The textile and clothing 
industries as a group was ranked between the second and third largest 
industrial group from the early 1930s and the end of the 1950s. Yet its 
position as an important export industry group was marginal due to low 
exports rates. Therefore, the Swedish clothing industry could be described as 
home-market oriented in its nature. 
 
In accordance with Jones’ study on clothing production it is possible to also 
demonstrate that the two Swedish industries (textile and clothing) 
experienced different developments. First and foremost, clothing production 
was an industry with a majority of female employees. Throughout the whole 
period, female workers represented around 70 percent of employees. The 
number of female workers was much lower in the textile sectors. Another 
factor that distinguished these industries was the level of outsourced 
production, with the majority of homeworkers found within clothing 
manufacturing. 
 
The official statistics show that the major categories of clothing fabrics were 
cotton and wool. In the beginning of the period it was wool that counted as 
the largest commodity, and from the early 1950s it was cotton fabric that 
increased the domestic clothing production. What is also significant is that 
during World War II a range of mixed fabrics such as cell wool and artificial 
silk was introduced into the statistics and was significant in Swedish clothing 
production. The investigation of the sectorial divisions shows that ‘Men’s 
Clothing’ was the largest single sector in clothing production prior to 1953 
when ‘Women’s Clothing’ became the largest garment category for the rest 
of the period. The female sub-sector was therefore the largest from the 1950s 
onwards. The official statistics provide evidence that the two main garment 
categories over the years were wool coats and cotton dresses. A significant 
finding is a shift in 1954, when the production volume of tailored outerwear 
fell in favour of lighter clothing, and thus cotton dresses became the largest 
product category in terms of production quantity. The analysis therefore 
refines the idea that demand for lighter garments did not increase until the 
1960s, but instead identifies a shift from tailored clothing by the mid-1950s, 
despite a relatively low import penetration. 
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The Swedish clothing industries experienced major growth from the 1930s 
to the late 1950s, and recorded an increase in the establishments of small 
enterprises within the 0-50 employee band. These developments are also 
reflected in how these industries were organised. The Sveriges 
Konfektionsindustriförbund, established in 1920, was the first trade 
association.  
 
This chapter has shown that Sweden had a comprehensive production of 
clothing, and due to a shift from craft oriented to centralised mass 
production, it can be understood as industrial in its character. Moreover, 
what emerges in previous studies is the image of the industrialist and 
creative entrepreneur as the ‘main figure’ in the development of the ready-
made clothing industry, in an urban context. In subsequent chapters, 
emphasis is put on the symbolic and national production of fashion. The 
starting point is that Sweden had favourable conditions for a clothing 
production industry that was home-market oriented.  
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3. Symbolic Production: The Field of Fashion 
in Sweden 

Introduction 
This chapter focuses on the symbolic production of fashion by drawing on 
Pierre Bourdieu’s theory of cultural production and the concept of field. The 
aim is to examine the central features of symbolic production in Sweden in 
terms of the field of fashion between 1930 and 1960, and through an 
empirical analysis of the fashion press, explore the professionals and 
institutions that were of importance for the development of fashion over the 
years. The chapter also investigates how the Swedish textile and clothing 
industries operated within this field and when, or if, clothing manufacturers 
began to be seen as designers, and in so doing make visible the boundaries 
and (fashion) capital at play, and the changes over time.  
 
The analysis in this chapter is based on a close reading of the Swedish 
fashion press in the period. The press is one of the central institutions of the 
field that, according to Yuniya Kawamura, takes part in the legitimation of a 
designer’s creativity.1 The sources used in the chapter were systematically 
selected, mainly from the fashion periodical Bonniers månadstidning (from 
1954, Eva: Bonniers månadstidning). Other articles were selected from 
Dagens Nyheter and Svenska Dagbladet (daily newspapers), Aftonbladet 
(tabloid), Stockholms-Tidningen (local newspaper), SF Veckorevy 
(newsreel), Damernas värld (prior to 1944 Damernas värld: Flitiga händer 
(women’s magazine), Stil (customer magazine of the department store AB 
Nordiska kompaniet), Filmjournalen and Bildjournalen (fan magazines), 
Textil och konfektion: Organ för textil- och konfektionsindustrierna i 
Sverige, and Textilia (trade journals).2 
 
                                                        
1 Yuniya Kawamura, Fashion-ology: An Introduction to Fashion Studies (Oxford: Berg, 
2005), 64. 
2 Additional data are found in various reports such as Ilmar Roostal, Distributionen av 
textilvaror år 1948 i jämförelse med år 1938 (Seelig, Stockholm, 1951); Chambre Syndicale 
de la Couture Parisienne, Cartes D’Acheteur Delivrees ou Renouvelees, April (1948), October 
(1948), November (1949), and November (1949). Dior Hèritage Collection, Paris; Broschyr: 
Beskrifning öfver Aktiebolaget Nordiska kompaniets affärshus, Nordiska kompaniet 
(Stockholm, 1915). 
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In Bourdieu’s definition of a field, as the introductory chapter emphasised, 
there are general rules and ‘in order for a field to function, there have to be 
stakes and people prepared to play the game, endowed with the habitus that 
implies knowledge and recognition of the immanent laws of the field, the 
stakes, and so on’.3 The struggle in the field is the struggle about defining its 
legitimate members, which are to be seen as, in the words of Bourdieu, 
‘producers of the meaning and value of the work’.4 Even more central for a 
field to function is the production of belief that Bourdieu defines as the 
‘collective belief’ or ‘collective misrecognition’, and which is central to 
playing the game.5 In ‘Le couturier et sa griffe: contribution à une théorie de 
la magie’, Bourdieu extends this idea of belief to the field of haute couture 
and argues that it is the network of agents and institutions, such as fashion 
media, that are part of the creation and circulation of meaning of a 
couturier's work.6   
 
The chapter is structured as follows. It begins with a general discussion on 
the field of fashion by looking at how the Swedish press wrote about the 
influences of French fashion in the period, and continues with a discussion 
of what might be the specific characteristics of a field of fashion in Sweden. 
It then goes on to identify through an analysis of the fashion press, various 
participants whose work constituted the Swedish field of fashion, and their 
relational positions: haute couture buyers, dressmakers and department store 
buyers, and clothing manufacturers. The following section analyses how the 
fashion show operated within this field as ‘a ceremony of consecration’ that 
contributed to the reproduction of a field, to borrow Joanne Entwistle and 
Agnès Rocamora’s phrase, derived from their reading of Bourdieu.7 The 
chapter then goes ‘behind the scenes’ to look at fashion design education in 
Sweden, and finally it considers the concept of ‘fashion capital’ in relation to 
these institutions, activities and individuals.  
 

                                                        
3 Pierre Bourdieu, Sociology in Question, trans. Richard Nice (London: Sage, 1993), 72. 
4 Pierre Bourdieu, The Field of Cultural Production: Essays on Art and Literature, ed. and 
transl. Randal Johnson (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1993), 37. 
5 Bourdieu, Sociology, 138; Bourdieu, Cultural Production, 81. 
6 Pierre Bourdieu, “Modeskaparen och hans märke: Bidrag till en teori om magin,” in 
Kultursociologiska texter, ed. Donald Broady och Mikael Palme (Stockholm, B. Östlings 
bokförl., 1991), 118–120. The original title reads ”Le couturier et sa griffe: contribution à une 
théorie de la magie” (with Y. Delsaut). 
7 Joanne Entwistle and Agnès Rocamora, “The Field of Fashion Materialized: A Study of 
London Fashion Week,” Sociology 40:4 (2006): 735. 
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The Field of Fashion and French Hegemony 
Drawing on Bourdieu, Entwistle and Rocamora note how ‘The field of 
fashion, like all fields, is a system of relations’.8 In their empirical study of 
London Fashion Week they identify a network of fashion industry players 
that are not only ‘responsible for making’ garments but also for ‘marketing 
or retailing clothing’.9 As an entity, the field of fashion has its participants 
who struggle for a common cause, defining what fashion is and who can 
legitimately engage in the act of designing. These participants, who consist 
of both professionals and institutions are, in various ways, engaged in issues 
around taste, style and the struggle over the definition of fashion. As Ane 
Lynge-Jorlén claims, drawing on Bourdieu: 

 
Central to the field of fashion, as to any field, is the hierarchical relation 
between players such as magazine editors, photographers, models, stylists, 
designers and shops, where some are more established and powerful and 
others are aspiring players, who Bourdieu calls “newcomers”’.10  

 
This means that ‘the established figures have conservation strategies, aimed 
at deriving profit from progressively accumulated capital. The newcomers 
have subversion strategies’ in order to gain a position in the field.11 Since 
this is an historical study and, as Bourdieu claims, the field is changeable 
over time, this analysis will emphasise that the field in mid-twentieth century 
Sweden was inhabited by other categories of professionals and institutions.12 
 
A field, according to Bourdieu, is a social space that seeks to claim its 
autonomous status to other fields.13 This autonomy obliges a developed 
structure of polarity between competing hierarchies of values. The two main 
oppositions in a cultural field are the intellectual pole and the commercial 
pole.14 Bourdieu summarises this structure as follows:  
 

The structure of the field of cultural production is based on two fundamental 
and quite different oppositions: first, the opposition between the sub-field of 
restricted production and the sub-field of large-scale production, i.e. between 

                                                        
8 Entwistle and Rocamora, “Field of Fashion”, 738. 
9 Ibid. 
10 Ane Lynge-Jorlén, “Between Edge and Elite: Niche Fashion Magazines, Producers and 
Readers” (PhD diss., London College of Fashion University of the Arts London, 2009), 18. 
11 Bourdieu, Sociology, 133. 
12 Ibid, 72. 
13 Donald Broady, “Inledning: En verktygslåda för studier av fält,” in Kulturens fält: En 
antologi, ed. Donald Broady (Göteborg: Daidalos, 1998), 11. 
14 Pierre Bourdieu, Konstens regler: Det litterära fältets uppkomst och struktur, transl. Johan 
Stierna (Stockholm: B. Östlings bokförl. Symposion, Stehag, 2000), 18–19. The original title 
reads ”Les règles de l'art” (1992). 
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two economies, two time-scales, two audiences, which endlessly produces 
and reproduces the negative existence of the sub-field of restricted production 
and its basic opposition to the bourgeois economic order; and secondly, the 
opposition within the sub-field of restricted production, between the 
consecrated avant-garde and the avant-garde, the established figures and the 
newcomers.15 
 

As this quotation by Bourdieu suggests, these opposite poles represent 
different genres or sub-fields and various forms of production and thus 
audiences.16 Large-scale production catering for the market demands 
‘heteronomy’, whereas the sub-field of restricted production engages with 
other production values rather than striving for maximum profits.17 Defined 
as the production of ‘art for art’s sake’ that is not responding to market 
demands and economic profit, restricted production instead produces to 
compete with other artists in order to achieve a ‘high degree of 
consecration’.18 Complete autonomy is achieved when these poles are 
connected yet competing on the value of production.19 The order of this sub-
field or restricted production is to succeed in what Bourdieu defines as ‘the 
economic world reversed’, or as a field governed by rules opposed to large 
economy markets (production for producers).20  
 
As a field, fashion is situated, as Rocamora and Entwistle note, drawing on 
Bourdieu, ‘at an intermediary position between the artistic field and the 
economic field’, which means that in contrast to other cultural fields ‘the 
commercial dimension of fashion is not hidden’ and thus ‘not totally 
disavowed’.21 Bourdieu’s work on fashion is applicable to the field of French 
fashion (haute couture) and, as mentioned in the introductory chapter, this 
field was established in the mid-nineteenth century during industrialisation.22 
This autonomy was achieved when, as Rocamora claims, the ‘divorce’ 
between couture and confection was completed due to the establishment of 

                                                        
15 Bourdieu, Cultural Production, 53. 
16 Ibid, 49. 
17 In addition, as Bourdieu argues: ‘Heteronomy arises from demand, which may take the 
form of personal commission […] or of the sanction of an autonomous market, which may be 
anticipated or ignored. Within this logic, the relationship to the audience and, more exactly, 
economic or political interest in the sense of interest in success and in the related economic or 
political profit, constitute one of the bases for evaluating the producers and their products’. 
Bourdieu, Cultural Production, 45–46, 49.  
18 Ibid, 49, 51.  
19 Ibid, 38–39. 
20 Ibid, 29. 
21 Entwistle and Rocamora, “Field of Fashion”, 739. 
22 Agnès Rocamora, Fashioning the City: Paris, Fashion and the Media (London: I.B.Tauris, 
2009), 28. 
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Chambre syndicale de la haute couture in 1911.23 These genres of fashion 
represent the two categories of cultural production suggested by Bourdieu, 
that of restricted production (haute couture) and large-scale production 
(confection). 
 
As yet there is no research on whether or not a Swedish field of fashion 
existed during this period and, if it did, how it was inhabited. Furthermore, 
there are no descriptions of this specific sphere, where a continuous struggle 
over issues such as what defines its author, the fashion designer. Hence, 
there is no starting point or descriptions of the institutions and actors that 
were active during this period. Therefore this chapter will explore whether 
the Swedish field of fashion was autonomous or rather immature in its 
character compared to that of the French.  
 
However, Bourdieu’s field theory could be a useful tool to identify early 
signs of the development of a Swedish field. This study investigates the 
fashion press reports to identify the structure of a Swedish field of fashion 
and its participants, in order to map out their relational positions over time. 
But first, there follows an overview of the coverage of French fashion in the 
Swedish fashion press in order to understand the specific characteristics of 
the field of fashion in Sweden.  
 

Paris: The Centre of Fashion  
The Swedish fashion press in this period reveals the dominance of Paris as 
the centre of fashion, and the institution of haute couture as a leading 
exporter of high fashion design. As Rocamora observes:  

 
The celebration of Paris as the capital of France and a site of prestige has 
gone hand in hand with its celebration as a fashion city, with haute couture in 
particular a prestigious field of practices, experiences and representations that 
has fed into the city’s mythological status. From Louis XIV’s use of the 
fashion and luxury industries to build his and the nation’s aura, to 
contemporary promotions of the city by way of promotion of the field of 
fashion, la mode has been tightly linked to the history and definition of 
Paris.24  
 

                                                        
23 Rocamora, Fashioning the City, 29. 
24 Ibid, 25. 
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This image of Paris in the fashion press is central to the understanding, and 
thus the reproduction of, high fashion in the fashion press.25 The fashion 
report “Stockholmsk modekrönika” by Ingrid Westerberg in the November 
1949 issue of Bonniers månadstidning, is a significant example that 
illustrates the hegemony of Paris fashion: 

 
Great fashion is created in Paris, and from there it inspires and dictates the 
rest of the world. This is a fact that does not need to be discussed.26 
 

What this quote indicates is how fashion was considered to be, to quote 
Rocamora, ‘inherently and indisputably French’.27 This explicit tribute to 
Paris is widely found across all genres of fashion press throughout the 
period. A fashion show by the dressmaker studio Edman & Andersson that 
was commented on in Stockholms-Tidningen in September 1945 confirms 
this image of Paris, since the show is described as having ‘an authentic sense 
of Paris’.28 Textilia’s fashion editor Gurli Rosenbröijer’s report from a Paris 
fashion show is another example of this belief in Parisian fashion: ‘It creeps 
over the back of the spectator’ and ‘Paris’ leadership is stronger than ever 
this year’.29 Reporter Sophie de Bruyere described ‘the world of couture 
[with] the workshop of fashion’.30 Captions such as the ‘The Latest Vanity of 
Paris’31; ‘Most Popular in Paris’32; ‘A Parisian Wardrobe’33; ‘September in 
Paris34; and ‘Just like in Paris at NK – Perfectly Beautiful’,35 were frequently 
seen in fashion journalism over the period. 

                                                        
25 Some literature on the very concept of fashion cities, see e.g. Christopher Breward and 
David Gilbert, Fashion's World Cities, ed. Christopher Breward and David Gilbert (New 
York: Berg 2006).  
26 [The originals reads Att det är i Paris det stora modet skapas och att det är därifrån 
inspirerar och dirigerar och övriga världen är ett faktum som aldrig behöver diskuteras.] In 
Ingrid Westerberg, “Stockholmsk modekrönika,” in Bonniers månadstidning, no 11, 1949, 92. 
A similar rethoric of Paris as the centre of fashion could be found in other reports, such as in 
Yvette, ‟Från parismodets stockholmspremiärer,” Bonniers månadstidning, October 1935, 15. 
27 Rocamora, Fashioning the City, 25. 
28 [The original reads fylld av äktparisisk känsla.] In “Paris in Stockholm,” Stockholms-
Tidningen, September 20, 1945, 12. 
29 [The original reads det går kalla kårar över ryggen på åskådaren; Paris’ledarskap inom 
modet är i år mera obestritt än någonsin.] In Gurli Rosenbröijer, “Paris,” Textilia, hösten-
vintern, 1948, 52–53.  
30 [The original reads Couturen värld, modets verkstad.] In Sophie de Bruyere, “Paris intime,” 
Textilia, hösten–vintern, 1949, 68.  
31 [The original reads Senaste flärd från Paris.] In “Senaste flärd från Paris,” Bonniers 
månadstidning, January 1931, 51. 
32 [The original reads Populärast i Paris.] In “Populärast i Paris,” Damernas värld, no 6, 
1946, 11. 
33 [The original reads Parisisk garderob.] In Sophie de Bruyère, “Parisisk garderob,” Textil 
och konfektion: Organ för textil- och konfektionsindustrierna i Sverige, no 8, 1949, 6. 
34 [The original reads September in Paris.] In Expressen, September 10, 1945, 15. 
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This coverage of Parisian fashion in the Swedish fashion press remained 
more or less unchanged during the whole period 1930–1960, and having a 
regular column on the latest Paris fashion was a common phenomenon. This 
was the case even during World War II, as will be discussed further in this 
chapter. The fashion column had special significance for all genres of the 
fashion press as exemplified in the following headings: ‘Parisian Fashion 
letter’ in the women’s magazine Damernas värld: Flitiga händer; ‘Paris 
Report’ in the trade journal Textil och konfektion: Organ för textil- och 
konfektionsindustrierna i Sverige, and ‘The Fashion Letter from Paris’ in 
Bonniers månadstidning.36 In addition, even a local newspaper, such as 
Stockholms-Tidningen, emphasised fashion on its front cover three days in a 
row. Examples include a series of fashion reports in September 1945 after 
the end of World War II, when fashion news from Paris increased.37 
 
Among all the genres of fashion press research for this thesis, only a few 
contained negative reports on Paris’ dominant position as the centre of 
fashion. One is found in the fan magazine Filmjournalen that was pro-

                                                                                                                                  
35 [The original reads På NK som i Paris – underskönt!.] In Gwen, Stockholms-Tidningen, 
September 8, 1957, 13. 
36 “Rapport från Paris,” in Textil och konfektion: Organ för textil- och konfektionsindustrierna 
i Sverige, no. 1, 1948, 18; “Parisbrev från Lena,” Bildjournalen, No. 43, 1954; “Parisiskt 
modebrev,” Damernas värld: flitiga händer, No. 50, 1942; “Modebrev från Paris,” Bonniers 
månadstidning, March 1942, cover, are some examples on these fashion letters from Paris. 
Other examples on regular report from Paris include: “Det senaste från Paris,” Bonniers 
månadstidning, January 1933, 2; Bénigni, ‟Parismodets senaste,” Bonniers månadstidning, 
July-August 1935, 27; “Modeller från Paris,” Bonniers månadstidning, September 1936, 42; 
“Alijan ritar nya detaljer i parismodet,” Bonniers månadstidning, December 1937, 14; 
“Senaste nytt från Paris,” Bonniers månadstidning, December 1938, 38; “Modebrev från Paris 
och New York,” Bonniers månadstidning, February 1941, cover; “Modenytt från Paris,” 
Bonniers månadstidning, May 1943, cover; “Modenytt från Paris och London,” Bonniers 
månadstidning, May 1947, cover; ‟Moderond i Paris,” Bonniers månadstidning, no 4 1948, 
cover; “Parismodet,” Bonniers månadstidning, no 10 1950, cover; “Parismodet,” Bonniers 
månadstidning, no 3 1951, cover; “Parismodet,” Eva: Bonniers månadstidning, no 3 1955, 
56-61; “Paris-Extra,” Eva: Bonniers månadstidning, October 1956, Cover; “Det nyaste från 
Paris,” Eva: Bonniers månadstidning, April 1957, cover; “Paris nyaste nytt,” Eva: Bonniers 
månadstidning, October 1958, 52 and ‟Rapport från Paris,” Eva: Bonniers månadstidning, 
October 1959, 5. 
37 [The original reads Vi och de våra.] In Stockholms-Tidningen, January 8, 1930, 10; [The 
original reads Kring familj och hem.] In Stockholms-Tidningen, September 28, 1945, 12; 
‟Stockholm” in G. Stockholms-Tidningen, September 7, 1957, 10; On the front page “Gwen 
skildrar: Paris första modeparad,” Stockholms-Tidningen, September 20, 1945, front cover; 
“Gwen skriver: om inspirerande kläder i Paris,” Stockholms-Tidningen, September 24, 1945; 
“Gwen skriver: om klädparad för svartbörs,” Stockholms-Tidningen, September 25, 1945, 
front page; “Gwen besöker: modeskaperskan Alix, numera Grès,” Stockholms-Tidningen, 
September 26, 1945, front page; “Gwen idag: Något spanskt över det hela,” Stockholms-
Tidningen, September 27, 1945, front page; “GWEN: … Mästerskap i stoff och stil …,” 
Stockholms-Tidningen, September 23, 1945, 5 (Sunday supplement). 
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Hollywood, a fact that also influenced its way of writing about fashion. This 
magazine mainly reported on international fashion, with a focus on 
Hollywood celebrities and their outfits. Consequently, they were less 
positive towards European fashion and Paris, as mirrored in captions such as 
“Fashion does not always derive from Paris”.38 Another example is found in 
the trade journal Textil och konfektion: organ för Textil- och 
konfektionsindustrierna i Sverige. The article ‘Why only in Paris?’ by 
journalist Brita Synnerstad questioned the domination of Parisian haute 
couture, and Paris as ‘the Mecca of fashion’.39 
 

The Image of Paris Fashion during the Occupation  
Until recently, a common perception among historians was that Paris was 
completely isolated during the Occupation and that consequently no fashion 
information was spread outside of occupied France (1940–1945).40 Historian 
James Laver, for example, claims that:  
 

Since none of this was visible to the outside world, Paris’s hegemony of 
fashion effectively came to an end and the rest of Europe and North America, 
which had traditionally looked to the French capital for stylistic guidance and 
inspiration, suddenly found themselves forced to rely entirely on domestic 
design talent.41 

 
Yet Swedish journals from this period reveal quite the opposite. Fashion 
news from Paris was published on a regular basis, and in almost every issue 

                                                        
38 [The original Modet kommer ej alltid från Paris.] In Biconda, “Modet kommer ej alltid från 
Paris: Hollywood vill bli en ny modemetropol,” Filmjournalen, No. 17, 1931, 24–25. 
39 [The original reads Varför bara Paris?] In Brita Synnerstad “Varför bara Paris?,” In Textil 
och konfektion: Organ för textil- och konfektionsindustrierna i Sverige, no 4, 1956, 20–21. 
40 Examples include; ‘Nobody outside France realised this for several years,’ in Elizabeth 
Wilson and Lou Taylor, Through the Looking Glass: A History of Dress from 1860 to the 
Present Day (London: BBC Books, 1989), 109; ‘Fashion everywhere was frozen in this 
outline until 1947 when Christian Dior’s New Look electrified a fashion-starved world,’ in 
Ernestine Carter, The Changing World of Fashion: 1900 to the Present (London: Weidenfeld 
& Nicolson, 1977), 230; ‘During the war, the European and North American fashion worlds 
were cut off from Paris,’ in Alexandra Palmer, Couture and Commerce: The Transatlantic 
Fashion Trade in the 1950s (Vancouver: UBC Press, 2001), 19; Lou Taylor, “Paris Couture 
1940–1944”, in Chic Thrills: A Fashion Reader, ed. Juliet Ash and Elizabeth Wilson, 
(London: Pandora Press, 1992), 135. A forthcoming book entitled Paris Fashion in World 
War 2: The Design and Global Diffusion of Paris Haute Couture Style by Bloomsbury 
Publishing (2018), edited by Lou Taylor and Marie Mcloughlin, deals with this issue of the 
diffusion of Parisian haute couture during the Occupation. 
41 In James Laver, Costume and Fashion: A Concise History, 4th ed. (London: Thames & 
Hudson, 2002), 252. 
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of the Swedish fashion journal Bonniers månadstidning during this period, 
the regular column ‘Fashion letter from Paris’ appeared. However, although 
press reports covered the latest fashions, the information sent from Paris was 
censored. Bonniers månadstidning chose to publish the official censor's 
stamp in order to inform its readers of this significant situation:  
 

This is the French censorship’s official stamp, which appears on every page 
of the manuscript for this article as well as on the back of the photographs. 
Not a single word, no drawings, no photographs seem to leave France these 
days without being reviewed by the military censor. This explains why we 
sometimes have to wait up to fourteen days for our French correspondence 
(fig. 3.1).42  

 

                                                        
42 [The original reads Detta är den franska censurens officiella stämpel, vilken förekommer på 
varje sida av manuskriptet till denna artikel likaväl som bakpå fotografierna. Inte ett ord, 
ingen teckning, inga bilder tycks få lämna Frankrike i dessa dagar utan att ha granskats av 
militärcensuren. Detta förklarar, varför vi ibland får vänta ända upp till fjorton dagar på vår 
franska korrespondens.] In Marque, “Från modefronten mycket nytt,” Bonniers 
månadstidning, January 1940, 15. 
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Figure 3.1 The Official French Censorship’s Stamp. Source: Marque, “Från 
modefronten mycket nytt,” Bonniers månadstidning, January 1940, 15.  
 
 
Nevertheless, Paris fashion continued to be commented on in Swedish 
fashion periodicals throughout the war. In January 1942, Bonniers 
månadstidning highlighted the situation in its advertisement in the 
newspaper Dagens Nyheter:  
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A fresh fashion letter directly from Paris. In spite of censorship, restrictions 
and all kinds of difficulties, we have the benefit of providing our female 
readers with latest news from Paris in the January issue of Bonniers 
månadstidning (fig. 3.2).43  

 
Figure 3.2 An advertisement for Bonniers månadstidning proclaiming that in spite of 
censorship the latest news from Paris was available in its magazine. Source: “Ett 
färskt modebrev direkt från Paris,” Dagens Nyheter, January 14, 1942, 10. 
 
The Swedish fashion correspondent Ingeborg Markström, who was based in 
Paris during the war, confirmed that the Germans approved her right to cover 
the latest fashion news, yet her reports had to undergo censorship after they 
had been delivered to ‘the German information bureau from where, via the 
propaganda department in Berlin, they would be transferred to Stockholm’.44 

                                                        
43 [The original reads Ett färskt modebrev direkt från Paris. Trots censur, spärrar och 
allehanda svårigheter kan vi glädja våra läsarinnor med parisnyheter i januarinumret av 
Bonniers månadstidning.] In “Ett färskt modebrev direkt från Paris,” Dagens Nyheter, 
January 14, 1942, 10. 
44 [The original reads tyska informationsbyrån i Paris, varifrån de via propagandaministeriet 
i Berlin skulle vidarebefodras till Stockholm.] In Ingeborg Malmström, “En modekåsör 
försöker förstå,” Bonniers månadstidning, April 1941, 20. 
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Markström found the Germans’ conspicuous concern for fashion information 
went to extremes. She informed her readers how photographs as well as 
entire articles disappeared after being posted to Stockholm.45 She also 
explained how the Nazis removed all text containing Jewish as well as 
English family names. 
 

French Couturiers as ‘Artists’ 
In Bourdieu and Delsaut’s work of haute couture, the role of the designer 
corresponds to that of the artist in the field of cultural production.46 The 
fashion designer has historically been credited as the main figure in the field 
of fashion, since as Kawamura claims ‘designers personify fashion and their 
designs objectify fashion’.47 What distinguishes high-fashion designers from 
other designers in Bourdieu’s theory of cultural production is their positions 
in the field. As Bourdieu notes: ‘the players who are dominant in the 
particular field of haute couture are the designers who possess in the highest 
degree the power to define objects as rare by means of their signature, their 
label’.48 This symbolic production of fashion is in particular associated with 
haute couture since, in the words of Bourdieu, ‘the production and 
distribution apparatus is focused on producing, not tangible things, but [to] 
sell their “creations” (by license), without producing the actual material 
products’.49 In so doing, ‘the fashion creator provides the power of symbolic 
alchemy’.50 This process and the mythology of the creative genius has, 
according to historian Diana de Marly, been central to the promotion of 
French haute couture from Charles Frederick Worth as the ‘first fashion 
dictator’ onwards.51  
 
The dominant position of the haute couture designer in the French field of 
fashion can also be reflected in the Swedish fashion press, where the Parisian 
couturiers were depicted as creative artists. Throughout the period, from the 
early 1930s, the couturiers were referred to as ‘the Parisian fashion kings’ or 

                                                        
45 Malmström, “En modekåsör,” 20. 
46 Bourdieu, “Modeskaparen och hans märke”. 
47 Kawamura, Fashion-ology, 57. 
48 Bourdieu, Sociology, 133. 
49 [The original reads produktions- och distributionsapparaten är speciellt inriktad på att 
framställa, inte materiella ting, utan – vilket tydligt framgår av den strategi som används av 
modeskapare vilka säljer sina “kreationer” (på licens) utan att själva producera de 
materiella tingen.] In Bourdieu, “Modeskaparen och hans märke”, 109–110. 
50 [The original reads ger modeskaparen den symboliska alkemin hela dess kraft.] In ibid, 107. 
51 Diana de Marly, The History of Haute Couture: 1850–1950 (New York: Holmes and Meier, 
1980), 11. 
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‘Great Parisian dressmakers’.52 In the fashion press, Parisian couturiers were 
highlighted as celebrities, and the big names were acknowledged in these 
reports. In 1932 Bonniers månadstidning wrote about ‘Mainbocher – one of 
today's big names’, and that ‘Worth and Patou are the shining stars in the 
kingdom of fashion’.53 Daily newspapers portrayed Parisian couturiers as 
stars, and the belief in haute couture as high fashion was echoed in these 
fashion reports. For example, Svenska Dagbladet named ‘Givenchy [as] the 
bravest fashion creator’ and Aftonbladet referred to ‘the great superstars’.54 
The trade press also celebrated French couturiers as ‘artists’ and in its 
Autumn-Winter 1949 issue, Textilia provided its readers with a thorough 
study of these ‘Kings of Fashion’.55 Notably, it was their creative skills that 
were emphasised in all genres of fashion press in general, but particularly in 
Bonniers månadstidning they were associated with high art. 
 
This can be exemplified further by a spread entitled ‘Architecture, Sculpture, 
Peinture, Couture’ (fig. 3.3).56 The December 1950 issue of the fashion 
magazine Bonniers månadstidning devoted this four-page fashion spread to a 
fashion show by Christian Dior. The show, which took place at Stockholm 
City Hall, was reported on by journalist Ulf Hård af Segerstad who discussed 
the associations of haute couture with high art and architecture. Hård af 
Segerstad talks about ‘the dress artist’, whose work is equal to that of an 
architect who ‘seeks the most slender design with great sustainability’.57 Like 
a sculptor, the creation of an haute couture dress was said to ‘include the 
design of volumes’ and was thus associated with a classical sculpture. A 
model wearing a Christian Dior design, ‘Annette’, is shown against a 
Grecian marble statue. This backdrop reinforces the idea of Parisian haute 
couture as high culture, as Bourdieu claims.58 
 

                                                        
52 [The original reads Paris’ modekungar.] In “Poirets senaste,” Bonniers månadstidning, 
December 1930, 14; [The original reads parisiska storskräddarnas.] In Jean de France, 
“Enkelhetens triumph,” Bonniers månadstidning, July-August 1943, 14. 
53 [The original reads Mainbocher – det stora namnet just nu.] In “Vinterns vackraste 
aftonmodeller.” In Bonniers månadstidning, February 1932, 32; [The original reads Worth 
och Patou äro de båda lysande namn i modets rike.] In “Den svarta vinterkappan i 
lyxupplagor,” Bonniers månadstidning, December 1930, 34. 
54 [The original reads de stora världsstjärnorna.] In Aftonbladet, January 30, 1930, 9; [The 
original reads Givenchy – Paris djärvaste modeskapare.] In Rips., “Spole och tunna på djärv 
visning,” Svenska Dagbladet, September 8, 1957, 19. 
55 [The original reads modekungar.] In Sophie de Bruyere, “Paris intime,” Textilia,  
hösten-vintern 1949, 69. 
56 Ulf Hård af Segerstad, “Architecture, Sculpture, Peinture, Couture,” Bonniers 
månadstidning, no 12, 1950, 60–63. 
57 [The original reads klädkonstnären liksom arkitekten söker den smäckraste konstuktionen 
med den största hållbarheten.] In ibid, 61. 
58 Bourdieu, Sociology, 132. 
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Figure 3.3 When Christian Dior showed at Stockholm City Hall in 1950, the issue of 
high fashion as high art was discussed in Bonniers månadstidning. Source: Ulf Hård 
af Segerstad “Architecture, Sculpture, Peinture, Couture,” Bonniers månadstidning, 
no 12, 1950, 60–61. 
 
Of all these French ‘stars’ it was Christian Dior ‒ who revolutionised the 
post-war styles of design, as well as the way the fashion press portrayed 
couturiers as stars ‒ who had greatest prominence in the Swedish fashion 
press. Bourdieu explains Dior’s success in ‘Le couturier et sa griffe: 
contribution à une théorie de la magie’ by stressing that ‘every generation is 
dominated by one significant fashion designer (Chanel, Dior, Courrèges 
etc.), who creates an era, in other words [...] creates a shift, a new look’.59 
Bourdieu argues that these designers are distinguished from each other 
through their ‘legitimate capital’ created by the field of fashion.60  
 

Christian Dior, the Post-war ‘King’ of Fashion 
When Christian Dior introduced his first collection, the ‘Corolle’ line in 
February 1947, it caused a shift in how the Swedish fashion press reported 
on Parisian haute couture. Bonniers månadstidning reported extensively on 
Dior as an artist, as well as on his designs, and he was considered the king of 
                                                        
59 [The original reads varje ‟generation” domineras av en modeskapare (Chanel, Dior, 
Courrèges osv.), nämligen den som gjort epok […] åstadkomma genombrottet för en ny stil.] 
In Bourdieu, “Modeskaparen och hans märke,” 95. 
60 [The original reads legitimitetskapital.] In ibid. 
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high fashion between 1947 and 1957. The characteristic design of the ‘Bar 
Suit’ could be found in many Swedish magazines in the autumn of 1947 (fig. 
3.4). This inaugural collection was, as in many other western countries, 
acknowledged as the ‘New Look’, named by the legendary editor at Harper’s 
Bazaar, Carmel Snow, but in Sweden translated as den nya linjen (the new 
line).61 This ‘New Look’, as Felice McDowell describes, ‘was a style of 
design that favoured rounded feminine contours of shoulders and chest, 
tightly nipped in waists, and full-flowing skirts in multiple pleats, folds.’62  
 
International reactions, as seen in the United Kingdom and America, were 
not always positive, and Dior was criticised for his exaggerated and feminine 
designs.63 This was also the case in Sweden, where the women’s organisation 
Fredrika Bremer Förbundet was critical to the new length of skirts. 
However, among the Swedish fashion press there were no such negative 
reactions to Dior’s new post-war designs. In a report in Bonniers 
månadstidning no 1 1948 the journalist Ingrid Westerberg was arguing that 
the reactions in the women’s organisation’s magazine Herta was 
overdramatised since, according to Westerberg, the new look with longer 
skirts was not a backlash of women’s liberation in society.64 In her article 
Westerberg criticised the women’s organisation for being negative to fashion 
in general. Fashion, as Westerberg argued, ‘needs to be considered in a very 
specific and tangible causation which has its organic origin in the spirit of 
time’.65 Two issues later, the former Editor-in-Chief, Célie Brunius, spoke 
about the debate with a report entitled ‘Why not just accept fashion’ in 
which she questioned the reactions of the women’s organisation Fredrika 
Bremer Förbundet to the new fashion of longer skirts.66 Brunius defended 
the French designers by arguing that women’s prosperity was their highest 
priority and therefore ‘it is just silly talk and nonsense that women in our 
times are fashion slaves.67 At the end of her report Brunius argued that the 
new functional everyday wear by Swedish clothing manufacturers was a 
                                                        
61 Charlotte Seeling, Fashion: The Century of the Designer 1900–1999  (Cologne, Könemann 
Verlagsgesellschaft mbH, 2000 ), 212; See e.g. In Nennette “Linjen är ny, mina damer!,” 
Bonniers månadstidning, November 1947, 53.                                                                                                
62 Felice McDowell, “Photographed at ... Locating Fashion Imagery in the Cultural Landscape 
of Post-War Britain 1945–1962” (PhD diss., University of the Arts London, 2013), 86. 
63 Alexandra Palmer, Dior: A New Look, A New Enterprise 1947–57 (London: V&A, 2009), 
27, McDowell, “Photographed at ...”, 86–87. 
64 Ingrid Westerberg, ‟Konfektionsplagg contra modellskapelse,” Bonniers månadstidning, no 
1, 1948, 43. 
65 [The original reads måste ses i ett alldeles bestämt och påtagligt orsakssammanhang som 
har sitt organiska ursprung i tidsförhållandena.] In ibid. 
66 [The original reads Varför inte acceptera modet.] In Célie Brunius, ‟Varför inte acceptera 
modet,” Bonniers månadstidning, no 3, 1948, 38. 
67 [The original reads Det är nämligen prat och nonsens att påstå att vår tids kvinnor är 
modeslavinnor.] In ibid. 
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great innovation yet fashion has an important purpose of being irrational and 
illusory.68 
 
The impact of the ‘New Look’ on Swedish society was also discussed in the 
trade report by Ilmar Roostal, Distributionen av textilvaror år 1948 i 
jämförelse med år 1938, where Dior’s ‘New look’ is said to have contributed 
to a faster pace in fashion that caused changes in consumption.69  

 
Figure 3.4 Christian Dior’s inaugural collection, ‘Corolle’, including the ‘Bar suit’ 
design. Source: Jean de France, “CHRISTIAN DIOR: en ny stjärna på pariscoutu-
rens himlavalv,” Bonniers månadstidning, April 1947, 54–55. 
 
As McDowell notes ‘the New Look, and its many variants, has been 
addressed by a number of fashion histories as a force of change that 
significantly altered the visual landscape of British fashion'.70 A similar 
situation occurred in Sweden, where celebrity reporting and commentaries 
on Dior’s star image dominated Bonniers månadstidning. Some examples of 
these headlines include: ‘Christian Dior is the first among the Parisian 
                                                        
68 Brunius, ‟Varför inte,” 26. 
69 [The original reads Det vidgade och fördjupade modemedvetandet kan tänkas ha medfört en 
sänkning av användningstiden för vissa klädesplagg och därigenom nödvändliggjort tätare 
nyanskaffningar. Det nya dammodet (“new look”), som slog igenom 1948 och särskilt 1949, 
förorsakade visa extra inköp.] In Ilmar Roostal, Distributionen av textilvaror år 1948 i 
jämförelse med år 1938 (Stockholm: Seelig, 1951), 32.  
70 McDowell, “Photographed at ...”, 86. 
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couturiers’; ‘Christian Dior is the star in the Parisian fashion heaven’; 
‘Christian Dior – a new star in the Parisian couture firmament’; ‘The star is 
called CHRISTIAN DIOR’; ‘Christian the first – the Parisian uncrowned 
fashion king’; ‘the evident arbiter of the world of fashion’; and ‘Christian 
Dior the genius’, amongst others.71  
 
Dior was acknowledged as the most prominent designer among the other 
French couturiers, and journalist Greta Merlier’s fashion report from 1949 
illustrates this status. Although his show was the last on the schedule ‘he 
could quite easily handle this handicap because he stood as the final solitary 
winner, with a collection so astonishingly beautiful’.72 Dior’s dominance and 
star quality within the world of fashion is illustrated in Greta Merlier’s 
fashion report of 1951, where she claimed how ‘Even the sun becomes 
curious when Dior has his show’.73 Still, sporadic reports on other designers 
exist during the period, such as ‘The fashion darling’, referring to Hubert de 
Givenchy in 1953.74  
 
Dior was in general praised for his creations and I have only identified one 
negative report on his design. This was in the fashion report ‘Dior Ack ack’ 
(translated Dior Oh, Oh) in Bonniers månadstidning, no 9 1953.75 The 

                                                        
71 [The original reads Christian Dior som den första bland Paris-couturierna av idag.] In Jean 
de France, ‟Det nya modet,” in Bonniers månadstidning, October 1947, 55; [The original 
reads Christian Dior är fortfarande stjärnnamnet på den parisiska modehimlen.] In Nennette, 
‟Linjen är ny, mina damer!,” in Bonniers månadstidning, November 1947, 53; [The original 
reads Christian Dior – en ny stjärna på pariscouturens himlavalv.] In Jean de France, 
‟Christian Dior – en ny stjärna på pariscouturens himlavalv,” Bonniers månadstidning, April 
1947, 54; [The original reads Stjärnan heter CHRISTIAN DIOR.] In Jean de France, 
‟Christian Dior: en ny stjärna på pariscouturens himlavalv,” Bonniers månadstidning, April 
1947, 54; [The original reads Christian den förste – Paris okrönte modekung.] In Greta 
Merlier, “Christian den förste – Paris okrönte modekung, några av hans grundlagar för den 
verkligt välkläddda,” Bonniers månadstidning, no 4, 1950, 53; [The original reads den geniale 
Christian Dior.] In Jean de France ‟Det nya modet i höst,” Bonniers månadstidning, October 
1947, 53. 
72 [The original reads Han kom sist i raden av “de stora”, men han kunde lugnt bestå sig 
detta handicap; han stod som ensam segrare till sist i alla fall, med en kollektion så häpnads-
väckande vacker....] In Greta Merlier, “Dior Obligue…,” Bonniers månadstidning, no 4, April 
1949, 46. Other examples include: “Modekung i mjölnaratmosfär,” Eva: Bonniers 
månadstidning, no 4, 1955, 66–68; ‟Dior: Nocturne,” Bonniers månadstidning, no 11, 1953, 
85; “the master”. [The original reads mästaren.] In Gerta Merlier, “Dior sömmar på snedden 
och i sammet,” Bonniers månadstidning, no 8–9, 1950. 
73 [The original reads När Dior har uppvisning då blir till och med solen nyfiken.] In Greta 
Merlier, ‟Dior simplicitas,” Bonniers månadstidning, no 3, 1951, 50.  
74 Marie-Marie, ‟Modets gull-gosse,” Bonniers månadstidning, no 4, 1953, 66–67. 
75 Greta Merlier, ‟Dior Ack ack,” Bonniers månadstidning, no 9, 1953, 38–39. 
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significant. Bonniers månadstidning writes about Dior’s collection as ‘a 
firework display of great talent, an artist’s play with fabrics and colours’.79 In 
October 1955 Dior was referred to as the ‘magician’.80 This recognition of 
Dior in Swedish fashion journalism is a significant example of an artist’s 
‘magical operations’, and reflects, according to Bourdieu when citing Marcel 
Mauss, the ‘motor is belief’.81 To quote Bourdieu:  

 
In my language, what makes the power of the producer is the field, that is, the 
system of relations as a whole. The energy is the field. What Dior mobilizes 
is something that is not definable outside of the field; what they all mobilize 
is what the field produces, that is, a power based on faith in ‘haute couture’. 
And the higher they are placed in the hierarchy which structures the field, the 
more of that power they can mobilize.82 

 
Another reference to the symbolic value, that according to Bourdieu is 
associated with the artist who signs his painting, is embodied in the Swedish 
press by Dior and exemplified in one double-page spread in Bonniers 
månadstidning. This spread includes an image illustrating Dior’s hands, with 
the caption ‘Dior personally signs…’ (fig. 3.6).83 In this particular example 
by signing the garment it becomes a piece of art, and Dior performs what 
Bourdieu defines as ‘an operation of transubstantiation’ that gives the 
artefact a certain value.84 More significantly, as Bourdieu notes: ‘The 
creator’s signature is a mark that changes not the material nature but the 
social nature of the object’.85  
 
 

                                                        
79 [The original reads är ett talangens fyrverkeri, en konstnärens lek med stofffer och färger.] 
In Jean de France, “Christian Dior: en ny stjärna på pariscouturens himlavalv,” Bonniers 
månadstidning, April 1947, 55.  
80 [The original reads trollkonstnären.] In Greta Merlier, ‟Dior ritar BMT-klänningen,” Eva: 
Bonniers månadstidning, October 1955, 40. 
81 Bourdieu, Sociology, 137. 
82 Ibid, 137–138. 
83 [The original reads Dior signerar egenhändigt.] In Greta Merlier, “CHRISTIAN DEN 
FÖRSTE: Paris okrönte modekung, några av hans grundlagar för den verkligt välkläddda,” 
Bonniers månadstidning, no 4, 1950, 53. 
84 Bourdieu, Sociology, 137. 
85 Ibid. 
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Figure 3.6 (On the right) Similar to an artist’s work, Christian Dior is portrayed 
signing one of his creations. Source: Greta Merlier, “CHRISTIAN DEN FÖRSTE: 
Paris okrönte modekung, några av hans grundlagar för den verkligt välkläddda,” 
Bonniers månadstidning, no 4, 1950, 52–53. 
 
All genres of fashion press acknowledged Christian Dior as a star. In 
February 1957 (six months before his death) the daily newspaper Svenska 
Dagbladet wrote about his visit to the Swedish capital. The newspaper 
informed its readers on its front-page that ‘The Great Christian Dior has 
arrived’ (fig. 3.7).86 As Alexandra Palmer observes, during his ten years in 
business, ‘Christian Dior was a cultural phenomenon’ that personalised both 
the cultural and economic aspects of fashion.87 Dior’s business model was of 
high interest and functioned as a source of inspiration for Swedish clothing 
manufacturers. In fact it is quite paradoxical that whilst described as a 
magician he was at the same time acknowledged for being business minded, 
which supports Entwistle and Rocamora’s argument that the commercial 
aspect within the field of fashion ‘is not hidden’ in comparison to other 
fields of cultural production.88 Thus, in Textil och konfektion: Organ för 
textil- och konfektionsindustrierna i Sverige the two-page spread ‘Who is 

                                                        
86 [The original reads Den store Christian Dior nedsteg i nåder till oss i går kväll.] In “Dior i 
Stockholm,” Svenska Dagbladet, February 27, 1957, front page. 
87 Palmer, Dior, 100. 
88 Entwistle and Rocamora, “Field of Fashion,” 739. 
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Dior?’ emphasised the life and background of the designer and his design 
intentions, as well as his business developments (fig. 3.8.).89 
 

 
Figure 3.7 Christian Dior’s celebrity status is visible in this press clipping          
from February 1957. The newspaper Svenska Dagbladet announced the news         
of Dior’s visit to Stockholm on its front page. Source: “Dior in Stockholm,”  
Svenska Dagbladet, February 27, 1957, front page. 
 

                                                        
89 Gurli Rosenbröijer, “Vem är Dior?,” Textil och konfektion: Organ för textil- och 
konfektionsindustrierna i Sverige, no 3, 1948, 76, 88. 
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Figure 3.8 Christian Dior, the ‘comet’ in the world of fashion, is portrayed as          
a successful designer and businessman in the Swedish trade journal Textil och 
konfektion: Organ för Textil- och konfektionsindustrierna i Sverige. Source:      
Gurli Rosenbröijer, “Vem är Dior?,” in Textil och konfektion: Organ för Textil- 
och konfektionsindustrierna i Sverige, no 3, 1948, 76, 88. 
 

Participants in the Swedish Field of Fashion  
Having outlined the role ascribed to Paris fashion in the Swedish fashion 
press above, this section turns to the discussion of the structure of the 
Swedish field of fashion and its participants. When shifting focus to the 
Swedish context, a relevant question concerns what sort of people might 
have inhabited the Swedish field of fashion between 1930 and 1960 when 
French fashion dominated the press. This section identifies the participants 
whose appearance in the press legitimated their roles as players in the field 
of Swedish fashion during these years. 
 

Haute Couture Buyers 
One category of participant in the Swedish field of fashion that was 
associated with the French couturiers was the haute couture buyer, a 
producer in the sense of an arbiter of style. As a representative for the 
craftsmanship of haute couture, the buyer was a bearer of symbolic values, 
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which were also contingent upon the combined cultural status of style and 
taste.  
 

The Importation of Haute Couture 
In order to understand the buyer’s role one must understand the international 
trade of haute couture as it relates to the significance of Paris as the centre of 
fashion, and as emphasised earlier in this chapter. International buyers and 
private clients went regularly to Paris for the shows, which were strictly 
regulated. Caroline Evans notes how ‘private clients and trade buyers were 
kept strictly separate and never attended the same shows’.90 When in Paris, 
the buyers often used the assistance of ‘a commissionaire’ who coordinated 
their sales trips and included services such as ‘looking after every aspect of 
their trip from itineraries, sales, passports to customs’.91 Kawamura describes 
the international buyers as ‘company designers and retailers [---] [who] 
come to Paris to purchase fashion items as samples to “steal” ideas’.92 Hence, 
international buyers were bound by ‘strict rules governing publicity and 
reproduction. Photography and sketching were forbidden’. 93 The visitors 
paid ‘an entrance fee, called a caution’ in order to get access to the fashion 
shows.94 Having paid these fees, which were ‘deductible from purchases’, 
the international buyers were obliged to buy and thus ‘guaranteed minimum 
sales’ at the couturier.95 All international buyers who had been accepted 
received their buyer's card or ‘carte d’acheteur’ from the trade association 
La Chambre Syndicale de la Couture Parisienne before their arrival in 
Paris.96 Palmer further explains the purchasing process of haute couture 
during the seasonal fashion shows:  

 
When a buyer ordered a model, a toile (the design made up in muslin), or a 
patron á papier (a paper pattern), included with it was a référence. The 
référence gave all the details and costs of the construction, yardage, and 
sources for textiles, trims, buttons, and belts for the original. With this 
information, making a copy or knock-off was very easily accomplished as the 

                                                        
90 Caroline Evans, The Mechanical Smile: Modernism and the First Fashion Shows in France 
and America 1900-1929 (Yale University Press, New Haven, 2013), 164. 
91 Ibid, 165. 
92 Kawamura, Fashion-ology, 59. 
93 Ibid, 85. 
94 Palmer, Couture and Commerce, 76. More on the trade of haute couture can be found in 
Didier Grumbach, History of International Fashion (Northampton, Massachusetts: Interlink, 
2014). 
95 Ginette Spanier, “The Classical Tradition: Inside Couture” in Couture: An Illustrated 
History of the Great Paris Designers and Their Creations, ed. Ryth Lynam, (New York: 
Doubleday, 1972), 45; Palmer, Dior, 39. 
96 Spanier, “The Classical Tradition”, 45. 
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template was already purchased and the design house had no control over 
how it was used.97 

 
Evans depicts three categories of North American buyers: ‘ready-to-wear 
manufacturers’, ‘dressmakers’, and ‘department stores’.98 In the Swedish 
fashion press, however, only the dressmakers and department store buyers 
are mentioned in relation to the Parisian fashion houses. Nevertheless, my 
research reveals that a number of ready-to-wear manufacturers frequently 
visited the fashion shows in Paris. The lists of registered foreign buyers, the 
Cartes D’Acheteur Delivrees ou Renouvelees, drawn up by Chambre 
Syndicale de la Couture Parisienne include the following houses in April 
1948: clothing manufacturers, Bengtssons (Stockholm), Bengt Johanson at 
Trelleborgs Gummifabriks Aktiebolag  (Trelleborg), Béve (Stockholm), 
Fasilko (Gothenburg), AB E. Ohlssons (Malmö), Other Swedish buyers were 
dressmakers, such as Edman & Andersson (Stockholm), Ernest (Stockholm), 
La Parisienne (Stockholm), Märthaskolan (Stockholm), MEA (Stockholm), 
Mode Holengren (Stockholm), Nordiska Kompaniet (Stockholm), A-B Fr. V. 
Tunborg. In  November 1949: clothing manufacturers, Fasilko 
(Gothenburg), Gille-modeller (Stockholm), and Fougstedts (Malmö). Other 
Swedish buyers were dressmakers, such as MEA (Stockholm), Edman & 
Andersson (Stockholm), Esther Grandin (Stockholm), Holmbloms 
(Stockholm), and Nordiska Kompaniet (Stockholm).99  
 

Dressmakers and Department Store Buyers 
In Bonniers månadstidning, Swedish dressmakers and department store 
buyers were frequently portrayed as educators of style. Phrases such as: 
‘They have carefully selected, sorted out, and chosen the best for Sweden’;100  
 
 

                                                        
97 Palmer, Couture and Commerce, 77. 
98 Evans, The Mechanical Smile, 165. 
99 Chambre Syndicale de la Couture Parisienne, Cartes D’Acheteur Delivrees ou Renouvelees, 
April (1948), 28; November (1949), 18. In October 1948 only two buyers were listed. These 
were Maison Moller (Stockholm) and AB. Märthaskolan (Stockholm) in October (1948), 6. In 
November 1950 the following buyers were included in the these lists. Carolla Original 
(Stockholm), Edman & Andersson (Stockholm), Fasilko (Gothenburg), Fougstedts (Malmö), 
Gille-modeller (Stockholm), Masterhaud (Malmö), Modehuset AB Stil (Stockholm), 
Nordiska Kompaniet (Stockholm), Superkonfektion AB (Stockholm), Wallen Gerda 
(Stockholm), AB. J.A. Wettergren (Göteborg) in November (1950), 18. Dior Héritage 
Collection. 
100 [The original reads De har sovrat och valt det bästa för Sverige.] In Pia H. af S., 
“Höstmodet – hur blir det?: Kanske svenskt, kanske Italienskt?,” Bonniers månadstidning, 
September 1940, 12. 
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‘We must be thankful for their taste and secure judgments’;101 and ‘Once 
again, we admired the managers at the Swedish fashion houses and their 
trained skill to pick and choose’,102 confirm their role as tastemakers. In the 
October 1936 issue of Bonniers månadstidning one could read that Swedish 
buyers were considered even more skilled than the famed Parisian couturiers 
due to the fact that a buyer's: 

… anguish comes pretty close to the fashion creator’s own, but it is more 
complicated. We presuppose that the former, before carrying out his ideas, 
starts off from a particular idea of how the clothes should look, whereas the 
latter, due to the numerous reasons just intimated, tries to meet other people’s 
implicit opinions and desires.103 

 
This celebration of the buyers’ skills can be found in fashion press 
throughout the period, such as the November 1949 issue of Bonniers 
månadstidning, where journalist Ingrid Westerberg wrote: 

 
It is a pleasure to see it confirmed that we have such talented fashion people 
to count on, whose skills and knowledge of clothing and taste are not in 
competition with, but in response to, the intentions of gentlemen such as 
Dior, Fath and their consorts.104 

 
What is significant in the Swedish fashion press is the association of 
Swedish buyers with French couturiers, which also reinforced the persona 
and status of buyers.  
 

 

                                                        
101 [The original reads Än en gång har vi beundrat de svenska modehuschefernas upptränande 
skicklighet att välja och vraka.] In “Stockholmsk modekrönika,” Bonniers månadstidning,  
no 11, 1950, 68. 
102 [The original reads de skickliga inköparna som väljer och vrakar med säkert sinne.]  
In “Bäst klädd i hela världen,” Eva: Bonniers månadstidning, May 1956, 43. 
103 [The original reads Hans vånda kommer ganska nära modeskaparens egen, men den är 
mera komplicerad. Vi förutsätter nämligen att den förre utför sina idéer och går ut från en 
bestämd föreställning om hur kläderna skall vara, medan den senare av de många nyss 
antydda skälen snarare försöker att gå andras uttalande eller underförstådda önskningar till 
mötes.] In Célie Brunius, “Parismodet på Stockhomsparad,” Bonniers månadstidning,  
October 1936, 18. 
104 [The original reads Det är glädjande att konstatera att vi har så verkligt duktigt modefolk 
att räkna med som dem, vilka idag måste sätta upp egen kunnighet, klädsäkerhet och smak 
inte i konkurrensen mot utan i följsam lyhördhet för intentioner och signaler från herrar Dior, 
Fath et consortes.] In Ingrid Westerberg “Stockholmsk modekrönika,”  
Bonniers månadstidning. no 11, 1949, 92. 
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The Star Buyers: Marg von Schwerin and Kurt Jacobsson  
Two of the most written-about buyers were Marg von Schwerin and Kurt 
Jacobsson, whose presence in the fashion press distinguished them from 
other Swedish buyers.105  
 

Marg von Schwerin 
In 1927 the Countess Marg von Schwerin founded her business, creating 
reproductions of imported haute couture, which appealed to the Swedish 
aristocracy. Besides its French studio, the dressmaker studio Märthaskolan 
in Stockholm also provided courses in sewing and pattern design. Due to the 
importation of haute couture, courses at Märthaskolan were based on 
traditional French craftsmanship. Likewise, Marg von Schwerin introduced a 
ready-to-wear line, Märthakonfektion (fig 3.9). Other collaborations and 
activities include the Stockholm Exhibition of 1930, where Märthaskolan 
had its own pavilion.106 Märthakonfektion was also one of 12 ready-to-wear 
producers exhibited during the anniversary exhibition ‘100 år och sedan...’ at 
Liljevalchs konsthall in 1945. In 1941, Märthaskolan introduced the 
women’s guide to handicraft, Märthaskolans handbok i sömnad, stickning, 
virkning, vävning, which was also used in its sewing school.107 This book can 
be interpreted through the lens of national propaganda for care of clothing 
during the war years. Furthermore, Marg von Schwerin contributed a chapter 
to the anthology Alla kvinnors bok: skönhet, stil, hälsa, kläder, etikett (The 
all women’s book), by Bonniers månadstidning’s editor, Célie Brunius. This 
publication was a style guide for Sweden’s women and included themes 
related to ‘beauty, style, health, clothing, and etiquette’.108 Taken together, all 
these activities show how von Schwerin was involved in fashion production 
that ranged from high to mass market fashion, and was thus a leading voice 
in the field and the formulation of design and style qualities.   
 

                                                        
105 I.W., “Blixtintervju med tre av Stockholms ‘Franska’ modechefer”,  
Bonniers månadstidning, no 4, 1951, 55. 
106 Viola Germain, ”Märthaskolan,” in Kläder, ed. Ingrid Bergman (Stockholm: Nordiska 
Museet Fataburen, 1988), 168. 
107 Marg von Schwerin, Märthaskolans handbook i sömnad, stickning, virkning, vävning 
(Stockholm: Richerts, 1941). 
108 Célie Brunius, Alla kvinnors bok: skönhet, stil, hälsa, kläder, etikett (Malmö: Richters 
Förlag, 1944). 
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Figure 3.9 Advertisement for Märthaskolan’s ready-to-wear line, Märthakon-
fektion, that was launched in the early 1940s. Source: Bonniers månadstidning, 
October 1945, 31. 

 

Kurt Jacobsson 
Kurt Jacobsson was the director of the French dressmaker studio (NK:s 
franska) at the department store Nordiska Kompaniet between 1917 and 
1967. Its original Stureplan store had carried haute couture since its opening 
in 1902. Madame Suzanne ran this couture department and her assistant was 
Kurt Jacobsson before he left for studies in Paris (at Liberty, Rodier and 
Lucile) in 1911.109 With the opening of NK’s new Hamngatan store, the 
couture department moved to the second floor in this new modern building. 
In 1917, Jacobsson returned from Paris and began his new role as director of 
the couture department.110 During the next 50 years he became the 
spokesman for the importation of haute couture and as such was referred to 
in fashion journalism as the ‘oracle’ or ‘our own king of fashion’.111  
 

                                                        
109 Ann Marie Herlitz-Gezelius, Åren som gått: Nordiska Kompaniet (Lund: Signum, 1992), 
56. 
110 Ibid. 
111 In ”Mannekänguppvisning på Grand Hotel Royal,” in SF Veckorevy, 1953-10-26, Journal  
Digital; Irma Grandinson, “Vad tror Kurt på i vår?,” Eva: Bonniers månadstidning, May 
1955, 54–55. 
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In the post-war period, the fashion press coverage of haute couture buyers 
increased noticeably. This shift occurred when Dior was legitimated by the 
international fashion press between 1947 and 1957. From an anonymous 
identity, the buyer’s persona reached that of a star quality. For example, a 
fashion spread in Bonniers månadstidning had the following caption: ‘What 
has Kurt brought home from Paris? What are his thoughts about this 
spring?’112 This two-page spread illustrates the star status of the buyers, not 
least due to the fact that Jacobsson was referred to by only his first name. In 
the same report, he is described as the ‘expert’ and the ‘oracle’ (fig 3.10).113 
This spread also highlights how he was, in the word of Bourdieu, ‘endowed 
with value in the field’s own economy. This confers properly cultural value 
on the producers by endowing them with marks of distinction (a speciality, a 
manner, a style)’.114  

 
Figure 3.10 ‘Kurt’ (Jacobsson), director at the French dressmaker studio in the 
Nordiska Kompaniet department store, was a known buyer of haute couture and      
a media personality. Source: In Irma Grandinson, “Vad tror Kurt på i vår?,”     
Eva: Bonniers månadstidning, May 1955, 54–55. 
 

                                                        
112 [The original reads Vad har Kurt tagit hem från Paris?.] In Irma Grandinson, “Vad tror 
Kurt på i vår?,” Eva: Bonniers månadstidning, May 1955, 54. 
113 Ibid. 
114 Bourdieu, Cultural Production, 117. 
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The Rational Clothing Manufacturer  
Apart from those high fashion profiles with dominant positions, such as the 
French couturiers and dressmakers and department store buyers, other 
participants in the Swedish field of fashion production were the clothing 
manufacturers. This category of producer was positioned opposite to the 
buyers and thus closer to the ‘commercial pole’ and representing large-scale 
production.115 In The Field of Cultural Production: Essays on Art and 
Literature, Bourdieu describes this distinction between ‘“genuine” art and 
“commercial” art’ as an ‘opposition between ordinary entrepreneurs seeking 
immediate economic profit and cultural entrepreneurs struggling to 
accumulate specifically cultural capital, albeit at the cost of temporarily 
renouncing economic profit’.116 This argument explains the absence of 
clothing manufacturers in the Swedish fashion press prior to the post-war 
period. In their role as manufacturers of clothing, they were not included in 
the consecration of belief in high fashion. Rather they are acknowledged for 
their rational skills as clothing manufactures, as Bonniers månadstidning 
wrote in its June 1945 issue:  
 

As the saying goes, every cloud has a silver lining. Apart from material 
shortages and other difficulties brought on by the war, our Swedish clothing 
industry has been given a great opportunity to assert itself on the market 
without any foreign competition. The opportunity has to be taken, in a way 
that gives reason to believe that male manufacturers can face the near future 
with tranquillity, that will not only bring the free importation of textiles but 
also competition with foreign clothing.117 
 

This citation illustrates the trade situation in the post-war period as well as 
the growth of the clothing industry. These ‘male manufacturers’ were judged 
by their performance as clothing producers whose firms are ‘competing with 
foreign clothing’.118 The language used describes a clothing culture 
permeated by production-related words such as ‘importation of fabrics’, 

                                                        
115 Bourdieu, Cultural Production, 49. 
116 Ibid, 82–83. 
117 [The original reads Intet ont som inte har något gott med sig, säger ett gammalt ordspråk. 
Förutom alla besvärligheter som detta krig medfört för vår svenska konfektionsindustri i form 
av materialbrist o.s.v så har det dock samtidigt haft en god sak med sig: den strålande 
chansen för inhemska kläder att hävda sig i marknaden utan utländska konkurrens.  
Den chansen har tillvaratagits på ett sät, som ger anledning förmoda, att herrar fabrikanter 
med ganska stort lugn kan se mot den inte alltför avlägset hägrande framtid, som inte bara 
kommer att medföra fri införsel av tyger, utan också av konkurrerande utländska kläder.]  
In Nennette, ‟Chansen som gavs och togs – våra inhemska kläder hävdar sig i marknaden,” in 
Bonniers månadstidning, June 1945, 50. 
118 Ibid. 
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‘competition’, and ‘the market’.119 Clearly, the fashion magazine Bonniers 
månadstidning made a distinction between high fashion and mass fashion (in 
this case Swedish ready-made clothing). Consequently, the clothing 
manufacturers were depicted as producers of clothing, but not of fashion 
since they were lacking in the sort of symbolic values identified in theories 
of cultural production. They are described in terms of their rational skills 
rather than as artists.  
 
These findings show the structure of the field and how the entrepreneurs 
occupied a less dominant position. These examples also reflect the tensions 
between art and industry, as Emma Stenström observes: 
 

If the basic idea of art is something unique, free and original, the basic notion 
of businesses is rather the opposite. Companies are often associated with the 
instrumental and the rational. It is about profitability, analysis and 
calculations, and rational argument. Running a company is considered 
something to be planned, controlled and reasonable, which is reflected in 
business management theory. 120 

 
According to Stenström, who cites Sven-Eric Liedman, ‘the modern artist 
and the creator of the modern engineer seemed to be farther apart than any 
other professionals’.121 Therefore, ‘originality became the norm and the 
beacon of renewal. Liedman called it the completed divorce, but considering 
that, it also was the starting point of the drama that continues to this day’.122 
More specifically, this argument relates to Bourdieu’s theories on cultural 
production. He distinguishes between ‘high-brow’ and ‘middle-brow’ 
culture, where the latter is defined ‘in its ideal-typical form, [as] aimed at a 
public frequently referred to as ‟average”[moyen]’.123 He uses the terms 
‘restricted production’ and ‘large-scale production’.124 These two levels of 

                                                        
119 In Nennette, ‟Chansen som gavs och togs – våra inhemska kläder hävdar sig i marknaden,” 
in Bonniers månadstidning, June 1945, 50. 
120 [The original reads Om grundföreställningen om konst är att det handlar om något unikt, 
fritt och originellt, är grundföreställningen om företag närmast den motsatta. Företag 
förknippas ofta med det instrumentella och rationella. Det handlar om att nå lönsamhet, göra 
analyser och beräkningar samt kunna argumentera på rationella grunder. Att driva företag 
anses vara något planerat, kontrollerat och fömuftsbaserat, vilket syns inte minst i 
företagsledningsteorin.] In Emma Stenström, “Konstiga företag” (PhD diss., Ekonomiska 
forskningsinstitutet vid Handelshögsk. (EFI), Handelshögskolan, Stockholm, 2000), 50. 
121 [The original reads den moderne konstskaparen och den moderne ingenjören tycktes 
befinna sig längre bort från varandra än några andra yrkeskategorier.] In ibid, 53. 
122 [The original reads Originaliteten blev norm och förnyelsen ledstjärna. Liedman kallar det 
den fullbordade skilsmässan, men menar samtidigt att det också blev startpunkten på det 
drama som pågår än idag.] In ibid. 
123 Bourdieu, Cultural Production, 125. 
124 Ibid. 
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production can be translated into fashion terms as high fashion (haute 
couture) and mass-fashion (ready-to-wear). In this relation, it is ready-to-
wear fashion that is defined as commercial. More importantly, in the words 
of Bourdieu, ‘middle-brow culture is objectively condemned to define itself 
in relation to legitimate culture; this is so in the field of production as well as 
consumption’.125 Bourdieu explains that ‘middle-brow art cannot renew its 
techniques and themes without borrowing from high art [---] this includes 
“adapting”’.126 Another distinction between these fields of production, ‘the 
restricted’ and the ‘large-scale’, are their target groups. As Bourdieu argues, 
large-scale production is in the hands of its public, whose taste and demands 
drive their products.127 For these producers it was crucial to adapt to current 
trends.128  
 
However, although the entrepreneur was lacking endorsement from fashion 
magazines such as Bonniers månadstidning, other fashion press emphasised 
the belief in mass fashion. Consequently, in these fashion reports the 
entrepreneurs were endowed with skills beyond merely industrial clothing 
production, and described as entrepreneurs with creative skills, similar to 
dressmakers and department store buyers. A six-page spread in Stil magazine 
from 1950 featured six clothing manufacturers who were highlighted as 
‘fashion creators’, and their business relationships with Parisian couturiers 
were acknowledged (fig. 3.11–3.13). For example, Mr Gille, the founder of 
Gille-modeller, was promoted for his ‘unique skills’ in ‘translating the latest 
fashion trends from Paris’.129 Like Parisian couturiers, these firms were 
named after their founders, as in the case of Saléns, named after Sven Salén.  
 
These findings are not typical examples, since having entrepreneurs 
represented in a photographic portrait with a short biography right next to a 
fashion illustration was unusual in fashion journalism of the period. This 
spread in the department store magazine, Stil, was representative of the genre 
of fashion press that was rather sales driven in its approach, and might 
explain this explicit celebration of Swedish entrepreneurs. According to 
Bourdieu there is a variety in styles between the various genres of fashion 
press, with ‘celebratory discourse’ being far more ‘soberly descriptive’ in 
high fashion magazines.130 One can consider these ready-to-wear 
manufacturers as newcomers. This fashion article highlights the struggle 
                                                        
125 Bourdieu, Cultural Production, 129. 
126 Ibid. 
127 Ibid, 125. 
128 Ibid. 
129 [The original reads med en speciell förmåga att ‘översätta’ Paris till elegant svenska.] In 
Stil, våren–sommaren 1950. 
130 [The original reads celebreringsdiskurs; sobert deskriptiv.] In Bourdieu, “Modeskaparen 
och hans märke,” 90. 
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between the haute couture buyers and entrepreneurs within the field, and is 
an example of what Bourdieu describes as a ‘negative strategy’ conducted by 
newcomers to a field.131 As newcomers, Bourdieu argues, the entrepreneurs 
needed to show off in order to prove their supremacy.132 

                                                        
131 Bourdieu, “Modeskaparen och hans märke,” 90. 
132 Ibid, 82. 
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Figure 3.11 The entrepreneurs Sven Salén at Saléns and Carl Gille at Gillemodeller. 
The motto of Saléns was ‘beautiful yet elegant clothing’ and Gillemodeller was 
acknowledged for its ‘exclusive ready-made clothes’. Source: “Stockholmska 
modeprofiler,” in Stil, våren–sommaren 1950. 

 
Figure 3.12 Erik Öhman at Béve and Erling Richard at Erling Richard. This article 
stressed that Béve was the first ready-made firm to work with Parisian couturiers. 
Source: “Stockholmska modeprofiler,” in Stil, våren–sommaren 1950. 
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Figure 3.13 Erik Falkenborg at Bengtssons and Olle Åkerlund at Martins. 
According to this article the firm Bengtsson had a preference for ‘joyful yet 
unconventional’ clothes. Source: “Stockholmska modeprofiler,” in Stil, våren–
sommaren 1950. 
 
This section has clearly demonstrated that the participants in the Swedish 
field of fashion were divided into two: the couturier as ‘artist’ (in haute 
couture) and the commercial designer (in ready-to-wear).  

The Fashion Show: The ‘Ceremony of Consecration’133 

This section examines the Swedish participants' shows with respect to 
reports on fashion shows in the Swedish fashion press. As was outlined in 
the previous section, the participants present in the Swedish field of fashion 
were the haute couture buyers, dressmakers and department stores buyers, 
and the clothing manufacturers. Although the Swedish textile and clothing 
industries were organised by Konfektionsindustriföreningen (founded in 
1941)134, there was no central institution for the co-ordination or organisation 
of Swedish fashion events. Still, there is evidence that fashion shows were 
held on a regular basis in the Swedish capital. Two major themes of fashion 
shows have been identified from the media reports on these events; these 
were the haute couture buyers' shows and clothing manufacturers’ shows. 

                                                        
133 Entwistle and Rocamora, “Field of Fashion,” 735. 
134 Sven Cele, Tekoindustrierna 1907–2007 (Stockholm: Tekoindustrierna, 2007), 7, 25. 
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Kawamura defines the fashion show as ‘a presentation of merchandise on 
live models’.135 Her definition is used here when investigating the fashion 
shows that were organised in Sweden between 1930 and 1960. 
 

Haute Couture Buyers’ Shows  
Each season, Swedish journalists and editors wrote with enthusiasm about 
the up-coming fashion shows at the haute couture buyers' shows 
(dressmakers and department stores buyers) in Stockholm. The following 
example of journalist Marga Rydeberg’s poetic prose describes how: 
 

Twice a year the major fashion houses of the chorus sing their eternal songs 
of Autumn News and Spring Elegance, to lure every woman with centuries of 
inherited sensitivity […] devoutly, as in church, one lines up on hard wooden 
chairs to watch, with shining eyes, the beautiful mannequins … swim by like 
shimmering fish in an aquarium.136 
 

These shows displayed Parisian designs from both original models and paper 
patterns that were purchased in the French capital. As Rocamora argues, ‘in 
the French newspaper, the fashion show, more than just being a showing of 
clothes, becomes accounted among the ranks of high culture, like, for 
example opera or theatre’.137 Palmer also makes the associations with 
classical music when she claims:  
 

Haute couture consumption was like a classical music composition. It began 
with an overture, the presentation of the designs in a fashion show. This was 
followed by a series of formalized movements within which the players each 
contributed to the sale. At the crescendo of the performance, the consumer, 
wearing the dress, entered society and had a public reception.138 

 
Similar examples can be found in the reports of haute couture buyers' shows 
in Stockholm, such as the caption ‘Fashion overture by Märthaskolan’ in 
Svenska Dagbladet from 11 September 1957.139 

                                                        
135 Kawamura, Fashion-ology, 83. 
136 [The original reads Två gånger om året, då de stora modehusen i kör sjunger sina eviga 
sånger om Höstnytt och Vårelegans lystrar varje kvinna med sedan århundraden nedärvd 
lyhördhet [---] Andäktigt som i kyrkan radar man alltså upp sig på de hårda trästolarna och 
betraktar med lysande ögon de sköna mannekänger som delfinerar, nej simmar, förbi som 
skimmrande fiskar i ett akvarium.] In Marga Rydeberg, “Moderond i Stockholm,” Bonniers 
månadstidning, April 1944, 34. 
137 Rocamora, ”High Fashion and Pop Fashion,”, 125. 
138 Palmer, Couture and Commerce, 41.  
139 [The original reads Modeovertyr hos Märthaskolan.] In –y., “Modeovertyr hos 
Märthaskolan,” Svenska Dagbladet, September 11, 1945, 12. 
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Figure 3.14 This fashion illustration by Göta Trägårdh in 1935 is a significant 
example of the regular reports from the Swedish haute couture buyers’ shows in 
Stockholm. In this particular spread two dresses by N.K French department made 
after the original design by Mainbocher are shown. Source: “Från parismodets 
stockholmspremiärer,” Bonniers månadstidning, October 1935, 15. 
 
The characteristics of a fashion show originate from around 1900 and, as 
Evans points out, the format was not only theatrical but also an important 
trade event, and ‘a hinge between commerce and culture [---] and an 
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essential form of marketing and promotion’.140 As Kawamura argues: ‘Short-
term success does not guarantee an enduring reputation. Having a fashion 
show every season is one of the tactics to maintain reputation in the world of 
French fashion’.141 According to Evans, the modern fashion show developed 
during the nineteenth century alongside the development of the Parisian 
haute couture system.142 This is also how fashion events were organised in 
Stockholm. About one month after the shows took place in Paris, the 
Swedish buyers presented the creations they had purchased in Paris to their 
local audiences. In Sweden, access to a show was by invitation only, and 
thus the show was not open to the public. What also distinguished the 
Swedish shows from the French was that both private clients and journalists 
from fashion journals and newspapers were invited to the same show. These 
seasonal fashion shows were certainly a major marketing tool and Palmer 
describes how, in the 1950s, local shows in North America helped to 
establish the local store and ‘[...] promoted a store’s image locally and 
nationally as an arbiter of taste and purveyor of quality goods’.143 Similarly, 
the Swedish shows of the 1930s were well attended by the media, and the 
Swedish journals always based their seasonal fashion reports on the 
collections presented by the major dressmakers’ firms, such as Märthaskolan 
and NK’s Franska. With headlines such as ‘Parismodet på Stockholmsparad’ 
(‘Paris Fashion on a Stockholm Parade’); ‘Modevår i Stockholm’ 
(‘Springtime Fashion in Stockholm’); ‘Stockholmsk modekrönika’ 
(‘Stockholm Fashion Report’); ‘Stockholm visar vårfranskt’ (‘Stockholm is 
showing the French Spring’); and ‘Fransk enkelhet i Stockholm’ (‘French 
Simplicity in Stockholm’), imported haute couture dominated the fashion 
scene throughout these years.144 As Palmer notes ‘imported haute couture 
was the centrepiece’ and consequently received the largest attention.145 This 
was the case in Sweden in the 1930s, too. What can be concluded is that 
these importers of haute couture model dresses achieved a dominant position 
through reproducing French couture models for their domestic market. In 
other words, they gained a voice in the field by introducing French fashion 
to Sweden. This was, to quote Bourdieu, a subversion strategy in order to 
                                                        
140 Evans, The Mechanical Smile, 11–12. 
141 Kawamura, Fashion-ology, 55. 
142 Evans, The Mechanical Smile, 2. 
143 Palmer, Couture and Commerce, 134. 
144 Célie Brunius, “Parismodet på Stockholmsparad,” Bonniers månadstidning, October 1936, 
17; Ingrid Westerberg, “Modevår i Stockholm,” Bonniers månadstidning, no 4, 1950, 66; 
Ingrid Westerberg, “Stockholmsk modekrönika,” Bonniers månadstidning, no 11, 1950, 68; 
Ingrid Westerberg, “Stockholm visar vårfranskt,” Bonniers månadstidning, no 5, 1954, 48. 
Other examples include: Yvette, “Exklusivt Stockholmsmod från Paris,” Bonniers 
månadstidning, April 1934, 13–16, 55; Célie Brunius, “Parismodet på Stockholmsparad,” 
Bonniers månadstidning, October 1936, 17; Célie Brunius, ‟Parismodets 
Stockholmspremiärer,” Bonniers månadstidning, April 1939, 18–19. 
145 Palmer, Couture and Commerce, 124. 
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gain a position in the field.146 This strategy was successful not only because 
of the strong influences of the Parisian fashion designers but also due to the 
relatively weak design traditions in Sweden during the period.  
 
For Kawamura, engaging with Bourdieu’s work, the diffusion of fashion is 
the mechanism whereby a designer becomes legitimated. She explains how 
‘after clothes are manufactured, they go through the transformation process 
and the mechanism of fashion production, passing through different 
institutions’, and it is this process that distinguishes fashion from clothing.147 
More importantly, before any garment can be defined as a fashion garment it 
must ‘pass the criteria set by gatekeepers of fashion’.148 These gatekeepers 
are those who set the rules about taste and, as Kawamura notes, ‘determine 
which items of clothing will be defined as fashion and fashionable’.149 
Rocamora and Entwistle also claim that fashion week (in their specific case, 
London Fashion Week) has a central function ‘to produce, reproduce and 
legitimate the field of fashion and the positions of those players within it’.150  
Drawing on Bourdieu’s work on the creation of ‘collective belief’, the 
fashion show can be described as a significant ‘value-added operations’, 
which contributes to the creation and circulation of symbolic capital.151 As 
Entwistle and Rocamora argue, a fashion show ‘is an important moment 
within the life of the industry’ and as such ‘widely featured in the press’.152 
 
Entwistle and Rocamora note, by citing Bourdieu and Kawamura, how 
fashion shows ‘are now important for the consecration of key players and 
their reproduction in the field of fashion’.153 This ceremony, except from 
legitimating or sanctifying the players, makes ‘visible the field’ since, as 
Entwistle and Rocamora argue, ‘the relational positions between players are, 
however, most visibly reproduced within the confines of the catwalk theatre, 
where hierarchies of time and space are enacted that replicate the power held 
by different players’.154  
 
There is no evidence that the Swedish shows of the 1930s were collectively 
named as ‘Stockholm Fashion Week’; however, some reports emphasised 
that these shows lasted for seven days by saying that ‘the prestigious fashion 

                                                        
146 Bourdieu, Sociology, 133. 
147 Kawamura, Fashion-ology, 73. 
148 Ibid. 
149 Ibid. 
150 Entwistle and Rocamora, ” Field of Fashion,” 736. 
151 [The original reads värdehöjande operationer.] In Bourdieu, “Modeskaparen och hans 
märke,” 119. 
152 Entwistle and Rocamora, ” Field of Fashion,” 736. 
153 Ibid, 743. 
154 Ibid, 748. 
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houses in Stockholm have within less than a week shown original Parisian 
fashion as well as imitations of Parisian models’.155 Signature C. B-s’ wrote 
in April 1938 how ‘in a single week thousands of new spring fashion models 
of renowned Parisian signatures have passed before our fashion-hungry 
eyes’.156 While today’s fashion weeks in various capitals are institutionally 
supported by national fashion councils, in the 1930s European capitals did 
not yet have a central institution to promote fashion. Instead, the major 
fashion shows hosted in the early twentieth century were less formally 
structured. In the 1930s, it was only a small group of high-end dressmakers 
with French departments that were reported in the Swedish fashion press. 
Among them was Edman & Andersson, A-B Fr. V. Tunborg & Co, 
Märthaskolan, MEA: Militär-Ekiperings A.B., Augusta Lundin (Maison 
Augusta), and Leja-Magasinet.  
 

Fashion Shows during Wartime 
In spite of the war, and the occupation of Paris, Swedish haute couture 
buyers (dressmakers and department stores buyers) continued to organise 
regular fashion shows. The significance of these events is confirmed by a 
report in Bonniers månadstidning’s from October 1944:  
 

As surely as the autumn leaves begin to fall in September, in shimmering 
colours and glorious for our eyes, just as surely come the autumn fashions. 
Once again, to our surprise, like a generous hand that guides it up onto the 
stage, winter warmth for our needs and appealing to our minds. Whatever 
happens in the world, and however it closes its borders, clothes will still 
appear [---] But there is something missing this time. There was neither 
France, nor French couture nor French taste, esprit and elegance. Not a single 
model, toile or journal has been released from this country, that for centuries 
has had the task of creating fashion.157 

 
                                                        
155 [The original reads har de ledande stockholmska modefirmorna inom mindre än en vecka 
visat upp parisiska och av Paris inspirerade modeller.] In Yvette, “Stockholm presenterar 
Parismodet,” Bonniers månadstidning, April 1935, 14. 
156 [The original reads på en enda vecka har tusen nya vårmodeller av berömd parisisk 
signatur dragit förbi våra modehungriga ögon.] In C. B-s., “Parismodet i Stockholm,” in 
Bonniers månadstidning, April 1938, 40. 
157 [The original reads Lika visst som höstlöven börjar dala ned i september, färgskimrande 
och praktfulla för våra ögon, lika visst kommer höstmodet. Med en generös hand ledes det 
fram på uppvisningsestraden, ständigt nytt till vår förvåning, vintervarmt för vårt behov och 
lockande för vår håg. Hur världen än ter sig och hur den än stänger sina gränser visas ändå 
kläder [---] Men där saknades ändå något denna gång. Där saknades Frankrike, fransk 
couture, fransk smak, espri och elegans. Inte en enda modell, toile eller journal har släppts ut 
ur detta land som dock i sekler haft uppgiften att kreera och signera modet.] In I. af S. 
”Höstlöv och höstkläder: Lockande för vår håg.’] Bonniers månadstidning, October 1940, 3. 
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This report shows the challenges importers faced during wartime due to the 
lack of original Paris designs. Nevertheless, Sweden had access to French 
fashion reports due to its own neutral position. The above-mentioned report 
in Bonniers månadstidning from October 1944 informed its readers that two 
original models from two Paris houses, Lanvin and Alix, had arrived in 
Sweden after a ‘detour to America’.158 However, the access to original 
French design was clearly limited. The situation was also illustrated in 
another report in Bonniers månadstidning: ‘This autumn a Swedish fashion 
cocktail ‒ with a little Italian and Swiss lace, and maybe ‒ you should never 
give up hope! ‒ even French.’159 According to journalist, Marga Rydberg at 
Bonniers månadstidning, some of the Swedish fashion studios such as 
Märthaskolan, Edman & Anderson and MEA had access to ‘original 
sketches’ and ‘French toiles’ from Paris.160 ‘Schiaparelli at Märthaskolan’, 
‘Paquin models at Edman & Andersson’ or ‘Balenciaga at MEA’ are all 
examples of the original models that were bought by Swedish fashion 
studios in 1944.161  
 

The Salon 
These shows by Swedish haute couture buyers were held in the firms’ own 
salons. The influence of Parisian couturiers was therefore significant. A 
journalist, writing under the pseudonym Yvette, illustrated the influence of 
Parisian couture when referring to ‘the major fashion shows, first in Paris 
then here at home’.162 In addition, Bonniers månadstidning placed an 
illustration from a Christian Dior show on its cover in October 1947 (fig 
3.15). The references to high culture and art were present in these reports, 
such as in the October 1931 issue of Bonniers månadstidning: ‘Stockholm 
has experienced a solid winter season in the theatres, incessant premieres 
and the major fashion firms’ formal fashion shows.’163 These shows were 

                                                        
158 [The original reads en omväg över Amerika.] In I. af S. ”Höstlöv och höstkläder: Lockande 
för vår håg.’] Bonniers månadstidning, October 1940, 3. 
159 [The original reads höstens svenska modecocktail – med en liten spets av italienskt och 
scheweiziskt, samt kanske – man skall aldrig ge upp hoppet! – även franskt.’] In Pia H. af S., 
‘Höstmodet – hur blir det?: Kanske svenskt, kanske italienskt.’, Bonniers månadstidning, 
September 1940, 16 
160 [The original reads Orginalteckningar, franska toiler.] In Marga Rydeberg, “Moderond i 
Stockholm,” Bonniers månadstidning, April 1944, 34. 
161 [The original reads Schiaparelli hos Märthaskolan; Paquin model hos Edman & 
Andersson; ‘Balenciaga at MEA.] In Marga Rydeberg, “Moderond i Stockholm,” Bonniers 
månadstidning, April 1944 35. 
162 [The original reads de stora modevisningarna först i Paris, sedan här hemma.] In Yvette 
‟Modets senaste idéer,” Bonniers månadstidning, October 1930, 42. 
163 [The original reads har Stockholm upplevat en komprimerad vintersäsong i teatrarnas 
ideliga premiärer och stora modefirmornas högtidliga modelluppvisningar.] In Yvette, ‟Från 
Stockholmska modepremiärer,” Bonniers månadstidning, October 1931, 14. 
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celebrated with phrases such as ‘Märthaskolan began with the usual 
magnificent show’.164 According to Bourdieu’s theories, Märthaskolan 
occupied a dominant position since ‘it’s possible to predict, or at least to 
understand, the aesthetic positions they will adopt, as expressed in the 
adjectives used to describe their products or in any other indicator’.165  
 

                                                        
164 [The original reads Märthaskolan inledde med sedvanlig magnifik uppvisning.] In 
“Parisiskt i Stockholm,” Bonniers månadstidning, October 1945, 40. 
165 Bourdieu, Sociology, 134. 
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3.16–3.18).166 These reports often consisted of a mix of illustrations and 
photographs from the catwalks but also a combination of original haute 
couture design and reproductions by Swedish dressmakers, which were 
placed side by side and thus valued equally. This particular report included a 
summary of the dressmakers' studios Edman & Andersson, Nordiska 
Kompaniet, Märthaskolan, and Tunborg’s, as well as their collection reports 
from the spring shows in Stockholm. Journalist Ingrid Westerberg reported 
how: 
 

It is also a pleasure to have the opportunity in the same display to compare 
Balmain with Dior and Fath, but also to enjoy watching Patou’s new deal, 
while NK’s own garments hold such a high standard that one can easily 
confuse them.167  

 

 
Figure 3.16 On the left an ‘original design’ by Christian Dior, created by the 
dressmaker’s studio Edman & Anderson. Source: Ingrid Westerberg, “Stockholm 
visar vårfranskt,” in Bonniers månadstidning, no 5, 1954, 44–45. 
 

                                                        
166 [The original reads Stockholm visar vårfranskt.] In Ingrid Westerberg, “Stockholm visar 
vårfranskt,” Bonniers månadstidning, no 5, 1954, 44–49. 
167 [The original reads Det är också roligt att på samma visning få jämföra Balmain med Dior 
och Fath och att få titta på Patous nya giv samtidigt som NK:s egna plagg håller en så hög 
standard att man kan våga en förväxling.] In ibid, 48. 
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Figure 3.17 Märthaskolan’s collection consisted of a carrot-coloured coat by Dana 
(No 1), an evening gown inspired by Fath (No 2), and a dress in organza, which was 
an original design by Dior (No 3). Source: Ingrid Westerberg, “Stockholm visar 
vårfranskt,” Bonniers månadstidning, no 5, 1954, 46–47. 
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Figure 3.18 Original designs by NK’s French department are shown side by side 
with leading Parisian couturiers. To the right a tweed suit by NK dressmakers. 
Source: Ingrid Westerberg, “Stockholm visar vårfranskt,” in Bonniers 
månadstidning, no 5, 1954, 48–49. 
 
As Palmer describes, European and American department stores were 
important mediators of Parisian haute couture. Their haute couture displays 
were ‘seen by stores, and especially by department stores, as cultural 
capital’.168 Palmer notes how ‘the value of featuring couture in fashion shows 
[---] went beyond dollars and cents’.169 In Sweden, the most important 
national department store during this period was Nordiska Kompaniet. In 
September 1915 the daily paper Svenska Dagbladet reported from the 
inauguration of Stockholm’s new shopping palace where the first Swedish 
escalator ‘the rolling ladder’ was installed.170 Connected to the couture salons 
one could find the jewellery department and also an elegant and relaxing 
tearoom.171 In the early 1900s, before modelling became a profession, 
department stores like NK had their staff walking the aisles as mannequins.172  
The dressmaker firm Märthaskolan was, from its start in 1927, located at 
Birger Jarlsgatan 16 in central Stockholm. Seven years later, in 1934, 
Märthaskolan opened its couture department on the second floor, in the 
                                                        
168 Palmer, Couture and Commerce, 71. 
169 Ibid. 
170 Svenska Dagbladet, September 21, 1915, 8.  
171 Broschyr: Beskrifning öfver Aktiebolaget Nordiska Kompaniets Affärshus, Nordiska 
Kompaniet (Stockholm, 1915), 7, 11. 
172 Herlitz-Gezelius, Åren som gått, 58. 
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Ostermanska building at Birger Jarlsgatan 18.173 Märthaskolan introduced 
original designs and prototypes from a range of Parisian couturiers such as 
Balenciaga, Dior, Patou, Molyneux, Lelong, Vionnet, Schiaparelli, Paquin, 
Iréne Dana, de Rauch, Mainbocher, Rochas, and Manquin.174 The fashion 
shows at both NK and Märthaskolan were primarily held in their own salons. 
Their interiors were inspired by the sophisticated settings of Parisian houses. 
In November 1936, the opening of Edman & Anderson’s new studio was 
described in Bonniers månadstidning, which highlighted its ‘elegant 
interiors’ (fig 3.19).175 The Nordiska Kompaniet couture department was 
called ‘the pearl grey salon’, and decorated in a traditional style with sober 
colours (fig 3.20).176  
 
In the April 1947 issue of Bonniers månadstidning, the readers were 
provided with a glimpse of the elegant salons at Christian Dior, described as: 
‘[...] in snow white with aristocratic carvings, magnificent gilded sconces 
and graceful chandeliers’. The decor was described as follows: ‘Curtains and 
drapes are in silver satin as well as the armchairs. The soft carpets are 
equally delicate in pearl grey’.177 According to Palmer, Dior stressed that he 
‘[...] wanted decor that would “not distract the eye from my clothes, which 
after all were to be the focal point of the proceedings”’.178 Palmer adds a 
consumer’s perspective when she suggests that ‘the lavish decor was 
intended to reflect the lifestyle of those buying the clothes’.179 In this matter, 
Bourdieu argued that the salon symbolically reflected the value and status of 
a couturier. 180  

                                                        
173 Germain, ”Märthaskolan,” 163, 165, 168. 
174 Ibid, 168. 
175 “Sett, hört och läst,” Bonniers månadstidning, November 1936, 8. 
176 [The original reads pärlgrå salongen.] In Herlitz-Gezelius, Åren som gått, 66. 
177 [The original reads i snövitt med förnäma sniderier, med förgyllda praktlampetter och 
graciösa kristallkronor. Gardiner och draperier är i silverfärgad satin liksom fåtöljerna. De 
mjuka mattorna är i lika ömtåligt pärlgrått. In Jean de France, “Christian Dior - en ny stjärna 
på pariscouturens himlavalv,” Bonniers månadstidning, April 1947, 54.  
178 Palmer, Dior, 24.  
179 Palmer, Couture and Commerce, 58. 
180 Bourdieu, “Modeskaparen och hans märke,” 89. 
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Figure 3.19 The interior at Edman & Anderson’s couture department in 1936. 
Source: Bonniers månadstidning, November 1936, 8. 

 
Figure 3.20 The ‘Pearl grey salon’ at Nordiska Kompaniet’s couture department 
(NK:s Franska Damskrädderi). Source: NK arkivet, Grå album, 1939. 
 
In 1956, when Märthaskolan launched its boutique fashion range, it also 
introduced fashion shows that were held in its new tea salon.181 The second 
floor housed this elegant salon decorated by the famed architect Björn 
Thulin (fig 3.21).182 Lunch and tea were served daily, Monday to Friday 

                                                        
181 Eva: Bonniers månadstidning, December 1955, 75. 
182 Inga-Lisa Bondeson, “Lunchvrå på Märthaskolan,” Eva: Bonniers månadstidning, May 
1955, 96; Eva: Bonniers månadstidning, May 1959, 77. 
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between 1 pm and 3 pm, and during their meal guests could watch 
mannequins walk between the tables modelling the latest boutique fashion.183 
  
 

                                                        
183 Inga-Lisa Bondeson, “Lunchvrå på Märthaskolan,” Eva: Bonniers månadstidning, May 
1955, 96; Eva: Bonniers månadstidning, May 1959, 77. 
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Figure 3.21 Advertisement of a public fashion show at Märthaskolan’s tearoom. 
Source: Eva: Bonniers månadstidning, December 1955, 75. 
 

Clothing Manufacturers’ Shows 
As the previous subsection showed, the French couturiers and the Swedish 
haute couture buyers were celebrated through large press coverage. This 
section focuses on the clothing manufacturers’ shows which represented the 
commercial element of the field, and which were less celebrated due to their 
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absence from the fashion press, such as Bonniers månadstidning. However, 
the daily press reported on these trade shows, and, due to the rapid growth of 
the Swedish ready-made clothing industry in the post-war period, the 
number of trade fashion shows increased. As can be concluded from the 
press reports, the clothing manufacturers were newcomers to the field, based 
on Bourdieu's definition, and they were not reported in the fashion press 
until the post-war period. What is also significant is that it is mainly the daily 
papers that reported from these fashion shows. From Bourdieu’s view of a 
field structure, these manufacturers were positioned at the commercial pole 
in the Swedish field.  
 
A recurring theme in the post-war reports was the invocation of the domestic 
industry, and these reports showed fabrics and functional garments, rather 
than any creative impetus on the part of manufacturers. In early September 
1945 the Grand Hôtel in Stockholm hosted a fashion show by the clothing 
manufacturer, A.B. Jersey Modeller. Its show included a broad range of 
everyday wear such as a ‘checked sports dress in knitted fabric’.184 These 
garments were described as ‘a smart and well thought-out-collection’ by 
Stockholms-Tidningen’s correspondent Nadja.185 This collection was in line 
with the company’s focus on ‘sober and everyday elegance’ as the director 
Vetterlein explained.186 There are no references to high fashion or Parisian 
haute couture influences; instead it is the use of ‘knitted fabric’ that is 
acknowledged in the report (fig. 3.22). There are no references to artists or 
magical operations as in the case of haute couture. This description about 
actual fact and adjectives used as part of their symbolic capital, if based on 
Bourdieu's conception, may help explain their position on the field.187 
 
In contrast to the high end dressmakers' shows, reports from clothing 
manufacturers' shows included references to Paris, but in this case the 
showpieces were reported as copies of new Paris designs. A clothing 
manufacturer that hosted a fashion show in September 1957 was Saléns, 
where one of the key pieces in its Autumn/Winter collection was ‘a 
Balmain-inspired black and white tweed coat’, which demonstrated the 
influence of Paris design.188  
 

                                                        
184 Nadja, ”Sportig jersey,” Stockholms-Tidningen, September 7, 1945, 11. 
185 [The originals reads utmärkta modeller som understryker det faktum att firman gått från 
klarhet till klarhet.] In ibid. 
186 [The originals reads sober vardagselegans.] In ibid. 
187 Bourdieu, Sociology, 134. 
188 [The original reads den Balmaininspirerade svart-vita tweedkappan.] In Rips., “Glansig 
lug på höstrocken,” Svenska Dagbladet, September 6, 1957, 14. 
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Promotional Fashion Shows  
In addition to these regular fashion weeks, other fashion shows were 
occasionally hosted in Stockholm. As shown in the Swedish press, the 
Grand Hôtel Royal became a symbol of Swedish fashion events. On 17 
September 1957, one international collective fashion show was staged in the 
hotel's winter garden. It was organised by the French cotton magnate Marcel 
Boussac in collaboration with the Swedish ready-made clothing industry.189 
This was a campaign initiated by Boussac that formally linked French 
textiles with Swedish clothing. The daily press wrote that approximately 100 
designs were shown to an audience of 500 representatives from the Swedish 
fashion business, such as ‘designers, manufacturers, illustrators, mannequins 
and retailers’.190 The first part of this show was devoted to Swedish clothing 
manufacturers such as Ivar Wahl, Erling Richard, Modelia and Fasilko who 
showed approximately 60 pieces, mainly cotton dresses made in French 
fabrics.191 
 
For the second part of the show, 35 original designs promoted French 
couture houses.192 Seven famous French models, specially flown to 
Stockholm for this event, lent an aura of celebrity to the show. They were: 
Alla Dulmen (Dior), Sandra Roblin (Fath), Geneviève Richard (Balmain), 
Jackie Valet and Janine Hecht (Fath), Teresita Manuel (ex-Fath), and Jackie 
Romeas (a former Schiaparelli and Nina Ricci mannequin) (fig. 3.23).193  
 
 

                                                        
189 Anita, ‟Franskt och svenskt på Grand,” Dagens Nyheter, September 18, 1957, 16. 
190 ‟Skön mannekängshow på Bromma inför svensk-franska modegalan,” in Celia, 
Stockholms-Tidningen, September 16, 1957, 8; [The original reads designers, fabrikanter, 
tecknare, mannekänger och säljare.] In Anita, “Franskt och svenskt på Grand,” Dagens 
Nyheter, September 18, 1957, 16. 
191 In addition, six Norwegian and six Danish garments were presented on the runway. 
“Kända parismannekänger till Stockholmsvisning,” Dagens Nyheter, September 16, 1957, 12. 
192 ‟Skön mannekängshow på Bromma inför svensk-franska modegalan,” in Celia, 
Stockholms tidningen, September 16, 1957, 8 
193 “Kända parismannekänger till Stockholmsvisning,” Dagens Nyheter, September 16, 1957, 
12. 
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Stockholms-Tidningen wrote that the aim of this show was ‘to reduce the 
distance between haute couture and ready-made clothing manufacturing’.196 

 
These collaborations with French designers helped Swedish clothing 
manufacturers to gain symbolic capital. However, their image in the Swedish 
fashion press was that of rational industrialists rather than creators. Thus the 
question remains regarding when clothing manufacturers began to be 
considered as designers, as opposed to mere translators, of French fashion. 
And this in turn leads to the question of when the existence and development 
of a Swedish field of fashion can be identified.  
 

Behind the Scenes: The Professionalisation of Fashion 
Designers 
As discussed in chapter 1, Sweden was not associated with designer fashion 
until the 1960s. Consequently, there were no references to Swedish fashion 
designers in the fashion press. However, there are examples from the late 
1950s onwards in which the press referred to Swedish designers as such, and 
to their work as a profession. The first is a two-page spread in Bonniers 
månadstidning from March 1957, entitled ‘Ten Model Creators and their 
Favourite Models’ that acknowledged the ‘staff behind the scenes’ of 
Swedish clothing manufacturers (fig. 3.24).197 This article emphasised the 
underlying skills of designing, such as creativity, as well as the more 
commercial aspects, such as responding to market demands: 
 

What we can find behind the scenes at our leading clothing firms is a group 
of highly skilled model creators and dessinateurs. They are all well educated 
with good taste and a sense of what the trends are for the coming season and 
the “demands of ordinary people”.198 

 
As this quotation shows, these ten creators were portrayed with the same 
characteristics as haute couture buyers when developing their design work in 
order to meet industry demands, rather than articulating their own artistic 
                                                        
196 [The original reads minska avståndet mellan exklusiv haute couture och högklassig 
konfektion.] In ‟Skön mannekängshow på Bromma inför svensk-franska modegalan,” in 
Celia, Stockholms-Tidningen, September 16, 1957, 8. 
197 “Tio modellskapare och deras älskningsmodeller,” in Eva:Bonniers månadstidning, March 
1957, 94–95. 
198 [The original reads Bakom kulisserna hos våra främsta konfektionsfirmor döljer sig 
duktiga modellskapare, dessinatörer med gedigen utbildning, god smak och känsla för 
balansgången mellan vad modet för med sig för kommande säsong och “vad folk vill ha”.] In 
ibid. 
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aims. Moreover, what is more notable and indicates that these professionals 
can be considered as newcomers to the field is that this fashion spread gives 
no references to Paris fashion, and the main focus was on their own 
creations.  

 
Figure 3.24 The creators behind the scenes at Swedish clothing manufacturers. 
Source: “Tio modellskapare och deras älskningsmodeller,” Eva: Bonniers 
månadstidning, March 1957, 94–95. 
 
This article gives an in-depth description of the following professionals and 
their job titles and affiliations, such as: Mrs Carin Ponten, direktris at Ivar 
Wahl; Miss Lena Killander, direktris at Salena; Mrs Katja Geiger, alias 
Katja of Sweden, dessinatör at MMT; Mrs Aina Lindblad, chefsdirektris at 
Jerseymodeller; Mrs Kerstin Lokrantz-Hoffman, direktris at Ivar Wahl AB; 
Miss Margareta Hanson, direktris at Fougstedts; Miss Milie Ström, direktris 
at Hettemarks; Mrs Kerstin Thorvall-Falk, dessinatör at Richards; Mrs 
Märtha Bjerre, chefsdirektris (chief directrice) at Saléns; and Miss Gudrun 
Hauffman, direktris (directrice) at Salenco.199 
 
What this example shows is that the most common job title was direktris 
since seven out of ten creators had it. This term is not synonymous with the 
contemporary term ‘designer’, since the connotation of the term direktris is 

                                                        
199 “Tio modellskapare och deras älskningsmodeller,” Eva: Bonniers månadstidning, March 
1957, 94–95, 64. 
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more related to a management position. According to Svenska Akademiens 
ordlista (Dictionary of the Swedish Academy) the word direktris means ‘a 
female manager’ and in particular ‘the head manager of a large dressmaker 
studio’.200 Of these ten creators, only two were introduced as a dessinatör (in 
French dessinateur). According to the Swedish Skräddarlexikon (Tailors’ 
Dictionary) this job title derives from the French word dessin which relates 
to the sketching or illustration of an artistic idea, equal to a fashion 
illustrator.201 These findings do not respond to Bourdieu’s description of an 
artist’s charisma, as previously discussed, but rather exemplify an explicit 
introduction of new inhabitants of a field.  
 
Apart from these examples, other terms are used to describe various design 
functions. Until the 1950s the term Modellskapare (Model creator) was 
frequently used. Another job title was Modellör, which could be seen as 
similar to the title Model creator. According to Skräddarlexikon, this word 
was used from the post-war period onwards and was an early variant of 
‘designer’ for a person who supplied sketches and model prototypes.202 
Furthermore, these examples found in both Swedish dictionaries and in the 
fashion press can be seen as an illustration of the development of the 
Swedish field of fashion, but also an indication that the clothing industry had 
matured. Still, in the late 1950s the creators are not emphasised as front 
figures, in accordance to Bourdieu’s definition of ‘restricted production’ and 
the production of ‘art for art’s sake’ based on ‘altruistic’ behaviour.203 This 
shows that in the Swedish field, rational behaviour was emphasised, 
indicating a closer positioning to the commercial pole.  
 
Design historian Lasse Brunnström explains that in Sweden it was not 
customary to emphasise the ‘star designer’. Instead the collective, rather than 
the single artist, had been the focus, and before the 1980s design as a 
profession was considered the work of a team.204 In his view, the designer 
was mainly viewed as ‘in-house competence’, and thus not something that 
could be used in marketing or brand building.205 Moreover, Brunnström 
claims that the promotion of a single designer was considered somewhat 

                                                        
200 The original reads DIREKTRIS, kvinnlig direktör; särsk. om förestånderska för teatertrupp 
l. för större syateljé. Directrice. Med vana och förmåga att arrangera, klippa och profva 
elegantare kappor och kostymer, erhåller god plats nu genast.] In Svenska akademiens 
ordlista, accessed July 12, 2015. http://www.saob.se/artikel/?unik=D_1475-0023.l3SF&pz=3. 
201 Ragnar Björkman, Skräddarlexikon (Stockholm: Sveriges skrädderiidkareförb., 1988), 
141. 
202 Ibid. 
203 [The original reads konst för konstens skull.] In Bourdieu, Konstens regler, 315. 
204 Lasse Brunnström, Svensk designhistoria (Stockholm: Raster, 2010), 331. 
205 Ibid, 164–165. 
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‘disloyal and un-Swedish, which has consequently made Swedish designers 
anonymous and disproportionately absent from international reviews’.206  
 
According to the Svenska Akademiens ordlista the term designer originates 
from 1946 and was initially associated with industrial designers.207 Two 
years later in 1948, the word design was in common usage.208 Yet, the birth 
of mode ‒ the French word for fashion ‒ was first noted in 1651, and 
formgivning, the Swedish term for design in 1876.209 The word modeskapare 
(fashion creator) was not, according to the Svenska Akademiens ordlista, 
introduced until 1973.210 What is also surprising is that the Swedish word for 
dressmaking, “klädskapare”, was established as late as 1998.211 These results 
show that the term ‘design’ as used in a fashion context turns out to be a 
relatively new concept in the Swedish vocabulary, which also indicates the 
status of fashion designers in Sweden.  
 
This discussion about the professionalisation of Swedish fashion designers 
also raises the question about the structure and functioning of the field. As 
was stressed in chapter 1, the lack of fashion biographies and 
autobiographies indicates the loose structure of a Swedish field, since a field 
consists of a certain framework that shapes the game. As Bourdieu argues: 
 

one of the surest indices of the constitution of a field is appearance of a corps 
of conservators of lives – the biographers – and of works – the philologists, 
the historian of art and literature, who start to archive the sketchers, the 
drafts, the manuscripts, to “correct” them (the right to “correct” is the 
legitimate violence of the philologist), to decipher them, etc. These agents’ 
interests lie in conserving what is produced in the field, and in so doing to 
conserve themselves.212 

 
Moreover, according to Bourdieu the game within a field also responds to 
external changes.213 This means that what is considered a ‘revolution’ in 
fashion style is a consequence of ‘the synchronisation of an internal 
revolution and of something outside, in the wider world’.214 This leads us 

                                                        
206 [The original reads illojalt och osvenskt, vilket i sin tur har gjort svenska designer onödigt 
anonyma och oproportionerligt frånvarande i internationella översiktsverk.] In Brunnström, 
Svensk, 331. 
207 Svenska akademiens ordlista, accessed July 12, 2015. http://www.saob.se.  
208 Ibid. 
209 Ibid. 
210 Ibid. 
211 Ibid. 
212 Bourdieu, Sociology, 74. 
213 Ibid, 134–135. 
214 Ibid. 
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into a wider understanding of the structure of the Swedish field of fashion by 
examining how the aspect of designing and cultural production is related to 
education. As Bourdieu writes in The Field of Cultural Production, ‘a 
canonical vision of a literary school, movement or writer represents a 
structure of authority in the field’.215 The discussion will now turn to the 
structure of the fashion educational system.  
 

Educational Institutions 

Arts and Crafts Schools  
The Swedish Arts and Crafts schools that offered courses in craftsmanship 
originated in the mid-nineteenth century. As Brunnström notes, after the 
decline of the guild system (‘skråväsendet’) in 1846, and the introduction of 
freedom of trade (‘näringsfrihet’) in 1864, new trades came into being.216 
Consequently, a number of arts and crafts schools were established in 
Stockholm and Gothenburg in order to meet an increased demand for the 
design of mass-produced goods.217 One important aim was to educate pattern 
cutters for an emerging industry.218 Another element that Brunnström 
stressed as important was that artistic freedom was not prioritised at the 
outset, since students were taught to ‘copy’ and create replicas based on 
international originals.219 In order to meet the industry need for creative 
competence, two arts and crafts schools (‘ritskolor’) based on international 
models were founded in Stockholm in 1844, and in Gothenburg in 1848.220 
As Brunnström observes, these still exist today under new names: the art 
college, Konstfack (University College of Arts, Crafts and Design) in 
Stockholm; and the Högskolan för design och konsthantverk (‘the School of 
Design and Craft’) in Gothenburg.221 Svenska Slöjdföreningen supported the 
former, Konstfack, with the aim of preserving Swedish craft.222  

 

Training Schools and Education in Sewing and Pattern Cutting  
From the early twentieth century home sewing was central to clothing 
production and the number of sewing schools reflected this situation. A few 
schools that were established during this period included Märthaskolan and 

                                                        
215 Bourdieu, Cultural Production, 19. 
216 Brunnström, Svensk, 26 
217 Ibid.  
218 Ibid, 29. 
219 Ibid. 
220 Ibid, 27. 
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Birgittaskolorna.223 These schools also qualified women to enter working 
life. Apart from these schools, distance learning, on so-called postal tuition 
courses, offered a solution to be trained in clothing production. These were 
part of a national movement and served as the democratisation of education.  
 

Artistic Training with an Industry Focus 
The previously mentioned fashion spread in Eva: Bonniers månadstidning 
from March 1957, fig. 3.24, entitled ‘Ten Model Creators and their Favourite 
Models’, revealed not only the job titles of the ‘staff behind the scenes’ but 
also their educational background.224 Many of them were trained in fashion 
drawing at Beckmans skola för reklam och mode (Beckmans School of 
Design), today Beckmans designhögskola (Beckmans college of design). 
Established in 1939 as Anders Beckmans skola, the school was, during the 
period in question, the foundation stone of Swedish fashion education and, 
as such, a central institution for the development of the field of fashion. The 
mission of its founders, Anders Beckman and Göta Trägårdh, was to provide 
an alternative to the existing government-funded art school Konstfack. One 
of the school’s visions was to improve the relationship between education, 
industry and other institutions. Consequently, only teachers with work 
experience from the industry were hired.225 Apart from professional skills, 
the studies at Beckmans skola för reklam och mode provided the students 
with a professional network within the fashion industry.226 Beckmans skola 
för reklam och mode had three majors, ‘advertising, sketching and 
fashion’.227 Fashion drawing was the major course at the fashion department 
where Trägårdh was in charge of the fashion education.228 Hence, in the 
1940s, after completing their studies many students started their career in 
fashion by working as fashion illustrators.229  
 

                                                        
223 See e.g. in Maria Carlgren, ”Birgittaskolorna: Modeateljéer och sömnadsskolor mellan 
tradition och förnyelse” (PhD diss., Göteborgs universitet, Makadam, 2016). 
224 “Tio modellskapare och deras älskningsmodeller,” Eva: Bonniers månadstidning, March 
1957, 94–95. 
225 ”Beckmans designhögskola/ Om Beckmans,” Beckmans designhögskola, accessed August 
9, 2016. http://www.beckmans.se/om-beckmans/historia/. 
226 Ibid. 
227 [The original reads reklam, illustration och mode.] In Inez Svensson, ”Göta Trägårdh: 
Pionjär i Chockrosa,” in Anders Beckmans skola 1939–1989, ed. Carl Fredrik Holtermann and 
Cecilia Welin (Stockholm: Sveriges reklamförb., 1989), 19. 
228 Brunnström, Svensk, 243. 
229 Carl Fredrik Holtermann and Cecilia Welin, ”1939–49: Stramhet och grafisk känsla var det 
som gällde. Budskapet var oviktigt… Ett samtal med Sigge Erkhammar och Kerstin 
Thorvall,” in Anders Beckmans skola 1939–1989, ed. Carl Fredrik Holtermann and Cecilia 
Welin (Stockholm: Sveriges reklamförb., 1989), 52. 
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The social capital accumulated during their study period was, for many 
students, important in later life. Examples include Katja Geiger and Kerstin 
Lokrantz-Hoffman, previously mentioned in fig. 3.24, the fashion report in 
Bonniers månadstidning ‘Ten Model Creators and their Favourite 
Models’.230 Lokrantz-Hoffman was later associated with the category teenage 
fashion; this, according to Carina Gråbacke, was a reaction against 
traditional haute couture fashion, which was considered ‘frumpish’.231 
Another example can be found in the newspaper Svenska Dagbladet, in the 
form of an advertisement from Malmö Mekaniska Tricotfabrik (abbreviated 
as MMT) in 1957. The advertisement was a promotion of the company’s co-
operation with Katja Geiger, also known as Katja of Sweden.232 She was 
trained both at Beckmans skola för reklam och mode and as a fashion 
designer at Parsons School of Design in New York before returning to 
Sweden. Her collection in co-operation with MMT was promoted as ‘Design 
by Katja of Sweden’.233  
 
As program director for fashion, Trägårdh was also a significant promoter of 
the Swedish clothing industry. She had high ambitions for the school and for 
future professions within the industry, and was committed to working for the 
industry's development. A fashion article entitled ‘Västsvensk klädriksdag’ 
in Bonniers månadstidning from 1945, is a typical example of her 
involvement in the industry.234 Trägårdh comments on the strength of the 
Swedish industry that, in her opinion, could be more proactive in its 
marketing methods. She believed the Swedish clothing industry was 
something that should be exported and definitely should be marketed using 
the name of the manufacturers (fig 3.25)  
 
Beckmans skola för reklam och mode’s industrial approach also reflected the 
growth of the Swedish textile and clothing industry in the post-war period. A 
major consequence of the development of industrial clothing production was 
a lack of skilled workers. Hence, the educational system in Sweden in the 
mid-twentieth century was developed to support the growing clothing 
industry. The first clothing industry-related training course in Sweden was 
established in Borås in 1942.235 This non-government funded school was 
initiated by Textilinstitutet and offered two subjects. The first was a one-year 

                                                        
230 “Tio modellskapare och deras älskningsmodeller,” Eva: Bonniers månadstidning, March 
1957, 94–95. 
231 Carina Gråbacke, Kläder, shopping och flärd. Modebranschen i Stockholm 1945–2010 
(Stockholm: Stockholmia förlag, 2015), 56. 
232 “Design Katja of Sweden,” in Svenska Dagbladet, September 29, 1957, 15. 
233 Ibid. 
234 In M.S.R “Västsvensk klädriksdag,” Bonniers månadstidning, December 1945, 67. 
235 Annie Andréasson, Kunskapens trådar: Textilhögskolans historia 1866–2013, (Borås: 
Textilhögskolan, Högskolan i Borås, 2013), 319. 
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programme for clothing engineers, and the second a one-year programme for 
clothing technicians.236 However, neither of these programmes included any 
design or creative courses. The lack of skilled workers was not a uniquely 
Swedish phenomenon; it was rather the consequence of a rapidly growing 
industry. A report by engineer Gunnar Engström showed that the Swedish 
schools lacked leadership training. For Engström, American education was 
of interest, and consequently the two schools that he investigated were 
Central High School for Needle Trades, founded in 1938, and the Fashion 
Institute of Technology (abbreviated as FIT) in New York. Founded in 1944, 
FIT, had four major departments: ‘Apparel Design, Millinery Design, 
Textile Design, and Scientific Management’.237 Engström identified that the 
major differences between the Swedish and American schools could be 
found in their approaches to creativity. This demonstrated that Swedish 
education responded to the commercial pole of the field and the sub-field of 
ready-to-wear (clothing production) that was more commercial and 
industrial than culturally oriented.238  
 
 

                                                        
236 Andréasson, Kunskapens trådar, 318. 
237 Gunnar Engström, “Konfektionstekniskutbildning i USA,” Textil och konfektion: Organ 
för den svenska textil och konfektionsindustrin, no 4, 1948, 118.  
238 There were also other schools that provided courses for a career in the clothing industry. In 
Stockholm the Stockholms Stads Yrkesskolors Konfektionsskola (‘the city of Stockholm’s 
vocational school of clothing’) had for example a ten-month course that combined both theory 
and practise for aspiring fashion professionals such as seamstresses, manageresses, fashion 
illustrators “Konfektionsskolan,” in Textil och konfektion: Organ för den svenska textil och 
konfektionsindustrin, no 1, 1949, 20–21. 
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Figure 3.25 (above) Göta Trägårdh together with Fredrik Holm, manager at J. A. 
Wettergren. Source: In M.S.R “Västsvensk klädriksdag,” Bonniers månadstidning, 
December 1945, 67. 
 
In the trade press, the model creator Rune Ullhammar became a 
spokesperson for the creative side of industry and his major concern was to 
argue for a fashion-oriented education in Sweden. Ullhammar published 
several articles on this issue as well as the need for a Swedish fashion  
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college, inspired by the American model, in order increase Sweden’s ability 
to compete on the international fashion scene.239 The ongoing discussions in 
the industry addressed the problems for the Swedish clothing industry in 
exporting fashion. Ullhammar was critical of the Swedish approach of 
copying foreign fashion, instead of creating a unique Swedish ready-to-wear 
style. He suggested solving this educational issue by increasing the creative 
knowledge amongst management, and thus argued for the need for every 
company to have a creative director.240 Ullhammar used the term ‘boring 
copycats’ in order to describe the Swedish industry.241  
 
This discussion of higher education in fashion was picked up again by the 
fashion consultant Kristina Hasselgren.242 In the August 1956 issue of Textile 
and konfektion, Hasselgren claimed that Sweden could learn from the 
American education system, where a lack of competence in the industry was 
solved by higher education for fashion professionals. At the University of 
Los Angeles, for examples, a four-year programme in fashion studies 
combined courses in literature, history and the arts with practical classes in 
chromatics, business strategies, fashion history, and pattern composition.243 
This was a role model that Hasselgren argued the Swedish industry could 
learn from. As seen in the previous examples, the focus in the Swedish 
educational system was to educate skilled professionals for the emerging 
clothing industry. However, what distinguished the Swedish system from 
other international schools, such as FIT in New York, was the lack of a 
creative approach. The Swedish programme was technical and business 
orientated, designing was given less priority, and students were trained as 
rational industrialists. Swedish students were trained in technical skills, 
while the latest trends were seen as something that could be bought in from 
abroad. Studying the Swedish educational system confirms the image of an 
industry-focused production rather than a cultural one. These findings 
contribute to the understanding of the late professionalisation of fashion and 
thus the lack of star designers in Sweden, and also to how an industrial form 
of fashion production emphasised rational production. These approaches to 
fashion also contributed to the field specific characteristics of the Swedish 
field of fashion. 
 

                                                        
239 Rune Ullhammar, “Varför inte en modehögskola?,” Textil och konfektion: Organ för den 
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Textil och konfektion: Organ för den svenska textil och konfektionsindustrin, no 6, August 
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Fashion Capital, Boundaries and the French 
Connections  
Previous discussions have shown that on the basis of Bourdieu’s structure of 
a field, the Swedish haute couture buyers occupied a dominant position, 
situated close to the pole of ‘restricted production’.244 But how should the 
buyers’ position be understood in relation to the clothing manufacturers’? 
The hierarchical relations in a field are dependent on the participants’ 
performance, based on their assets that are valued according to a certain 
field. Rocamora and Entwistle argue, by drawing on Bourdieu, that: 
 

to perform effectively within any field one needs to have accumulated the 
appropriate capital and mastered the field’s habitus. These two, while closely 
linked and overlapping within any particular field, are conceptually distinct 
from one another.245  

 
A field specific fashion capital refers to, according to Lynge-Jorlén, certain 
‘competence (knowledge, practice, habitus)’ that can be used in order to 
‘compete for positions and take positions, in the field of fashion’.246 More 
importantly, as Lynge-Jorlén notes ‘the concept of fashion capital casts light 
on the specific resource that drives the editors to select and include certain 
things in [a] magazine’.247 This translates to the Swedish context, between 
1930 and 1960, that a high degree of fashion capital was the connection to 
French fashion. Haute couture buyers, for instance, were endowed with a 
high degree of fashion capital (symbolic capital) in which knowledge of 
French craftsmanship, acceptance and reproduction of French haute couture 
traditions, such as the fashion shows as ‘a ceremony of consecration’248 were 
key. Dressmakers and department store buyers were participants with high 
fashion capital (symbolic capital) due to their connections to French haute 
couture buyers. Having the access to haute couture traditions meant also that 
the Swedish buyers increased their status, but at the same time were 
controlled by the Parisian brand since they were strictly regulated in the use 
of original design prototypes. However, by placing the Swedish brand side 
by side with the French, Swedish firms used this trade agreement as a 
resource (capital) to reproduce their positions in the field (fig. 3.26).  
 

                                                        
244 Bourdieu, Cultural Production, 49. 
245 Entwistle and Rocamora, ‟Field of Fashion,” 746. 
246 Lynge-Jorlén, “Between Edge and Elite,” 118. 
247 Ibid, 119. 
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Figure 3.26 Märthaskolan’s label placed side by side with Chanel indicates a high 
fashion capital and its position in the field. Source: Stockholms Auktionsverk 
(2009). 
 
A high degree of fashion capital not only, as Lynge-Jorlén notes ‘entails 
economic, social, cultural and symbolic capital, it also addresses the 
embodiment of fashionable aesthetics in the form of a fashionable look and 
appearance and a highly maintained and preferably thin body’.249 This 
‘fashion capital’ requires, according to Rocamora and Entwistle, the ‘ability 
to articulate recognised forms of fashion capital and develop an appropriate 
fashion habitus so that one’s body actually looks like it belongs’ in the 
field.250 One of the haute couture buyers, Kurt Jacobsson, is one example of 
how an appropriate fashion habitus was developed in the Swedish field of 
fashion. Due to his positions at various haute couture houses in Paris he was 
trained in the right manner and in his business relations with several couture 
houses he developed knowledge about taste, judgement, and style. In 
addition, Jacobsson’s embodied knowledge was commented on in author 
Ann Marie Herlitz-Gezelius’ book Åren som gått: Nordiska Kompaniet in 
which Jacobsson was associated with the star qualities of Christian Dior. 
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They were both dressed in the same manner and defined as ‘two men, with a 
brotherly likeness’.251 
 
Swedish participants were endowed with a different status within the field. 
Swedish clothing manufacturers lacked the haute couture buyers’ high 
fashion capital and connections to Paris, which also meant that they were 
excluded from the fashion press reports. Still, a few of these clothing 
manufacturers visited Parisian fashion shows and used various strategies, 
such as fashion shows in collaboration with French companies, to gain a 
higher position in the field.  
 
This result exemplifies what Bourdieu defines as the ‘often invisible’ 
boundaries between various genres of a field that control the order and 
hierarchal positions among participants.252 As Broady, drawing on Bourdieu, 
notes about the borders of fields, a field ends where the particular field 
mechanism and the struggles simply fail to exist. The type of production that 
takes part outside the field, such as home sewing, can be transformed into 
fashion; but dressmaking without named designers refers to the purely 
material production of clothing and remains outside the reach of the field.253 
In the Swedish field these boundaries were implicitly policed in the fashion 
press. Through lack of sufficient fashion capital, and by not having a named 
designer as an author, these clothing manufacturers did not get access to the 
genre of restricted production. By naming them as clothing manufacturers, 
the fashion press kept them outside the borders and made clear boundaries 
between fashion and clothing. This tension is acknowledged by Kawamura, 
who argues that ‘Clothing is material production while fashion is symbolic 
production’.254 

Chapter Conclusions 
The aim of this chapter was to answer the question: What were the central 
features of symbolic production in Sweden in terms of the field of fashion, in 
the same period? In order to answer this question an empirical analysis of 
the Swedish fashion press between 1930 and 1960 was conducted. The 
results of the analysis indicate that from the early 1930s until the post-war 
period, the Swedish field of fashion was rather weak. It is also difficult to 
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63. 
252 Entwistle and Rocamora, ‟ Field of Fashion,” 738. 
253 Donald Broady uses the private letters and diaries as examples of literature outside the 
field of literature production. Donald Broady, “Inledning,” in Bourdieu, Konstens regler, 22. 
254 Kawamura, Fashion-ology, 44. 
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identify the competing features that Bourdieu presupposes in order for a field 
to achieve autonomy, and in the absence of such competition, struggles were 
less likely to exist. The hierarchical structure of the field is unclear and up to 
the post-war period the dominance in fashion was exclusively French. A 
major issue in the case of Sweden (and certainly in many other countries that 
imported haute couture) was how to respond to the autonomous French field 
of fashion, but also whether fashion should be considered as a field with 
transnational relations that cross national borders.255 In this historical study 
on the field of fashion, several professionals who inhabited dominant 
positions had their place of residence outside of Sweden, such as the French 
couturiers.  
 
The Swedish field of fashion, as portrayed in the fashion press, consisted of 
a hierarchical system of relations between French couturiers and haute 
couture buyers and clothing manufacturers. The relational positions between 
these players were most visibly reproduced in fashion show reports. Due to 
the absence of Swedish couture houses, dressmakers and department store 
buyers gained dominant positions in the field, which was close to the 
intellectual pole, similar to the French couturiers and their role as creators 
and arbiters of style. The press reports mirror the boundaries of the field, 
which explain that the French connections were the symbolic value and 
capital at play throughout the period, allowing access to those with relations 
with the French couturiers. The absence of institutions like the Chambre 
syndicale de la haute couture, with the control of the consecration of fashion 
designers, meant that the fashion press took on the role, and thus became an 
authority in defining fashion.  
 
The chapter has shown that there was no extended or explicit discussion 
about the professionalisation of the fashion designer prior to the 1960s, 
mainly due to French dominance. Evidently, these results of the analysis of 
the fashion press raise the question of whether the Swedish field, until the 
post-war period, should be considered as a sub-field of the French or not. 
This issue is difficult to answer, yet a clear indication is that in spite of the 
emerging clothing industry, French influences maintained throughout the 
period. A contributing factor was that despite World War II, the Swedes 
were exposed to French fashion, meaning that French dominance continued 
longer in Sweden than in many other western European countries. However, 
from the immediate post-war onwards, clothing manufacturers entered the 

                                                        
255 This question about transnational fields is discussed by Ulf Borelius in his text about the 
field of the Catholic Church. Ulf Borelius, “Befrielseteologin i det transnationella katolska 
fältet. Exemplet Peru,” in Kulturens fält: En antologi, ed. Donald Broady and Niels Albertsen 
(Daidalos, Göteborg, 1998), 409–428. 
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field and were positioned at the commercial pole due to an adaptation of 
French design.  
 
It can be concluded that the field was not able to free itself from French 
influences throughout the period. One explanation is that creativity had a 
subsidiary role in favour of industrialist ideals, with the belief in rational 
large-scale production. The late professionalisation of the Swedish fashion 
designer was another salient factor in the development of the Swedish field 
of fashion. Recognising the need for professionalism, articles in the trade 
press contributed to the early debate on the lack of artistic quality in the 
Swedish fashion industry. Those who were trained at the existing design and 
art schools gained other roles in the field, such as illustrators, that were less 
dominant. By drawing on Bourdieu’s theories on cultural production and the 
concept of field, this chapter has enabled early stages in the development of 
the Swedish field to be identified. How this field of fashion could be linked 
to a Swedish fashion identity is examined in chapter 4. 
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4. Fashion and Nationalism: Swedish Fashion 
Identity  

Introduction 
This chapter examines fashion production, with a focus on nationalism. The 
aim is to examine the central features of national production of fashion in 
Sweden in the period and, by an empirical analysis, explore the image of 
Swedishness as created in the fashion press. By drawing on Benedict 
Anderson’s theory of ‘imagined communities’ and the concept of ‘horizontal 
comradeship’ this chapter also looks at the construction of patriotism and 
national solidarity for Swedish fashion in the fashion press, to reveal the 
values that unified this community.1  
 
Anderson uses the term ‘imagined communities’ to describe the feeling of 
recognition, most characteristically in the case of a community. ‘In fact,’ 
Anderson says, ‘all communities larger than primordial villages of face-to-
face contact (and perhaps even these) are imagined’.2 One essential argument 
concerning Anderson’s use of the term ‘community’ is the way he defines 
unification among its members: ‘it is imagined as a community, because, 
regardless of the actual inequality and exploitation that may prevail in each’ 
community ‘the nation is always conceived as a deep, horizontal 
comradeship’.3 Anderson’s concept leads us away from the tension between 
high and mass fashion and thus suggests a horizontal rather than vertical 
structure for alliance. As such, this enables us to understand Swedish fashion 
production as an imagined fashion community, created within the fashion 
press and combining the duality of both high and mass market fashion.  
 
This thesis therefore considers Anderson’s concept of ‘horizontal 
comradeship’ as useful in identifying what values unified this community in 
the years 1930 to 1960. The analysis is based on a close reading of the 
Swedish fashion press, one of the central institutions within a community 

                                                        
1 Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of 
Nationalism, rev ed. (1983; repr., London & New York: Verso, 2006), 
2 Ibid, 6.  
3 Ibid, 7.  
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that, according to Anderson, takes part in the circulation of national values.4 
The sources used in the analysis have been systematically selected mainly 
from the fashion periodical Bonniers månadstidning (from 1954, Eva: 
Bonniers månadstidning), as well as selected articles from Dagens Nyheter 
and Svenska Dagbladet (daily newspapers), Stockholms-Tidningen (local 
newspaper), SF Veckorevy (newsreel), Damernas värld (prior to 1944 
Damernas värld: Flitiga händer, women’s magazine), Stil (customer 
magazine of the department store AB Nordiska Kompaniet), Bildjournalen 
(fan magazine), Textil och konfektion: Organ för textil- och 
konfektionsindustrierna i Sverige and Textilia (trade journals).5 Apart from 
the fashion press, five original designs (original press sketches and images) 
from Christian Dior are included, as well as the government pamphlet 
Pengar och poäng, published in June 1940 by the state advisory bureau Aktiv 
hushållning, a division of Statens Informationsstyrelse (the Government 
Information Board). 
 
The chapter is divided into three parts. The first starts with an introductory 
section on the image of Sweden in the early and mid-twentieth century, and 
continues with a chronological narrative on the characteristics of a Swedish 
design identity based on press report analysis. The results have been divided 
into three major periods: ‘1930–1939: Swedish Fabrics and Parisian Design’; 
‘1940–1945: The “Birth” of Swedish Ready-to-Wear’; and ‘1946–1960: The 
Emergence of Swedish Everyday Wear’. The second part of this chapter 
focuses on the people and institutions whose work constituted the Swedish 
fashion community. The final part of this chapter explores the structure of an 
imagined fashion community, and the people and institutions involved, as 
well as the values that unified the members of the Swedish community. This 
final section consists of a case study of original Dior designs in order to trace 
how a French design identity was translated to meet local Swedish demands. 
 

The Image of Sweden in the Early and Mid-Twentieth 
Century  
Many attempts have been made to capture the core values of Swedishness. In 
Försvenskningen av Sverige: det nationellas förvandlingar, Billy Ehn, Jonas 
Frykman and Orvar Löfgren observe how Swedish self-image is associated 

                                                        
4 Anderson, Imagined Communities, 163. 
5 Additional data are found in various reports and catalogues such as: Théâtre de la Mode: 
Fransk stil och smak, (Stockholm: Victor Petterssons Bokindustri, 1945). Exhibition 
catalogue; 100 år och sedan… Svenska Slöjdföreningen Jubileumsexpo 15 september–14 
oktober 1945 (Stockholm: Svenska slöjdföreningen, 1945), 55. Exhibition catalogue. 
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with something called ‘inverted nationalism’ that, when it comes to 
patriotism, makes Sweden a developing country.6 As historian Alf W. 
Johansson notes, ‘Swedish national identity is tied to our modernity. It is 
very much connected to the present time, the sense of being part of the 
avant-garde, the most modern’.7 One recurring topic between the mid-
nineteenth to early twentieth century, as Björn Meidal observes, was the 
focus on international orientation.8 Renowned authors such as August 
Strindberg and Verner von Heidenstam emphasised the Swedish obsession 
for the foreign.9 In his essay Nationalitet och svenskhet, (1884) Strindberg 
notes how a Swede: ‘[…] seeks to be Swedish, but at the same time he is not 
willing to acknowledge anything as Swedish until it is has been recognised 
abroad…’.10 Consequently, as Strindberg stressed how Swedes ‘are not 
blonde. In addition, they are dressed just as in other cities such as Paris, 
Brussels, London and Berlin’.11 In his book Det Svenska folklynnet (1911), 
statistician Gustav Sundbärg describes the Swedes' fascination for the 
‘foreign’.12 However, author Fredrik Böök provides another a corresponding 
perspective on Swedishness and claims that Swedish national identity was 
linked to ‘a new Sweden of industrial technology but also of an emerging 
welfare state’.13  

 
 

                                                        
6 [The original reads inverterad nationalism.] In Billy Ehn, Jonas Frykman and Orvar 
Löfgren, Försvenskningen av Sverige: Det nationellas förvandlingar, rev. ed. (1993; repr., 
Stockholm: Natur & Kultur, 2005), 28. 
7 [The original reads svensk nationell identitet har varit knuten till vår modernitet. Den har 
varit förbunden med nuet, med känslan av att tillhöra avant-gardet, det mest moderna.] In 
”Inledning: Svensk nationalism och identitet efter andra världskriget,” In Vad är Sverige?: 
Röster om svensk nationell identitet, ed. Alf W. Johansson (Stockholm: Prisma, 2001), 8. 
8 Björn Meidal, ”August Strindberg – ”Oh, så osvenskt”?,” In Vad är Sverige?: Röster om 
svensk nationell identitet, ed. Alf W. Johansson (Stockholm: Prisma, 2001), 35. 
9 Verner von Heidenstam, “Om Svenskarnas lynne,” in Svenska tal och tankar 4 (Stockholm: 
Albert Bonnier förlag, 1914), 4. 
10 [The original reads Han vill så gärna vara svensk, men på samma gång erkänner han icke 
gärna något svenskt, förr än utlandet erkänt det förut.] In Meidal, ”August Strindberg,” 35. 
11 [The original reads inte är blonda. Dessutom är de klädda alldeles som i Paris, Bryssel, 
London och Berlin.] In ibid, 20. 
12 [The original reads främmande.] In Gustaf Sundbärg, Det svenska folklynnet (Stockholm, 
1911), 37. 
13 [The original reads Det nya Sverige finns hos tekniken, hos industrin, men också hos det 
folkhem som nu växer fram.] In Svante Nordin “Fredrik Böök och det svenska,” in In Vad är 
Sverige?: Röster om svensk nationell identitet, ed. Alf W. Johansson (Stockholm: Prisma, 
2001), 196. 
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A History of Industrial Genius 
Twentieth century Swedish history is associated with, as mentioned in 
chapter 1, the story of a poor country in the northern periphery becoming 
one of the richest in the world.14 It is an account in which industrialisation, 
and hence modernisation, came relatively late. The image of Sweden also 
contains a history of industrial genius. A major part of the Swedish story is 
about successful industrial innovations, and how companies, renowned as 
‘genius firms’, laid the foundations for Swedish wealth.15 Most of these 
companies were established in the late nineteenth century and became big 
businesses within the Swedish economy. Today, entrepreneurs such as 
Gustaf Dalén (AGA, gas company), Ivar Kreuger (Swedish matchsticks), 
Alfred Nobel (inventor of dynamite but today known as the donor of the 
Nobel Prize), Gustav de Laval (milk/cream separator), and Lars-Magnus 
Ericsson (Ericsson telephone company) have become symbols for Swedish 
industrialisation and modernisation.16 As observed by Kurt Lundgren, what 
these companies had in common was their international orientation and 
ability to identify the right business opportunities.17 Indeed, it is worth noting 
that these innovations were not originally Swedish, and what the 
entrepreneurs did was to refine and further develop already existing 
international inventions.18 Yet, through their international dominance and 
reputation they came to be considered the true inventors. Staffan Bergwik et 
al. notes how the ‘technological skills and the spirit of enterprise’ have 
become one of the major Swedish ‘parade events’.19 Having an international 
orientation has become a recurring Swedish stereotype and functions as an 
explanation for the positive connotations of being osvensk (‘un-Swedish’).20 
Lundgren even claims that this ‘absorptive capacity’ is a result of a long 
tradition of international orientation that has become a success for the 
Swedish economy.21  
                                                        
14 See Staffan Bergwik et al., “Inledning,” in Svensk snillrikhet?: Nationella föreställningar 
om entreprenörer och teknisk begåvning 1800–2000, ed. Staffan Bergwik et al. (Lund: 
Nordic Academic Press, 2014), 9. 
15 Kurt Lundgren, “Why in Sweden? An Analysis of the Development of the Large Swedish 
International Firms from a Learning Perspective,” Scandinavian Economic History Review 
43:2 (1995): 205, accessed January 15, 2013, doi.org/10.1080/03585522.1995.10415901. 
16 Bergwik et al., “Inledning,” in Svensk snillrikhet?”, 9, 12, 15, 16. 
17 Lundgren, “Why in Sweden?”, 205. 
18 Bergwik et al., “Inledning,” in Svensk snillrikhet?”, 64. 
19 [The original reads paradgrenar.] In ibid, 9. 
20 In Sweden the expression ‘un-Swedish’ is considered a positive concept and in opposition 
to nationalism. When searching for this concept in Swedish media, several articles on the 
topic, mainly considering cultural traditions and the Swedish people’s behaviour and 
socialising. One example concerning the concept “un-Swedish” is Fredrik Lindström, 
“Fredriks fynd: Osvensk,” in Språktidningen. no 5, October 2009: 56–57.  
21 [The original reads absorptionsförmåga.] In Kurt Lundgren, Kan landet lagom vara bäst? 
(Stockholm: SNS, 2013), 31. 
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As stressed in chapter 1, in the first half of the twentieth century Swedish 
society experienced a major transformation. These developments have 
underpinned the idea of Swedishness as synonymous with a modern 
egalitarian society. Löfgren points out how the citizens of this new modern 
Sweden were less burdened with old traditions. As a result, internationalism 
was considered equivalent to modernity.22 Design historian Jeremy Aynsley 
argues that the influence of international design has impacted the 
Scandinavian self-image.23 Therefore, in this study it is relevant to examine 
not only the notion of Swedishness but also the international influences in 
design, particularly during a period when fashion design prototypes were 
often sourced from Paris.  
 

The Swedish Welfare State  
A central symbol of Swedish national identity is folkhemmet (the People’s 
Home), which according to Viveka Berggren Torell was, in the mid-
twentieth century, ‘the Swedish version of the welfare state’ of which the 
Social Democratic Party was considered the architect.24 The term was 
invented as a metaphor to express the Social Democratic Party’s vision of a 
Swedish society that could be described as the good home for all, where no 
one should be ‘privileged or unappreciated; it knows no special favourites 
and no stepchildren [---] in the good home equality, consideration, co-
operation, and helpfulness prevail’. 25 A focus on the struggles of poverty and 
reducing insecurities in society became the main goal for the Swedish 
government.26 One milestone was the reform of state supported 
unemployment insurance that was introduced in 1934 as a consequence of 
the rhetoric surrounding the principles of work and income security.27 As 
Eric S. Einhorn and John Logue argue, the welfare state can be clearly linked 
to urbanisation and industrialisation28, which happened relatively late in 
Sweden.  
 
                                                        
22 Orvar Löfgren, “Vardagens dolda nationalism,” Europa: En svårfångad historia, ed. Hans-
Åke Persson and Fredrik Lindström (Lund: Studentlitteratur, 1999), 139. 
23 Jeremy Aynsley, Nationalism and Internationalism: Design in the 20th Century (London: 
Victoria and Albert Museum, 1993), 42.  
24 Viveka Berggren Torell, “Folkhemmets barnkläder: Diskurser om det klädda barnet under 
1920–1950-talen” (PhD diss., Göteborgs universitet, 2007), Abstract. 
25 Per Albin Hansson, “Socialism as the People’s Home,” in The Political Theory of Swedish 
Social Democracy. Through the Welfare State to Socialism. ed. Tim Tilton (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press 1991), 125–127. 
26 Ibid.  
27 Hansson, “Socialism,” 149. 
28 Eric S Einhorn and John Logue, Modern Welfare States. Scandinavian Politics and Policy 
in the Global Age, 2nd ed. (London: Praeger 2003), 148. 
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Another concept associated with the Swedish welfare state in the twentieth 
century was the ‘middle way’.29 This concept can be traced back to the 
1930s, when the American journalist Marquis W. Childs published his book 
about Swedish politics, Sweden: The Middle Way.30 In Childs’ view, Sweden 
had found a unique political path, the middle way or third way, between 
communism and capitalism, leading to economic prosperity. As an almost 
utopian description of Swedish society, Childs’ book contributed to the 
myths of a unique Swedish model and the image of Sweden abroad.31 The 
book was adopted by the Roosevelt Administration and, as Per T. Ohlsson 
notes, at the Democratic convention in Philadelphia, President Theodore 
Roosevelt spoke about ‘an especially interesting situation in Sweden’ where 
‘a royal family, a Socialist government and a capitalist system are working 
together carefully side by side’.32 In the first edition of his book, Childs 
considered Sweden as a utopia, and the most perfect and stable society, 
where not only capitalism was controlled, but also its citizens. According to 
Childs, the Swedish people were calm, rational ‘people who cultivated their 
garden, their rocky, remote, lonely garden, with patience, with courage, and 
with an extraordinary degree of intelligence’.33  
 
Merle Curti stresses that the main reason the Swedish model became an 
international success was that Sweden managed to eradicate poverty and 
therefore avoided the Great Depression.34 According to Logue, it was thanks 
to Childs’ book that Sweden was considered a successful country and ‘a 
model for many who longed for a human alternative to the depression era 
extremes of fascism and Stalinism.’35 Aynsley uses a similar standpoint 
when describing the Swedish design orientation as a ‘successful blend of 
social democracy and modern design’. About the influence of politics on 
design, he notes that:  

 
 

                                                        
29 Sten Ottosson, “Sverige som förebild: En diskussion om svenska självbilder med 
utgångspunkt från tre reseberättelser/reportage från andra hälften av 1930-talet,” Scandia, 
68:1 (2002): 2. 
30 Marquis W. Childs. Sweden: The Middle Way (London: Farber, 1962). 
31 Per T. Ohlsson, “Sweden: Still the Middle Way” (paper presented at the Columbia 
University, New York, September 28, 2006). 
32 Ibid 
33 Childs, The Middle Way, 217. 
34 Merle Curti, “Sweden in the American Social Mind of the 1930s,” in The Immigration of 
Ideas. Studies in the North Atlantic Community, ed. J. Iverne Dowie and J. Thomas Tredway. 
Essays Presented to O. Fritiof Ander. Rock Island, Illinois: Augustana Historical Society, 
162–164. 
35 John Logue, “The Swedish Model: Visions of Sweden in American Politics and Political 
Science,” The Swedish-American Historical Quarterly L:3 (1999), 163. 
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The collective identity of Norway, Denmark, Sweden, Finland, later joined 
by Iceland, has often been conceived as a “third way” defined by their strong 
traditions of social democracy, poised between communism and capitalism. 
These countries pioneered successful forms of national intervention in town 
planning, building and design for manufacture: capitalism with a benign face. 
Similarly, their design traditions have been regarded as successful 
adaptations of foreign traditions, sensitively fused with national strengths: 
Modernism with a human face. Interestingly, in the Scandinavian case, 
design traditions preceded political ones.36 
 

Aynsley’s observations on Sweden as a democratic society, in which design 
traditions respond to human needs, can be linked to the design reforms 
introduced by the association Svenska Slöjdföreningen in the late nineteenth 
century. These reforms aimed for ‘good quality products and a belief in a 
democratic household culture’, and were introduced prior to changes in 
social democratic politics in the early twentieth century.37  
 

Beautiful Yet Everyday Goods 
Svenska Slöjdföreningen (The Swedish Society of Crafts and Design) was 
founded in 1845 in order ‘to safeguard the quality of the Swedish crafts 
industry’, mainly as a consequence of the rise of mass production that was 
seen as threat, due to ‘the poor quality of the resulting goods’, often made by 
non-guild trained craftsmen’.38 As summarised by the Svenska 
Slöjdföreningen, a major result of this campaign was that:  
 

… a new approach to design began to emerge – forward thinking and 
consistent with industrial production methods rather than seeking to poorly 
imitate old forms of luxury. The working classes of Sweden became design-
empowered with access to well-designed, beautiful and affordable goods.39 

 
In addition, as scholar Gunilla Ivanov argues by citing its Chairman Gregor 
Paulsson, it was the ‘social, political and economic situation’ in Sweden that 
contributed to a change in taste, as well as a demand for standardised goods 
with an artistic approach.40 Thus the mass-production of high quality yet low 
price goods was, according to Paulsson, a strategy to manage the increased 

                                                        
36 Aynsley, Nationalism and Internationalism, 42, 44. 
37 Svensk Form, accessed April 1, 2015, http://svenskform.se/en/about-svensk-form/history/.  
38 Ibid. 
39 Ibid. 
40 Gunnela Ivanov, “Vackrare vardagsvara – design för alla?: Gregor Paulsson och Svenska 
slöjdföreningen 1915–1925” (PhD diss., Umeå university, 2004), 107. 
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import of low quality products and copying of foreign design.41 A concept 
that evolved as a consequence of the industrial movement was the slogan, 
Vackrare vardagsvara (Beautiful Everyday Goods), introduced in 1919. 
This slogan became and remained the main objective for Svenska 
Slöjdföreningen’s work and its mission during the first half of the twentieth 
century.42 Initially, this campaign was aimed at the Swedish craft industry, 
which produced goods for home interiors.  
 
One significant event organised by Svenska Slöjdföreningen, and that used 
its slogan, was the Stockholmsutställningen 1930 (The Stockholm Exhibition 
1930), held at Ladugårdsgärdet and Djurgården. Its overarching goal was, as 
Ylva Habel notes, ‘to promote ideas for bettering the dwelling standard of 
the urban working classes, whose housing conditions were often dismal’.43 
On entering the exhibition, visitors were ‘literally’ taking ‘a step into 
modernity; by looking at and interacting with functionalist architectural 
design, furnishing and lifestyle attributes’.44 Svenska Slöjdföreningen’s 100th 
anniversary exhibition, entitled 100 år och sedan… (100 years later…) was 
hosted at Liljevalchs public art gallery in Stockholm, between 15 September 
and 14 October 1945.45 This exhibition celebrated 100 years of Swedish 
improvements in designing a better society.  
 
All together, this background provides an image of Sweden as a modern, 
industrial nation, where political reforms aimed to guarantee an equal 
society, one in which, as Aynsley claims, ‘design traditions preceded 
political ones’.46 

 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                        
41 Ivanov, “Vackrare vardagsvara,” 108. 
42 Svensk Form, accessed April 1, 2015, http://svenskform.se/en/about-svensk-form/history/.  
43 Ylva Habel, “Modern Media, Modern Audiences: Mass Media and Social Engineering in 
the 1930s Swedish Welfare State” (PhD diss., Stockholm, Aura, 2002), 31. 
44 Ibid. 
45 100 år och sedan… Svenska Slöjdföreningen Jubileumsexpo 15 september–14 oktober 1945 
(Stockholm: Svenska slöjdföreningen, 1945), 55. Exhibition catalogue. 
46 Aynsley, Nationalism and Internationalism, 42. 
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The Development of a Swedish Fashion Identity 
There is no single concept that encapsulates Swedish fashion identity, like 
‘American sportswear’ or the ‘Italian look’, and as mentioned in chapter 1, 
Swedish fashion prior to the 1960s lacks identity.47 Hence, there are no 
existing studies that provide in-depth descriptions of what professionals, 
firms and styles were associated with Swedish fashion or what garments 
were embedded with specific Swedish values. This thesis, therefore, 
investigates how the belief in Swedish fashion was created in the fashion 
press.  
 

1930–1939: Swedish Fabrics and Parisian Design  
In the very first issue of Bonniers månadstidning in January 1930 there is an 
absence of allusions to Swedish fashion, and the latest news had no 
references to a domestic industry; instead it was the Parisian fashion 
designers that were emphasised, such as in the mention of ‘this jacket from 
Lanvin’.48 A later issue from the same year contains this description of a 
dress produced by a Swedish firm, Marja: ‘Even if the dress is produced in 
Stockholm it is not less Parisian’.49 This observation indicates the impact of 
the influences of French fashion design and how fashion was considered a 
foreign phenomenon rather than a concept rooted in Swedish culture. 

 

Hygienic Ideals and Sportswear 
In its first issues in 1930, Bonniers månadstidning associated Swedishness 
with a certain mentality and climate rather than with a fashion culture. 
Several of the articles in Bonniers månadstidning dealt with cold winters and 
chilly summer months in the north which, according to the press, had 
influenced everything from the Swedish temperament to housing 
construction.50 Its capital Stockholm was associated with Venice, and its 

                                                        
47 Rebecca Arnold, The American Look: Fashion, Sportswear and the Image of Women in 
1930s and 1940s New York (London: I.B. Tauris, 2009); Nicola White, Reconstructing Italian 
fashion: America and the Development of the Italian Fashion Industry (Oxford: Berg, 2000), 
12–14. 
48 [The original reads jackan, som är från Lanvin.] In “Skiddräkten av i år är pittoresk men 
bekväm och praktisk,” in Bonniers månadstidning, January 1930, 49. 
49 [The original reads inte mindre parisisk för att den gjorts i Stockholm.] In “Volanger, 
fransar och plisséer,” in Bonniers månadstidning, June 1930, 60. 
50 Célie Brunius “Ljus och färger i de funktionella hemmen,” in Bonniers månadstidning, 
June 1930, 30, 77. Additional examples could be found in an article October 1930 where 
garments were described in relation to the Nordic climate in Sweden: “The most functional 
and pleasant one can wear living in a cold country with heated homes”. [The original reads 
Det är bland det mest bekväma och behagliga man kan tänka sig i ett kyligt land med väl 
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citizens, the Stockholmers, were described as the ‘Nordic Frenchmen’ due to 
the impact of French culture.51 The following characteristics were attributed 
to a Swede: ‘a functionalistic sun worshipper’ with a ‘great organizing 
ability’.52 Bonniers månadstidning also described Sweden as ‘the most 
peaceful country in the world’, which referred to its neutrality policy.53 
However, it is important to stress that these articles coincided with 
Stockholmsutställningen 1930.  
 
Following the principles of ‘rational, practical and hygienic living’, 
introduced at the Stockholmsutställningen 1930, the term hygiene became, 
according to Frykman and Löfgren, ‘in vogue in the interwar period’, 
associated with everything from ‘eugenics and mental hygiene to public 
hygiene’.54 Hence, the 1930s saw the increased popularisation of body 
culture, health, and hygiene, as fashion periodicals advocated these ideals. 
Emerging sportswear fashions coincided with the introduction of a new body 
image in magazines (fig. 4.1). A new streamlined fashion image 
acknowledged a slim body, as stressed by the pseudonymous writer Yvette in 
the June 1931 issue of Bonniers månadstidning: 

 
It is certainly not the clothes that make the woman nowadays: on the 
contrary, it requires a physically flawless woman to reflect any kind of 
elegance these times. The truth is that fashion is created for young and 
beautiful women, whose main interests are devoted to sport and physical 
culture.55 

                                                                                                                                  
uppvärmda bostäder.] In Bris ”Vintermodet utomhus,” in Bonniers månadstidning, October 
1930, 44. One year later in August 1931 the following quotation was found: “Frankly 
speaking, the question of real summer clothes is in this beautiful north completely 
unnecessary”. [The original reads Alltså voro här i vårt härliga nordliga land bekymmer och 
bestyr med riktiga sommarkläder fullkomligt onödiga.] In Yvette, ‟Om ett mod som aldrig 
behövdes,” Bonniers månadstidning, August 1931, 36. 
51 [The original reads nordens Venedig och nordens fransmän.] In Bris, “Bröd, dans och 
skådespel,” Bonniers månadstidning, June 1930, 12.  
52 [The original reads funktionalistiske soldyrkaren.] In Célie Brunius, “Ljus och färger i de 
funktionella hemmen,” Bonniers månadstidning, June 1930, 30; [The original reads stora 
organisationsförmåga.] In Bris, “Bröd, dans och skådespel”, Bonniers månadstidning, June 
1930, 11. 
53 [The original reads Det fredligaste folket i världen.] In Célie Brunius, “År 1930 i 
Funktionalismens skugga,” Bonniers månadstidning, May 1930, 38–39. 
54 Habel, “Modern Media, Modern Audiences”, 31; [The original reads ett modeord under 
mellankrigsperioden [---] arvshygien och mentalhygien till samhällshygien.] In Jonas 
Frykman and Orvar Löfgren, Modärna Tider: Vision och vardag i folkhemmet (Lund: Liber 
Förlag, 1985), 74. 
55 [The original reads Det är visst inte kläderna som göra kvinnan numera: tvärtom, det 
fordras en fysiskt felfri kvinna till nästan alla slag av elegans som nu komma i fråga. Modet 
är skapat för unga, vackra kvinnor, som ägnat sina viktigaste intressen åt sport och 
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It is worth noting that these ideas about hygiene were disseminated in a 
wider context, and the Swedish fashion press was using the concept in order 
to describe the benefits of the industrial production of garments, in contrast 
to traditional craft-based production. The report ‘Vinterföljetong om 
sommarklänningar’ (Winter tale about summer dresses) allowed the readers 
to follow a fictional dressmaking process at a clothing manufacturer, from 
the idea to the final garment.56 One significant argument in this report 
concerns the advantages of industrial production ‒ the so-called ‘hygienic 
guarantee’.57 This guarantee avoided the risk, when buying a dress, of 
‘having the dress dragged around in the slum quarter’s crowded, unhealthy 
housing’, which was the case when having a dress made by a local 
seamstress.58  
 

                                                                                                                                  
kroppskultur, det är den rena sanningen.] In Yvette, “Ny sportstil,” Bonniers månadstidning, 
June 1931, 56. 
56 In Yvette, “Vinterföljetong om sommarklänningar,” Bonniers månadstidning, January 
1932, 16–17, 18. 
57 [The original reads hygienisk garanti.] In ibid, 17. 
58 Ibid. 
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Figure 4.1 A selection of the 1930s sportswear fashion that was based on Parisian 
design. A dress based on a Vionnet design sold through Tunborgs (second from left). 
A Chanel blouse imported by Edman & Anderson (right). Source: Yvette “Ny sport-
stil,” Bonniers månadstidning, June 1931, 56. 
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The Advanced Textile Industry  
In the early 1930s the meaning of Swedishness in the fashion press was 
mainly constructed around textile production, as Bonniers månadstidning 
stated in its May 1937 issue: ‘Our country is a textile nation’.59 This quote 
reflects a form of daily reproduction of nationalism which, according to 
Michael Billing, was often considered banal due to its everyday character.60  
The above-mentioned sportswear fashions were a significant feature in 
fashion periodicals from the early 1930s, yet they were not identified as 
being specifically Swedish, since the majority of these garments were based 
on French fashion designs (fig. 4.1). Only a few isolated reports, such as 
‘Well-dressed with ease and Swedish taste’ in Bonniers månadstidning’s 
December 1934 issue, reflect the benefits of standardised ready to wear yet 
without any explicit tribute to the domestic clothing industry.61 Instead, 
within the majority of press reports Swedishness was linked to the 
achievements of the textile industry, and the following article is a typical 
example of the 1930s fashion press. A report ‘Svenskt tyg och Parisiskt snitt’ 
(Swedish Fabric – Parisian Cut) in the December 1932 issue of Bonniers 
månadstidning featured one imaginary collection of garments in fabrics from 
Sweden in a Parisian design.62 This report included four sketches of dresses 
by Parisian dressmakers Maggy Rouff, Mirande, Jane Régny, and Bruyère. 
Bonniers månadstidning placed these designs in front of four textile 
swatches, reflecting the fruitful combination of Swedish fabric and Parisian 
design. One of these prototypes illustrates an original design for an afternoon 
dress by Jane Régny that is placed in front of the suggested material, black 
crepe and red velvet, by Swedish textile manufacturer Helsingborgs 
Jaquardväfveri (fig. 4.2).  
 

                                                        
59 [The original reads Vårt land är ett textilland.] In C.B-s. ‟Där tusen tyger växer fram: och 
nya mönster och tekniska förbättringar ger allt vackrare resultat,” Bonniers månadstidning, 
May 1937, 24–25. 
60 Michael Billing, Banal Nationalism, rev. ed. (1995; repr., London: Sage, 2010), 6. 
61 [The original reads Smidig välkläddhet och svensk smak.] In “Smidig välkläddhet och 
svensk smak,” Bonniers månadstidning, December 1934, 8.  
62 In “Svenskt tyg och parisiskt snitt,” Bonniers månadstidning, December 1932, 30–31. 
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Figure 4.2 Four sketches that reinforce the combination of Parisian haute couture 
design in Swedish fabrics. Source: “Svenskt tyg och parisiskt snitt,” Bonniers 
månadstidning, December 1932, 30–31. 
 
Earlier examples of the celebration of Swedish fabrics include a campaign 
conducted by Svensk Hemslöjd (National Association of Arts and Craft) and 
Engelska Damskrädderiet in Stockholm. This collaboration resulted in a 
sportswear collection designed by Mr Gille at Engelska Damskrädderiet, 
made in fabrics produced by selected members of the Svensk Hemslöjd. A 
divided skirt by Gille, based on an original design by Patou, was shown with 
a long blouse. This sportswear outfit was made of Swedish fabrics produced 
by wool manufacturers from Dalarna (fig. 4.3). Similarly to the previous 
example, in this spread in Bonniers månadstidning with the title ‘Svenskt 
från ull till dräkt: Svenskt tyg är ypperligt i synnerhet för sportkläder, säga 
experterna’ (Swedish from wool to dress: Swedish Textiles are the number 
one choice for sportswear, according to the experts), the Swedish cloth 
samples were placed centrally in the image.63 Other examples of the 
significant role of the Swedish textile industry and celebration of domestic 
fabrics in 1930s fashion reports include: ‘Here are the Swedish summer 
fabrics’; ‘The Fabrics’; ‘Fabrics for the latest dresses’; ‘Fabrics and the way 
they are produced’; ‘The autumn and winter fashion are made of these 
fabrics’; ‘This year’s winter clothes are sewn in Swedish fabrics’; ‘The 

                                                        
63 [The original reads Svenskt från ull till dräkt: Svenskt tyg är ypperligt i synnerhet för 
sportkläder, säga experterna.] In Célie Brunius, “Svenskt från ull till dräkt: svenskt tyg är 
ypperligt i synnerhet för sportkläder, säga experterna,” Bonniers månadstidning, January 
1932, 7. 
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fabric for stunning dresses is Swedish nowadays’; ‘What is your selection 
for dresses this springtime?’. 64   
 

 
Figure 4.3 In the 1930s Swedish fabrics had a high visibility in fashion journalism. 
Source: Célie Brunius, “Svenskt från ull till dräkt: Svenskt tyg är ypperligt i 
synnerhet för sportkläder, säga experterna,” Bonniers månadstidning, January 
1932, 10–11. 
 
 

                                                        
64 [The original reads De svenska sommartygerna äro här.] In “De svenska sommartygerna 
äro här,” Bonniers månadstidning, January 1932, 19; [The original reads Tygerna.] In 
“Tygerna,” Bonniers månadstidning, October 1932, 30; [The original reads Tyg till de nya 
klänningarna.] In “Tyg till de nya klänningarna,” Bonniers månadstidning, March 1933, 29; 
[The original reads. Tyger och hur de sys.] In Bris, “Tyger och hur de sys,” Bonniers 
månadstidning, April 1933, 30–31, 57; [The original reads. De tyger som höst- och 
vintermodet göres av.] In Bris, “De tyger som höst- och vintermodet göres av,” Bonniers 
månadstidning, August-September 1933, 40–41, 64; [The original reads Vinterkläderna av i 
år syr ni av svenska tyger.] In “Vinterkläderna av i år syr ni av svenska tyger,” Bonniers 
månadstidning, October 1933, 31; [The original reads Tyget till fina klänningar är numera 
svenskt.] In ‟Tyget till fina klänningar är numera svenskt,” Bonniers månadstidning, 
November 1933, 35; [The original reads Vad väljer ni till vårens klänningar.] In ‟Vad väljer 
ni till vårens klänningar,” Bonniers månadstidning, March 1939, 43. 
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Figure 4.4 Clothing fabrics also played a prominent role in advertising in the 1930s. 
Sidenhuset promoted their selection of domestic as well as international collection 
of clothing fabrics. Source: Advertisement by Sidenhuset, Bonniers månadstidning, 
March 1934, 8. 
 
Likewise, other examples that confirm this national pride in Swedish textile 
production can be found in two reports in Bonniers månadstidning, in 
January and December 1932. In these reports, the Swedish Crown Princess 
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Louise was portrayed as an active supporter of the domestic textile industry, 
mainly by choosing Swedish fabrics for her private wardrobe.65 In its 
January issue of 1932, Bonniers månadstidning described how the Crown 
Princess Louise ‘is one of the warmest friends of Swedish handicrafts’ and 
the Crown Prince has ‘encouraged the production of these excellent suit 
fabrics’.66 The national values of the Royal Family contributed to the 
importance of the textile industry as Cecilia Åse argues a ‘national 
symbol’.67 
 
The textile industry enjoyed a good reputation in these press reports. 
Bonniers månadstidning paid tribute not only to Swedish fabrics, but also to 
the industry and its technical achievements. In 1932, a four-page article with 
the caption ‘How a modern dress fabric is made’ emphasised the innovations 
within the Swedish textile industry.68 This production process is described as 
half-industrial and half-craft oriented in character, since every fabric sample 
was hand-woven on looms, in a number of combinations. 69 This article is 
typical and representative of virtually all articles in this period that make 
mention of Swedish textile production, dealing with its advanced production 
methods, including the design process. 
 

The Emerging Swedish Ready-to-Wear 
As previously mentioned, this was a period when the Swedish clothing 
industry was in its infancy, and more or less wholly dependent on design 
provided by Parisian haute couture houses. One of the earliest reports on the 
Swedish ready-to-wear production process was found in Bonniers 
månadstidning in January 1932. A four-page article offered four sentences to 
explicitly explain that mass production was not an automatic process but 
rather an advanced technology, in combination with production stages that 
were close to craftsmanship.70  

 

                                                        
65 Célie Brunius, “Svenskt från ull till dräkt: svenskt tyg är ypperligt i synnerhet för 
sportkläder, säga experterna,” Bonniers månadstidning, January 1932, 6. 
66 The original reads [är en av de varmaste vännerna av den svenska hemslöjden [---] 
uppmuntrat till framställningen av de utmärkta svenska kostymtygerna.] In Célie Brunius, 
“Svenskt från ull till dräkt: svenskt tyg är ypperligt i synnerhet för sportkläder, säga 
experterna,” Bonniers månadstidning, January 1932, 6. 
67 Cecilia Åse, Monarkins makt: Nationell gemenskap i svensk demokrati (Stockholm: 
Ordfront, 2009), 47. 
68 [The original reads hur ett modernt klänningstyg blir till.] In Célie Brunius ‟Hur ett 
modernt klänningstyg blir till,” Bonniers månadstidning, October 1932, 14–15, 55–57.  
69 Ibid, 15.  
70 [The original reads moderna storindustri.] In Yvette, “Vinterföljetong om sommar-
klänningar”, in Bonniers månadstidning, January 1932, 16. 
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Those who imagine that a ready-made dress is a mechanical product, and a 
result of a determined model of standardised drawings, will be mistaken. 
Every modern manufacturer may indicate that factory work is not in any 
circumstances contrary to craftsmanship [---] just as in previous times a dress 
is a dress, but only with slight differences based on the ongoing fashion 
changes; and the sewing is not done automatically merely by activating a 
wheel or pressing buttons. The production requires reflection, ideas, systems, 
and some practical adjustments due to the nature of the work, which we 
might call standardisation.71 
 

Likewise, the following quotations illustrate this manual production of a 
dress where: ‘every fold, stitch and trimming is marked on the fabric by 
chalk in the perforated lines of the pattern’ followed by a step when ‘small, 
proper fabric rolls [...] are unfolded and set up on the mannequin. Dense 
rows of glittering pins mark the seams and stitching’ and then ‘the dress goes 
to the machine seamstress’ and ‘the sewn garments are reviewed and 
completed by hand seamstresses [---] the pressing is managed by a special 
department’.72 Finally, the finished dresses are packed ‘into tissue paper and 
placed into boxes in order to be instantly sent to the client’.73 A major 
advantage for the customer, according to this article, in comparison to a 
made to measure dress, was the fixed price.74 The writer claimed that this 
type of industrial clothing production was to be the future of Sweden. They 
ironically declared any work by the local seamstress ‘sewing Emma’ or ‘Mrs 
Pettersson’ to be ‘ancient history’75 Except for monetary benefits, one major 
advantage of industrial clothing production was hygiene. From peasant 

                                                        
71 [The original reads Ty den som tror att en konfektionsklänning är en mekanisk produkt, 
tillkommen som ett resultat av en järnhårt fastslagen modell eller arbetsritning bedrar sig 
mycket. Varje modern industriman kan upplysa om att fabriksarbete inte står i något direkt 
motsatsförhållande till hantverksarbete [---] en klänning är en klänning, nu som förr, dock 
med de skillnader som modets förändringar innebär, och den syr sig inte själv, bara genom 
att sätta igång en mystiska hjul eller trycka på knappar. Det fordras eftertanke, idéer, system 
och ett visst praktiskt tillrättaläggande efter arbetets art, som vi skulle kunna kalla 
standardisering.] In Yvette “Vinterföljetong om sommarklänningar”, in Bonniers 
månadstidning, January 1932, 16. 
72 [The original reads Alla veck, stickningar och garnityr markeras på tyget genom punsning 
med talk i mönstrets perforerade linjer [---] Små ordentliga tygrullar [...] vecklas ut och sättas 
upp på dockan. Täta rader av glittrande knappnålar markera sömmar och stickningar [---] 
Och så går klänningen till maskinsömmerskan [---] de sydda plaggen synas och avslutas av 
handsömmerskorna [---] Pressningen skötes av en särskild avdelning.] In ibid, 16–18. 
73 De färdiga klänningarna packas in i silkespapper och läggas ned i kartonger för att 
ögonblickningen skickas till beställaren.] In Yvette, “Vinterföljetong om 
sommarklänningar”, Bonniers månadstidning, January 1932, 18. 
74 Ibid, 17. 
75 [The original reads forntiden; Sy-Emma; fru Pettersson.] In ibid, 16. 
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sweatshops to clean factories and regulated working hours, wrote the 
journalist, clothing production had transformed into utopia.76  
 
One additional and significant example of this craft-oriented form of mass 
production was a fashion drawing on the cover of Bonniers månadstidning in 
April 1930 by Göta Hellström (later Göta Trägårdh) (fig. 4.5). It captures the 
Swedish middle way as a mix of two extremes, the modern industrial 
production (the functionalist architecture as shown at the 
Stockholmsutställningen 1930), and artisanal clothing production of Parisian 
haute couture design. 77 
 

                                                        
76 In Yvette, “Vinterföljetong om sommarklänningar”, in Bonniers månadstidning, January 
1932, 16. 
77 Bonniers månadstidning, April 1930, front cover. 
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1940–1945: The ‘Birth’ of Swedish Ready-to-Wear  
The Swedish press continued to comment on the Swedish textile industry 
throughout the 1930s and into the 1940s. A four-page article in Bonniers 
månadstidning in January 1942 entitled ‘Swedish Industry’ guided the 
readers through a ‘machine cavalcade’, with references to different 
production methods within textile manufacturing.78 This article was based on 
journalist Maja Olin-Nilsson's visit to the textile company Borås Wäfveri, 
one of the largest at that time, with 2,600 employees.79 Olin-Nilsson paid 
attention to technological developments in which engineers had the most 
prominent roles, describing them as ‘intelligent brains’.80 It is important to 
note that the figure of the engineer mirrors the spirit of the times following 
the 1930s, a period when Swedishness was associated with social 
engineering.81 In addition, this article underlined the fact that the region was 
characterised by a high knowledge of textile manufacturing, and the 
company Borås Wäfveri AB was considered a successful example of modern 
industrial production that incorporated significant elements of craftsmanship, 
as illustrated by their separate department of pattern drawing (fig. 4.6).   
 

                                                        
78 [The original reads maskinkavalkad.] In Maja Olin-Nilsson, ‟Svensk industri,” Bonniers 
månadstidning, January 1942, 31. 
79 Ibid, 31–32, 39–40. 
80 Ibid, 31. 
81 Ehn, Frykman and Löfgren, Försvenskningen av Sverige, 144. 
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Figure 4.6 Behind the scenes at one of the leading Swedish textile manufacturers, 
Borås Wäfveri AB (second left). As can be noted in this feature, Borås Wäfveri AB 
was the first textile manufacturer in Sweden to establish this type of studio for hand-
painted fabrics in its own design. Source: Maja Olin-Nilsson, “Svensk industri,” 
Bonniers månadstidning, January 1942, 31–32. 
 

Wartime Initiative: the Government Campaign for Price Controlled 
Ready-to-Wear  
A significant event that contributed to increased awareness of the Swedish 
clothing industry was the government initiative PK-kläder, a price-controlled 
collection of affordable daywear produced by domestic clothing 
manufacturers. PK-kläder was introduced in autumn 1941 as an initiative by 
the Statens priskontrollsnämnd, in collaboration with Swedish clothing 
manufacturers.82 The major aim of this campaign was, through a democratic 
approach, to create clothes suitable for all Swedes, irrespective of social 
background; ‘Clothes for everyone’.83 In this article, Crown Princess Louise 
models a price-controlled collection, wearing a classic coat in standardised 
fabric ‘Y 208’ and item no ‘H 51170’.84 Having the Crown Princess 
modelling for PK-kläder is a significant example of creating values around 
the domestic clothing industry. However, this wartime collection was mainly 
promoted in Pengar och poäng, a propaganda pamphlet by Statens 
                                                        
82 Pengar och poäng, Aktiv hushållning, no 2, 1942, 3. 
83 [The original reads kläder för alla.] In ibid, cover. 
84 Ibid, 9. 
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Informationsbyrå. As shown in the pamphlet, a handful of Swedish clothing 
manufacturers were invited to create a selection of stylish yet practical 
garments. No designer or company’s name was mentioned in the 
government propaganda and the garments pictured are generic, with 
references to the fabrics used, such as a coat in ‘Standard fabric Y 195. Item 
No. 51.020. Price 91 SEK’.85  

 
As Berggren Torell notes, this government advice on clothing care can be 
seen as part of a wider democratisation and egalitarian process.86 Educating 
its citizens about clothing care and purchasing was a way to educate the 
working class about good taste. According to the government, ‘to be well 
dressed would not be a preserve for just a few’, and thus not an issue of 
class.87

  
 

 

 
Figure 4.7 The government-initiated price-controlled campaign emphasised the 
Swedish wool coat. The image illustrates a spread in its propaganda folder. Source: 
Pengar och poäng, Aktiv hushållning, no 2, 1942, 10–11. 
 
A majority of these garments were made of wool and this price-controlled 
collection was promoted as being ‘not particularly fashionable, since there is 
                                                        
85 [The original reads modellerna.] In Pengar och poäng, Aktiv hushållning, no 2, 1942, 10. 
86 Berggren Torell, Folkhemmets barnkläder, 71. 
87 [The original reads att vara välklädd skulle inte vara förbehållet några få.] In ibid, 71. 
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no particular fashion these days’ (fig. 4.7).88 This could be explained by the 
fact that during wartime any production of seasonal fashion collections 
carried a high risk for the manufacturers, and therefore avoiding fashion was 
one of the arguments for this campaign. However, these fashion reports 
presented in the brochure Pengar och poäng may seem somewhat 
paradoxical, because the overall aim was to avoid and not to follow the latest 
fashions, and yet the garments are described in fashionable terms, such as: 
‘…the sleeves constructed in one piece give a new modern line’ or ‘the new 
vertical pocket flaps’.89 Besides this example, additional evidence of Parisian 
design influences include a spread in issue No 2 of Pengar och poäng in 
1942, where a coat named ‘Diana’ was more or less a copy of the design 
from the fashion house Heim, published earlier that year in Damernas Värld: 
Flitiga händer (figs. 4.8–4.9).90 This is significant evidence of how even the 
government-run campaign was influenced by Parisian high fashion.91 More 
significantly, this campaign was conducted in a similar way to a high fashion 
collection campaign, and promoted through various activities such as press 
conferences, advertising, and promotional material, which was available in 
bookstores and newsstands.92 With this Statens Informationsstyrelse’s 
campaign, the emerging domestic ready-to-wear industry was promoted.  
 

                                                        
88 Pengar och poäng, Aktiv hushållning, no 2, 1942, 4. 
89 [The original reads ... ärmarna arbetade i ett stycke [...] ger en ny, modern linje; de nya 
vertikala lockfickorna.] In ibid, 10.  
90 “Sober stil,” ibid, 15; ‘Paris Paris’, Damernas värld, Flitiga händer, no 15, 1942, 18. 
91 Ibid. 
92 Report of the activities of the organisation Aktiv hushållning year 1942, Aktiv hushållning: 
Upplysning till hemmens tjänst. Redogörelse för verksamheten år 1942, no 1, 1943, 3, 6. 
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Figure 4.8 The coat Diana from the priced-controlled collection has strong 
similarities to the Parisian fashion and probably inspired the coat design by Heim in 
particular (right). Source: “Sober stil,” Pengar och poäng, Aktiv hushållning, no 2, 
1942, 15; “Paris Paris,” Damernas värld: Flitiga händer, no 15, 1942, 18. 
 
This price-controlled PK-kläder collection was similar to other international 
schemes, such as the British Utility Scheme, in terms of the regulation of the 
distribution of clothing, as well as the prices. But, according to Wilson and 
Taylor, the Utility Scheme was further limited by ‘general austerity 
restrictions’ when ‘trimmings such as embroidery and other ornamental 
stitching were banned’.93 These restrictions were primarily introduced to 
prevent the excessive use of textiles in clothing production, but also to 
provide citizens with sustainable as well as functional clothing.94 Through 
these governmental restrictions, UK clothing production was controlled by a 
number of regulations, and Wilson and Taylor describe how, ‘in order to 
economise on cloth and cut: the number of buttons, use of pleats, the widths 
of sleeve, skirt and hem were curtailed’.95 In addition, manufactures were 
limited to the production of ‘six styles of women’s underwear and fifty dress 
styles’ per year.96 The Swedish price control board did not go so far as to 
restrict the number of styles produced by each firm. Their mission statement 
was: ‘your own taste, but the state’s price’, which could be interpreted as 

                                                        
93 Elizabeth Wilson and Lou Taylor, Through the Looking Glass: A History of Dress from 
1860 to the Present Day (London: BBC Books, 1989), 118.  
94 Ibid. 
95 Ibid. 
96 Ibid. 
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conveying a kind of individual freedom.97 This freedom of choice could be 
guaranteed by a ‘great variety in details and style, which excludes 
monotonous repetition’.98 Yet they too, like the British Utility clothes, had to 
be designed using simple patterns in order to rationalise production. 
 
In Pengar och poäng, the rational production of clothing was emphasised by 
association with the car industry, and a discussion of cost per wear, which 
could also be adopted within clothing production.99 Material shortages meant 
that textile manufacturers were encouraged to focus on research and 
development of new sustainable fabrics. According to government 
propaganda, clothing should be valued for its quality and not for its design. 
The government’s intentions were also to preserve the country’s raw 
materials. However, the presence of this collection in the fashion press was 
rather limited, and little attention was given to the initiative. In the women’s 
magazine Damernas värld: Flitiga händer, the image showing the Crown 
Princess Louise dressed in a Swedish price-controlled coat by the 
manufacturer Saléns was published in its October 1942 issue, and was a rare 
example of its kind in the fashion press (fig. 4.10).100 
 
 

                                                        
97 “Er egen smak men statens pris,” in Pengar och poäng, Aktiv hushållning, no 2, 1942, 
cover. 
98 [The original reads en stor variation i detaljer och utförande, som utesluter ett enformigt 
upprepande.] In ibid, 4. 
99 Ibid, 6.  
100 Gunhild Nordgren, “Kronprinsessan i sin priskontrollerade ulster,” Damernas värld: 
Flitiga händer, no 43, 1942, 7. 
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Figure 4.9 The Swedish Crown Princess Louise dressed in a price-controlled coat 
by clothing manufacturer Saléns. Source: Gunhild Nordgren, ‟Kronprinsessan i sin 
priskontrollerade ulster,” Damernas Värld: Flitiga händer, no 43, 1942, 7. 
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Clothing Industry and Wartime Patriotism 
A shift in the press focus from the Swedish textile industry to the clothing 
industry is visible in the early 1940s, when readers were encouraged to 
choose Swedish clothing. One significant example of this patriotic 
endorsement of the domestic clothing industry is the spread entitled ‘We are 
dressed Swedish’ in the September issue of Bonniers månadstidning in 1942 
(fig. 4.11).101

 This article is also an early example of Swedish everyday wear, 
illustrated by a grey-checkered wool coat by Wettergrens. In addition, this 
report illustrates the wartime situation of closed borders. In the backdrop of 
these photographs various Swedish tourism destinations can be seen.102 
 

                                                        
101 [The original reads Vi klär oss svenskt.] In Maja Olin-Nilsson, “Vi klär oss svenskt,” 
Bonniers månadstidning, September 1942, 38–39. 
102 Ibid. 
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Figure 4.10 A selection of everyday wear defined as particularly Swedish, including 
a grey-checkered wool coat by Wettergrens. Source: Maja Olin-Nilsson, “Vi klär 
oss svenskt,” Bonniers månadstidning, September 1942, 38. 

  
The period between 1940 and 1945 is of particular significance to the 
emergence of a discourse of a Swedish national design identity in fashion, 
due to a stronger rhetoric of patriotism in the fashion press during wartime. 
Closed borders and a lack of imported material resulted in a higher demand 
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on local resources.103 That World War II had a great impact on the 
development of the Swedish industry is reflected in fashion journalism. In 
September 1940, readers of Bonniers månadstidning were informed that the 
fashion image for the autumn was unpredictable and the pseudonymous 
author Pia H. Af S. questioned whether it could be Swedish by posing the 
following question: 

 
A SWEDISH FASHION – WHY NOT? That is a relevant thought nowadays 
since nothing is heard from Paris. We do not know to what extent they are 
working at the fashion houses down there, or which ones that are not working 
at all. Fashion magazines and journals no longer reach Sweden, the few 
received are American. So why wouldn’t our own skilled dressmakers be 
able to create the clothes for this autumn season themselves? Over the years 
the managers at our great French studios have travelled to Paris in order to 
view clothes. They have carefully sorted out and chosen the best for Sweden, 
with seldom-failing intuition and taste. They know how the Swedish woman 
wants to dress, so why should they not make the clothes themselves?104  

 
These national tendencies and the emphasis on Swedish fashion also appear 
in the newsreels and, for example, in 1941 the SF Veckorevy, reported from 
a fashion show by Nordiska Kompaniet (NK) department store in 
Stockholm. The viewers were given information about the current situation 
when the speaker voiced: ‘Imports from Paris and other fashion centres are 
cut off, but we will manage anyway, or what does the audience think?’105 
 

                                                        
103 In America, fashion became an instrument to create a stronger national identity in order to 
liberate the nation from the French influences. The American fashion industry, supported by 
the fashion press, encouraged women to exclusively wear clothing from American designers, 
a fashion designed to be as functional primary because of shortage of material. According to 
fashion historian Caroline Rennolds Milbank this was a way to create a stronger sense of 
patriotism but also to ‘maintaining morale’ among Americans. In Caroline Rennolds Milbank, 
New York Fashion: The Evolution of American Style (New York: Abrams, 1996), 130.  
104 [The original reads ETT SVENSKT MOD – JA, VARFÖR INTE? Tanken ligger nära just 
nu, när intet ljud hörs från Paris. Man vet inte i vilken utsträckning det arbetas i modehusen 
därnere, inte heller vilka som ännu arbetar alls. Modetidningar och journaler kommer inte 
hit, de få som har hittat fram, är amerikanska. Så varför skulle inte våra egna duktiga 
skräddare hitta på höstkläderna alldeles själva? År ut och år in har cheferna för våra stora 
franska ateljéer rest till Paris och sett kläder. De har sovrat och valt det bästa för Sverige, 
med sällan svikande intuition och smak. De vet, hur svenskan vill klä sig, så varför skulle de 
inte hitta på kläder själva?] In Pia H. af S. ‟Höstmodet – hur blir det?: Kanske svenskt, 
kanske italienskt”, in Bonniers månadstidning, September 1940, 11.  
105 [The original reads Importen från Paris och andra modecenter är stängd, men det går ju 
bra i alla fall, eller vad säger publiken?.] In ”Mannekänguppvisning anordnad av NK,”  
SF Veckorevy, 1941-10-20, Journal Digital. 
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Analysis of the Swedish fashion press between the years 1940 to 1945 shows 
a changed perception of the Swedish clothing industry. From being 
considered as purely clothing manufacturers, the press rhetoric changes. 
Examples include the following two headlines: ‘A Swedish clothing industry 
of first class’ and ‘a clothing industry of high-class’ (fig. 4.12).106  
 
As shown in these reports, Swedish clothing industry had reached a level of 
production that could compete with the ‘foreign’ fashion industries.107 

 
Figure 4.11 The Spring collections by the Swedish clothing manufacturers Saléns 
and Kaplans were celebrated in the fashion press for their high quality. Source: 
Bonniers månadstidning, March 1942, 16–17. 
 
The positive comments about the Swedish industry became even more 
explicit at the end of the war. In June 1945, a caption in Bonniers 
månadstidning stated ‘the opportunity that was given and taken: our 

                                                        
106 “Högklassig konfektion,” in Bonniers månadstidning, March, 1942, 16–17; “Förstklassig 
svensk konfektion,” Bonniers månadstidning, April 1942, 41. A similar example was found in 
a fashion report in the May 1943 issue of Bonniers månadstidning entitled ‘A clothing 
industry of high-class’. [The original reads Högklassig svensk konfektion.] In Marga, 
‟Högklassig svensk konfektion,” Bonniers månadstidning May 1943, 36–37, 38, 12 and e.g. 
‘Good Swedish Ready to Wear’. [The original reads God svensk konfektion.] In “God svensk 
konfektion,” Bonniers månadstidning, October 1945, 64–67. 
107 [The original reads utländska.] In “Högklassiga svensk konfektion,” Bonniers 
månadstidning, March 1942, 16.  
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domestic clothes assert themselves in the market’.108 The pseudonymous 
author Nennette summarised the Swedish situation as follows:  
 

As the saying goes, “every cloud has a silver lining”. Apart from material 
shortages and other difficulties brought by the war, our Swedish clothing 
industry has been given a great opportunity to assert itself on the market 
without any foreign competition. The menswear manufacturers have with 
ease taken advantage of this opportunity and the near future will bring not 
only the free import of fabrics, but also competing foreign clothing.109 

 
In this article, a Summer collection by the company Fasiliko represents a 
great example of ‘fine and real clothes that are made in Sweden’.110 
 

The Breakthrough of Swedish Ready-to-Wear Fashion 
The coverage of the Swedish clothing industry in the fashion press continued 
to increase in the post-war period. A significant collective exhibition of 
Swedish ready-to-wear fashion was hosted at Liljevalchs public art gallery in 
Stockholm, between 15 September and 14 October in 1945.111 This event 
entitled ‘100 år och sedan…’ and part of the 100th anniversary exhibition of 
the Svenska Slöjdföreningen (The Swedish Society of Crafts and Design), 
was the event most covered by the fashion press. It was acknowledged by all 
genres of the fashion press as the birth of Swedish ready-to-wear fashion. As 
the text accompanying the exhibition poster emphasised, the clothing 
industry had reached a point where it indeed should be associated with ‘great 
art’ (fig. 4.13).112  

                                                        
108 [The original reads Chansen som gavs och togs – våra inhemska kläder hävdar sig i 
marknaden.] In Nennette, “Chansen som gavs och togs – våra inhemska kläder hävdar sig i 
marknaden,” Bonniers månadstidning, June 1945, 50–51. 
109 [The original reads Intet ont som inte har något gott med sig, säger ett gammalt ordspråk. 
Förutom alla besvärligheter som detta krig medfört för vår svenska konfektionsindustri i form 
av materialbrist o.s.v så har det dock samtidigt haft en god sak med sig: den strålande 
chansen för inhemska kläder att hävda sig i marknaden utan utländska konkurrens. Den 
chansen har tillvaratagits på ett sätt, som ger anledning förmoda, att herrar fabrikanter med 
ganska stort lugn kan se mot den inte alltför avlägset hägrande framtid, som inte bara 
kommer att medföra fri införsel av tyger, utan också av konkurrerande utländska kläder.] In 
ibid, 50. 
110 [The original reads det göres bra och riktiga kläder i Sverige nu.] In ibid. 
111 100 år och sedan… Svenska Slöjdföreningen Jubileumsexpo 15 september–14 oktober 
1945 (Stockholm: Svenska Slöjdföreningen, 1945). Exhibition catalogue. 
112 [The original reads god klädkonst.] In advertisement ‘Är konfektion konst?’, Dagens 
Nyheter, September 17, 1945, 5. 
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vision of the manufacturing of consumer goods, with a focus on the positive 
aspects of mass production and how beautiful and affordable goods could 
contribute to ‘a better home and a better society’.113  
 
Arranged over 13 galleries, the exhibition presented an on-the-spot account 
of various home environments in which clothing for men, women and 
children played an integral part and was displayed side by side with Swedish 
furniture.114 The exhibition was organised and curated by Anders Beckman, 
the founder of Beckmans skola för reklam och mode (Beckman’s School of 
Design), and the fashion illustrator and editor of Bonniers månadstidning, 
Göta Trägårdh, was responsible for the clothing sections of the exhibition. 
Twelve Swedish clothing manufacturers were specially commissioned to 
create unique garments for the exhibition. These were Algot Johanssons 
Kläder, AB Béve and C:nis Kappfabrik, Erling Richard AB, AB Fasilko, AB 
Jersey-Modeller, Jolantakonfektion, AB Kaplans Konfektionsfabrik, AB 
Märthakonfektion, Sahlins Konfektions AB, Konfektions AB Salén, AB J. A. 
Wettergren & Co, and AB Zober.115 Over seven days, public fashion shows 
were staged in the nearby restaurant, Lindgården, where these manufacturers 
showed a mix of everyday garments and elegant evening dresses, all at 
affordable prices. Author Monica Boman argues that an important aim of the 
exhibition was to show the ‘democratisation of fashion’ and that ‘being well-
dressed was no longer reserved for the privileged classes’.116 
 
Inaugurated by Prince Eugen, the exhibition had more than 3,500 visitors on 
its opening day.117 Both the national and international press were present and 
the Swedish daily press reported the event favourably as a breakthrough for 
Swedish fashion.118 The daily newspaper Svenska Dagbladet called it ‘Great 
Everyday Style’, and the local newspaper Stockholms-Tidningen considered 
the clothing section the most ‘vigorous and beautiful’.119 Another example is 

                                                        
113 [The original reads Bättre hem – bättre samhälle.] In Åke Stavenow, “Svenska 
Slöjdföreningen under 100 år,” in 100 år och sedan… Svenska Slöjdföreningen 
Jubileumsexpo ordnad av föreningens facksektion i Liljevalchs konsthall (Stockholm: 
Svenska Slöjdföreningen, 1945), 10. Exhibition catalogue. 
114 Ibid, 14–15, 40, 52. 
115 Ibid . 
116 [The original reads modets demkratisering [and] välkläddhet behövde inte längre vara ett 
klassprivilegium.] In Monica Boman, “1945: Bostadsfrågan i centrum: Slöjdföreningen fyller 
100,” in Formens rörelse: Svensk form genom 150 år, ed. Kerstin Wickman (Stockholm, 
Svenska slöjdföreningen, 1995), 172. 
117 See e.g. “Prins Eugen provar stol,” Dagens Nyheter, September 16, 1945, front page. 
118 [The original reads Vackra kläder, vacker konstindustri.] In Bell, ‟Vackra kläder, vacker 
konstindustri,” Svenska Dagbladet, September 15, 1945, 19. 
119 [The original reads piggaste och vackraste.] In ‘Svensk smak FÖRR, NU och 
FRAMLEDES’, Stockholms-Tidningen, September 15, 1945, 7–8; [The original reads God 
Vardagsstil.] In ‟God vardagsstil,” Svenska Dagbladet, September 26, 1945, 15. 
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found in Dagens Nyheter, where the author Pia relates Swedish democratic 
ideals to fashion:  

 
Do not think these are luxurious clothes, no, these are clothes for ordinary 
people [---] a good example of what Swedish clothing manufacturing can 
achieve when at its best, when it abstains from movie star luxury and 
curiosities, which can certainly be beautiful in expensive studio dresses, but 
which are never good in cheap mass produced styles.120  
 

The fashion magazine Bonniers månadstidning highlighted the exhibition 
with the headline ‘A salute to the Swedish Clothing Industry’ (fig. 4.14).121 
The journalist, writing under the pseudonym Luna continues: ‘Thanks to all 
the men and women, whose hard work and skill have raised Swedish 
clothing to the current heights where it now stands, at its best’ and concluded 
‘Finally we have reached a level at which all women regardless of class have 
access to the same categories of clothes. Thus, the coat, jacket, ulster and 
suit have become outwear for everyone’.122 Swedish fashion was, according 
to Luna, characterised by a certain degree of: ‘uniformity, a certain 
simplicity in line and style, and the avoidance of complicated or eccentric 
fashions’.123 It consisted mainly of practical everyday wear such as ‘overalls, 
flannel trousers and rain jackets but also sport suits, sporty ulsters and 
straight coats [---] in timeless styles’ that were suitable for mass 
production.124 Through this article Bonniers månadstidning educated its 
readers about the distinction between made to measure and mass production 
clothing, and made it explicit that Swedish ready-to-wear should not be 
confused with haute couture that ‘set the guidelines for fashion’.125 
 

                                                        
120 [The original reads Tro inte att det är lyxkläder, nej, det är kläder för alldeles vanligt folk 
[---] ett gott prov på vad svensk konfektion kan åstadkomma när den är som bäst och när den 
avhåller sig från filmlyx och konstigheter, som visst kan vara vackra i dyra ateljéklänningar, 
men aldrig blir bra i billig massupplaga.] In Pia [pseud.] “Svensk klädkultur,” Dagens 
Nyheter, September 17, 1945, 15. 
121 [The original reads En honnör för svensk konfektion.] In Luna “En honnör för svensk 
konfektion,” Bonniers månadstidning, October, 1945, 62. 
122 [The original reads Ett tack går dock i detta sammanhang till de män och kvinnor, som 
genom arbete och skicklighet drivit den svenska konfektionen till den höjd där den är nu står, 
när den är som bäst.] In ibid. [The original reads Nu har vi lyckligtvis nått därhän att kvinnor 
ur alla grupper har tillgång till samma typer av kläder. Kappan, rocken, ulstern och dräkten 
har blivit ytterplaggen för alla.] In ibid. 
123 [The original reads ... uniformitet, en viss enkelhet i linjer och stil, och undvika det alltför 
tillkrånglade eller modets mera excentriska infall.] In ibid, 63. 
124 [The original reads overaller, flanellbyxor och regnjackor men även sportdräkter, sportiga 
ulstrar och raka rockar [---] i tidlös modell.] In ibid. 
125 [The original reads för att ange modets riktlinjer.] In ibid, 26. 
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This significant article gives an account of the strengths of the domestic 
clothing industry and its contribution to improved clothing standards for all 
Swedes. Luna concluded that in Sweden ‘most important, above all else, is 
everyday wear’.126 
 
 
 

                                                        
126 [The original reads Viktigast av allt är ju trots allt vardagens kläder.] Luna “En honnör 
för svensk konfektion,” Bonniers månadstidning, October 1945, 26. 
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Figure 4.13 Bonniers månadstidning contributed to the creation of the belief in 
Swedish ready-to-wear fashion. This fashion spread was devoted to the exhibited 
collection at Liljevalchs in Stockholm. Source: Luna, “En honnör för svensk 
konfektion,” in Bonniers månadstidning, October 1945, 62. 
 
Together these various articles serve as examples of how the press outlined 
the particular character of Swedish ready-to-wear, and demonstrated the 
influence of everyday culture, inspired by Slöjdföreningen’s slogan 
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Vackrare vardagsvara – Beautiful everyday goods. The exhibition catalogue 
illustrates this further in a living room gallery decorated in practical and 
durable furniture to symbolise the modern Swedish family, that contained a 
homewear fashion collection consisting of garments in comfortable cuts and 
fabrics such as soft flannel and wool, which were placed in the living room 
gallery.127  
 
Moreover, a significant exhibition showcase contained a breastfeeding 
wooden mannequin dressed in ‘a pleasant ready-made dress’ (fig. 4.15).128 
This part of the exhibition reflected the image of the Swedish woman and 
her role as a mother and housewife, and included a collection of maternity 
wear and working clothes, such as cleaning overalls and aprons.129 As Habel 
observes, the population issue was part of a wider discourse on Swedishness 
and femininity, where childbearing and family planning became part of the 
emerging eugenic policy of the 1930s.130  

                                                        
127 100 år och sedan…, Exhibition catalogue, 45–46. 
128 “100 års svensk smak på Slöjdföreningens expo,” in Stockholms-Tidningen, September 15, 
1945, front page. 
129 “‘Liljevalchs startade starkt: 3.500 på 3 timmar såg expon’, Stockholms-Tidningen, 
September 16, 1945, 13. 
130 Habel, “Modern Media, Modern Audiences”, 60.  
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1946–1960: The Emergence of Swedish Everyday Wear 
A consequence of Sweden’s neutral standpoint during wartime was that the 
country developed its politics towards an international approach.133 In 
fashion journalism, however, the post-war rhetoric was rather nationalistic. 
This tone features in several articles, and almost every fashion magazine 
issue contained a spread devoted to Swedish fashion. For example, the 
January 1947 issue of Bonniers månadstidning wrote:  
 

Sweden is on its way to becoming one of the countries that makes the best 
clothing in the world. Not only appreciated at home but also in foreign 
markets. Visiting foreigners are full of admiration and enthusiasm for its 
quality, cut and price.134  

 
This article emphasises the Swedish production of affordable garments. A 
fashion spread from August 1951 illustrates this typical design identity in the 
post-war period. Journalist Ingrid Westerberg wrote how the clothing 
industry was ‘becoming far more secure in design with more clear lines’.135 
Swedish design was described as offering ‘practical’ garments ‘made to 
wear with ease’, but more importantly, free from any ‘unnecessary 
decorations, cluttered cuts and [---] “sassy” ornaments’.136 This article 
featured the Swedish production of affordable garments,137 with six images 
by Fasilko, Jersey-modeller, Martin-konfektion, Sveriges Förenade 
Trikåfabriker and Wettergrens. The design of everyday wear can further be 
illustrated by the following quote from the May 1956 issue of Bonniers 
månadstidning, where the essence of Swedish clothes was defined as: ‘Clean 
cut garments without ornament’.138 These key terms used in the context of 
everyday wear in order to create an idea of a significant national design 
identity are similar to Rebecca Arnold’s definition of American sportswear. 
According to Arnold, this fashion ‘solved women’s’ desire ‘to look smart, 
attractive and streamlined in a number of different roles’.139  

                                                        
133 Åse, Monarkins Makt, 18–19. 
134 [The original reads Sverige är på god väg att bli ett av de länder som gör den bästa 
konfektionen i världen. Inte bara uppskattad på hemmaplan utan också på utländsk marknad. 
Resande utlänningar är fulla av beundran och entusiasm över kvalitet, snitt och prisbillighet.] 
In ‟Samstämmighet i färger: ett mål för svenska kläder,” Bonniers månadstidning, January 
1947, 38. 
135 [The original reads Allt säkrare på handen, allt renare i linjen.] In Ingrid Westerberg, 
“Allt säkrare på handen, allt renare i linjen,” Bonniers månadstidning, no 8–9, 1951, 70. 
136 [The original reads praktiska; lättburna; onödigt pynt, plottriga skärningar och [---] 
‘piffiga’ utstofferingar.] In ibid. 
137 Ibid.  
138 [The original reads kläder med rena linjer utan bjäfs.] In “Bäst klädd i hela världen,” Eva: 
Bonniers månadstidning, May 1956, 43. 
139 Arnold, The American look, 7. 
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Figure 4.15 Swedish ready-to-wear fashion (konfektion) was under review in the 
Swedish fashion press in the post-war period. In this particular article, journalist 
Ingrid Westerberg evaluates the properties of the Swedish ready-to-wear fashion, 
with a focus on its price, quality and in comparison to French haute couture. 
Source: Ingrid Westerberg, “Vi önskar och undrar à propos: Svensk konfektion,” 
Bonniers månadstidning, no 1, 1949, 47–51. 
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Positive comments about the Swedish ready-to-wear fashion (konfektion) 
continued in the 1946 to 1960 period with a focus on its strengths regarding 
the design, price and quality. Journalist Ingrid Westerberg stated in Bonniers 
månadstidning no 4 issue of 1951 how “Swedish ready-to-wear is getting 
better and better”.140 
 

                                                        
140 Ingrid Westerberg, ‟Svensk konfektion blir bättre och bättre,” Bonniers månadstidning, no 
4 1951, 72–79. Other examples include: Nennette, “Vackra representanter för vårens svenska 
konfektion,” Bonniers månadstidning, no 5, May 1949, 62; Ingrid Westerberg “Konfektion”, 
Bonniers månadstidning, no 8–9, 1949, 54–57; Nennette, ‟Franskinspirerad svensk 
konfektion,” Bonniers månadstidning, no 2, 1948, 38–39, 63 and “Nytt mode – ny stol, 
svensk konfektion,” Bonniers månadstidning, no 8–9, 1952, 52–57. 
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in terms of basic clothes, such as blouses, skirts and dresses, but also 
associated with elegant fur coats which also carried connotations of an 
everyday wear concept.141 In its Spring/Summer issue 1942 Stil reported on 
the latest fashion, showing a collection of ‘the Swedish everyday dresses’.142  
 
In spite of the variation of garments from wartime up to the mid-1950s, the 
concept of Swedish everyday wear was primarily associated with tailored 
outerwear. In October 1953, a double-page fashion spread in Bonniers 
månadstidning with the headline ‘Everyday outerwear’, featured four winter 
coats by the Swedish manufacturers Wettergren, Sahlins and Cewo, which 
were defined as the ‘backbone of the wardrobe’ (fig. 4.18).143  
 
 

                                                        
141 For example at the fashion show by the furrier Rolf Malmberg fur coats for everyday use 
were shown and for example a sheepskin jacket and scannofix fur coat was considered as 
particularly adapted for everyday use. In Rips “Rosenträfärg på Höstpälsen,” Svenska 
Dagbladet, September 19, 1957, 16. Another example from 1957 was the kangaroo fur coat 
which according to the signature “Rips” was water resistant. In Rips, “Kängurupäls tål 
nordiskt regn,” Svenska Dagbladet, September 28, 1957, 14; Ingrid Westerberg, “Evergreens i 
modets värld,” Bonniers månadstidning, no 11, 1954, 71. 
142 [The original reads svenska vardagsklänningarna.] In Stil, våren/sommaren 1942.  
143 [The original reads Vardagens ytterplagg.] In “Vardagens ytterplagg,” Bonniers 
månadstidning, no 10, 1953, 90–91. 
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Figure 4.17 The Everyday Outerwear by Swedish ready-made clothing manu-
facturers. Source: “Vardagens ytterplagg,” Bonniers månadstidning, no 10, 1953, 
90–91. 
 
Another example is found in a four-page spread with the headline ‘Fashion 
Evergreens’ from 1954.144 Journalist Ingrid Westerberg stressed that ‘all year 
round everyday wear’ was ‘congenial with the austere and sporty Swedish 
woman’.145 These examples also demonstrate the emphasis on long-lasting 
and durable outerwear, which was not associated with fast-changing trends. 
Tailored outerwear was an investment and thus important for a standard 
wardrobe. By choosing practical and monochrome colours a common pitfall 
was also avoided, so in this sense, everyday wear was not associated with the 
most extreme fashion trends.  
 
 

                                                        
144 Ingrid Westerberg, “Evergreens i modets värld,” Bonniers månadstidning, no 11, 1954, 
70–73. 
145 [The original reads året-runtbetonade vardagsklädsel; kongenial med svenskans strama, 
litet sportiga typ.] In ibid, 71. 
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Figure 4.18 In the mid-1950s Swedish clothing manufacturers were explicitly 
associated with dresses, which reflect the change in clothing production from 
tailored outerwear to lighter garments as discussed in chapter 2. What distinguishes 
these fashion reports from earlier ones is that lighter clothing, such as dresses, 
included information about price. Source: ‟Tyget gör klänningen,” Eva: Bonniers 
månadstidning, September 1955, 80–85.  
 

The Spatial Aspects of Everyday Wear  
Another aspect that influenced the design of Swedish everyday wear that 
emerged from the 1940s onwards was driven by purely rational reasons. At 
the anniversary exhibition, the issue of overcrowded living conditions was 
the theme in Gallery 9, described as ‘the minimum of human needs’.146 Since 
Swedish housing was small with limited storage, wardrobe planning was 
important. At the exhibition, visitors were informed about how to plan their 
living situation, including their clothes. A standard apartment for five people 
measured 76.1 square metres in plan, of which the allocated storage space 
was 3.5 square metres. This indicated that in a standard wardrobe or clothes 
cupboard there was insufficient room for anything more than everyday 
clothes.  
 
Poor living standards were a central theme in the Swedish modernisation 
project. For example, wardrobe planning was one of the major topics at the 
Nordiska korrespondensinstitutet’s (abbreviated as NKI) correspondence 

                                                        
146 [The original reads Minimum för mänskliga behov.] In 100 år och sedan…, 58.  
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courses during the 1940s.147 The NKI school’s course manual suggested the 
following garments for a standard Swedish woman’s wardrobe: one bathrobe 
or dressing gown, two jumpers or cardigans, one pair of smart shoes, three 
pairs of casual shoes, one pair of canvas shoes, one pair of slippers, one hat, 
one suit, two Sunday dresses, three everyday dresses, and finally one party 
dress measuring 50 cm in width and 150 cm in height (fig. 4.20).148 A closer 
examination shows how the size of a standardised closet influenced the types 
of garment that were associated with the Swedish wardrobe. The party dress, 
for example, was, according to this manual, a slim, knee-length dress. The 
limited space was an example of how a Swedish standard closet was 
primarily designed for basic everyday clothing. 
 
 
 

                                                        
147 Larsson, “Lära sig att bo,” 140. 
148 Ibid. 
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Figure 4.19 An average Swedish wardrobe according to the NKI School. Source: 
NKI Stockholm, Kurs i bostad och inredning, ”Stadsbostaden 3”. 
 

Teen Fashion 

A sub-genre of Swedish everyday wear that emerged in the 1950s was teen 
fashion, aimed at a younger audience. A newsreel by SF Veckorevy supports 
the notion of this new genre and, as the voice-over of Göta Trägårdh 
explains, ‘the best thing to have happened to Swedish clothes over the last 
few years is that teenagers have managed to develop their own fashionable 
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style’.149 Clothing manufacturers mentioned in this newsreel were 
Tonniemodeller, Zober, Sahlins, and Larella. These teenage fashion styles 
were American-led, with references to American youth culture, but the 
fashion was considered Swedish due to its origins and design. The design 
was ‘clean in shape’ in order to provide the new generation with 
‘sustainable, flair-free but modern fabrics and form’.150  
 

The Middle Way Style  
Apart from Swedish everyday wear, another theme covered in the Swedish 
fashion press was ‘middle way’ fashion. As described earlier, this concept 
derives from the image of Sweden’s middle way approach to politics and 
society. In the January 1956 issue of Bonniers månadstidning, a double-page 
spread entitled: ‘Clean Architecture: the Inspiring Style of Alva Myrdal’ 
acknowledged the importance of dressing in accordance with the ideal of the 
Swedish ‘middle way’.151 This is a significant comment and remains a 
recurrent theme in the reporting of Swedish fashion in the 1950s, which will 
be developed further in later sections. As this report points out, Mrs Myrdal 
was the Swedish Ambassador to India between 1956 and 1961, and her style 
was described as representative of the simple Swedish manner (fig. 4.21).152 
However, as a social democrat, Alva Myrdal was involved in the new 
political movement that emerged in Sweden in the interwar period. She is 
mostly known for her work on family politics, and together with her 
husband, Gunnar Myrdal, she authored the book Kris i befolkningsfrågan 
(Crisis in Population Issue), published in 1934.153 Notably, even though Alva 
Myrdal was supposed to choose an outfit that reflected the values of the 
Swedish ‘middle way’, her ambassadorial dress was an original haute 
couture design, ‘Mayfair’ by Christian Dior, representing Parisian high 
fashion.154 
 
 

                                                        
149 [The original reads det bästa som har hänt på klädfronten de sista åren är att tonåringarna 
har lyckats att få fram en egen klädstil.] In ”Tonårsmodet Husmodersfilm av Brita Svenonius 
och Göta Trägårdh,” SVT, 1953, Journal Digital. 
150 Ibid. Other examples of teen fashion in Bonniers månadstidning are: Kerstin Thorvall-
Falk, “Tonårskläder,” Bonniers månadstidning, no 1, 1951, 30; Ingrid Westerberg, ‟Det 
blåser tonårsvindar,” Bonniers månadstidning, no 2, 1952, 46–48. 
151 [The original reads Ren arkitektur: Alva Myrdals efterföljandsvärda klädstil.] In Irma 
Grandinson, “Ren arkitektur: Alva Myrdals efterföljandsvärda klädstil,” Eva:Bonniers 
månadstidning, January/February 1956, 47. 
152 Ibid.  
153 Alva Myrdal and Gunnar Myrdal, Kris i befolkningsfrågan (Stockholm: Bonnier, 1934). 
154 Grandinson, “Ren arkitektur,” 47. 
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Figure 4.20 The Swedish ambassador to India, Alva Myrdal, dressed in Parisian 
haute couture, the ‘Mayfair’ design by Christian Dior. Source: Irma Grandinson, 
“Ren arkitektur: Alva Myrdals efterföljandsvärda klädstil,” Eva: Bonniers 
månadstidning, January/February 1956, 47. 
 
It is also significant that the concept of the ‘middle way’ in the fashion press 
appears as a hybrid of international fashion styles. Examples include a film 
clip from the newsreel SF Veckorevy 1945 where the voice-over stresses 
that: ‘In Sweden we have chosen a middle way, between long Parisian and 
short American suit jackets, which also fits the Swedish woman best’.155  
 

Modellkonfektion: High-End Ready-to-Wear 
A segment of the Swedish fashion manufacturing industry that reflected the 
concept of the Swedish middle way that emerged in the 1940s was 
Modellkonfektion fashion. According to the Svenska skrädderiförbundet 
(Swedish Tailors’ Association), this segment of high-end ready-to-wear 
clothing was defined as ‘ready-made garments that are produced in a truly 
artisanal way in very small collections by small workshops’.156 A fashion 
                                                        
155 [The original reads I Sverige har vi valt en medelväg mellan de parisiska långa och de 
amerikanska korta dräktjackorna och dessa halvlånga jackorna klär också svenskan bäst.] In 
“Mannekänguppvisning på Grand 1945,” SVT Play Video, 1:38, from a fashion show at Grand 
Hotel televised in 1945, SF Veckorevy, published by Sveriges Television, November 10, 2005, 
http://www.svtplay.se/klipp/156083/mannekanguppvisning-pa-grand-
1945?tab=klipp&sida=2. 
156 [The original reads konfektionssydda kläder, som tillverkades i små verkstäder i mycket 
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report in Bonniers månadstidning from 1956 echoes this middle way 
approach: 
 

Swedish clothing manufacturing is exceptional – it is widely known and 
recognised. In addition, the premium modellkonfektionskläderna in 
performance and price is somewhere between manufactured clothing and 
haute couture.157 
 

The quote illustrates how Modellkonfektion fashion was considered on a 
level comparable to Parisian haute couture. This suggestion was also found 
in other genres of the press, such as in Stil magazine from 1951:  
 

Instead of haute couture [---] we have our own excellent clothing 
manufacturing. There is something in it. Especially concerning the recent 
phenomenon named “Modellkonfektion”. The term itself is a contradiction, 
yet it actually says what it is all about – an exclusive method of dressmaking, 
but at affordable prices, making “ready to wear” in limited editions. It reflects 
the mood of the times. Despite, or rather because of the fact that “regular” 
clothing manufacturing has become so distinguished, the number who have 
the urge for something a little more has grown – but without choosing the 
most refined pinnacle of dressmaking. Modellkonfektionen has become their 
exquisite juste milieu.158  

 
In this report it is also stated that Swedish clothing manufacturers had 
chosen a unique path: the combination of affordable fashion yet high in 
quality. Moreover, this Modellkonfektion style is similar to Nicola White's 
definition of the ‘Italian Boutique Style’, a category ‘just below the level of 
made-to-measure couture’.159 According to White, this Italian style was 

                                                                                                                                  
små serier på ett rätt hantverksmässigt sätt.] In Ragnar Björkman, Skräddarlexikon 
(Stockholm: Sveriges Skrädderiidkareförbund, 1988), 131. 
157[The original reads det är allmänt känt och erkänt. Därtill kommer de fåtaliga men 
förstklassiga modellkonfektionskläderna som i utförande och pris ligger någonstans mellan 
vanlig konfektion och haute couture.] In “Bäst klädd i hela världen,” Eva: Bonniers 
månadstidning, May 1956, 43. 
158 [The original reads I stället för den omfattande haute couture [---] har vi fått vår 
högtstående konfektion. Det ligger något i det. Alldeles särskilt i fråga om den rätt unga 
företeelse som kallas “modellkonfektion”. Ordet i sig självt är en motsägelse, men det säger 
faktiskt vad det är fråga om – en form av klädskapande som arbetar med exklusiva metoder, 
men som kan hålla sina modeller på en överkomlig prisnivå genom att göra dem “ready to 
wear” och i ett begränsat antal exemplar. Den har vuxit fram ur en utpräglad tendens i tiden. 
Trots, eller kanske just på grund av, den “vanliga” konfektionens allt förmämare klass blir 
det ständigt allt flera som får lust till något ännu litet mer – utan att därför vilja sträcka sig 
till förstaklassskrädderiets tinnar. Modellkonfektionen har blivit deras utsökta juste milieu.] 
In “Modell-konfektion,” Stil, hösten-vintern 1951. 
159 White, Italian Fashion, 100. 
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recognised for its innovation and contrast to ‘the grand formality of French 
couture’.160 However, in contrast to the Italian boutique style, Swedish 
Modellkonfektion was aimed at the domestic market, not for export. Thus a 
national style identity was implicitly embedded in these garments. 
 
In the post-war period, Swedish clothing manufacturers promoted their 
Modellkonfektion designs as being similar to Parisian couture, putting the 
emphasis on their own design imprimatur. This emerging fashion was found 
in all kinds of fashion journalism, such as the fashion spread in the March 
1955 issue of Bonniers månadstidning entitled ‘Swedish designs for the 
Swedish clothing industry’.161 This term was also used in the Swedish 
clothing manufacturers’ own advertisements, which appeared in Textila as 
well as in Bonniers månadstidning. In these advertisements the use of the 
term ‘model’ signified that these garments were Swedish by design, 
supported by captions such as, ‘the best of today's fashion’ by 
Wettergrens.162 Also, by focusing on one particular garment, these 
advertisements created connotations of Parisian haute couture fashion (figs. 
4.22–4.23).  
 

                                                        
160 White, Italian Fashion,101. 
161 [The original reads Året-runt-dräkt i svensk modellkonfektion.] In “Svenska modeller för 
svensk konfektion” in Eva: Bonniers månadstidning, no 3, 1955, 104–105. 
162 [The original reads Det bästa i dagens mode.] In Textilia, hösten–vintern 1948, 15. 
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Figure 4.22 1949 advertisement for Wettergrens. Source: Bonniers månadstidning, 
no 4, April 1949, 27. 
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The Imagined Fashion Community 
This part of the thesis discusses the findings of the analysis of the image and 
idea of Swedish fashion, and how these can be understood as a community 
within the fashion magazine world by drawing on Benedict Anderson’s 
theories of ‘imagined communities’. According to Anderson, ‘communities 
are to be distinguished, not by their falsity/genuineness, but by the style in 
which they are imagined’.163 As Anderson notes, a community is limited and 
thus certain borders set the boundaries of who belongs to this community 
and who does not. These borders can be defined on the basis of solidarity to 
the domestic industry, and participating in creating the image of Swedish 
fashion. As Anderson claims, a community is imagined since ‘the members 
of even the smallest nation will never know most of their fellow-members, 
meet them, or even hear of them, yet in the minds of each lives the image of 
their communion’.164 This is also the case for the community created in the 
fashion press, since the members acknowledged reflect just a limited number 
of the individuals actually involved in fashion production. The journalistic 
writing, namely the language, is what Anderson claims unifies the members 
of an imagined community, thus creating patriotism.165 Yuniya Kawamura 
considers the journalist and editor as central agents in the symbolic 
production of fashion.166 But in contrast to Kawamura, this thesis does not 
acknowledge their role as tastemakers, but rather considers that a fashion 
magazine marks the intersection between various business professionals 
involved in fashion production.  
 

The Swedish Fashion Community 
As previously shown in this chapter, it was the group of textile and clothing 
manufacturers that was associated with Swedish fashion in the fashion press 
between 1930 and 1960. This community, which was constructed in the 
fashion press, could be described as loose (or informal) since there were no 
major institutions, such as the French Chambre Syndicale de la Couture 
Parisienne, responsible for promoting the interest of the Swedish fashion 
industry. Yet, the Swedish trade association Skobranschrådet that was 
established in 1945 became a significant institution for trend forecasting for 

                                                        
163 Anderson, Imagined Communities, 6. 
164 Ibid. 
165 Ibid, 163. 
166 Yuniya Kawamura, The Japanese Revolution in Paris Fashion (Oxford: Berg, 2004), 81. 
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footwear, and its spokesperson Aili Pakonen was frequently mentioned in 
the fashion press in issues related to trends and trade issues.167  
 
This absence of a dominant institution meant that the fashion press, and 
particularly the fashion magazine Bonniers månadstidning, played an 
important role in creating a feeling of solidarity among the group of textile 
and clothing manufacturers.  
 

Swedish Museums in the Fashion Press 
Apart from the media, Anderson suggests various institutions that unify a 
community, such as museums.168 In contemporary times, museums are 
important cultural institutions for the manifestation of fashion, but as Marie 
Riegels Melchior notes, fashion in museums is ‘a late twentieth-century 
phenomenon’ since in the mid-twentieth century ‘the focus was less on 
“fashion” than on “dress”’.169 
 
In the fashion press it was predominantly two exhibitions that were highly 
praised for their contribution to fashion. These were both staged just after the 
end of the war, in the autumn of 1945. The first was the previously 
mentioned collective ready-to-wear exhibition 100 år och sedan… at 
Liljevalchs public art gallery in Stockholm, between 15 September and 14 
October 1945. This exhibition marks the first time Swedish ready-made 
clothing was presented as ready-to-wear fashion. This exhibition was a 
manifestation of both Swedish taste and high technical and aesthetic quality.  
Despite the media focus on the 100 år och sedan… exhibition, the fashion 
press celebrated the French exhibition, Théâtre de la Mode, held at the 

                                                        
167 In “Modekunskap och modeinformation i klädindustrin,” Bonniers månadstidning, no 1, 
1949, 46, 12, 14. Skobranschrådet, accessed July 4, 2017, 
http://www.skobranschradet.se/om/historia.php /. 
168 Anderson consider ‘the census, the map and the museum’ as the most significant in the 
creation of a national solidarity. From his first edition from 1983 he also includes the 
following categories: ‘language, media and education’. In Anderson, Imagined Communities, 
163. 
169 Marie Riegels Melchior, “Introduction,” in Fashion and Museums: Theory and Practice, 
ed. Marie Riegels Melchior and Birgitta Svensson (Bloomsbury Publishing, 2014), 6. In 
addition, in Sweden the first design-oriented museum was Rhösska Konstslöjdsmuseet in 
Gothenburg, established in 1916 by a donation from the wholesaler brothers, Wilhem and 
August Rhöss. Its architect was Carl Westman. Today the Rhösska Konstslöjdsmuseet is still, 
according Brunnström, the only museum which specialises in design, art and crafts. In 
Stockholm, however, the Nationalmuseum has modern design from the early twentieth 
century in its collections. This collection originally came from the Svenska Slöjdföreningen in 
1872, but in 1884 it went to the Nationalmuseum, where it remains today. Neither of these 
museums focused on collecting any Swedish dress or costume related to Swedish fashion. In 
Lasse Brunnström, Svensk designhistoria (Stockholm: Raster, 2010), 34, 38. 
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Nordiska Museet (the Nordic Museum) in Stockholm between 10 October 
and 10 November in 1945.170 A collection of miniature designs by Paris 
fashion houses was sent on a touring exhibition to assist the Parisian fashion 
industry to regain its position after the occupation of Paris. The entire 
collection consisted of 237 fashion dolls, of which 45 were shown at the 
event in Sweden.171 The exhibition was organised by the Chambre Syndicale 
de la Couture Parisienne, and the idea of dressing a number of fashion dolls 
in the latest couture creations from leading Paris couturiers was initiated due 
to lack of materials after wartime rationing. Fashion historians have written 
that the Théâtre de la Mode ‘toured all the major cities’172, and the fact that 
the exhibition was shown in Stockholm signifies open trade relations 
between Sweden and France. According to Jonathan Walford, the major aim 
of Théâtre de la Mode was ‘to demonstrate that the war had not stifled 
couture, and Paris was open for business’.173  
 
In Sweden this exhibition was co-organised with members of the Swedish 
fashion industry. The editor of Bonniers månadstidning, Célie Brunius, Göta 
Trägårdh, founder of Beckmans skola för reklam och mode, and the 
chairman of Svenska Slöjdföreningen, Gregor Paulsson, were all part of the 
exhibition committee.174 In addition, the Swedish Crown Princess Louise 
inaugurated the exhibition at the gala opening, attended by members of the 
Royal Family and the cream of society. The media reaction was positive, and 
Bonniers månadstidning editor Célie Brunius declared Swedish openness to 
French fashion influences, due to the close links between Swedish and 
French culture. 175 
 

Göta Trägårdh: A ‘Pioneer’ in Swedish Fashion 
Göta Trägårdh can be considered a ‘pioneer’176 in forming the idea of a 
national Swedish fashion, yet without holding any formal position. 
                                                        
170 Théâtre de la Mode: Fransk stil och smak, (Stockholm: Victor Petterssons Bokindustri, 
1945). Exhibition catalogue. 
171 Edmonde Charles-Roux, “The Théâtre de la Mode or the Return of Hope,” in Théâtre de la 
Mode Fashion Dolls: The Survival of Haute Couture, ed. Susan Train and Eugène Clarence 
Braun-Munk, rev. ed. (1990; repr., Oregon: Palmer/Pletsch, 2002), 18; Theatre de la Mode, 
8–9. 
172 Lou Taylor, “Paris Couture 1940–1944”, in Chic Thrills: A Fashion Reader, ed. Juliet Ash 
and Elizabeth Wilson, (London: Pandora Press, 1992), 137. 
173 Jonathan Walford, Forties Fashion: From Siren Suits to the New Look (London: Thames 
& Hudson, 2008), 191. 
174 Theatre de la Mode, 4. 
175 Célie Brunius, “Fransk stil och smak,” Bonniers månadstidning, November 1945, 54–56. 
176 A term that I borrow from Anderson, who has written illuminatingly about the pioneers in 
the development of ’creole communities’ in Asia, Africa and America. In Anderson, Imagined 
Communities, 47–65. 
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Trädgårdh’s achievements are evident in the findings of this chapter and in 
chapter 3, yet the variety of her work makes it difficult to categorise her, 
since her positions ranged from editor, illustrator, consultant, and teacher, to 
curator. She was trained at the Tekniska skolan and Konstakademinen in 
Stockholm and started her career as a fashion illustrator.177 When Bonniers 
månadstidning was launched in 1930, Trädgårdh (then working under her 
maiden name, Hellström) was part of the editorial staff. Her illustrations 
covered many aspects of fashion production, from Parisian haute couture to 
Swedish dressmaker and clothing manufacturers. However, she is mostly 
known for the establishment of the school, Beckmans skola för reklam och 
mode, that she founded with Anders Beckman in 1939.  
 
She was also a promoter of the Swedish clothing industry, and played a 
significant role at a number of major events that contributed to forming the 
image of fashion in Sweden between 1930 and 1960. Amongst these were 
the Stockholmsutställningen 1930, for which she designed the staff uniforms. 
In 1945, she was the curator for the clothing gallery and producer of the 
public fashion shows for the anniversary exhibition 100 år och sedan… As 
previously mentioned, she was also part of the exhibition committee for the 
touring exhibition Théâtre de la Mode at Nordiska Museum in 1945. In 
addition, Trädgårdh was responsible for the fashion department at the 
exhibition for Swedish interior design Helsingborgsutställningen 1955 
(H55).178 Sara Teleman notes that during her career within the industry, she 
also worked as a designer on a freelance basis for various textile 
manufacturers, and in 1954 she worked as the head designer at the textile 
manufacturer STOBO (Stockholms Bomullsspinneri).179 Trädgårdh was thus 
deeply involved in the development of Swedish fashion and collaborated 
with important cultural institutions. 
 

                                                        
177 Sara Teleman, ”Designer, modetecknare, lärare och entreprenör,” in Svensk illustration: 
En visuell historia 1900–2000, ed. Sara Teleman and Andreas Berg (Malmö: Arena, 2013), 
120. 
178 Ibid, 122. 
179 Ibid.  
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Figure 4.24 Göta Trägårdh was a key figure in the Swedish fashion business and, 
between 1946 and 1952, the fashion editor of Bonniers månadstidning. Source: 
“Fru Göta Trägårdh, porträtt,” Bonniers månadstidning, June 1945, 34. 
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Horizontal Comradeship and Unifying Values in Swedish 
Fashion 
The findings in previous sections about the Swedish fashion identity capture 
this sense of patriotism in the fashion press and how it shifted from 1930 to 
1960. A national solidarity is often associated with strong feelings and 
affiliation that, according to Anderson, creates a ‘Horizontal 
Comradeship’.180 As Anderson argues: 
 

Dying for one’s country, which usually one does not choose, assumes a moral 
grandeur which dying for the Labour Party, the American Association, or 
perhaps even Amnesty International, cannot rival, for these are all bodies one 
can join or leave with easy will.181 

 
In terms of fashion, Anderson’s claim might appear too extreme, since being 
part of a fashion community cannot be considered as equal to going to war. 
Still, fashion evokes solidarity among its community members and the word 
fashion in its etymologically-derived sense connotes a strong power of 
attraction, such as being a ‘fashion slave’. The Svenska Akademiens Ordbok 
(Swedish Academy Dictionary) suggests the term from 1812 Mode-dårskap 
(Fashion folly), which is defined as a fashion phenomenon that has reached 
all limits of common sense.182 Another definition, an adjective, which 
appeared in 1932, was the word “Mode-galen” (crazy about fashion), 
referring to a person who, in an exaggerated manner, follows the changes in 
fashion.183  
 

The Adaptation of Parisian Haute Couture  
The fashion press wrote about the adaptation of Parisian haute couture by 
Swedish fashion producers to suit local Swedish taste. Fashion magazine 
Bonniers månadstidning emphasised this practice of the modification of 
Parisian haute couture. These adaptations into particularly Swedish demands 
might be considered one example of how the fashion press participated in 
the creation of a Swedish national identity in fashion. According to Löfgren, 
a ‘national identity is always defined as a contrast or a complement to other 

                                                        
180 Anderson, Imagined Communities, 7. 
181 Ibid, 144.  
182 [The original reads Mode-dårskap, en modeföreteelse som går till ytterlighet och 
överskrider gränsen för sunt förnuft.] In Svenska Akademiens ordbok (The Swedish 
Academy Dictionary), accessed November 6, 2012, http://www.saob.se/. 
183 [The original reads Mode-galen, som till överdrift följer modets växlingar.] In Svenska 
Akademiens ordbok (The Swedish Academy Dictionary), accessed November 6, 2012, 
http://www.saob.se/. 
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nations’.184 A fashion spread article in the no 5 1954 issue of Bonniers 
månadstidning illustrates Löfgren’s argument, and how the idea of national 
identity was present in the international trade of haute couture. This fashion 
spread began:  
 

In Paris, the taste of the whole world is satisfied. The really important 
customers from South America, Argentina, and even Japanese women have a 
different taste from us, a different climate than we have, a different body size 
than us.185  

 
A similar argument can be found in a government report from 1959 (also 
cited in chapter 2), in which the Swedish body shape is said to ‘differ in an 
important respect from other Europeans, which meant that foreign garment 
manufacturers had problems finding the right Swedish fit’.186 This translation 
of Parisian fashion was not only associated with the Swedish dressmakers 
but also with clothing manufacturers, such as in the following fashion spread 
from Bonniers månadstidning in 1955 that stresses:  
 

It has its difficulties being a clothing manufacturer. The mannequins of the 
Parisian fashion houses, intended for an exclusive few, a different climate, a 
different way of life, must in other words be translated for the Swedish 
woman. 187 

 
The above quotations illustrate the way culture influences fashion (both 
craft-oriented as well as the industrial production of fashion), what Richard 
M. Jones describes as ‘the impact of culture upon consumer demand’.188 As 
Jones argues, since garments are ‘culture-bound products’, modifications to 
satisfy local taste are crucial for the global market.189 According to Jones a 
number of cultural references and preferences needs to be taken into account 

                                                        
184 Orvar Löfgren, “The Nationalization of Culture: Constructing Swedishness,” in Studia 
Ethnologica, 3 (1991), 106. 
185 [The original reads Det är hela världens smak som skall tillgodoses i Paris. Och de 
verkligt stora kunderna, sydamerikanskorna, argentinskorna, ja t.o.m. japanskorna har en 
helt annan smak än vi, annat klimat än vi, annan kroppsstorlek än vi.] In Ingrid Westerberg, 
“Stockholm visar vårfranskt,” in Bonniers månadstidning, no 5, 1954, 45. 
186 [The original reads avviker från övriga européers, vilket gjort att de utländska 
konfektionsfabrikanterna haft svårigheter att finna den rätta svenska passformen.] In SOU 
Textilutredningen. Konkurrens Under Samverkan: Förslag till handlingsprogram för Textil- 
och konfektionsindustrin: Betänkande (Stockholm, 1959, SOU 1959:42), 27. 
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översättas till svenskan.] In “Svenska modeller för svensk konfektion”, Eva: Bonniers 
månadstidning, no 3, 1955, 104–105. 
188 Richard M. Jones, The Apparel Industry, 2nd ed. (Oxford: Blackwells, 2006), 281. 
189 Ibid. 
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in the adaptations of garments, such as ‘fabric type, size, colour’ and ‘fit’, as 
well as ‘of variations in body size, skin colour’ and ‘climate’.190 All these 
aspects reflect the issue of taste, which as Alexandra Palmer observes ‘is one 
of the most important and ephemeral fleeting ways in which people classify 
goods’ and in particular the fact that haute couture is associated ‘with good 
taste is long-standing and one of its underpinnings’.191 From an international 
perspective there are several examples of a similar rhetoric of local 
adjustments which are made to adapt French models to a particular national 
taste. Riegels Melchior, for example, describes how international influences 
were adjusted to local culture and Danish women’s demands.192 This process 
of adapting French fashion into a local taste is also emphasised by Caroline 
Evans, who illustrates the trade relations between American buyers and 
Parisian couturiers in the early twentieth century. She clarifies: ‘American 
taste was important and the couturiers were catering to it. Subtly, the balance 
was shifting from an idea of superior French taste into which Americans 
could buy, and then adapt for the home market’.193 White summarises the 
Italian translation in two major areas, namely the addition of decoration yet 
simplification of cuts, since ornament and decorations were considered 
frivolous and were therefore removed.194 According to Swedish fashion 
journalism, the adaptation to Swedish demand was merely about the 
selection of practical garments, and one can identify this adaptation in 
general terms such as descriptions of a ‘sober Swedish taste’.195  
 

Re-designing Christian Dior  
Palmer claims that Christian Dior’s key to success was his understanding of 
local distinctions of taste.196 Hence each season consisted of hundreds of 
designs in order to attract customers all over the world. Going through the 
collection cards in Dior’s private archives I found that starting from his 
inaugural collection, his collections included designs named after various 
countries and cities, such as Stockholm or Suède, that were used frequently 
over the years. Palmer describes how ‘names were cleverly chosen to 
                                                        
190 Jones, Apparel, 281. 
191 Alexandra Palmer, Couture and Commerce: The Transatlantic Fashion Trade in the 1950s 
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conjure up romantic associations with people, things and locations around 
the globe where the buyers and consumers lived, travelled to or fantasized 
about’.197 This aspect of marketing is a little-examined perspective of Dior’s 
business and it is challenging to interpret how these garments signify 
Swedishness. These Swedish-named designs include a wide range of 
garments, from evening gowns to daywear. Since these designs represented, 
as Palmer suggests, a marketing strategy in order to attract buyers’ attention, 
consequently these Swedish-named Dior designs were found in fashion 
reports (figs. 4.26–4.27).198  
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of these designs to Sweden in order to understand the adjustments made 
when entering this market.199 The selected designs are: Bon-Bon (1947); 
Dakar (1950); Premier Avril (1950); Jardin Anglais (1954); and Mayfair 
(1956); all were found in Dior’s collections and published in the Swedish 
press.  
 
From this analysis it can be concluded that only minor modifications were 
made to garments, from the release at the house of Dior in Paris, to their 
introduction to the Swedish press. Still, as Palmer observes, it was the 
private consumer who ‘brought their own meanings and values to the 
couture designs they acquired’,200 which will be demonstrated by the case of 
the Mayfair design, worn by Alva Myrdal.  
 
The first example is the design, Dakar, from Dior’s Spring collection of 
1950, the Vertical line. The dressmaker studio Märthaskolan showed, as 
could be seen in the April 1950 issue of Bonniers månadstidning, the same 
design by Dior. The reporter commented on this design as a ‘pure-white 
dress in matt satin by Dior’.201 Comparing this press report with the original 
press sketch shows no significant modifications (figs. 4.28–4.29). 
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Another design that was bought by the Swedish dressmaker studio 
Märthaskolan was Premier Avril, also from the Vertical line of Dior’s 
Spring 1950 collection. An advertisement was placed in Bonniers 
månadstidning in its March 1950 issue to promote the latest design that had 
been purchased by Märthaskolan. In contrast to Jones’ argument about 
‘local’ settings in advertising202, this design was promoted with a French 
backdrop. The limited text included in this advertisement featured the name 
of the design by Dior, followed by the words ‘purchased by Märthaskolan’, 
and included the symbol of the royal warrant.203 As can be observed, no 
major adjustments were made in the marketing of this dress. With this 
advertisement, Märthaskolan could raise its status since, as Palmer explains, 
‘Couture was seen by stores, and especially by department stores, as cultural 
capital [---] Having these clothes available demonstrated a merchant’s links 
to European design and raised the store’s profile and cultural identity…’ 
(figs. 4.30–4.31).204  
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But what is significant in the findings is that the community constructed in 
the fashion press was unified around the demands of the Swedish woman. 
This can be exemplified in two press reports that represent the whole period. 
The first occurs in a 1945 article about Swedish ready-to-wear fashion, in 
which Bonniers månadstidning writes: ‘Finally we have reached a level 
where all women regardless of class have access to the same categories of 
clothes. Thus, the coat, jacket, ulster and suit have become outerwear for 
everyone’.210 The second is a fashion spread published in the May 1956 issue 
of Bonniers månadstidning, which highlighted the efforts of the haute 
couture buyers. According to Bonniers månadstidning, the Swedish woman 
was in good hands since ‘she has assistance from the buyers and their trained 
skill to pick and choose what suits her best’.211  
 
A significant adjustment for the Swedish woman, and one that unified 
members of the Swedish clothing community, was related to the climate, as 
observed in the following fashion spread from Bonniers månadstidning 
(1931) that stresses: ‘In other words: summer elegance in the real sense in 
the Nordic countries is an illusory concept’.212 A similar, and thus typical, 
example with reference to the climate can be found in the March 1955 issue 
of Bonniers månadstidning that acknowledged that: 
 

There are different sides to being a clothing manufacturer. The designs of the 
Parisian fashion houses, intended for the exclusive few, a different climate, a 
different way of life must, in other words, be translated for the Swedish 
woman. 213 
 

These skills were also acknowledged in clothing manufacturers’ advertising, 
such as in: ‘Söderberg is dressing the Swedish woman’ (fig. 4.38).214  

                                                        
210 [The original reads Nu har vi lyckligtvis nått därhän att kvinnor ur alla grupper har 
tillgång till samma typer av kläder. Kappan, rocken, ulstern och dräkten har blivit 
ytterplaggen för alla.] In Luna “En honnör för svensk konfektion,” Bonniers månadstidning, 
October 1945. 62. 
211 [The original reads hon har hjälp och stöd i de skickliga inköparna som väljer och vrakar 
med säkert sinne för vad som klär henne.] In “Bäst klädd i hela världen,” Eva: Bonniers 
månadstidning, May 1956, 43. 
212 [The original reads Alltså: sommarelegans i egentlig mening är i Norden ett illusoriskt 
begrepp.] In Yvette, ‟Om ett mod som aldrig behövdes,” Bonniers månadstidning, August 
1931, 36. 
213 [The original reads Det har sina sidor att vara konfektionär. De parisiska modehusens 
modeller, tänkta för ett exklusivt fåtal, ett annat klimat, en annan livsföring, måste så att säga 
översättas till svenskan.] In “Svenska modeller för svensk konfektion”, Bonniers 
månadstidning, no 3, 1955, 104–105. 
214 Textilia, våren –sommaren, 1950, 9. 
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contingent upon the status of taste. Similar views on femininity in fashion 
media discourse can be found in Fashioning the City: Paris, Fashion and the 
Media, where Agnès Rocamora captures ‘the essence of French femininity’ 
in the concept of ‘la Parisienne’.215  
 
In Bonniers månadstidning, Swedish women take on the role of the ideal 
model for Swedish values related to a vision of modernity. The May 1956 
issue of Bonniers månadstidning, for instance, features a report entitled ‘The 
Best-Dressed in the Whole World’ that emphasises the Swedish woman and 
a natural freshness: 
 

Who is she, the world’s best-dressed woman? The Swedish woman of course. 
Who else? She has the natural conditions and the honour to sustain such a 
pretentious title – the slenderness, the freshness, the charm and the 
magnificent posture. In addition, she has a clothing selection second to none 
worldwide. [---] she has assistance from the buyers and their trained skill to 
pick and choose what suits her best.216  

 
In the same report Bonniers månadstidning also devoted attention to the 
Swedish woman as a role model, even for Parisian dressmakers, when 
stating:  

 
The Swedish woman is just how the Parisian dressmakers feel that a LADY 
should be dressed. One does not notice what she is wearing when she arrives, 
but you will certainly remember it when she leaves.217 

In a wider context, this reflects the spirit of the time, as Palmer describes 
how ‘one measure of approved Canadian glamour and taste was the creation 
of best-dressed lists’.218 This phenomenon was linked to nationhood since, 

                                                        
215 Agnès Rocamora, Fashioning the City: Paris, Fashion and the Media (London and New 
York: I.B.Tauris, 2009), 99. See also in Agnès Rocamora, “Paris Capitale de la Mode,” in 
Fashion’s World Cities, ed. Christopher Breward and David Gilbert (New York: Berg, 2006), 
48. The image of the fashionable Parisian woman is also emphasised by Caroline Evans in 
The Mechanical Smile, 26 –27. 
216 [The original reads Vem är hon, världens mest välklädda kvinna? Svenskan naturligtvis. 
Vem annars? Hon har de naturliga förutsättningarna att med den äran kunna bära upp en så 
pretentiös titel – slankheten, fräschören, charmen, den magnifika hållningen och därtill ett 
klädurval utan konkurren i världen [---] hon har hjälp och stöd i de skickliga inköparna som 
väljer och vrakar med säkert sinne för vad som klär henne.] In “Bäst klädd i hela världen,” 
Eva: Bonniers månadstidning, May 1956, 43.  
217 [The original reads Svenskan är klädd som den parisiske modeskaparen ansåg att en DAM 
bör vara: man märker inte vad hon har på sig när hon kommer, men man minns det när hon 
gått.] In “Bäst klädd i hela världen,” Eva: Bonniers månadstidning, May 1956, 43. 
218 Palmer, Couture and Commerce, 245.  
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according to Palmer, there was a ‘need to measure Canadians against other 
Canadians and, what was more important, against their international 
counterparts’.219 The article ‘The World’s Best Dressed’ is one of several 
indications of the spread of the Swedish woman as a symbol of Swedish 
culture. Habel describes how ‘ideals of Nordic blondness’ were already 
depicted by the film industry in the 1930s.220 The film magazine 
Filmjournalen launched a beauty contest as a reaction against the artificial 
Hollywood ideal at that time.221 In 1958, the fan magazine Bildjournalen 
posted an article entitled ‘The best of Sweden is the Swedish Woman’, 
featuring the model Margareta Lundberg, who emphasised the qualities of 
the healthy-looking blonde.222 Further down, the article acknowledged her 
symbolic value since, ‘the Swedish girl is, in short, the most beautiful 
woman in the world’ and therefore ‘she has become an export article of the 
highest rank’ (fig 4.39).223  
 

                                                        
219 Palmer, Couture and Commerce, 246. 
220 Habel, “Modern Media, Modern Audiences”, 76. 
221 Ibid, 76– 77. 
222 [The original reads Det bästa hos Sverige är svenskorna!.] In Oscar Hedlund, “Svenskorna 
blir så lätt berömda,” Bildjournalen, no. 39, 1958, 5. 
223 [The original reads den svenska flickan är, kort sagt, världens vackraste kvinna!; Hon har 
blivit en exportartikel av rang.] In ibid. 
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Figure 4.35 Patriotism for Swedish fashion was significant in this fashion spread 
with the caption ‘the most well-dressed woman in the world’, where the Swedish 
woman was acknowledged for her flawless style when dressed in Swedish ready-to-
wear fashion. Source: “Bäst klädd i hela världen,” Eva: Bonniers månadstidning, 
May 1956, 43. 

Chapter Conclusions 
The aim of this chapter was to answer the question: What were the central 
features of national production of fashion in Sweden during this period? 
This chapter has identified a Swedish fashion identity that, by the late 1950s, 
was tied to the concept of everyday wear as written about in the fashion 
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press and exhibited in trade shows and exhibitions. The press reports show 
that Swedish fashion was French-led, both at a couture and ready-to-wear 
level in the period from 1930 to 1960. In the 1930s, Swedishness was 
associated with home-produced textiles, while clothing design was linked to 
Parisian fashion. The textile industry was, during this period, celebrated for 
its technical achievements, high-quality products, and hand-decorated 
patterns.  
 
During the wartime period when the Swedish clothing industry experienced 
its ‘birth’, the patriotism produced in the fashion press was mobilised around 
a collective identification and consciousness about Swedish high-class 
garments. The fashion magazine Bonniers månadstidning was convincing its 
readers to choose Swedish clothing. The significance of this tribute to the 
domestic industry is well exemplified by a fashion spread entitled ‘we are 
dressed in Swedish’ from September 1942.224 Another event that contributed 
to increased awareness of Swedish ready-made clothing was the government 
initiative PK-kläder, a price-controlled collection of affordable daywear, 
introduced in 1941 and produced by the domestic clothing industry. It 
emerges that the Svenska Slöjdföreningen’s anniversary exhibition 100 år 
och sedan… at Liljevalchs, between 15 September and 14 October 1945, was 
the breakthrough for the Swedish clothing industry, as shown in fashion 
press coverage. The affordable yet elegant garments were highly praised. 
Both democratic in their reach, and inconspicuous in their style, these new 
kinds of garments reflected the new social democratic ideals of the period, as 
well as the vision of a modern society.  
 
The post-war period, between 1946 and 1960, saw the rise of Swedish 
everyday wear fashion, where tailored outerwear such as the wool coat 
became its hallmark. By the early 1950s, the Modellkonfektion, an haute 
couture inspired style, was emerging at a ready-to-wear level. 
Modellkonfektion had its references to the Swedish political path, a middle 
way style that was understood as a mix of exclusive Parisian haute couture 
and mass-produced Swedish ready-made clothing.  
 
Analysis of the press reports show that due to the absence of formal 
institutions (apart from the fashion press) it was Göta Trägårdh who could be 
considered as the pioneer and the driving force for the development of a 
fashion community in Sweden. Through her dedicated work she moved 
between high and mass fashion and was involved in major events during the 
period. Grounded in the world of fashion as an editor and illustrator at 
Bonniers månadstidning, she could be seen a connector for fashion 

                                                        
224 [The original reads Vi klär oss svenskt.] In Maja Olin-Nilsson, “Vi klär oss svenskt,” 
Bonniers månadstidning, September 1942, 38–39. 
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production and an influential figure who shaped the image of Swedish 
fashion.  
 
Through Anderson’s concept of ‘horizontal comradeship’, this study 
identifies which factors unified the community constructed in the fashion 
press and represented both haute couture buyers and textile and clothing 
manufacturers. Due to the lack of designer-driven fashion between 1930 and 
1960, it was the adaptation of international fashion in order to meet the local 
demands of Swedish women that functioned as the glue between these 
producers.  
 
A signifier of this unifying solidarity for domestic fashion is confirmed in 
Bonniers månadstidning’s report about the Swedish woman celebrated as the 
‘Best dressed in the world’ thanks to domestic fashion production.225 The 
analysis of original designs by Christian Dior confirm that these local 
adjustments were merely a media rhetoric rather than an actual redesigning 
in order to create awareness about a particular Swedish taste.  

                                                        
225 [The original reads Bäst klädd i hela världen.] In ‟Bäst klädd,”, 43. 
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5. Summary and Concluding Remarks 

The aim of this thesis is to explore the development of Swedish fashion 
between 1930 and 1960 by analysing the textile and clothing industry from 
the wider perspective of fashion production. As this thesis suggests, fashion 
embraces the material, the symbolic and the production of national fashion. 
The point of departure is an anlysis of the official statistics on the textile and 
clothing industry, with a focus on its size and structure. The thesis also 
includes an in-depth analysis of various clothing sectors and material 
(fabrics) in production. In order to broaden the focus to include not only 
actual material production but also symbolic production and the production 
of a national fashion, the industry has been observed through a meaning-
making process by using the fashion press as a source to examine status, 
hierarchical relations, and artefacts connected to Swedishness, addressing 
both symbolic and national values. The purpose has been to investigate 
major shifts and activities that constituted the basis for an emerging fashion 
industry in the same period that Swedish society underwent a process of 
modernisation. In order to understand the international influences on 
Swedish fashion design, the study also includes an examination of the 
translation of Parisian haute couture by an analysis of original designs by 
Christian Dior. The findings are positioned at the crossroad of frameworks 
of sociology, culture, and nationalism. In relation to previous studies, these 
research areas demonstrate new insights to fashion production and how the 
Swedish textile and clothing industry was part of a fashion network that as 
yet has not been explored. The conclusions are summarised under the 
captions clothing production, symbolic production, and the production of a 
national fashion. 
 

Clothing Production  
The results of chapter 2 confirm the importance of domestic clothing 
production to the Swedish economy between 1930 and 1960. The 
investigation of the textile and clothing industry through reference to official 
statistics confirms previous studies’ findings that this was a major industry 
group in the twentieth century. This study shows that in terms employees, 
textile and clothing was rated between the second and third largest of all 
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manufacturing industries, a situation that prevailed over the period. 
Women’s ready-made clothing was the sector that accounted for the largest 
growth, and more than doubled its output value in the 1930s. Yet, its 
position as an important export industry group was marginal prior to the late 
1950s due to low exports rates. Therefore, the Swedish clothing industry 
could be described as home market oriented in its nature over the whole 
period. 
 
One of the most important findings in this chapter on domestic clothing 
production is that it shows a shift in production from tailored outerwear to 
lighter garments occurred as early as the mid-1950s. Where economic 
historian Carina Gråbacke has discussed a change in production in the 1960s 
due to dramatic growth of the importation of off-the-peg garments from low 
wage countries, this thesis show evidence of earlier changes and a switch in 
production as early as the mid-1950s. Prior to 1954, the single largest 
category of garments was women’s coats. From 1954 onwards, women’s 
dresses was listed as the largest group in terms of quantity. A similar change 
in production was observable in textile manufacturing, where wool 
decreased in favour of cotton in the late 1950s. These figures reflect a 
conversion in production away from a craft-oriented and tailored ready-to-
wear fashion towards a large-scale production of garments. The findings 
show that the interrelations between the textile and clothing industries were 
strong, not least because they were reported as one industry group in the 
official statistics, but also because in the 1930s, ready-made clothing 
production was completely self-sufficient when it came to textile goods, i.e. 
garments that were produced in Sweden were also made of Swedish fabrics. 
Swedish clothing production was initially home-market oriented, which 
means that the two largest garment categories wool coats (until 1954) and 
cotton dresses (from 1954) were aimed at Swedish women. This indicates 
that the signature of the domestic clothing production – the ladies wool coat 
– had a predominant role in the construction of a Swedish fashion identity.  
 
The analysis of industry key ratios such as the importance of the group 
within the Swedish economy; indices of output, structural overview; the 
relative size of textile elements of the textile industry; sectorial divisions 
within manufacturing of clothing; division of labour; size distribution; and 
production, import and export of clothing, through the use of Swedish 
official statistics partly confirms Richard M. Jones’ work on the 
development of the apparel industry (using British industry as a case study). 
One factor that demonstrates that the Swedish situation followed the 
European model, as mentioned above, was that the changed import 
penetration of the 1950s mainly affected the textile industry (read wool 
sector) rather than clothing manufacturing. Another significant result that 
confirms that domestic clothing production followed international patterns 
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during the period was its size distribution. This study found that the domestic 
clothing industry was characterised by small and medium sized enterprises, 
and the high rate of start-ups within this (the 0–50 employee band) remained 
the most common throughout the whole period. The high number of 
companies means the industry was not dominated by a few large 
organisations, and could be seen as permeated by the entrepreneur’s spirit of 
enterprise. 
 
The analysis in chapter 2 has clearly shown a dynamic growth of industrial 
clothing production that paved the way for a mass-produced fashion. The 
significant factor of the high self-sufficiency and low exportation of Swedish 
clothing meant that until the 1960s, the Swedish clothing industry was 
mainly home-market oriented. Hence, the notion of a Swedish fashion was 
not widely established internationally during the interwar and post-war 
period. As the government report Konkurrens under samverkan: Förslag till 
handlingsprogram för textil- och konfektionsindustrin: Betänkande from 
1959 indicates, the lack of Swedish export initiatives was a consequence of 
extraordinary yields on the domestic market during a period when the 
Swedish economy flourished. During this limited time period, international 
fashion did not constitute a major threat in terms of design since the 
domestic industry was specialised, and developed in order to meet local 
demands such as taste and climate. The hypothesis here is that a 
consequence of this home-centred focus was that the Swedish fashion 
industry mainly developed to meet domestic demands, influenced by social, 
economical and cultural factors. These conditions have come to influence the 
image of Swedish clothing and fashion; the fact that this has not been 
stressed in previous studies was examined further in chapters 3 and 4. 

Symbolic Production  
Chapter 3 addressed the symbolic production of fashion by drawing on 
Pierre Bourdieu’s theories of cultural production and the concept of field. 
Through an empirical study of the fashion press, this study shows that there 
was no autonomous field of fashion in Sweden between 1930 and 1960. 
However, the empirical material has enabled its early stages to be identified. 
Bourdieu views the struggle among its participants as a central characteristic, 
and the struggle of the field of fashion in Sweden was a struggle of defining 
fashion and its authorship. The investigation of the hierarchical relations in 
the early stages of its formation confirms previous studies about French 
dominance. However, new findings illustrate the way the French couturiers 
were celebrated as creative ‘artists’ in the fashion press. With regard to their 
creative skills, French couturiers were acclaimed for conducting magical 
acts. This period marks a shift in fashion journalism, where the couturiers 
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were not only associated with a symbolic value similar to ‘artists’, but also 
as stars. A significant example of how French couturiers were associated 
with ‘artists’ skills in the fashion press was the designer persona of Christian 
Dior. Starting with his inauguration collection in February 1947, Dior was 
acknowledged as the big star and occupied a dominant position until his 
death in 1957. This correlates with the assumptions made by Felice 
McDowell, who states that Dior’s impact on the British fashion scene was 
mirrored by the presence of the his ‘new look’ design in the fashion press. 
Dior was present in all genres of fashion press, and his skills as a 
businessman were highlighted in trade journals.  
 
Swedish haute couture buyers (dressmakers and department stores) occupied 
dominant positions, as French couturiers bestowed value on the Swedish 
buyers. The buyers’ dominant positions remained throughout the period. 
This study interprets French dominance as indicating that the field of haute 
couture was transnational in its structure, with an influence and control that 
exceeded its national borders, hence the development of a Swedish field of 
fashion becomes impossible to explain if the analysis is limited by ignoring 
the French control. 
 
A significant finding in this chapter is the absence of Swedish star designers, 
and one of the most important results of this study is how the idea of 
Swedish fashion was considered a process of creating economic value, as in 
clothing manufacturing, rather than a cultural expression associated with 
haute couture craftsmanship. Consequently, the clothing manufacturers 
occupied a position close to the commercial pole, opposite the Swedish 
haute couture buyers. It is more likely that this result reflects the delayed 
professionalisation of the fashion designer in Sweden, compared to France, 
and is the key to understanding the delayed development of a field of 
fashion. These findings confirm the identification of the clothing 
manufacturer as the ‘front man’ of Swedish fashion production. 
Acknowledging the industrialist as a creator also confirms the shift from 
craft-based to industrial production of clothing, as was discussed in chapter 
2. This thesis has shown that in a Swedish context, the rational industrialist 
undoubtedly became dominant over the creative artist. The findings support 
what Emma Stenström notes as an emerging tension between commerce and 
culture as a consequence of industrialisation in the first half of the twentieth 
century. These divisions were frequently seen in the fashion press, and the 
main distinctions were between the industrialists versus artists, mass 
production versus craftsmanship. What can also be seen as an important 
result is how the fashion designer is accorded a subordinate role when 
fashion is regarded as industry. This can be related to design historian Lasse 
Brunnström’s notion of designing as a collective activity, taking place 
behind the scenes and not explicitly communicated.  
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The rather late incorporation of the Swedish textile and clothing industry 
into the field of fashion in the 1950s resulted in a situation where the haute 
couture buyers kept their dominant positions throughout the period. In the 
late 1950s there are hints of evidence that can be interpreted as an emerging 
professionalisation of the designer as an occupation in Sweden. One 
observation from the fashion press is that new titles appeared, such as 
modellskapare (model creator). This could be interpreted as an early 
example of the textile and clothing industry aspiring to speak on behalf of 
the designer profession in Sweden, still a function that was considered 
behind the scenes. For a long time, the education for a profession in the 
industry was limited to industry-led educational institutions. The school 
Beckmans skola för reklam och mode was the leading institution that 
educated students for a career within the domestic industry, yet during this 
period Swedish illustrators or modellskapare did not challenge the dominant 
positions of the haute couture buyers. During this period, there was no 
central trade association like the French Chambre syndicale de la haute 
couture that had the function to legitimise fashion designers and to control 
fashion shows. The results of the press report analysis can be interpreted as 
evidence that the absence of a major centralised organisation meant that 
another institution – the fashion magazine Bonniers månadstidning – took on 
a similar position in the process of legitimation, but in this case it was 
through its selection of producers, whose fashion shows received coverage in 
the magazine.  
 
This chapter showed that Parisian haute couture bestowed high symbolic 
value on Swedish haute couture buyers, which contributed to them 
occupying a dominant position in the field of fashion. This meant, according 
to Bourdieu’s theory on cultural production, that they possessed a high social 
capital (fashion capital). During this period the particular fashion capital at 
play in the Swedish field of fashion was the French connection in terms of 
the purchase of haute couture design. What also connected these buyers, 
apart from their visits to Parisian fashion shows, was that they had an atelier 
(workshop or studio) that was decorated in accordance to the French style. 
The press report analysis has shown that the Swedish haute couture buyers 
were placed side by side with French couturiers, implying that they occupied 
a high position. This meant that the haute couture buyers were legitimated to 
speak about fashion and design, and make taste judgements. Some of the 
haute couture buyers with high fashion capital in the Swedish field of 
fashion were Marg von Schwerin at the dressmaker studio Märthaskolan, 
and Kurt Jacobsson at French department NK:s franska at the Nordiska 
kompaniet’s department store. 
 
There is another interesting observation that has gone unrecognised in 
previous studies and that can be interpreted as a contributing factor to the 
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long-term French dominance. Previous work on the period has not 
acknowledged the fact that Swedish neutrality during World War II 
contributed to a situation where the fashion press had access to the latest 
fashion news from Paris. As such, this made it possible for Swedish clothing 
manufacturers, unlike those in many other European countries, to be inspired 
by international trends created in Paris. A hypothesis is that this access to 
French fashion design meant that the textile and clothing industry lacked the 
incitement to promote their own design work.  

The Production of a National Fashion 
One of the most important results of this thesis is that the investigation of the 
fashion press reveals a significant fashion culture in Sweden during the 
period 1930 and 1960. These findings have gone unrecognised by scholars 
and other authors, who continue to portray the domestic industry as French-
led and underdeveloped from a fashion design point of view. Where 
historians Linda Welters and Patricia A Cunningham have exposed an 
increased resistance to Parisian fashion in the development of an American 
fashion identity in the twentieth century, this study shows that Swedish 
fashion continued to imitate the French and was rather an approval of 
following the latest fashions. Yet, this situation also reflects a lack of 
renowned designers. The number of fashion page spreads celebrating the 
domestic textile and clothing industry was increasingly evident throughout 
the period. The results reveal that there was a fundamental distinction in the 
terminology used to describe the collections by Swedish clothing 
manufacturers and imported haute couture. The former was named as 
clothing and the latter as fashion, a clear distinction between ‘mass-market’ 
and ‘haute couture’. The word fashion during this period was equal to 
Parisian haute couture. This distinction in the terminology can easily be 
interpreted as Swedish clothing being ignored by scholars.  
 
By drawing on Benedict Anderson’s theory on nationalism and the concept 
of ‘Imagined Communities’, this study has identified what he observes as a 
horizontal comradeship, which is associated with the values that unify the 
members of an imagined community. In the Swedish context, with the 
absence of an explicit designer-driven fashion, the unifying factor was the 
skills of translating the French-led fashion design in accordance to the 
Swedish woman and her distinctive demands for an affordable fashion, with 
clean cuts and without decorations, yet in high quality fabrics. These 
demands related to national values and the Nordic climate, and were also a 
unifying factor for both the imported haute couture garments and mass-
produced clothing. Lacking in major institutions, other professionals such as 
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Göta Trägårdh were a driving force in the development of a Swedish fashion 
rooted in the textile and clothing industries.   
 
The results of the fashion press analysis show a great pride in the 
achievements of the domestic textile and clothing industry, and there are no 
signs that the industry was perceived as underdeveloped or lacking the 
power of initiative. Instead, domestic clothing production was associated 
with a high quality yet affordable fashion, based on local circumstances and 
domestic assets. There is a strong correlation between the progress in the 
industry and the fashion identity mirrored in the fashion press, and in the 
1930s the fashion press was paying tribute to the domestic fabrics used in 
combination with Parisian haute couture design. The emerging clothing 
industry of the 1940s was echoed in press reports emphasising the notion of 
being dressed in clothes made in Sweden. Swedish fashion identity in the 
post-war period was associated with an everyday wear fashion, where 
tailored outerwear such as the wool coat became its hallmark until the mid-
1950s. 
 
This investigation shows that it is also possible to explain changes and 
developments in the Swedish fashion identity through the Social Democratic 
reforms aimed at equality in society, as well as Svenska Slöjdföreningens’ 
slogan Vackrare vardagsvara (Beautiful everyday), in meeting people’s 
need for improved everyday goods. A mass-produced fashion was 
considered a modern alternative, and a shift away from small-scale 
workshops toward large factory premises in hygienic conditions. Both 
democratic in its reach, and inconspicuous in its style, the new kind of 
fashion embodied new social democratic ideals of the period. This 
production also confirmed a fashion culture that was reflecting the 
modernisation and democratisation processes at play in Swedish society, as 
emphasised in Orvar Löfgren and Jonas Frykman’s work.  
 
A groundbreaking finding was the early collective initiative by the Swedish 
government; although not emphasised in the fashion press, it came to 
characterise Swedish fashion culture. This was PK-kläder, a price-controlled 
collection of Swedish garments embedded with Swedish democratic ideals. 
As Viveka Berggren Torell observed in her work on children’s wear, the 
government's objective was to educate its citizens about style but also ensure 
that Swedish clothes should be aimed at everyone. The results of this study 
show that this premise was also noticed in the groundbreaking Svenska 
Slöjdföreningens anniversary exhibition 100 år och sedan... in 1945, which 
was the first collective exhibition for the domestic clothing industry, with 
ambitions to present a democratic fashion for everyday use. This association 
with the Svenska Slöjdföreningens slogan Vackrare vardagsvara (Beautiful 
everyday goods) continued to be associated with Swedish fashion culture as 
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a contrast to the luxury Parisian haute couture. One noteworthy finding in 
this chapter was the increased patriotism for Swedish ready-made clothing in 
the post-war period, with a breakthrough in September 1945. This collective 
exhibition at Liljevalchs in Stockholm marked an important step in the 
development of a domestic fashion industry. Before 1945, Swedishness was 
associated with the fabrics used in clothing production. The fashion media 
analysis shows how belief in Swedish fashion was a belief in mass-produced 
garments, and prevailing ideals of body and equality characterise how 
Swedish clothing was highlighted as a contrast to French extravagance. 
 
Another initiative developed by the Swedish clothing manufacturers in the 
post-war period, and not acknowledged by previous studies, was the segment 
of high-end ready-to-wear fashion, the Modellkonfektion. This 
Modellkonfektion was constructed around the Swedish ‘middle way’, a 
concept that emerged as a description of Swedish society in the mid-
twentieth century, and which aimed for a blend of socialism and capitalism. 
In this example, Modellkonfektion is a perfect illustration of the influence of 
Parisian high fashion design on Swedish mass-produced garments.  
 
This study’s interpretation is that the new social democratic ideals of the 
period, in particular the political ‘middle way’, were the drivers behind the 
Swedish fashion identity during the period between 1930 and 1960. These 
results correlate with Jeremy Aynsley’s definition of the Scandinavian 
design identity ‘as successful adaptations of foreign traditions, sensitively 
fused with national strengths: Modernism with a human face’.1 Swedish 
everyday wear was both democratic in its reach, and inconspicuous in its 
style. Swedish fashion manifested in refined everyday wear produced in 
fabric from Swedish textile manufacturers. Swedish everyday wear was a 
term used by the fashion press in order to narrow the fashion produced by 
the Swedish textile and clothing industry. Likewise, this finding corresponds 
to international research on how national values are embedded in a fashion 
identity, such as in the concept the ‘American sportswear’ as noticed by 
Rebecca Arnold.  

Final Conclusions  
The results of this thesis clearly show that the development of Swedish 
fashion and the efforts of the Swedish textile and clothing industry in 
relation to a broader fashion network cannot be captured in a single 
explanation. By viewing fashion production from different theoretical 

                                                        
1 A term borrowed from Jeremy Aynsley’s work on Nationalism and Internationalism: 
Design in the 20th Century (London: Victoria and Albert Museum, 1993), 42. 
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frameworks, and examining various sources – mainly official statistics and 
the fashion press – it has been possible to shed light on how various factors 
interacted to produce fashion. 

Industry Key Ratios 
The use of data from Official Statistics, with a focus on the industry group 
textil- och beklädnadsindustrin, has provided the actual facts about Swedish 
industrial clothing production. This analysis has shown that the largest 
clothing sectors were also important in the creation of a national fashion 
identity and thus were also reflected in the image and narrative around 
Swedish fashion. A significant example is the ladies coat, which was a 
significant garment in production but also used in the fashion press as a 
symbol of Swedish fashion. The study of the industrial statistics has made it 
possible to understand how fashion, through the industrial manufacture of 
garments, was affected by external conditions and economic trends, which in 
turn was echoed in the fashion press through its construction of the idea and 
the image of Swedish fashion. 
 

The Field of Fashion   
In fashion studies, Bourdieu’s theory of cultural production and his concept 
of field is a rather common framework, but one that has not yet been applied 
to the study of Swedish fashion. Despite the fact that the Swedish field of 
fashion was not autonomous as in Bourdieu’s version, this study has been of 
importance for the understanding of the hierarchical relations within 
Swedish fashion, but above all, the results have demonstrated and shed light 
on the long period of French dominance. 
 
However, the results also highlight what Donald Broady criticises in the use 
of Bourdieu’s concept of field, namely its relevance outside France. As 
Broady argues, the French situation is rather atypical due to the 
centralisation of major institutions. In addition, Broady claims that Bourdieu 
has ‘neglected the question of whether further extensive fields exist that 
extend across national borders’, since he leaves potential foreign influences 
on the field positions out of account.2 The rather weak Swedish field of high 
fashion between 1930 and 1950 was strongly influenced by the French, thus 

                                                        
2 [The original reads han försummat frågan om huruvida det existerar mer omfattande fält 
som sträcker sig över nationsgränserna.] In Donald Broady, “Sociologi och epistemologi: om 
Pierre Bourdieus författarskap och den historiska epistemologin”, 2nd ed. (PhD diss., 
Stockholm: Högsk. för lärarutbildning), Stockholm, 1991), 299. Donald Broady was the first 
scholar to introduce Pierre Bourdieu’s work in Sweden. 
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making it challenging to identify its borders. This question about considering 
fashion historically as a transnational field, by using Bourdieu’s field 
concept, has been absent in fashion research.  

National Identity and The ‘Imagined Communities’ 
The study of a Swedish fashion identity, by drawing on Benedict Anderson’s 
theory of nationalism, has enabled this study to go beyond the hierarchy 
among fashion professionals and identify what issues unified these, 
representing both high and mass-market fashion. Anderson’s concept of 
‘imagined communities’ functions to capture the patriotism and belief in 
mass-produced garments that was produced in the fashion press. Another 
contribution to the study of Swedish fashion is related to use of the fashion 
press as a primary source for these two latter studies of field and the 
imagined community. This source has enable information to be gathered that 
could be analysed both from a hierarchical understanding as well as the 
horizontal comradeship, and thus confirms its relevance in fashion studies.  
 
In summary, this thesis illuminates the development of Swedish fashion 
between 1930 and 1960 by placing the textile and clothing industry it in a 
broader context. The study shows that fashion is indeed a multifaceted 
production. It embraces the material and symbolic production and the 
production of a national fashion. This in itself could be considered an 
important and fundamental result. It has also been shown that an empirical 
study around the concept of fashion production has been feasible. Due to its 
longstanding role as the centre of fashion, Parisian haute couture, 
characterised by its extensive international trade of fashion design, has 
become a clear reference to high fashion. This has sometimes overshadowed 
the significant implications of the industrial development that have paved the 
way for mass-market fashion outside Paris in a small country in the northern 
sphere, such as Sweden. As this thesis has demonstrated, this period saw the 
development of Swedish fashion, which has gone largely unrecognised by 
previous fashion historians, who have assumed that Swedish fashion had its 
origins in the 1960s, with the emergence of named designers. This study 
shows how Swedish fashion was far more extensive than previously thought, 
with perceptions of an underdeveloped industry that lacked its own profile 
due to its dependence on Paris fashion. Against this background these results 
provide new insights into the contemporary understanding of the 
developments of Swedish high and mass market fashion, and the textile and 
clothing industry between 1930 and 1960.  
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Svensk sammanfattning 

Swedish Fashion 1930–1960: Rethinking the Swedish 
Textile and Clothing Industry 
 
Syftet med denna studie ”Swedish Fashion 1930–1960: Rethinking the 
Swedish Textile and Clothing Industry” är att undersöka utvecklingen av 
svenskt mode mellan åren 1930 och 1960 genom att analysera den svenska 
textil- och konfektionsindustrin utifrån en bredare definition av 
modeproduktion än enbart haute couture (high fashion). Textil- och 
konfektionsindustrin i Sverige har traditionellt analyserats utifrån ett socialt 
och ekonomiskt perspektiv. Min undersökning av svenskt mode är av 
explorativ karaktär som gör gällande att mode omfattar såväl den materiella 
industriproduktionen som den symboliska och produktionen av ett nationellt 
mode. Följaktligen är avhandlingens resultat placerade i skärningspunkten 
mellan de teoretiska ramverken inom sociologi, kultur och nationalism. 
 

Utgångspunkt för avhandlingen är en analys av den officiella statistiken över 
textil- och konfektionsindustrin med fokus på dess omfattning och struktur. 
Undersökningen inkluderar en fördjupad analys av olika klädkategorier och 
material (tyger) som tillverkades. Jag har även analyserat den symboliska 
produktionen av mode och produktionen av en nationell modeidentitet för att 
bredda förståelsen av textil- och konfektionsindustrin utöver den gängse 
bilden av svensk klädproduktion. Jag har använt mig av modepressen som 
källmaterial för att analysera status, hierarkier och artefakter som 
associerades med symboliska och nationella värderingar. Ett huvudsakligt 
syfte med analysen, som sträcker sig över tre decennier, har varit att fånga 
centrala brytpunkter i historien och betydande modeaktiviteter på området, 
såsom visningar och utställningar, under en period då det svenska samhället 
genomgick en moderniseringsprocess. För att förstå de internationella 
influenserna på svenskt mode och översättningen av parisisk haute couture 
omfattar studien även en analys av ett urval originaldesignarbeten av 
Christian Dior.  
 
I förhållande till tidigare studier av svenskt mode bidrar analysen av dessa 
forskningsområden till ny kunskap om textil- och konfektionsindustrin och 
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visar att den var en del av ett vittomfattande modenätverk med både svenska 
och internationella kontakter. Slutsatserna inom respektive analyskapitel 
sammanfattas under rubrikerna klädproduktion, symbolisk produktion och 
produktion av en nationell modeidentitet. 

Klädproduktion  
Kapitel 2 fokuserar på att undersöka hur den industriella klädproduktionen 
kan kopplas till mode genom att undersöka vilka faktiska plagg som 
tillverkades och av vilka slags tyger. Huvudfrågan är hur svensk 
modeproduktion förändrades 1930–1960 i dessa avseenden. Resultaten i 
kapitel 2 bekräftar att textil- och konfektionsindustrin var en framträdande 
industrigrupp av stor betydelse för den svenska ekonomin under perioden. 
Avseende antalet anställda var den under hela perioden rankad som den näst 
största industrigruppen. Damkläder var de produkter som stod för den största 
tillväxten och dessas tillverkningsvärde mer än fördubblades redan under 
1930-talet. Textil- och konfektionsindustrins export var obetydlig ända fram 
till slutet av 1950-talet. Med andra ord var den svenska konfektionsindustrin 
under den undersökta perioden att betrakta som hemmamarknadsorienterad.  
 
Kapitlet visar att övergången från tillverkning av skräddarsydda ytterkläder 
till lättare konfektionsplagg inträffade i mitten av femtiotalet. 
Ekonomihistorikern Carina Gråbacke har tidigare diskuterat hur en kraftig 
förändring i klädproduktionen ägde rum under 1960-talet på grund av den 
dramatiska ökningen av import av masstillverkade kläder från låglöneländer. 
I denna avhandling har jag kunnat påvisa att en omställning av produktionen 
skedde redan under femtiotalet. Fram till 1954 var ullkappor den enskilt 
största klädkategorin men därefter var det bomullsklänningar som 
representerade den enskilt största gruppen. En liknande förändring i 
produktionen kunde observeras inom textiltillverkningen där ull minskade 
till förmån för bomull som råvara i slutet av femtiotalet.  
 
Konfektionsindustrin gick från att vara mer hantverksorienterad till att bli en 
höggradig mekanisk tillverkning av kläder. Resultaten visar även att länken 
mellan textil- och beklädnadsindustrin var stark, inte minst eftersom de i den 
officiella statistiken rapporterades som en gemensam industrigrupp. Likaså 
var den industriella klädtillverkningen helt självförsörjande med svenska 
insatsvaror när det kom till textila varor under 1930-talet. Med andra ord var 
de kläder som producerades i Sverige också tillverkade av svenska tyger. De 
största klädkategorierna inom damkläder: ullkappor fram till 1954 och 
bomullsklänningar från 1954 och framåt, riktade sig till hemmamarknaden. 
Det kan tolkas som att signaturplagget för den inhemska klädproduktionen – 
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en damkappa i ull – även hade en betydande roll i konstruktionen av den 
svenska modeidentiteten.  
 
Jag har fokuserat på följande variabler: industrigruppens andel av den 
svenska ekonomin, tillverkningsindex, strukturell översikt, den relativa 
andelen av textilprodukter inom textilindustrin, tillverkningen av kläder 
fördelat på produkter, arbetskraftsfördelning, storleksfördelning av den 
svenska industriproduktionen och exportnivåer av kläder.  
 
Industrins fördelning på stora och små fabriker visar att den inhemska 
produktionen hade en struktur snarlik den europeiska. Min studie visar att 
den svenska konfektionsindustrin under perioden kännetecknades av små 
och medelstora företag och att den högsta andelen nystartade företag 
återfanns inom storleksordningen 1–50 anställda. Det stora antalet 
småföretag visar att branschen inte dominerades av ett fåtal stora aktörer och 
kan därför ses som att konfektionsindustrin präglades av en entreprenörs- 
och småföretagsanda.  
 
Industristatistiken visar på en ökad industriell produktion av kläder vilket 
banade väg för ett svenskt serietillverkat mode. En hög grad av 
självförsörjning och låg export av svenska kläder innebar att den svenska 
konfektionsindustrin fram till 1960-talet främst var inriktad på 
hemmamarknaden. I enlighet med den statliga utredningen Konkurrens 
under samverkan: Förslag till handlingsprogram för textil- och 
konfektionsindustrin: Betänkande från 1959 var de låga exportnivåerna en 
följd av den blomstrande ekonomin i Sverige som möjliggjorde avsättning 
på den inhemska marknaden. 
 
1930–1960 var den nationella industrin inriktad på att tillgodose den lokala 
efterfrågan utifrån smakpreferenser och klimat. Konsekvenserna av 
industrins nationella fokus innebar att svenskt mode utvecklades för att möta 
den inhemska efterfrågan. Kapitel 3 och 4 undersöker därför hur bilden av 
mode och svenskhet konstruerades i svensk modepress.  

Symbolisk produktion  
I kapitel 3 analyseras det symboliska meningsskapandet av mode i svensk 
modepress. Utifrån Pierre Bourdieus teorier om kulturell produktion och 
fältbegrepp visar min undersökning att det inte fanns något autonomt 
modefält i Sverige mellan åren 1930 och 1960. Däremot har jag genom det 
empiriska materialet kunnat identifiera tidiga tecken på det svenska fältets 
utveckling. En central egenskap för ett fält enligt Bourdieu är kampen 
mellan dess deltagare. På det begynnande modefältet i Sverige handlade 
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kampen om att definiera vad som ansågs vara mode och vilka som var dess 
skapare.  
 
Resultaten bekräftar tidigare studiers utsagor om den franska dominansen 
inom mode. Det empiriska materialet illustrerar hur de franska 
modeskaparna i svensk modepress upphöjdes som konstnärliga och kreativa 
genier och hyllades för sina magiska gärningar. I samband med Christian 
Diors genombrott 1947 kom modepressens förhållningssätt till de franska 
modeskaparna att ändras markant. Dessa modeskapare med Dior som deras 
främste företrädare förknippades inte bara med ett högt symboliskt värde i 
Bourdieus mening liknande en konstnärs utan betecknades även alltmer som 
framstående celebriteter. Detta exempel överensstämmer med Felice 
McDowells antaganden om att Dior med sin revolutionerande ”New Look” 
kom att revolutionera den brittiska modescenen inte minst med hans enorma 
genomslag i press och tidskrifter. Reportage om Diors kollektioner och 
persona kan observeras i alla typer av modepress och hans roll som 
framgångsrik affärsman lyftes fram i svenska branschtidningar.  
 
Förändringen i journalistiken markerar en förändring i de franska 
modeskaparnas anseende vilket bidrog till att höja statusen för de svenska 
inköparna på modefältet. De svenska inköparna av haute couture 
(beställningsateljéer och varuhus) intog en framträdande position i det 
svenska modefältet främst på grund av deras relationer med de franska 
modeskaparna, vars status försåg de svenska inköparna med tillgångar i form 
av ett högt modekapital. Inköparna behöll sin särställning på det svenska 
modefältet under hela perioden. Därmed är utvecklingen av ett svenskt mode 
och det svenska modefältet omöjlig att förstå utan att ta hänsyn till den 
franska hegemonin. Genom att studera det franska inflytandet på det svenska 
modefältet har mina resultat visat att haute couturen kan betraktas som 
transnationell i sin struktur, med påverkan och kontroll som överskred 
nationella gränser.  
 
Anmärkningsvärd är den markanta frånvaron av svenska stjärndesigners. I 
brist på namngivna modeskapare har avhandlingen kunnat visa att svenskt 
mode och designprocessen ansågs i första hand handlat om att skapa 
ekonomiskt värde. Därmed associerades svenskt mode med klädtillverkning 
snarare än att vara ett kulturellt uttryck som förknippades med traditionellt 
haute couture-hantverk. Följaktligen placerades klädtillverkarna 
(konfektionärerna) utifrån Bourdieus fältbegrepp nära den kommersiella 
polen på modefältet där kommersiella intressen styrde och i 
motsatsförhållande till de svenska haute couture-inköparna med en status 
snarlik de franska modeskaparna. Det är troligt att resultaten återspeglar en i 
jämförelse med Frankrike fördröjd professionalisering av yrket 
modedesigner i Sverige. Avsaknaden av stjärndesigners bekräftar även att 
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det svenska modets frontfigur var konfektionären. Att erkänna 
konfektionären tillika industrimannen som skaparen av svenskt mode 
bekräftar även att mode i Sverige kom att associeras med masstillverkning, 
vilket även följde den svenska utvecklingen från en hantverksmässig till en 
industriell tillverkning av kläder.  
 
Diskrepansen mellan konfektionären som företrädare för det 
massproducerade modet och modeskaparen som representerade det 
traditionella haute couture-hantverket var tydligt närvarande i den svenska 
modepressen. Resultaten stödjer vad Emma Stenström betecknat som en 
polarisering mellan konst och företag. Enligt Stenström kom dessa båda 
områden under den första hälften av nittonhundratalet att uppfattas som 
varandras motpoler till följd av industrialiseringen och där företag styrdes 
utifrån rationella principer där det inte fanns utrymme för konstnärens 
kreativitet och originalitet. Vad som även kan ses som ett viktigt resultat är 
hur modedesignern gavs en underordnad roll när mode betraktades som en 
industri. Formgivarens anonyma roll kan även relateras till designhistorikern 
Lasse Brunnströms argument om design som en kollektiv process som äger 
rum bakom kulisserna och därmed inte kan explicit kommuniceras.  
  
De svenska inköparna av haute couture behöll sin framträdande ställning på 
modefältet under hela perioden på grund av det franska modets dominans. 
Det empiriska materialet ger tydliga belägg från slutet av femtiotalet för en 
framväxande professionalisering av yrket modedesigner i Sverige. 
Ytterligare en observation är att yrkestitlar såsom modellskapare användes 
för att beskriva de kreatörer som skapade det svenska modet. Det kan tolkas 
som ett tidigt exempel där modepressen aktivt förmedlade textil- och 
konfektionsindustrins formgivare, trots att modellskapande var det ett yrke 
som ansågs bedrivas bakom kulisserna.  
 
Under hela perioden var modeutbildningarna i Sverige begränsade till ett 
fåtal branschledda utbildningsinstitutioner. Beckmans skola för reklam och 
mode var den institution som i modepressen lyftes fram som den främsta för 
en karriär inom svensk modeindustri.  
 
I Sverige fanns under åren 1930 till 1960 ingen branschorganisation 
motsvarande den franska Chambre syndicale de la haute couture som hade 
funktionen att sköta kontakten med alla besökande journalister och inköpare 
samt att upprätthålla schemat för modevisningarna. Därmed hade syndikatet 
ett stort inflytande och kontroll över modevisningarna i Paris och därmed 
makten att legitimera modedesigners. Analysen av den svenska modepressen 
bekräftar att avsaknaden av en ledande centraliserad organisation innebar att 
en annan institution intog motsvarande roll och ansvaret för legitimeringen 
av modeskapare. I Sverige hade modemagasinet Bonniers månadstidning en 
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sådan central roll i att legitimera de inhemska konfektionärerna genom det 
urval av modevisningar som publicerades i tidningen.   
 
Sammanfattningsvis har kapitel 3 visat, med utgångspunkt i Bourdieus teori 
om symbolisk produktion, att de svenska inköparna av haute couture erhöll 
ett högt socialt kapital (modekapital) vilket bidrog till deras dominerande 
ställning på modefältet i Sverige. Under perioden 1930–1960 var ett 
specifikt modekapital i Sverige knutet till de franska kontakterna i termer av 
inköp av haute couture-design. Det som också kopplade dessa inköpare till 
de franska modehusen, bortsett från deras inköpsresor och närvaro vid 
modevisningar i Paris, var deras ateljéer dekorerade i enlighet med fransk 
stil. Min analys av modepressen har visat att de svenska inköparna av haute 
couture intog en position på modefältet som låg närmare den intellektuella 
polen med Bourdieus terminologi till skillnad från de svenska 
konfektionärerna i den kommersiella polen. Denna position innebar att de 
svenska inköparna av haute couture påtog rätten att uttala sig om mode och 
design i form av ett slags smakdomare. Några av de främsta haute couture-
inköparna med högt modekapital i Sverige var Marg von Schwerin, grundare 
av beställningsateljén Märthaskolan, och Kurt Jacobsson på den franska 
avdelningen (NK:s franska) på varuhuset Nordiska kompaniet. 
 
Slutligen finns en annan intressant iakttagelse i kapitel 3 som tidigare inte 
uppmärksammats och som kan tolkas som en bidragande faktor till den 
långsiktiga franska dominansen. Den svenska neutraliteten under andra 
världskriget bidrog till en situation där den inhemska modepressen hade 
tillgång till de senaste nyheterna från Paris. Detta gjorde det möjligt för 
svenska tillverkare av kläder, till skillnad från i många andra europeiska 
länder som var utestängda, att inspireras av det senaste modet som var skapat 
i Paris. En hypotes är att den svenska textil- och konfektionsindustrin 
saknade incitament för att främja utvecklingen av ett eget nationellt 
designuttryck eftersom det fanns kontinuerlig tillgång till de senaste 
internationella trenderna.  

Produktion av ett nationellt mode 
Min analys av svensk modepress har visat hur modekulturen såg ut i Sverige 
under perioden 1930 till 1960, vilket är ett av de viktigaste resultaten i denna 
avhandling. Dessa resultat ger en annan bild än tidigare forskning som 
skildrat den inhemska konfektionsindustrin som underutvecklad. 
 
Historikerna Linda Welters och Patricia Cunningham har påvisat ett ökat 
motstånd mot parismodet i samband med utvecklingen av ett specifikt 
amerikanskt mode under början av nittonhundratalet. Min studie visar att det 
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i Sverige inte fanns något sådant avståndstagande mot det franska modet 
utan den fortsatta inspirationen från Paris blev snarare ett signum att svenskt 
mode följde det senaste modet. Denna situation och en pro-parisisk attityd 
inom svensk modepress avspeglar avsaknaden av kända svenska formgivare. 
I stället fick andra nyckelpersoner inom industrin en betydande roll. 
Analysen av modepressen visar att illustratören, moderedaktören och 
textildesignern Göta Trägårdh var en betydande drivkraft i utvecklingen av 
ett svensk mode förankrat i textil- och konfektionsindustrin för den 
undersökta perioden.  
 
Antalet modereportage som hyllade utvecklingen av det svenska 
konfektionsmodet ökade under efterkrigsperioden. Det fanns dock en 
grundläggande skillnad i den terminologi som användes för att beskriva de 
svenska konfektionärernas kollektioner i förhållande till den importerade 
haute couturen. Konfektionsmodet benämndes ”kläder” och importerad 
haute couture betecknades som ”mode”. Ordet ”mode”, under denna period, 
likställdes med parisisk haute couture. Denna begreppsmässiga distinktion 
mellan ”massproduktion” och ”haute couture” kan ha bidragit till att svensk 
konfektion i tidigare studier inte förknippats med begreppet mode på grund 
av den terminologi som användes i den svenska modepressen.  
 
Analysen av mode som något nationellt utgår från Benedict Andersons teori 
om en föreställd gemenskap (imagined community). Anderson definierar 
denna gemenskap som ett horisontellt kamratskap, det vill säga de värden 
som förenar medlemmarna i en gemenskap. I Sverige föranledde avsaknaden 
av ett inhemskt designdrivet mode att den enande faktorn var kunskapen att 
översätta det ledande franska modet i enlighet med den svenska kvinnan och 
hennes distinkta krav på ett lättillgängligt mode, rena snitt och utan 
dekorationer, samt i tyger av hög kvalitet. Det fanns en betydande stolthet 
över den inhemska textil- och konfektionsindustrin i modepressen, och det 
finns inga tecken på att industrin uppfattades som underutvecklad eller 
saknade framåtanda. I stället var den inhemska klädproduktionen associerad 
med ett mode av hög kvalitet till ett överkomligt pris, baserat på lokala 
förhållanden och inhemska tillgångar. Efterfrågan på ett praktiskt och 
lättillgängligt mode kan förstås som ett uttryck för nationella värderingar 
men även geografiska faktorer som det nordiska klimatet spelade in. Dessa 
påverkansfaktorer kan identifieras både inom den importerade haute 
couturen och inom det massproducerade modet inom konfektionsindustrin.  
 
Det finns en stark koppling mellan utvecklingen av den svenska 
konfektionsindustrin och den modeidentitet som avspeglades i modepressen. 
Under trettiotalet hyllade modepressen de nationella tygerna som 
framgångsrikt kunde användas tillsammans med parisisk design. Senare 
under fyrtiotalet omnämndes den framväxande konfektionsindustrin i 
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modepressen i artiklar som betonade betydelsen av att klä sig svenskt, med 
fokus på att använda kläder som tillverkats i Sverige. Under efterkrigstiden 
och fram till mitten av femtiotalet var den svenska modeidentiteten 
förknippad med ett vardagsmode, bestående av välskräddade ytterplagg. Min 
tolkning visar också att det är möjligt att förklara utvecklingen av en svensk 
modeidentitet utifrån de socialdemokratiska reformer som initierades under 
perioden och som syftade till en ökad jämlikhet i samhället. Även Svenska 
Slöjdföreningens slogan ”Vackrare vardagsvara” som syftade till att möta 
svenskarnas behov av förbättrade vardagsprodukter har tydligt kommit att 
prägla synen på ett nationellt mode. 
 
I modepressen framgår tydligt att idén om ett svenskt mode också sågs som 
en del av en förskjutning från traditionellt hantverk till industriell 
tillverkning i stora anläggningar med förbättrade hygieniska förhållanden. 
Såväl demokratiskt som diskret i sin stil förkroppsligade det nya svenska 
modet de sociala demokratiska och politiska idealen. Denna produktion var 
också en del av den moderniseringsprocess som präglade det svenska 
samhället under denna period och som betonas i Orvar Löfgrens och Jonas 
Frykmans arbeten. 
 
En särskild kollektion av ett slags baskläder som inte tidigare har 
kommenterats inom modeforskningen är den klädkollektion som initierades 
av den socialdemokratiska regeringen under andra världskriget, dock med 
begränsat genomslag i den svenska modepressen. Kollektionen bestod av 
priskontrollerade konfektionsplagg och gick under namnet ”PK-kläder”. De 
präglades av de rådande politiska idealen under ransoneringstider och med 
budskapet om ett demokratiskt mode för alla. Viveka Berggren-Torell har i 
sitt arbete om barnkläder observerat att regeringens målsättning var att 
utbilda medborgarna i fråga om stil, men också säkerställa att svenska kläder 
skulle vara tillgängliga för alla i befolkningen.  
 
År 1945 presenterades den första kollektiva utställningen med syfte att lyfta 
fram den svenska konfektionsindustrin i Svenska Slöjdföreningens 
uppmärksammade jubileumsutställning ”100 år och sedan...”. Den ägde rum 
under hösten 1945 på Liljevalchs konsthall i Stockholm. Ambitionen med 
utställningen var att för första gången koppla samman konfektionsindustrin 
med konstindustrin och därmed även associera svenskt mode med Svenska 
Slöjdföreningens slogan ”Vackrare vardagsvara”. Denna analogi medförde 
att svenskt mode uppfattades som ett demokratiskt vardagsmode. Före 1945 
var svenskhet sammankopplad med tyger som användes inom 
konfektionstillverkningen av kläder. Analysen av modepressen visar hur tron 
på ett svenskt mode var associerad med massproducerade kläder men också 
jämlikhet med kläder för alla vilket också kom att prägla hur svenska kläder 
framhävdes som en kontrast till fransk extravagans. 
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En exklusiv nisch som utvecklades av den svenska konfektionsindustrin 
under efterkrigstiden, och som inte lyfts fram i tidigare studier, var 
modellkonfektionen. Detta konfektionsmode utformades hantverksmässigt 
utifrån influenser av den parisiska haute couturen men var egentligen en del 
av den svenska konfektionsindustrin. Modellkonfektionen var en illustration 
av idén om den svenska medelvägen (Middle way), ett begrepp som vuxit 
fram som en beskrivning av det svenska samhället i mitten av 
nittonhundratalet och som syftar till en blandning av två ytterligheter, 
socialism och kapitalism. Jag menar att både de socialdemokratiska idealen 
och strävan efter jämlikhet men även den politiska medelvägen kom att 
influera utvecklingen av svenskt mode under perioden mellan 1930 och 
1960. Resultaten är i linje med designhistorikern Jeremy Aynsleys definition 
av den skandinaviska designidentiteten ”as successful adaptations of foreign 
traditions, sensitively fused with national strengths: Modernism with a 
human face”.1 Det svenska konfektionsmodet var både demokratiskt och 
diskret i sin stil. I modepressen manifesterades svenskt mode som ett förfinat 
vardagsmode tillverkat i tyger från svenska textilproducenter. Vardagsmode 
var även ett samlingsnamn för termen svenskt konfektionsmode som 
användes av modepressen. Likaledes kan mina resultat om det svenska 
vardagsmodet jämföras med internationell forskning om hur nationella 
värden är inbäddade i en modeidentitet, såsom i begreppet ”American 
sportswear” som uppmärksammades av Rebecca Arnold. 

Slutord 
Sammanfattningsvis visar resultaten i denna avhandling att utvecklingen av 
den svenska textil- och konfektionsindustrin var betydligt mer komplex 
utifrån ett modevetenskapligt perspektiv än vad som tidigare hävdats. 
Genom att undersöka textil- och konfektionsindustrin från olika teoretiska 
referensramar och utifrån olika källor – främst officiell statistik och svensk 
modepress – har jag visat hur olika faktorer samverkar i produktionen av 
mode. Studien visar att mode är en mångfasetterad tillverkning som 
innefattar materiell och symbolisk produktion samt framställningen av en 
nationell modeidentitet. Detta kan i sig betraktas som ett viktigt och 
grundläggande resultat. På grund av sin långvariga roll som modets centrum 
har den parisiska haute couturen, som kännetecknas av en omfattande 
internationell handel med modedesign, blivit en tydlig referens till ett 
designermode. Detta har ibland kommit att överskugga de betydande 
konsekvenserna av den industriella utvecklingen som banat väg för det 
masstillverkade konfektionsmodet utanför Paris i ett jämförelsevis litet land i 

                                                        
1 Jeremy Aynsley, Nationalism and Internationalism: Design in the 20th Century (London: 
Victoria and Albert Museum, 1993), 42. 
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norr, såsom Sverige. Min avhandling har visat att perioden mellan 1930 och 
1960 var avgörande för utvecklingen av ett karakteristiskt svenskt mode med 
utgångspunkt i konfektionsindustrin. Dessa resultat skiljer sig från tidigare 
modehistorikers som hävdar att svenskt mode har sitt ursprung i 1960-talet, i 
samband med uppkomsten av namngivna formgivare. Mot denna bakgrund 
ger dessa resultat nya insikter och en modern förståelse av textil- och 
konfektionsindustrin och utvecklingen av ett svenskt förfinat konfektions-
mode mellan åren 1930 och 1960.  
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